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11,1110DUCTION

This document is the report of a stwly of the rola of a

generalised national organisation in the Meld of adult education

which the Donau of Applied Social Research was asked to undertake

in June, 1958, by the Adult Education Association of the U. S. A.

The questions posed by the Adult Education Association follow.

1. What should be the principal objectives and program of
a national organisation ooncerned.with adult education
in relation to the basic problems, needs and trends in
adult echkcation in the United States as of the 19501s?

2. What organisational and adninistrative pattern or
patterns appear desirable to achieve then objectives
and purposes?

a. For a national organisation internally?

b. For a national organisation in its relations with
numerous other organisations having varying degrees
of interest in adult education?

3. To what extent an the problems and difficultiee which
the Adult Education Association has faced since its
ibunding in 1951, largely the result of:

a. The organisational awl administrative patterns
which it has need?

b. The nature and stage of developaent of adult
education in the Waited States?

a. The normal problems of pioneer efforts to organise
a "movement* or an "idea"?

d. Passible failure to center on end persist with
attainable objectives and purposes?

e. Inadequate pOblic understanding about adult
education?

f. Other influences and factors?
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Sources of Data The study began on July 1, 1958. A nota on methodoloff

appears in Appendix A. Suffice it to say hero that the data on which

this report is band come from the following mums*

Questionnaires to ambers aid former ambers of tin Adult Meas.

tics Association ant to adult educators who had never joinod this

generalised national organisation;

Interview with leaders in the field of adult education as mai:-

mead chiefly by a panel of present and former mime of the Ezecutive

Ocmittes of the Adult &Wootton Association and with * representative

sawle of members of the Delegaft Assembly of the Adult Education

Association from all its regions, together with a relatively few

interviews with Amer menben;

Interviews with the emoutive officers of several pneralised

national organisations in other fields;

Rumination of 'the historical domments molding the proceases

leading up to the organisation of the Mat Digeation Association, of

the minutes of the lrogndirg Assembly and of aubsegnent actions by the

Emecuttve Camittoe and Delegate Assembly of tbe Adult Education

1111111013141011 up to ani, including Ilarch, 3959;

Study of the reports of previous *direction finiing* surveys

unierbaben or sponsored by the Adult Education AOSOCiation.

The Outlimd. The report is divided into three parte. The

first ooncerns the fie* 44.adult education and the Adult Education

Association of the U. S. A., which throughout this report will be

designated as the AEA. This parb attempts to discover what adult

educators mean tot adult education, what sort of people they are ant



how they regard their field. The history of the AU is briefly con-

adored. The membership of the ABA is next described and analysed,

and the relationship of members to the association discussed. Finally,

in this part a chapter is devoted to former and never umbers. The

analysis in the four chapters covering present and past members is

quite detailed. It is important, in the opinion of the authors ani

in terms of program building, to be quite clear an to the types of

adult educators to whom the association has appealed and is currently

appealing.

In Part 2 some special problems of the AU are explored, such as

the efforts to build a democratic organization and the relations with

other organisations engaged in adult education activities. Adult odu

cation Is also considered as a social movemont and as a profession.

Finally, the continuous direction fiMing efforts of the AU leading

up to the present study receive attention.

Part 3 gives the purposes and goals for a generalised national

organization in adult education as defined by the members of the AEA,

and presents a summary and the conclusions of the authors. Three

appendices discuss in order the methodology of the study, the umber-

ship trends of the AU, and present statistical tables not used in the

main body of the report, ithich contain detailed data supporting the

Basic Considerations. Several introductory consents are in order.

The life blood and content of any organization is people. Bence aw

Wady, whether of the form and structure of an organization or of its

objectives and activities, mast re3y chiefly on sociological and

/111111101011.1.11wlwwne--*
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psychological factors. Technicall7 logical old even legal organise,-

tional forms are present and must obviously be considered in offering

policy suggestions, but they are secondary. One evidence of this is

the generally recognized fact that within aw organisation there are

both formal systems of control and also informal systems of association

and action, often more powerfhl than the formal. It follows that the

structure or form of an organization must be considered in relation to

its activitieb and the attitudes of its members, which mr, be charac-

terised as belt& the climb:, of the organization.

For the most part studies of organizations hams been "those with

a well-defined membership which is sharply stratified and in frequent,

interaction." These are sometimes called "closed systems* or "closed"

organisations. Examples are industrial organisations, governommt

bureaucracies and trade unions.2 Thus far sociologists have Lot studied

organisations as amorphous as the ASA or, to take another illustration,

1David L. Sills, A Proposed Diagmostic Frazework ?bw York: &tress of
Applied Social Research, 19 , dittoed.

2Illustrative examples of socioloiical analyses of organisations of this
kind are the foil:wiry:

Industrial ortanizations: F. J. Roethlisberger and William J. Dickson,
Manasement and the Worker, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 190;
Alvin W. Goaine-7, Sutta-rrns of Industrial Bureaucracy, Olencoe, Illy:
Free Press, 1951:.

Oovernmentbureaucracies: Walter R. Shaip, The French Civil Service
*law Yorks-Wail:in Go., 1931; %tar U. Blau, ar......fr
Bureaucracy, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 0

Trade unions: Seymour U. Lipset, Martin A. Trow and James S. Coleman,
---daosersraraciy, Glencoe, 111.: Free Press, 1956; Arnold Mo Rose 0

Unniern p0 t7, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 3952.

Vo health associations: David L. Sills, The Volunteers,
GI1iiii,I11 Free Press, 1957.
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the National Conference on Social Welfare. There is therefore no

explicit theoretical frame of references into which this report neatly

fits, though sow of the fin:lingo conform to expectations based on

social them or the findings of social research.

Several readers of this report when in manuscript form have sug-

voted "missions" and have urged that these be included. This point

of view would be entirely legitimate in a text. This document, however,

is the report of a etudy of a specific organization and its membership.

Thus the authors we aware, for instance, of points of view relating to

the definition of adult education that are not mentioned. The "omission's

is due to the fact that these viewpoints were not mentioned tri those

leaders who me asked to define adult education. Similar omissions

will be found elsewhere in this report.

Distribution of Responsibilities. The study was a cooperative effort

of the thme authors, assisted by the statistical staff of the Bureau

of Appliei Social Research. All the authors shared in the field inter-

viewing and in planning the tabulations required. In addition to these

tasks, lir. William Nicholls, the Associate Director, took major respond-

bility for designing the instruments used, aul Nr. Sieber served as

coding supervisor and editor for the tables.

181311 author acceplad major responsibility for first drafts of

chapters of the report, and these drafts were then considered critically

by all of them before being put into final shape by the original writer.

Wt. Nicholls wrote Chapters One, Four, Seven, Eightg Ten and Eleven;

Mr. Sieber Chapters Five and Six; the Director the rest.
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Chapter I

THE DEFINITION OF ADULT EDUCATION*

It is obvious that arr national organization, to work effectively,

must have both a clear-cut statement of its objectives and also a

definition of its field of operations. In fact, these two requisites

are interdependent. In this chapter we will concern ourselves with

the problem of how the field is defined.

For some "arguing about definitions when there is work to be done"

is a waste of time. Bat it is an extremely practical problem for a

national organization attempting to serve the field of adult education

to consider. Several interviewees, including Executive Committee mem-

bers, see at least some of the difficulties of the AEA as resulting

from the lack of agreement on what adult education is.

The AEA is not sum what they ought to te. I suppose
they are to exert leadership in the field of adult educe-
tion, but they are without a common definition of adult
education and they don't know what beadership is meded.

Om major difficulty has been a lack of agreement
with respect to some fundamental concepts of adult edu-
cation. . . It is difficult to arrive at a consensus
on the definition of adult education.

The whole concept of an umbrella organization repre-
senting this diverse a field which no two people would
defies the same way is the inherent weakness of all.

I feel we tried to put too much in the same organi-
zation. This was largely because of the difficulty of
defining adult education.

*This chapter was written by William L. Nicholls II.
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The deflation of adult education has quite obviously been going

through an evolution in the last half-century. Once adult education

was regarded by many people in the United States chiefly as the thaching

of English and citizenship to foreign-born immigrants, especially those

who desired to be naturalized. Others included various types of vocik-

tional education for adults in their definition. One result of the

rapid development of adult education after World War I, and especially

during the Great Depression, was an expansion in the activities leaders

felt could legitimately be included in a definition of adult education.

In other countries the first application of the thrm varied with the

particular tasks to which adult education was consciously applied, but

a similar extension of meaning has occurred.1 Inevitably, with this

expansion differences in phraseology and philosophy arose. Today a

discussion of *What is adult education?* brings out many points of

view and sometime even results in injured feelings, as one or another

group feels they are being excluded.

Fbrhaps "adult education," like many another tarn which experienced

a rapid growth in popularity and extension in loaning, has reached the

point of over-expansion. Since it has been applied widely, it may have

lost much of its value for distinguishing what it denotes from other

related activities. If so, this inflation in meaning is likely to

result in a devaluation of the term, a shift toward restricting its

meaning, or the substitution of a newer, more restrictive term to

replace it. There are indicationa that such results are occurring.

One former president of the AEA reported that he ear the term as

"as mingle as and fuziy" and felt it should be dismissed entirely in

1Cf. Z. N. Hutchinson, "The Nature and Role of Adult Education,"
Funismental 4..-4 Adult Education, vol. X, no. 3, 1958, pp. 100-10h;
and Paul fiograncriridult Education," Fundamental aul Adult Educa-
tion, vol. X, no. 3, 1958, pp. 91-100.
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favor of "continuing education." That about one in ten of tbooe

interviewed emphasised the importance of stressing continuing edu-

cation rather than adult education probably indicates not only a

shift in philosophy but also a dissatisfaction with the vagueness of

"adult education* as it stands today.

As one approach to understanding how top adult educators define

their field today, we asked each of the persons interviewed the direct

questions "What is adult education?" Although some of the interviewees

claimed they could not or would not attempt a definition, or evaded the

prcblea by saying that "Adult education is whatever adult educators make

it by what they and their organizations are doing," most provided more

detailed ampere. Since no advance warning of this question was given

the interviewees, Ulu definitions they put forth were not always care-

fully thought out. Yet these answers are of interest as showing the

rough working definition with which these top adult educators probably

operate on a day-to-day basis.

Many of the answers offered tend to support the idea that the

meaning of "adult education" has indeed reached a point of over-

expansion. About a third of those queried specifically mentioned

that they wanted or preferred a broad or very broad definition with

the inclusion of many kinds of activities. A few examples may illus-

trate the breadth which they suggested.

Very broadly, any activity that increasea a person's
stature, a process which continues through life: I would
like to emphasise the broad aspect, Anything that makes
a person a betrar member of his community; any process
increasing knowledge in arty field.



It includes the whole range of adult learning both
in terms of plannmi formal and informal and unplanned
learning. The activities are not necessarily thought to
be learning, but can te designed far social action or
social change. The range is from TV programs where the
adult is very passive to carrylag a picket signm.--.There
he is completely identified.

It is anything that helps adults to change and grow.
I au now working with the United World Federalists, and
I consider that adult education.

I see it more broadly than some people. I see it
not only as institutional programs, but as a range of
cultural activities as wellp--for example, theater going,
home reading, and so on in addition to vocational programs.

The less you define it, the betthr you understand it.
It is anything that serves as an enrichment, enlargement
of point of view, a change of attitudes for the adult.

Not all of those who wanted a "broad" definition took as extreme

a position as those quoted above. Nevertheless, the frequent and some-

times passionate insistence on so broad a definition poses an interesting

intellectual puzzle. What can possibly be ge_TAed tty defining adult edu-

cation so broadly that it becomes indistingeshable from a trip around

the world, a strike, psychoanalysis, propaganda for any one of a number

of causes, reading a newspaper, attending the theater, or even just

accumulating experience by getting older?

One thing a number of these definitions do point out is that adult

education is something which has an effect on the recipient. Such

definitions therefore suggest that education may occur outside as well

as within a program designed for education. Because adult education

came of age during the period when Dewey and others were attacking a

too narrow definition of education, the emphasis on breadth mey reflect
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the reaction against formalism and rigidity which accompanied adult

education's growth.

There would seem to be, however, various structural reasons why

many adult educators tend to define adult education very broadly. A

very broad definition also may help to suggest all the places where

education may take place, and this may be a help in dethring new

areas in which ro launch adult edircation programs. In so doing, those

in charge of adult education programs are able to justify an expansion

of their financial bases, increase their facilities, preserve or incre-

rent their staffs, and generally improve their positions. While a small

part of the motivation for this may be "empire building," the major

intent is undoubted], a sincere desire to educate in as many ways as

possible and to advance adult education both generally and specifically.

The comments of various interviewees suggest that this may be the case.

Within the context of the work I do (as the dean of
a large extension program7 I tend to define it very
broadly. I prefer the broad definition because it shows
ways of reaching adults, such as through the mass media,
TV, etc.

Any definition I give has to reflect the fact that I
am in a council of adult education. In this work I feel
that if a person feels sons activity is education, I will
include it.

From an operational point of view it's possible to
make a distinction between adult education and non-adult
education. I would strike out recreation and include only
the more traditional education. Bat in some situations where
necessary I would include such activities as folk dancing.

While the above process is probably more common inside formal

programs, other social factors may have led to an expansion in the
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meaning of "adult education" outside the schools. It seems possible

that in some cases those in some essentially promotional, propaganda,

and social action activities may have further stretched the definition

of adult education to include themselves under it in order to dignify

these activities by placing them under the more respectable rubric of

"education." With an increase in the popularity and breadth of the

term and with no restriction on who may call his activities "educational,"

it would be surprising if such a stretching had not occurred.

The AEA itself, and perhaps other large organizations in adult

education, may also have aided these tendencies by helping to popularize

the term and by attempting to enlist and serve as many groups and har-

monism as maw philosophies as possible. However, whether or not the

AEA has- contributed to the confusion, it certainly has inherited it.

The director of one large organization of adult educators obliquely

refers to this problem while offering one important reason for keeping

tbe definition a broad one:

I should be mom specific Zibout what adult educationle. I would like to see the term more restricted. It is
now so broad it doesn't have much meaning, as with the term
"democracy." But in practice it can't be. it this stage
of adult education it is essential to give direction to
every phase. It is too early to concentrate on speCific
areas. We don't know enough yet.

Despite these pressures for a very broad definition of adult edu-

cation, most of those interviewed hekt a more delimited, and therefore

manageable, idea of what adult education is. The sheer administrative

problem of knowing what was and was not under one's jurisdiction as an

adult educator impressed upon most the necessity of using the term in

a more restricted sense.
I
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This practical problem was especially well put by one interviewee

who answered:

It would not be adult education for a man to turn on
a program on TV by dial turning. It would be educational,
however. I wouldn't want to accept the responsibility for
improving it. Whether there is any education can not be
predicted unless the giver sets out to give education. I
believe that a greet deal of education takes place while
an individual is not coming into contact with educational
programs and activities. But unless there is a motive on
the part of the gisseminator of the informatiog to make
the educational aim obvious, . . then I wouldn't call it
adult education.

Several other interviewees voiced this distinction between activi-

ties which happened to be educational and adult education in the sense

of a purposeful program. In fact, nearly half of those queried mentioned

the criteria of purpose, planning, organization, or sequence in a program

aa the distinguishing marks of adult education, and only about one in

ten specifically objected to such criteria. Some of the more thoughtful

and interesting definitions along this line are provided below:

/Adult education ig an organized approach of
sequential learning, presenting a body of information
for purposes of information ani learning.

Adult education is7 anything that involves the
planmid and organized effort to diffuse knowledge in-
volving the direct relationship between the diffuser and
the receiver.

It is anything we do in an organized way to assist
adults to gain knowledge or skills for vocational,
cultural, or emotional betterment. The presentation of
information, such as on TV or radio commercials, is not
enough for it to be education. There has to be intent to
help the individual,



It does not include sporadic activities, but it does
inclwie the application of educative principles and pro-
cesses in a systematic way to any area of adult interest.

8.

I consider it any learning experience that is designed
far that purpose, the purpose of learning. I also extend
that definition one stop to include the performing of cer-
tain tasks in this context, such as learning on the job,
committee meetings, and probIam-solving groups.

Several of the interviewees in informal but planned educational

programs appeared fearful that their activities would not be considered

adult education by those in the universities or public schools.- With

butane exception this did not seem to be the case among our inter.

viewees. One respondent felt that "Adult education is limited to

programs in the adUlt schools" and could not see the relevance of

either the work of the libraries or the Agricultural Extension Service

to adult education. What was much more common, though still a minority

view, was the suggestion that WM of the oldest branches of formal

adult education were not "really" part of the field. For example, a

few did not consider vocational education a proper part of adult edu-

cation because it was "training" while "education?, consisted of "a

change of concepts, a change of ideas." Others felt that adult educa-

tion began only when a person had completed the standard education

provided by our society, and consequently fundamental and literacy

education should be excluded. And finally, several interviewees felt

that all credit courses and most formal educationwere not really

adult education. A similar position was taken by the U. S. Corms

Bureau in its report, "Participation in Adult Education, where formal

credit courses were not counted as adult education activities.

2
Circular No, 539, U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Washing/4n, DX.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 3959 ,
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Othar interviewees mentioned the motives of the recipient of

adult education, the necessity for the process to be continuing

throughout life, and social purpose as the distinguishing character-

istics of adult education. These criteria, which will be discussed

in more detail in Chapter X, present a somewhat different approach as

illustrated by the following comments.

It shoull concentrate on inaking citizens responsible
and participating. It includes action, too. I wo4ld
define adult education as the group study of group'problems
with a view to group action.

C111 GO NO dal

Adult education has a social purpose. lb live in a
certain structure or milieu which is not static, It is
changing. Educators have to be leaders. They have to give
people a sense of judgement, enable them to see things in a
broader frame of reference. There is an obligation to help
people know what they are doing and to do it bettAr. This
is not to tell them what to think but how to think.

The foregoing discussion has emphasized the diversity of conceptions

of adult education found among those interviewed in order to 1mM:este

that a problem exists and to illustrate the views of those in oppcsing

camps. Nonetheless, in order to build a program for any national organi-

zation concerned with the development and expansion of adult eduution

in our society, it is necessary to discover whether there is any cton-

sensus among the leaders as to what adult edueation now is. Only then

can its present needs, and probable future trends, and their meaning

be even tentatively assessed and their development planned.

Despite the nuances discussed, it appears to the authors that a

working consensus is beginning to emerge. About two-thirds of the inter-

viewees probab4 would agree to the following formulation: Adult educa-

tion consists of all purposeful planned activities for adults, formal or



informal, of an miacWhional nature which aid individuals as persons

or as group members to increase vocational competence, to live moro

interesting and effective lives as persons, and to increase their

capacity to understand social and political issues and participate

intelligently in resolving them. Further, this definition is intended

to include remedial education, vocational education, and formal credit

work except in those cases where the participant is devoting full time

to such education.3 If this approximate definition of a majority of

the interviewees should command comparable support f7.4.,m the membership,

it sets tentative boundaries within which the AEA can function in

ganning its programs of service, pdblication, and research.

3With the exception of the inclusion of part...time credit courses, the
range of activities here included corresponds very closely to those
utilized by the U. S. Census. 22. cit., p. 2.
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Chapter II

THE ADULT EDUCATOR, ES GRATZICATIONS, PROVES AND HOPES

This chapter empires the adult educator at work in his field, who

he is, the satisfactions that are his, the handicaps against which he

struggles, the problems he sees he must solve, =I the hopes he has for

his chosen field of service in the decade of the 19601s. It leans
heavily on the data and comments supplied by some 80 interviewees but

includes some appropriate data from the questionnaires. A later chap.

ter will consider this adult educator as a member of his national

organization, the AEA, and will present data as to the characteristics
and composition of its membership.

The picture of the adult educator which emerges from this chapter

must be seen against the background in which adult education functions.

Almost universally adult education operates in an institutional setting,

and typically 'within its sponsoring institutions it is a relatively
recent activity. .This limits its freedom to develop as an independent

institution would, imposes restrictions both in program development and

in financial support, and results in what Clark well calls the margiso

nality of adult education.2 The problems with which the adult educator

must cope.therefore involve both those inherent in the discipline and

its field, and those which involve achieving status within powerful

parent institutions that have many other and older interests, some of

1
Interviews with former or non-members awl with executives or board
members of other organizations about their organizations are not
included.

2
Burton R. Clark, Adult Education in Transition, Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of MiTrnia Press, 1956.
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which have become entrenched social subsystem. This situation in-

finances both the adult educator's expressed hopes aid the image he

has of the gratifications aid satisfactions his work produces.

Career Lines

Nov persons now prominent in adult education entered the field

*by the back door* as interviewees frequently pat it. Some more or

less accidental responsibility introduced them to adult education and

they fennil the experience sufficiently interesting and rewarding to

remain in the work. Frequently the first contact with adult education

came through teething a course in university extension or a public

school system's evening program, a responsibility often accepted simply

for increased imom but one that yielded umxpected psychological

dividends resulting in a life career.3

In many respects university extension has been the most stable

area of adult education so far as our interviewees are ispresentative

of leadership in the field. Four out of five in this category began by

teaching or assisting in the administration of ths extension program

aid are row deans, directors or assistant directors of the program in

their universities. An but one of the few currently holding such posts

who did not come up through their universities, had been in industry in

public relations or personml posts.

Half the interviewees who began adult education when serving as

teachers in public high schools haNe remaired in public education work

ard for the most part are variously tit3ed administrators of adult edu-

cation in urban school systems. On the other hand, persons who began

3
One result of this is a relatively high average age for adult educators.
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their adult education careers in public schools have gone into saw

ether aspects of such work. Four have bee= university profeseors.

Imdustry, private agencies, inelnding oze founiation, and agricultural

extension hare each received taro or three former school adult educators.

Workers' education, the cooperative movement, and university extension

are among the other fields into which public school people have gone.

This finding is not surprising. As adult education grew the public

schools in the aggregate possessed more persons with some experienoe

in the field than any other agency. It was a natural recruiting ground

for others, and 'a majority of the fields into which public school adult

educators went doubtless appeared to offer larger compensation and/or

me pmetige and security.

Except that the four librarians among the interviewees have spent

their entire professional- careers in library work, the remainder have

come from widely vaiying backgrowds mud experiences. The interest of

one in adult education dated from his having to writa a term paper about

it when an undergraduate. Teaching, library work, service as an urban

adult education council executive and now in a national organization

follmee in this izdividualls career.

Om of those to be chosen as president of the AEA, while doing

graduate work in one of the so-called learmd professions, was chosen

for an administrative post in the evening program of his school, became

its dean azd then, following field service in adult education for a

national agencyp once more bemire a dean and then a professor of adult

education.



Case work for the Social Security Administration, and personnal

work in a large iniustry was followed in anothar case by the director-

ship of extension in a university with a long and distinguished program

in this field. The interest of another well-known adult educator_in the

field was aroused by the discussions oZ a road gang of which he was a

ember, He was impressed both by tbe intelligence awl the meagre advan-

taps and education of his fellow workers, From then on in college aul

graduate work he focused on adult education ard pursued it as a career

in one of tbe Vs, in an adult counselling program and currently as an

executive in a national organization much concerned with adult education.

Agencies set up by the goverment during the depression, such as the

Works; Progress Admiaristration and the National Youth Administration, are

responsible for having sea otbar workers ink adult education careers.

Others care from the fields of social work and religious education, A

few became employee workors after an experience as volunteers.

This heterogenaous background of professional adult educators,

together with the frequent changes in positioas held by maw inter-

viewees, are some of the marks of a young profession, or perhaps it

should rather be said, of a profession in process of becoming, The

pioneers who founded the berican Association for kiult Mutation in

1925 were not traired adult educators. No one was in those days. They

came from maw fields of endeavor, drawn togetier by their experiences,

sometimes as volunteers, by their perception of needs and by their vision

of what adult education might mean to American society, The first pro-

fessor of adult education was appointed only a generation ago ard it was

same years before he had aw colleague in the field,

I
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The youth of adult education as an organized anl reco ized area
of human endeavor is ow clue t4 some of the problems in the field and
some of the difficulties that the AEA has had in determining upon its
objectives* As is discussed in some detail in Chapter XI, me of the
practitioners in the field are anxious to strength= adult education as
a profession, to enhance its prestige in American society and eliminate
the marginal position adult education holds in many agencies azxl school

systems* Progress toward such objectives seems to sow to involve

raising standards of performance among participants and of preparation

asong practitioners* On the other hand there are those, remembering

perhaps the early leaders or themselves untraiird save by experience,
who dread professionalization as endangering tke spirit and vitality
of adult education and who would welcome the volunteer on the same

level as the professional*

However this issue is eventually decided, and it will be discussed
elsewhere in this report in other conzections, the fact remains that
adult education has made a forceful enough appeal to many peop/a to
cause them to charge their careers. Even in the public schools and

universities no interviewee began his career as a teacher of adults*
Typically his first experience as such took only a fraction of his
energy and time, Pall commitment came later. Quite evidently, there-
fore* what went on was a process through which tho attraction of the
former professional field declined and the appeal of work in adult
education grew in etrength. It is unlikely that economic rewards

played much part in the decision of interviewees to become full-time
adult educatars. Rather, the uniqueness and chal3enge of the activity
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drew them. There are hilts of this in what the interviewees told us,

even though for the most part they dwelt on cement gratifications.
What am these?

Gratifications a the Adult Educator

The answer to this question was provided by the interviewees them-

selves. The image of the adult educator which emerges from their com-

ments shows him to be a very human person with an interest in peopls as
people, who enjoys personal contacts and working with people either in
solving a problem or in achieving tome broader objective. Such an indi-
vidual geta neat satisfaction in seeing tie participants in his program

grow in knowledge, unierstauling, analytical ability, ease in discussion
or skill. Over half of the inisrviewees mentioned items that could be

classified as above. Indeed, one in seven frankly stated that they
supposed they should admit that they had a missionary feeling with
respect to adult education and that their gratifications from their
service would be akin to those of a successful missionary.

Said ones

I probably have a missionary complex. The developmentof human potentialities excites me. Adult education doesthis.

Another pat it thus:

It's not that I want to sound lika a starry eyedidealist, but there is a gratification in making a con-tribution, no matter how small, to a more enlightemd
citizenry.

A number said very simply that their basic gratification was
*working with people and observing their growth," but appreciation is
clearly onst element in this, as the following quotations shows
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?hare is tbs tremendous satisfaction ons gets in
working with adults, a gnat sense of appreciation. They
are in school because they want to be. fp . . The big thing
in adult education is the relationship bebeen the adult
educator and the individual.

MI Oft Ea all Mb

Gratifications? The feeling of the importance of it to
the adults. The things they tell me ii, means to them! . . .
licueewives who spend all day at hone changing diapers will
say, "I haven't done this sorb of thing sime college. It's
so good to get away for a while and get some mental stimula-
tion." Some of the men are delighted just with puttering
around the shop. It gives them a chance to relax and reduce
tensions. . . . The sheer enthusiasm of people impresses me.
Ard it is wonderful to get people to think more carefully
about their problems. Then there is the person who is so
happy to get a job after taking courses here. One woman
who took a course in stemgraphy caw up to me aml said:
NI got a job. I actually got a job. I never thought I'd
learn enough to get this kird of job."

Working with people and seeing them grow is clearly the most

ftequently expressed ani inclusive satisfaction adult educators have

fres their activities.
Something over a fourth of the interviewees get real pleasure from

their duties in program develapment, especially when sone pioneering or

experimental activity is involved, or in some cases where the program

relates especially to community development through adult educational

1119411121.

Theie is a fascination in what we look upon as a
growing field with never a time when vs don't have: new
ideas or experimental programs. There is a special
fascination in ferreting out the needs and Interests of
adults and then trying to meet them. Because they are
not articulate there is the challenge of program develop-
ment.

Several persons valued "the op-porburcity to experiment. There is

real satisfaction in trying things that haven't ever been done." The

challenge of activities not yet routinized anti of the possibility of

change, nentionmd by several, is akin to this.
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Anpther put this point in terms of corn:rest with childhood education:

I get most satisfaction working with people who are in
a position to make changes in society. This isn't true when
you teach children. There la more sharing in planning, more
group thinking in adult education, that makes it intimating.

There is a deep satisfaction in seeing adult education result in

considered action or become an important influence in bringing about a

desirable social change& Consider for instance this:

Mult educatiorg in our city was desegregated about
three years before the Supreme Court decision., We had maw
mixed classes both in vocational anti in libertl adult edu-
cation, There were no incidents, even of the most trivial
sorb. When the decision came ani local rmighborhood groups
or PrA2s began stulying the problem as an sdult education
experience, parbicipants in our desegregated program of the
previous years were very helpful in convinc:%ng our people
that desegregation need not be feared,

The third greatest source of sabisfaction theve adult educators

experienced was the consciousrmss that in terms of the needs A* our

society they were "participating in the most importanh area of education

Way." Explaining, one of them quoted the title of a took of the mid-

1920ts, sayings "It is still a race beimen educatien aid catastrophe,"

Gratifications, of course, varied according to the msponsibilities

and field of the interviewee. The university professors, fcr instance,

all emphasized thsir gratification in the sense that they were helping

to build a profession and ore which was growing and of great potnntial

importance. They also took satisfaction in the jobs their studentl got.

Againo the educational director of a trade association in effect spoee

for several such when he said, "I get my biggest kick making managers

of our industries become increasing3y aware of their functions and

msponsibilities z riducators."
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It was interesting that few of the Interviewees mentiozed gratifi-

cations that might be considered selfish by some. One person perhaps

somewhat uneasily approached such a position in saying:

There is some sense of power aid control in finding
what might be of interest to people and how to help them,
but I don't mean this in the wrong sense of power.

A university professor spoke incidentally of enjoying his freedom in

the work he did. Several persons indicated that they felt their own

personal growth was a plus item in their experience as adult educators.

Two or three working in communities where adult education has long been

favorably known and well established gairxsd satisfaction from "meting

the top people" ant holding "a high status post."

Perhaps these persons were a bit franker than others. Clearly,

however, the gratifications of the adult educator are those of a de.

voted, not to say dedicated, group of people completely confident of

the value and importance of what they are doing. This does not, of

course, mean that they are free of difficulties and problems.

Handicap! and Problems of Adult Educators

The problems listed by ;AM educators naturally refUct both the

situation of the interviewee or respondent in terms of his community or

institution and also the specific position he holds in adult education.

The inquiry with respect to the problems faced by respondents to the

questionnaire was open ended. Replies varied from a brief categorical

listing of a few problems to several paragraphs.
It

4
Interestingly only three-fifths of those returning questionnaires
responded to the invitation to list their most difficult problems.
In this section the word informants will be used when alluding to
agreements of interviewees and respondents. These two groups will .

be differentiated only where the data show significant differences.

1
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Among the interviewees aixl a large majority of full-time persons,

what might be called the marginal status of adult education was 0113847

the most worrisome problem. This was seen to involve lack of status

for adult educators, evidenced by the failure of top administrative

personnel In education arid of influential laymen in the community to

accord to adult education the place its Importance entitles it to hold.

Deliberate toleration rather than whole-hearted acceptance was com-

plained of, together with "adverse" wry scales and the exclusion of

adult educators in sone cases from such fringe bernfits as participa-

tion in pension funds, recognized sick leave and the like. Such com-

plaints were voiced by about half of the interviewees and an equal

proportion, with some overlapping, specifically criticized :their too

limited budgets in relation to their opportunities for service. It
is noteworthy that these problems were voiced disproportionatelzr by

interviewees administering public school adult education programs,

some of whom also felt handicapped by the type of facilities available

for their programs.

If to those struggling with these problems are added the few

peop3a who indicated their chief difficulty was "eheer administrative

conservatism and stupidity," it is apparent that over two-thirds of

our interviewees have difficulties along the lines just described.

largeli because of differences in their responsibilities, the

respondents to the questionnaire were somewhat less concerned with

probUms of this type, less than 40 per cent listing them, aixi mon

than half of these complained chieny of inadequate financial support.
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Maw of the consents concretize these problems.

Tin adult education administrator has to be a hypo-
crite operationally speaking. He's supposed to be an
educator but his superior considers his program simply
as a mow making device.

This attitude is, of course, responsible for what Clark calls
5

"the enrollment economy," which as many interviewees ialicated, makes

the planning of an educational program that will develop new offerings

as nsw needs arise very difficult, especially if the financial situa-

tier* is at all tight. "You always have to compromise with what you

think best." Said ore administrative officer of a program generally

considered successful:

There's always competition from other educators for
funds. The day school teachers' groups will knife adult
education every time in a crisis. Adult education is
tolerated, not accepted.

Administrative problems, another interviewee pointed out, some-

times stem from outmoded legislation.

By law we are called evening schools even though we
now have a large daytime program. And by lax all our non-.
vocational offerings have to be put. under recreation!

But even without such a handicap,

With public school systems a most difficult problem
is to get an awareness on the part of one's superiors and
peers that the value of adult education is equal to the
value of education for youth. Moreover, yaw peers don't
recognize that you have to teach in a diffennt way than
they do.

It must in fairmss be recognized that there are obvious reasons

for the lack of rapport between adult education and other staff members

in the same institution. The former work at irregular hours, frequently

at night, and often serve students uninterested in conventional academic

credit. Many of them are part-timn. There is little or no opportunity

Clark, 22 cit.
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for the two groups to become acquainted. Indeed, it is often difficult

for part-time personnel to get to know their own faculty colleagues.

The factors which create this situation are frequently inherent in arts

large adult education program. They are handicaps, perhaps, but sur-

prisingly few respondents ani proportionately fewer interviewees

mentiomd such considerations as personal problems affecting their work.

There was consensus among informants as to other problem, chief

of which is the traditional attitude of many of the public and even of

educational administrators that education is something confined to

children and youth, and the belief that adults lack either the ability

or the time to accept the need for continuing education. Into this

familiar area fall the related problems of motivation, stimulating in-

tenet in a program or promotion. About ore-fourth of tiya informants

list this as a problem area, and half as many are concerned with the

competition of other activities, ranging from night work where facilities

for a day program are unavailable to rispectatoritis."

The educational director of a large voluntary agency made a sig-

nificant T,ionment on this point.

So much of adult education is based on the assumption
that people want to learn. But we have not pt found the
solution to the problem of motivating them af they are
apathetig, except for selfish motivations such as getting
a better job.

Another problem which concerns one-sixbh of the informants is that

of securing, motivating and generally training and holding a competent

staff or faculty. This is a problem at all levels and in all types of

adult educal ion agencies, public and private, and was mentioned by most

of those with responsibilities for staff selection and training. If
comparable problem in terms of volunteers are considered, another 32
per cent of the questionnaire respondents indicate such problems.
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To some extent the prOblem here is the familiar one of recruiting

persons to fill adult education posts, which because of the necessity

for most activities to be conducted at night, raises problems daytime

opportunities do not, especially among the agencleswhich make large

use of volunteers. The problem goea deeper than this, hmisver, as the

following quotations shows

Another problem is working with the faculty to hare
them treat adults as adults and yet maintain standards.

It's a prOblea to get eome teachers to respect the
integrity of the individual as a mature percon.

OD OD OW GO WS

It's difficult to develop an understanding onto
part, of the faculty of the real needs of people who don't
conform to the requirements of a college catalog.

One perhaps more philosophically inclined administrator said,

It is difficult to convey adult education ideals to
the staff. It takes a long time to realize one's hopes.

lbw/Ube recalled that one of the satisfactions of the inter-

Times in their adult education work was program builling. Perhaps

this is why relatively few of them list program planning as ome of

their problem. In this they differ mrkedlyfreal tbe reapondents to

the questionnaire, one-fifth ofwhomemcountered probleaswith program

development, fitting programs to the needs of their constituents amd

preparing or securing interesting courses and materials. A few persons

also found the emanating ofwhat had been done a real problmm.

One interviewee of considerable experience raised a familiar issue

on this point.
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Programing for the adult mind is onz problem. You
have to be sensitive to adult learning needs as over againwt
what we adult educelors perceive them to be. The problem is
hew to touch then vith programs that bring about an opening
of the mind*

Only 6 per cent of the informants expensed concern over lack of

cooperation among agencies. This may be a hopeful sign, izxlicatdng a

declining proportion of empire builders in adult education. The froblem

has been comented on in another conmotion in this chapter. Suffice it

hrm-to-ser that where a respondent expanded on the mere listing of 110711.

petition ae a problem, the tenor of the comments was not a counterclaim

for his agency bet a plea that all adult education agencies see them-

selves in relation to all others and work for the advancement of the

whole field.

Some of the _interviewees looked behind the familiar problems that

have been listed, ant with frank ani healthy self-criticiam asked if

the adult educators were not themselves problems in the development of

the field. This mood was rarely detected among the respondents but in
one way or another emerged in 10 per cent of the interviews.

Om of the most distinguished and perceptive interviewees put it
tid.s way:

Another problem is ourselves, keeping ourselves
oreativet As adults we are stereotyped. We have to
rouse our dormant understanding and creativity. Allied
with this is the problem of coreormity and acceptance of
mediocrity of think:Jag and of substaniard ways of life
and education.

A more impatient interviewee exploded:

The problem Ls the adult educators themselves. They
can't see beyoni their noses, they can't sell themselves,
they can't internalize the motives they present to others.
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The challenge in the last clause of the quotation from this angry

man is the reason for including the cement. Another interviewee say

perhaps offer a clue. He said:

The law status of adult education is a problem for
whith adult educators are partly responsible. They either
imiu3ge in unrealistic adulation of adult education as a
panacea ibr all personal sad social ills or UV see a
highly limited role for it. They should use their own
techniques to improve their relations with the ocumainity.

Another who waa inclined to believe that adult educators con-

tributed to their own problems explained this by saying, ',We're too

apt te trust a simle method, a mystique--group dynanics, for instance.*

Another interviewee saw part of the difficulty with adult educe-

tion in the pressure =ler which its practitioners worked and the leek

of "depth exchange of experience," explained as follows:

It is not enough for us to tell owe another we tried
this or that aid got x number of students. We need to
discuss how we set up the program and why, the methods we
used in the class or group and what caw out of them, good
or bad, and what leads we found for further experiment.

Finally, several interviewees maintainad quite simply that wet of

the problems of adult educators stemmed from the fact that:

We just aren't clear ourselves as to what adult
education is. There is a great lack of clarity, there-
fore, in our operations.

About 70 per cent of the respondents would agree with this cement.

Several memento may be made in commotion with these last liew

quotations. There can be no doubt as to tin capacity ami shill* of

most of the leaders in the adult education field. At the same time

it is well known that arq rew movement or important grow in the pro.-

coos of institutionalization attracts persons who have failed tic achieve

psychological and/or economic satisfactions in other fields, and who see
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6
the new development as a way of escape or advancement. With the

rapid growth of adult education gad the reed for operating personnel,

it was inevitable that some such persons shoull Lint places in adult

education.

As one of the most informed and widely known national leaders

said:

In the early stages of the development of adult edu-
cation programs in some institutions there was a tendency
for proDassional roles to be filled by people who couldn't
Bemire up to those in other roles. A lot of these misfits
have stayed in adult education because they were fairly
safe. They aze now looked down on by their colleaves ani
consequently have become hostile ant defensive. There has
been some tension owing to this.

A statewide leader of sone experience bluntly charged that:

School admdmistrators pat incompetents into tie adult
education programs.

To the extent to which these two judgements are accurate, they

are on explanation of sone of tile problems of adult education. Coupled

with this is the permissive character or philosophy that dominates the

field, especially with reference to program building, but which in-

trudge into admithstration ant appears to have resulted in an almost

ritualistic degree of self-analysis azd self'-criticism to an extent in

acne places, including the AEA itself, that it impedes the operation of

the program.

Fina3.3y, there is the fact that many persons engaged in adult edu-

cation, especially it on a part-time basis, are so engaged from a wide
UMMNIMMIY.111111111111110ft.11.0111=1MIRAINI

6This became a problem rdised to the nth degree for administrators in
some of the emargency organizations set up so quickly in the early
days of the New Deal. These administrators, however, had the pro-
tection of Civil Service and/or proit.ssionri. standards. The equi-
valent did not exist in some adult education Agencies.
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varle4 of motives, some of which, like the motives of participants in

the programs, may have little or nothieg to do with adult education.?

Their attitude toward the enterprise under such circumstances is baud

to be different from that of fuliatime supervisory or administrative

personnel. The fact that of the estimated 90,000 persons in the adult

education programs of public schools, less than 3,000 belong to MIPSAE

is one indication of this, and admittedly many of the subject matter

instructors in university extension do not consider themselves adult

educators* As one extension director said, "They'd be surprised no end

if you toll them they were."

Without minimizing the importance of the problem from tie point of

view of a generalized adult education association, it mast be pointed

out that some of the criticism is based on considerations many of those

criticized would not accept as applicable.

The commits of the respordents on their adult education problems-

were coded into about three dozen categories. Only five of these iiere

mentioned by from 12 to 26 per cent of those replying to this question.

Fourteen others mere noted by from 5.1 to 9.8 per cent of the respondents-.

The others were all below 11.7 per cent. All of these first five mid some

of the second group have already been specifically alluded to. An elforb

yam made to am whether the type of problems experienced by adult educape

tors in carrying out their work varied according to their area of activity

or the type of institution they served*8 Because of the large number of-

7Edistuld deS. Brunner and others, An Overview of Adult Education Research,
Chicago: Adult. Education Associatioi;W chaps. 3 and 6,

8
So far as the authors know this tabulation of various types of problems
as practicing adult educators see them is unique. For this reason an:1
because people often seek help in solving their problems and in this -
case might tam to a generalized, national adult education organisation
for assistance, this list of problems and the percentage of respondents.
mentioning each are given in Appendix C.
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categories drawing only a small response it was mcessary to combire

tle total number of problems into six categories. Even on Ws baais

eome interesting differences enlarge. Administrative problems and

attitudes are th6 chief headache of adult educators who have full-

tine positions in the field* These are in secord place for part-time

and volunteer workers whose primaiy concern lies in the area of re-

cruiting and of overcoming public apathy. Teaching problems are in

third place for all groups. Tables 3. and 2 give the details on some

of the facts in this and the wart paragraphs.

When the problems mentiomd are related to the agencies in which

respoalents worked, sone of the variations reflect differences between

tax-supported and voluntary agencies. Timis, from two-thirds to three-

fourths of respondents from religious organizations, volunbary library

groups art labor unions struggled with recruitaent and panic apathy,

Colleges, public schools and university extension were least concernsd

with these problems* On the other hand, from two-thirds to three-
fourths of the university extension and public school personnel recog-

nized administrative problems, as did three.fif the of those from the

colleges, These bothered less than one.half the naspandents from

churches, agricultural extension: health,. welfars and youth serving

agencie9

The last threti of these agency categorie'6 in the same order stood

4t the top in tinir Lioncerns over teaehing and student relationso with

hit par cent, listing this group of problems, three times the proportion

aciong the librarians and apprlachIng doubll the proportion among worker

in public schoo) and labor uniona., Thirty-severlper cent of workers in

ch11rche3, coIlege.:; and universiLs extension also listed this problem,
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Table ls Sumaszy Problems of Adult alucators with Positions
in Adult Education by Type of Position*

essaary problem

APatibr aid
recruiting

Teaching

Muds Le:cation

Narginelity ant
mums of the
field.

Hommel prOb32110

Other problem

Bast a 1

All of
fall-time
-............-

53%

37

66

19

2

9
Bal**

(1453.)

rf _sit. _Lion

Part of
fUll-tine Part-the Volunteer

paid tzr. upaid Total..........._

62% 56% 57% 58%

35 Igo 27 35

49 54 46 54

33 iii 8 VI

4 33 7 5

6 8
IN BR Ar A

(644) (m) (171) (3377)

*Those who did not answer the problions "notion are exc3nded fron
this tablet)

**Totals exceed 100% because respondents maimed more than one
tepe of problem.
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-

The marginality and alleged low status of adult educationwere of

little concern to respondents from over half of the groups. less then

one in twelve of the respomdemts from agricultural extension, health

and welfare, civic agencies, unions, religions and youth serving

agencies mentioned it. On the other hand, from onesfifth to over one-

fourth of those from public schools, colleges and university extension

mentioned low status as a problem.
9

Possibly this is a problem felt

more keenly bywives and children than by the adult educator himself.

The results are in line with expectations. Participants in adult

education programs in universities, colleges and pUblic schools oast

register for courses and frequently must pay tuition. One would expect

Bush institutions to be less concerned about public apathy than many

others and, conversely, more concerned about administration and the

prestige of the unit or division. Even soslithis last probam enjoyed

the attention of less than onesthird as many as noted administrative

prOblems.

Tha authors would make a final comment at this point relating to

an area of concern barely hinted in the data collected, doUbtless

because the questions asked did not call it out, but onelihich a

national agency of adult education might be compelled to consider, and

perhaps to act upon. It Aoalves this question: Does an adult educa-

tor whoee Jo. it is to insure study and debate of controversial issues

surrender the right to take a partisan position in politics? If so,

does thisworry him? And what are the implications for him if free

speech, communication or institutions are endangered?

9The occupational categories used were schools, colleges, university
extension, agricultural extension, business and industry, health and
welbare, civic and cllaternal, youth serving, religious, library,
labor unions. All others were also tabulated but appeared too diverse
to UM. Categories not mentioned in any of the preceding mndbers fell
between the extremes given.
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The lAiture of the Field

Regardless of the problems with which adult educators struggle,

they are supremely confident that *sir field will experience tram

winions growth during the 19601s. Half the respondents *agree strongly"

with this statement and over two-fifths simply "agree." Only I per cent

disagree. The zest conservatively record themselves as uncertain.

Population growth is on3 reason given for this optimistic attitude,

but only one.

The interviewees were also optimistic. One-third of them forecast

growth in enrollments, offerings ani participation without qualification

as to the type of program or the agency offering it.

Quite typical of this body of opinion are the following conments:

We're going to see a realization on the pot of more
people that education is a continuing process. As the
educational level of the country rises the number who want
especially education of the non-czedit type will increase.

There will be a steady increase of adult education for
all levels of adults because of the shorter work week and
the growing importance of education in all our lives. There
will be a steady growth both of formal and informal orpni-
zations in adult education: schools, colleges, churches,
MA's, etc. National organizations will attempt to improve
the quality of their adult education.

Adult education will continue to expand, including
educational TV. More and more people will take extension
courses and go to nighb schools. The idea of a cutting
line in education will change so that education will be
seen as a continuing process throughout life. This will
be influencee by our political history, by demands raised
by TV, by our race with Russia and the changes brought by
science--all giving people more interest in learning.

Adult education will become stronger with the rising
educational level of the population and the rapid changes
in technolou aui society. The man who succeeds will recog-
nize his need for it and demand it. The marginal position
of adult education in our schools will disappear.
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The other three-fiftns of the interviewees, while also optimistic,

waive more selective in terms of the nature and auspices of the expected

expansion in adult education, inferentially denying that it would be

shared in general by all operating agencies. This group of interviewees

tended to think more largely, though not exclusively, in institutional
rather than in program terms. This tendency is doubtless a itnction of

the positions they held in adult education. As a result, while opti-

mistic, there is disagreenmnt among them as to the nature and quality

of the expected expansion.

Well over a fourth of the interviewees expect adult education

to acquire a more substantial content with incleased offerings in

"liberal," *social," "interpersonal," "perhaps even spiritual" subjects.

This will be particularly true in programs sponsored by business organi-

zations where "there is increasing recognition of the rend of a far
broader background among supervisors ani especially executives." Con-

versely, in part because of automation, there will be less attention

to adult vocational education ard probably to recreation.

A minority disagree strongly. Sample comments expressing these

viewpoints follows

Especially in the schools less time will be given to
general and liberal education, =I because automation will
deprive people of jobs there will be a gnat expansion in
vocational education.

all 00 MO au as

Adult education will be less vocational, more liberal
as a result of our lurary society. It will be more in thw
direction of a more interesting leisure than for economic
advancement.
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There will be a great broadening of the field to keep
abreast vocationally.

There will be a tremendous expansion in liberal arts
awl humanities programs. With our rising educational
level adult education will become a program providing
people what they missed in college.

The adult educator will have to help upgrade people
from vocational. to other forms of adult education.

The new approach being taken in vocational and pro-
fessional education will expand; for example, engineers
discussing their role in society, not just skills.

Another difference of opinion among our interviewees relates to

the auspices limier which the expected expansion in adult education

will occur. One in six, or perhaps more accurately about one in four

of those who qualified their responses, expects the expansion to be

primarily in two-supported institutions, especially the schoas,

"since schools should be the center of all adult education' awl since

"private agencies are definitely contracting." However, especially

those concerned with such institutions expect the expansion to take

place in state colleges ard universities or junior colleges and

libraries.

Half as many interviewees have exactly opposite expectations.

Because of the necessity for econow, not to say budget reductions,

among all tax-supported institutions awl because of the marginal

position of adult education in them, "the coming growth in adult edu-

cation offerings and popular participation will be primarily in the

voluntary organizations:" It should be added; however that there is
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a coneiderab3e expectation of increased governmental support, sow

includirig federal aid in this judgement, among adult educators,

expecially those in tax-supported agencies.

Representative quotations below reveal the strength of institu-

tional thinking among some interviewees*

Nationally the education of adults will be accepted as
a responsibility of the public schools.

Voluntary organizations will provide much more of the
formalised education for adults.

Library administrators will accept the responsibility
for the education of adults.

The public schools should be the crniter of adult
education, whether in skills or cultural matters.

35.

The final comment comes from a nationally known lcader who has

been highly successful in derveloping adult education in the public

schools of his city.

University extension will be more anti more important*
Junior and community colleges will upgrade adult education*
The public schools will develop a more liberal curriculum
within limitations, These agencies must serve, not attempt
to build empires,

It is to be hoped that this last point of view will prevail among

the leaders and practitioners of adult education and that it can be

hatband by the AEA. The increase in population mentioned by many

certain,/ indicates potential inczeases in enrollment* The galz in

the educational achievement of the American people is marked and cannot

but have sore influenon on adult education both in terms of content and

L
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and in tams of the acceptable quality of instruction. Both these

factArs should be receiving mon attention from policy makers and in

tem) of research from professors of adult education. There is, how-

ever, no guarantee that our educational status will continue to gain

at the rate it did during the 1940ts, It may have zeached a plateau,

as it has at some periods in the past."
Neither of these factors, however, warrants the assumption by any

institution that social treixls will enable it to improve its competitive

position. Automation will not end the interest of adults in literature,

art, or gm other aspects of liberal educations nor are Erb trends

likely to alter peatly the proportion of people whose primary loyalties

are to church, or school, or library, or evening college, or other in-

stitution. Such loyalties grow out of social ties that are inclepenient

of adult education considerations. If a familiar institution cannot or

does not meet some meds individuals may seek elsewhere and as a result

may or may not form naw and strong social ties.n
In the sort of society nthich exists -in the United States, any

social institution with a concern for adult education is flee to enter

the field. Sow will have mom prestige than others ani more experience

with educat but it would appear dmgerous, certainly umealistic,

for the officer of any institution to look forwaid to have adult edu-

cation "center" in his agency. The potentialities for growth in adult

education can probably be most effectively realised by at least a

iodic= of cooperation among the opamting agencies to advance the

1053ean Wayland and Edmund deS. Brunmr, The Educational Characteristics
of the American People, New York: Teachers College Bureau of Publica-
tions,

Ln. A Study of the Liberal Arts Prrram. for Adults in the
Metropolitan Los les Area, Whitn Plains, c, Y 0 : FuncitaritElt
ilducation 3991,- ttoed,
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field as a whole. The need for this wou.ld seem to be indicated by

the lane measure of insecurity or marginality discuseed earlier in

this chapter. Promoting such cooperation could mell be one function

for a national, generalised agency in adult education.

A few persons looked forward to such cooperation among agencies,

though almost as maw expected greater competition. Cooperation, three

interviewees fit, might bring agreed upon differentiation of functions

in adult education among universities, junior colleges and schools,

each doing what was most appropriate for it in terns of staff and

resources.

Another case of contrasting opinions with respect to the future

concerned the degrae of professionalization in adult education. Most

persons wbo cemented on this point looked for an expansion in univer-

sity training for the field ani in the number of positions that would

beam available. Others believed that *the future of the field my

be in the hands of lazinen mho dAn't know John Dewey from Tom Dewey but

ass already doing sore of the most =citing work.

It is perhaps in order to point out that as with a number of these

forecasts both lbaints of view may be correct. The collages of agri-

culture, for instance, are nrt going to abazxlon their volunteer leaders,

mr will the Great Bonks Foundation avd other agencies. Bat this will

not preveni, the ievelopmont of a professionally trained group of workers

in tie field. Inked, some of the meds as seen by both members and

interviewees, such as the great demand for research, canmt be met with-

out a development of adult education in universities. A national agency

might adjust to the presence and needs of both such grows. Both are



already present in adult education. They serve different functions.

They are not comptitive but complementary.

Ow other comment seems in order. Clearly the opportunities for

graduate and professional training in adult education are likely to

increase. It is to be hoped that this will not proportionately reduce

the Tauber of vobmteers. Except for some use of volunteers in parent

edvcation, more recently in the Great Books groups and a few other

situations, and notably for close to half a century in agricultural

and hone economics extension where volunteers have long been counted

by the many hundreds of thousands annually, there seems to be a danger

that progtess may be equated with supplanting the volunteer by the pro.

feesional. The experience of an organization like the Extension Ser.-

vice, with its highly trained professional personnel, in understazding

and utilizing both the volunteer and voluntary action could profitably

be studied by a highly urbanized agency like the ABA' aid made available.

It might be added that if those /rho look for increased tax support of

adult education are correct, it will come more quickly and easily if

the profeasionals seek ways to strengthen voluntary lay participation,

involvement and control,. This is abundantly proven by maw experiences

of the Extension Service.

Eetutning naw to the remaining prophecies by interviewees about

l960te: we find no more generally shared expectations. One in

seven of the interviewees enthusiastically foresaw a greater use of
television by adult educators, and a couple added a more intelligent

use of this mediim. Half as many looked forward to an expansion of

adult education for the aging. Thus an expanded use of a technique
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of comnamication and the more effective inclusion of a special pope-

lation group in adult education's service hive some prominence in

thinking of the future, although to the authors by a surprisingly

min proportion of the interviewees,

A few people who had already experienced a shift of adult educa-

tion offerings into daytime hours or into week-end or short term resi-

dential activity's and especially short courses or workshops, look forward

to developnents along these lines.

Only ors in ten of the intarvievrees suggested any relation between

the changes they anticipated in adult education and the role of a

generalised national organisation in the field, Even among so few

persons agreement was lacking, To some oproblems of methods aixi tech-

niques will bacons IB0 re acute with the looked for expansion in the

field. Tie need for analysis of these and for dissemination of ex-

periences with them, and of the expected increasing body of knowledge

about adult education to come from research: is seen as presenting a

real challenge to the AEA, Two people in this small group, however,

would confine the service of the AEA to private agencies ani assign
to the National Hiucation Association the servicing and leadership of
all adult education through public agencies,

This last suggestion will hardly be embraced with enthusiasm by

adult educators in university extension, agricultural and home econonrics

extensions and public libraries. It is worth noting here only becalms

it is symptomatic of narrow institutional thinking displayed on occasion
by a minority of the interviewees but sufficiently often to acquire some
significance,
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If adult education is ever to rid itself of its marginal statue,

of which a disproportionate number of school:len complaired, and achieve

a climate of opinion favorable to its development, considerations of

agercy preetige and interagency rivalry mere well suppressed or re-

solved.

Thus far this discussion has dealt with fairly large areas of

consensue among amwhere from over half the interviewees down to half

a dozen. Bat as always happens in such a process, interviewers turned

up a few persons who for om reason or another had been thinking

seriona37 along the line of the questions before the intervies took

piece. A few ideas expressed by such persons, while mt echoed by

others, seem to the authors sufficiently significant in terms of

possible items in the AEA program to mention.

Theme was, for instance, the director of university extension

who sees great possibilities, especially for state universities, in

capitalizing on "the vast network of relationships with volunteer

organizations" they now have to take on the training of volunteer

leaders. Here, of course, especially agricultural and home ecommics

extension ham already pioneered for years. Perhaps such an activity

and certainly many rawer subjects lacking the aneal of, sv, electronics,

say call for inventiventres to secure financing, ani here the active

support of all adult educators may be needed.

Another leader felt strong3y that:

It is not only a problem of keeping alults up to date;
it is also a problem of keeping our adult education cur-
riculum abreast of advancing knowledge. The wed for this
will grow more acute since school education is likeiy to
grow more general because knowledge is advancing so rapid37
that training high school youth specifically may even be a
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disservice.12 !then this is realized it will result in a
powerful impetus for life long education, whether the
Mums brings increased leisure or not. And it is not
likely to bring it to professional persons.

Some significant comments concerning university extension came

from the chief educational officer of a large voluntary national

organisation who expects an expanding and worthwhile USD of TV as

an educational medium, both in terms of a greatly increased amber

and variety of courses, and by stimulating different types of

activities by &thus agencies.

Universities especially I see doing an entirely
different kind of extension work. They will reach out
to communities with problem solving help on atch things
as delinquency, segregation, connamity organization mx1
development, and the multiple ani complex problems of
suburban communities.

Hen again is an illustaeation of an adult education leader fore-

seeing a type of activity as developing generally which is already
under way in some places, The Committee on Eentuckr program, for

instance, was taken over several years ago by the state university

mil on the rural side there are now about two-thirds of the states

with rural extension sociologists mowing comnunities along the lines

indicated above .

Another perceptive commit cane from a former pmsident of a

national adult education organization who accepts the optimistic fore-

casts of his fellow interviewees as to the growth of adult education.

lie believes, however, that this very growth may intensify interagency

competition, "More agencies will be in on the act, . . a plain out
and out battle for bodies, a market situation." Indeed, this inter-

viewee expects real competition within large institutions 118 between

departments of a university.

32This point was made frequently by iniustry executives in hearings heldbY President Roosevelt's Adviaory Committee on Education in 1936.
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This conflict may not be a bad thing if it can be
channelled toward progress. Here a national generalized
adult education organization can make a real contribu-
tion. Uuler it as an umbmlla people can meet, resolve
aid benefit from their conflicts. The approach to such
a desirable reaobition will probably be by looking
together at their methods and probing to find underlying
principles. Thom interested in foreign relations,
ind-ustrial relations or the Gnat Books all have
methodological problems which may serve as a common
ground. . . . The problem with conflict is the people
who don't see the good of it.

The net impression emerging from both questionnaims and inter-

views is that of a youthful, developing, not to say embryonic pro-

fession with good morale and great confidence in its future, but one

which because of both actual and potential conflicts sorely reeds a

national organization undominated by any group. Om leader, a Anwar

president of the AE1., sums up the situation quite well:

The conception of the field of adult education
will broaden and hence it will gain more support both
froa goverment and private sources provided the leaders
=sive at concrete, well defined goals-in contrast to
vagte, all inclusive generalizations. This is a must
ard an immediate task.
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Chapter III

AN OVERVIEW OF AEA HISTORY

While what, todAy is recognized as adult education has been con-

ducted in the United States for well over a century, the organized

expression of ths activity on a national scale is relatively recent,

dating from 1926 when the American Association for Adult Education

began to function*

Earlier in this decade the Carnegie Corporation (Foundation) had

become impressed vita the many diverse adult educational activities

under sr.ah auspices as the public school, university extension, agri-

cull4ral anti home economics extension, evening colleges, libraries and

other insthutions. The Foundation was also convinced of the importance

of, and the need and opportunities for adult education in American

society* it was instrumental in convening a nation-wide conference in

1925 to consider the whole field and its needs* One outcome of this

meeting wwl the:organization of the association mentioned above* It

was a membership body, largely supported by grants from the Foundation*

It-published a quarterly ma:gazine, conducted or subsidized research awl

performed a olearing house function*

In 1921 the National Education Association, in response to national

concern for the Americanization of immigrants, organized a Department of

Immigrant Education* Initially its membership was made up of teachers

of the foreign born and their administrators, largely in the public

schools* Rechristened the Department of Adult Education in 192144 it

amended its constitution three years later to permit any one engaged

in teaching, supervising or administering adult education programs to
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join, whether employed by public or private agencies.

There were other national agencies engaged in specific aspects

of adult education but these aspects related much more to the

institutional auspices than to curriculum content. Thus university

extensions, which began toward the end of the 19th century, found

organized expression in the National University Extension Association,

founded in 1915.

Later the Association of Evening Colleges, and the Adult Education

Board of the American Library Associationl organized in 19262 caae into

being. The latter has been renamed Adult Services Division. The passage

of the Smith-Lever Act of 1914, setting up the agricultural and home

economics extension services, gave the state colleges of agriculture a

large stake in rural adult education, and the field representatives of

these two branches of extension each formed their own county agent&

associations, independent of the Association of Land Grant Colleges.

Thus the organizational structure of adult education came to take

shape. In additiont there are currently between 150 and 200 national

organizations which employ educational means in the furtherance of their

programs. Representative of these are the Foreign Policy Association,

the National Association of Manufacturers, the National Congress of

Parents and Teachers, and the League of Women Voters.

Knowledge of the relations among these various organizations and

agencies, and particularly the relations between the general national

organization, the American Association for AtiG Education, and these

various bodies as they changed and developed over the years, is very

important to an understanding of the role of a generalized national

agency in adult education in the 1960t'8, and especially to an appraisal

of the Adult Education Association of the U.S.A. For thie reason
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this chapter is devoted to a brief examination of the history of adult

education organization, and particularly to a history of the Adult

&lunation Association,1 in so far as that history throws light on the

present status of the AEA. The current prOblems and status of the AEA

will be discussed in later chapters*

The expansion of the clientele of the Department of Adult Educa-

tion of the National Education Association in 1927, as noted above,

opened the opportunity both for possible competition for members and also

for cooperation with the American Association fOr Adult Education* Over

the years the relations between the two veered first in one direction,

then in the other* Cooperation, for instance, was shown by grants by the

American Association far AdUlt Education to the department which, despite

the liberation of its membership requirements, was always more of a home

for public school adult educators than a generalized national organizationd

It should be noted in passing that the American Association for

Adult Education made great contributions to adult education. It financed

the well-known studies by the late Edward Thorndike dealingwitl adult

learning and interests, a considerable series of studies in adult

reading and readability, and an appraisal of the various areas of adult

education in a series of over twenty studies in the late 1930%;. It

1
It should be stated fraddy that the interpretations of some events
in the history of the AEA as given both in this and other chapters,
expressed by a number of interviewcea, differ considerably. In
other words, some of the important happcoings are clothed in contro-
versy. These disagreements are in themselves data and, where used,
must be understood as such apd not as judgsments of the authors
unless so stated* The following paragraphs are largely based on the
official records of the AEA of some hundreds of pages, which have
been chronologically assembled and bound under the title Founding
Documents-4949490.0 Interview material throughout the report is
indented anrriarsispaced to aid identification.
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gave several score of fellowships for graduate training from which a

number of present day leaders in the field profited, to mention only

a few of its activities*

Toward the end of World War II the American Association for

Adult Education and the Department of Adult Education atttsspted

unsuccessfully to achieve closer cooperation. In 1946 they and the

National University Extension Association, the Adult Education Board

of the American Library Association, and the Educational Film Library

Association jointly planned and sponsored a national adult education

conference. One outcome was the formation of a Joint Commission for

the Study of Adult Education. By 1949 the purposes and prograns of the

American Aasociation for Adult Education and the Department of Adult

Education, and to some extent the membership; overlapped to such an

extent that the Joint Commission recommended that these two organizations

form a Joint Committee to explore the possibility of greater cooperation.

This sugpstion was accepted and the Committee was charged "to study

and make recomnendations regarding the establishment of a single, new,

overall adult education organization adequately representative of the

entire adult education field."

The AEA Is Founded. This Committee met four times, the last meeting

being a week long workshop in August, 19501 to which consultants from

many areas of adult education were invited. The findings of this work-

shop formed the basis of planning for the AEA. In October, 1950, the

governing bodies of the two organizations authorized the members of the

Joint Committee to become an autonomous National Organizing Committee

and replaced their separate journals by a single publication, Adult

Blucation. After three further meetings of this group under its new
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name, the memberships of the American Association for Adult Education

and the Department of Adult Education voted to dissolve these organi-

sations in favor of the new national association, the Founding Assembly

of which was held in May, 1951.

It is important to understand that the two organizations were

neither merged nor consolidated. They were dissolved and a totalll new

organization with a new name, the Adult Education Association of the

U.S.A., was formed. "It was felt that adult educators in pUblic schools

did not need a separate meMbership organization of their own, and that

their special interests could be adequately cared for by representation

of their areas of work in the policy making body," according to the

minutes of the National Organizing Committee.

It is interesting to note that in many of the discussions leading

up to the founding of the new organization, the concept was of a member-

ship organization of adult educators. The name, Adult Education Associ-

ation of the U.S.A., was adopted by the Founding AsseMbly on motion from

the floor. It was recognized, however, that there were national organi-

zations interested in adult education to the degree that they promoted

their programs by educational means. Provision was made for organizational

meMberships, and original* an advisory council was proposed to provide

for organizational interests* This was changed to a Council of National

Organizations of the AEA which, like the Executive Committee and the

Delegate Assembly, was to be an "organ of the Association*"
2

lOan......a.L._,ationa.InitialatArrjsements0
The consummation of the new organi-

zation aroused enthusiasm and hope among the members of the Founding

Assembly, True, the new bo4y faced serious problems* Carnegie Foundation

2Article III, paragraph 1, Constitution of the Adult Education
Association of the U. S. A.
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support had been withdrawn sone years before. The operating budget

would be snall. On the other hand, two bodies that had sonstlaes

seened rivals had been dissolved and th field now had a single

national association. Moreover, interested organisations and institutions

case forward with substantial help in kind and to sone extent with

personnel. Cooper Union housed the CID; Cleveland College, which had

played host to the American Association for Adult Education for some years,

took the office which was to deal with area organizations and conferences a

The American Library Association gave space to the chief officer of the

Alik who was to serve as coordinator. The National Education Association

contributed the staff from their Department of Adult Blucation to handle

professional and membership services. fhe National Education Association

continued a Division of Adult Education to provide services but to have

no separate members. The same staff served the Diviaion and the AEA.

Another reason for satisfaction with the results of the Founding

Assembly lay in the form of organization determined upon in attempting

to solve the problem of maintaining democratic control in a national

organization. Rightly or wrongly, the image of the American Association

for Adult Education which had grown up was of a highly centralized

organization controlled by its director and a small in-group.3 The new

organization had succeeded in greatly decentralizing its personnel aad

services. In addition it provided for a Delegate Assembly to be elected

by the membership under provisions which it was expected would give

adequate and proportional rdpresentation to every region of the United

States and every major adult education interest. Its creation of a

3The fact that the dues of waters playod so small a part in the
into= of the Alwricon Association for Adult Education during the
approximately fifteen years it enjoyed gererous grants from the
Carnagie Corporation donbtless helped create this image.
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Council of National Orgaaizations as one of the esmociationle "organs'

appeared for the first time to make effective arrangements tor tying

n umerous bodies interested in the field into the national movement,

Because of the scope and importance of the field a comparable Council

of Mlle School Adult Education Administrators was providsd fbr under

the authority of Article III of the Constitution which permits the

Delegate Asselbly to authorize "sub-organisations composed of members

of occupational, interest or geographical aoups" as "organs of the

association.' As matters developed, however, the school interests in

adult education found expression in the formation of &National Association

of PUblic School Adult Eductators. Its relations and those of the CVO to

the AEA are discussed in a later chapter.

In retrospect many persons have coma to see weaknesses in the

organizational structure as determined by the Founding AsseMbly. It is

doubtful, however, that the Assembly would have done differently even

if efficiency experts had criticized the organizational chart or' if

sociologists who had studie social organization had foretold aome of

the problems which have aiisen, Ratbet to =Ay the very fact of the

limited budget and other proble.me helped to insure through the type of

organization they seemed to make necessary the vcry democracy all hoped

to achieve in the new organization. The subsequent difficulties are

discussed elsewhere.

The AEA and the Fund for Adult Iducation. It is important now to record

another development, totally unexpected by the committees that led up to

the Founding Assembly, and the :Influence of that development upon the AEA.

This de,elopment was the organization of the Fund for Adult Education by
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the FOrd Foundation, The director of this Mind denned its purposes as

follows in an article in the journal of the AEA
4

s

Tha FUnd is convinced that in the last analysis "face-

to-face" participation in discrAssion is the most effective

means of adult education. Therefore it is (1) providing

various aids 4.o discussion leaders and groups and (2) sup-

porting several discussion prograus conducted by existing

organizations. Preliminary findings of the surveys cur-

rently in progress under fun( auspicee reveal that programs

of adult education in the 'jn.17..ied Statess Aumerous though

they are, suffer from the lack of traincd manpower and

adequate funds.

Assistance in planning drograms for adult discussion

groups and in leading such groups is much needed by laymem

in the field. The va.itlaz the Fund to the new Adult Educa-

tion Association will be used for the gL)..,.tiricatiorgra
tosaza.ed."-7-----nd to hela non- rofessional peoole, who are

ess421 in adult education work,, Eaphasis supplalaT

For professional adult educators, the Fund will provide

a number of scholarships and fellowshipc.

The Fund for Adult Education had been farmed only a few months

before the AEA9s Founding Assembly was held. 7ta primary purpose was to

assist in the development of the liberal side of adult education in

distinction from the remedial and vocational. It had large sums at its

disposal.

During the meetings of the Founding Assembly the director of the

Fund and one or two of his staff conferred with leaders of the AEA and

offered to support appropriate projects, but indicated that no grants

could be made for normal organizational operations. Thus in the first

year of its life the AEA, which had been launched on a budget of less

than $23,000 plus free office space and services worth approximately as

4C. Scott Fletcher, "The Program of the Fund for Adult Education,"

Adult Education, vol. II, 1300 2s D000 19510 The following paragraphs
raWrespect to the relations of the AEA to the FUnd for Adult Educa-
tion are based onthe records of the AEA and on the interviews held

with adult education leaders. No effort has been made to compare the
data thus secummilifth the records of the Fund for Adult Education.
What is important in this study is the image AEA leaders have of the
FUnd for Adult Education episode in the history cf their asaociation4

since it is this which influences present, policy.
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much more, became the recipient of grants from the Fund for Adult

Education of about $316,000, largely for publications as indicated in the

quotation given above.

This, to quote an interviewee, "made the organizational chart look

like a tooth pick supporting many heavy branches." On the basis of this

argument the Fund for AduLt Education eventually made a grant for general

support and for the progran of the 00, though the largest sums continued

to go for publication, especially the new magazine, Adult .....2Leggralz)

The 1954 annual report of the AEA notes that the budget mis approximately

$1100,000--a sum slight4 exceeded in 1956 when grants of 4bout a quarter

of a million were received. The staff at this time included 15 profes .

sional or technical employees. There were a dozen organized "specialized

interest groups" and 16 standing committees. According to the annual

reports of the AEA for 1955 and 1956 the proportion of the total income

obtained from foundation sources ranged from a low of 57 per cent in

1951 to 80 and 79 per cent in 1952 and 1953 respectively, and 72 percent

in 1954, Since sane projects for which grants had been received continued

beyond that time, the proportion was still high, 62 per cent, in l956.

Looking back on these lush years, some of the AEA's leaders

confess to mixed feelings with respect to the size of the grants and

the tempo with which the program was expanded. Chiefly, this was because

of the fear that the association might come to be identified as the

operational arm of the Fund for Adult Education, as one of its predecessors

had become similarly identified in the minds of same with the Carnegie

Corporation. As a matter of fact, while just such a statement is made by

BOMe informants, there is evidence that although officers of the Fund did

at times suggest projects to the association, these were not always
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accepted. Nonetheless, a suggestion from a fbundation with ample funds

cannot help but carry weight with any organization. There are obvious

dangers in questioning the desirability of a project for which financing

is readily available, and in a rapidly expanding organization untrodbled

by financial stringency, it is easy for some projecta to escape a degree

of critical scrutiny that might have strengthened them. Commenting on

thin period one detached but lifelong friend of adult education said,

"There vas a crime of oversubsidization of the AEA. There was too

much money too easily witten."

&arsine Its Born. As illustrative of this period of the AllIA!s histary

two significant events have been selected among others, mainly on the

basis of the amount of comment they received from the interviewees. The

first of these was the founding of the magazine Adult Leadership. This

was a project included in a list of suggested proposals sdbmitted to the

Fund for Adult Education. It did not have a very high priority among the

leaders of the association as a whole, many of wham felt its purpose,

audience and relationship to the association needed a clearer definition

than the proposal had developed. A few, however, were especially interested

in such a magazine as a medium of training for the countless nuMber wto

were doing adult education but had not had the opportunity of any specific

training for the work. The Fhnd for Adult Education adopted the suggestion

for such a magazine as a major project. Its subsidy made the resultant

publication, Adult Leadership, of central importance, surrounded it with

an aura of unique significance, and gave it an existence as such, rather

than as a part of the AEA.

To organize, plan, and publish the magazine an "Operation: Committee"

was selected representing: the Executive Committee of the AEA, social
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practitioners, educational theorists, social science researchists,

human relations and leadership trainers, volunteer leaders, and publishing.

The first questions faced by the Operations Committee werss

(1) name of magazine; (2) audience to wbich it would be directed; and

(3) general pattern =f contents. The answers to'these three basic

questions were consistent. The name selected, Adult Leadership, was

intended to designate the function performed by the great number of people

who are in positions of leadership in all sorts of adult groups under all

sorts of auspices, for all sorts of purposes ranging from the teachers of

formal classes in all sorts of subject matter, through the leaders of

inforal discussion groups of many kinds, to the chairmen of committees or

o4her action groups. These were the people to whom the magazine was to be

addressed. What was the canon element to all of these very diverse

situations? It obviously could not tte subject matter, organizational

relationships or purpose, but in all cases there were groups. All of

these leaders dealt with groups, but few were knowledgeable about group

behavior or skillful in stimulating interaction within groups. Same

knowledge and understanding in this field recently had become available,

and it was accepted as the purpose of the magazine to communicate this

information and teach these skills in as practical and understandable and

useful way as was possible..

It was recognized, however, that this principal purpuse should be

surrounded with other elements to give some breadth to the magazine and

make it of interest to those who did not precisely fit the audience as

defined. A general formula was agreed upon: about 50 per cent of each

issue would be given over to some one aspect of groups--group behavior,

group analysis, principles of interaction, problems of group solidarity,
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otiseussion leading, evaluation, etc., etc.; mound 25 per cant, amounting

to perhaps one substantial article per issue, *mid be given to a topic

of general importance and/or interest in adult education; the other 25 per

cent was to be made up of news of general interest, book reviews, information

about useful materials, new uses for the various media and methods in some

combination, not necessarily all parts in each issue. The broils, while

a guide, was never intended to be followed with any rigidity. It was

forgotten after the first few issues and the magazine tended to lick the

breadth which the formula was intended to encourage and to stress more and

more materials reflecting the poirtb of view of what has come to be called

Group Dynamics.

'Mane there was a member of the AEA Executive Committee on the

Operations Committee and some members of the AEA staff worked on &bat

leaderships there was no way that the Executive Orimmittee could influence

very significantly, let alone dominOes the policies or actions of the

Operations Committee. Hindsight makes it clear that the .minority view

within the committee might better have prevailed. This view was that

under the circumstances--the AEA a vow organization attempting to unite

the remnants of its predecessor organizations and attract additional

thousands of members of all degrees of professionalization from all areas

og adult educationthe paramount need was for substantial resources to

develop an organ of communication under the direct responsibility of the

Executive Committee to deal in concrete terms with problems of organizational

policy, membership, program, etc., which had to be larked out as the

tuilding of the AEA was carried forward. As it was, those responsible for

the new magazine became primarily interested in their product -- a magazine
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leach would be unique, hichly communicative, and effective as a medium

of training the leaders of adultsrather than in the organization itich

sponsored it.

Agat...topapjapjsing. )ne result of ttda situation and of the

emphasis upon group dynamics was the development of conflicting attitudes

about the magazine. Partly se a result of this the Survey Research Center

of the University of Michigan was asked to conduct a study of reader

opinions, satisfactions and criticisms in 1953. In the current study, one

in five mentioned Aslult_Leadcorst4t) when asked to name weaknesses in the

AEA, if any, against one in nine who rated tho magazine as an achievement.

However, an additional one in four mentioned the "publication program" as

an achievement, which presumably included tkajaglejskin as well as

Manjaggdigland the pamphlets andimonogranhs. The number of people

who stated that Adulatj_lektralp bad improved since necessary reduction

in the tudget forced the appointment of an umalaried editor exceeded

those who felt the magazine was not as good. The flavor of the critical

thinking is given in the follandmg:

A_sjattlss.gzittAziuntil recently was ccaducted at freshman
indoctrination level repeated ad nar.seam in each iesuo.

Until recently Adult Leaderdhin has been absolutely
juvenile in tone. Editors and many contributors were
quite ignorant that psychologists, soc4...ologisband some
individuals in other social sciences have done research
with direct implications for adult education.

Adult licaderME was the right magazine for, the times

putaiehed by the wrong agency. It should have been the

organ not of the AEA tut of the National Training
Laboratory for Group Dynamics.
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MalLbAgenkja, has done more to popularize adult
education in the minds of many than anything else. I've
been surprised at the places I've seen copies.

tidal ati_i.ildasalde is a fine thing.5 It has ohm
there is more than cae way of doing a thing.

ihether the magazine would have pleased its critics better if

the iontginal procedures had been followed is of course a hypothetical

ciliation. The facts show that after five iseues planned by the Operations

Committee, the committee picked a topic: and selected a sub-cousittee which

worked with a staff person to produce an issue. This proved a clumsy

arrangement and in a few ir Inths most of the planning was done staff

of tbe magazine.

Following the decline in the subsidy fran the Auld for Adult

Education, Alit yeadereitip became by 1958.more of the type of magazine

the'bindsight judgement" noted above indicated it should have been. By

that time, however, the situation within the AEA had changed.

The history of MO _Leaderahto is also related to the other

epieode of this period, one usually alluded to by interviewees Ito bad

been members of the AEA since its organization. The significance of this

episode lies in its revelation of some of the difficulties to be met in

promoting a generalized national agency in a field with as many facets as

tidal education»

Uskadazamasiga.lat.lesl. Viewing the millions of adults

participating in adult education and the tens of thousands who served them

as instructors, discussion leaders and organizers and promoters of programs,

it seemed reasonable to persons both in the Mind fbr Ault Education ard
tosammsaassammwMINIMMIWOO11,0=mmewses.011..malla."10.."11

7This is the typical favorable comment without elaboration.
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the AEA, to expect that the latter should acquire and hold a membership

of some tens of thousands of persons. One figure sometimes used was

50,000.6 To this end a professional promotional organisation was

employed on a consultant basis to assist the AEA in a year's membership

campaign. Oyer 700,000 letters inviting perscais were mallefi. Less than

1.1 per cent responded favorably, about one-fourth less than the number

needed for the expenses of the campaign to be met. Of the fourteen lists

of names used, two were tau from suggestions by members and friends of

AEA. These contained 8.2 per cent of the tote.1 number of names but

significantly produced 27 per cent of the members added as a result of the

camppign. Even so, the rate of return was only 3.54 per cent»

A basic reason for this campaign is evident in what has already

been stated. The Rind for Adult Education was interested in "non-professional

persons engaged in adult education work." The magazine the Rind subsidized,

,fiskatjaduitja, was one of the benefits of membership. The problem was

' And and enlist these volunteers.

The consultant agent advised that in efforts of this sort a 70 per

cent renewal rate was "normal," A chock of renewals for several months

following the conclusion of the campaign showed rates of from 20 to 37

per cent. The membership, which was 4,892 in August, 1954, rose rapidly

to 12,707 in May, 1955, reached a peak of 13,480 before the end of 1955,
..10.1.11

6In the first Annual Report of the Adult Education Association of the
U. S. A. the goal-gas stated as to "develop an active membership of .

ten thousand individuals and organizations in 1952. Fifty thousand
is the eventual goal." By May of 1953, however, the total was slight3y
over 4,000, but the goal was still listed as "the recruitment of a
large corps of peopleprofessional and volunteerseriously concerned
with adult education." By the Fifth Annual Report, when the promo-
tional scheno was over and the decline in membership had begun, no
mention of a target was made and instead the emphasis was on the
"balanced remsentation of many occupational groupings" which was
sad to have been anhieved.
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and then began a steady decline which at this writing has not yet ceased.

Figare 1 presents the overall membership trends throughout the life of

the AEA.7

There aze numerous diagnoses of the failure of this campaign. In

this case the authors present their win.

1. Fee participants in adult education programs appear to think

of the activity as adult education. They are concernod with the content

as such or may even have become participants for reasons little concerned

-with educationt8 Comparably the vast majority of the instructors are

part-times usually holding other full-time positions. They are interested

in teaching a subject. For the most part their problems ki the area of

adult education go no Anther than doing this teaching acceptably. They

do not consider themselves as adult educators. This is even true of 12

per cent of the AEA members.9 Neither group is cognizatt of the social

processes which make their association in an. adult education activity

possible nor of their owl iudebtedness to such processes.

The hypotheses may be advanced that the greater the degzee of

involvemmt in adult educations the greater the likelihood that a salaried

person in *Um field gill be an An member, ead

The greater the proportion of free time a volunteer worker spends

in adult education; the greater the likelihood such a person rill be en

AEA minber. It follows that the reverse of these propositions is also

true, and hence that a blanket invitation to tens of thousands of persons

would not stimulate many persons -4o join the association.
.11--1011=1...01111.1111....

IA more detailed analysia of tl:e recent dowaiard tivnd in membership
and an attempt to predict the mi.:Lent of further &clime aro found
in Appendix B.

8Brtumer et al.2 sa. cit.
9An additional 41 per cent of the membeas admitted that the title

"adult educator" could be applied to them; though -"ehey seldom
thought of themselves in this way.
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2. Apparently no thought was given to the fact that many volunteers

in adult education agencies receive materials and operational suggestions

fran the national headquarters of their organizations. This is abundantly

true of the League of Women Voters, the National Congress of Parents And

Teachers, all the natiaial farm orgenisations, azzl others. The mere

launching of a magazine like Astataigoodu with far less Andy of the

possible constituency and its needs or of the market as it would be seen

by advertisers than is normally undertaken before bringing out a new maga-

sine or product, war an act of naive faith both on the part of the Iiind for

Adult Education and of _tbe AEA. This, be it added, is not a criticism of

ftiL.WdenUR. In terms of the circulation achieved and the continued

sale of reprints, it undoubtedly contributed to =ay people. The expecte-

tiona ibr it were too high, end in terms of the ihole campaign the position,

motivations and needs of volunteers appear not to have been understood.

3. Whenever measured, the membership of the AEA has been dispro-

portionately composed of professional persons. The magazines, publications

and services of the AEA would have had to be reoriented to appeal to the

new menbers enlisted by the campaigii, about whom, in the nature of the case,

little was known." This may have not been accomplished.

4. Another important factor, seldom considered, is the high rate

of turnover in the field. About 35 per cent of former members are no longer

in adult education, although some of them may, of course, never have been.

Comparabily a large proportion of persons dropping their membership in the

%ere is a bare possibiliV thail some change in the content of Adult
leaderehip may have been made and that it was not of interest to pre-
campaign members or subscribers. The consultant agency, in its report
to the AEA in June, 1955, notes in the half year prior to April IS, 1955,

Adult leadership had a loss of 9,7414 subscribers which the campaign abcut

Eienceci. There ares, however, other possible explanations of this loss.
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the National Association of Public 4choo1 Adult Educators have done so

because they have gone to other positions and are no longer concerned

in adult education.11

Facts Like these indicate that membership recruitment for the

AEA must be on a non-stop basis to be effective, especially to reach those

who assume the posts vacated by persons leaving the field.

5. More important, there is a very real question whether a national

organization dealing with interests as diverse as those In adult education

can be Wilt up by any mail promotion wimpaign. The problems of such

overall organizations are central to this study ani will be considered In

various contexts. Suffice it to say here that the small amount of

evidence available to the authors indicates that such campaigns have not

been successibl.

This unsuccessIlil campaign raises sone significant questions. The

American Association for Adult-Education enrolled and maintained as members,

even after its loss of foundation Ilinds, a "hard core" of persons who

identified tbsmselves as adult educators. The AEA seems to have and hold

this clientele as well. In this campaign, and to a much lesser degree

since, it found a means of ennlling some thousands of persons whom Itt.

identified as engaged In adult education, bit Ida NAL pits a =Wax

themselyes. To retain such persons it was, is and will be essential to

make them realize they have a place In adult education and an important

part to play. The APIA tried to do this with its magazine and through an

organization that provided a number of types of participation. It was

unsuccessilil in gaining the loyalty of these persons in sufficient numbers,
IIIIIIIIMINII=1111111
ninfozmation supplied by Mr. Robert Luke In an interview..
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perhaps in part because of the ideological conflicts discussed in

Chapters VIII and an. Does this failure mean that the AEA must be

satisfied with a ha= core membership who are completely identified with

adult education, growing only as adult education itself grows? Should it,

rather, seek slowly to enlarge the area of its influence, enlisting those on

the perimeter as they cane to feel sufficient involvement in adult education?

These are cpestions which conld veil be kept in mind in reading most of

the rest of this report.

for CiggiLUEu ack. Wnatever the causes of the

failure to hold more of the nearly 10,000 members secured by the campaign,

the results were disappointing both to the officers of the AEA and to tie

Ihnd for Adult Education. No faindation likes to be committed to continuing

current expense grants and many will make no such grants. In conformity

yeah this ..olicy, the Blind for Adult Education notified the AEA that

appropriations to its operating expenses would be discontinued.32

The reasons for this decision as seen by officers and senior staff

of the AEA at the time it was made ware diverse. They indicate a suspicion

that the explanation given by the Rind for Adult Education was a rationali-

zation of the decision. They also impute to the Mind criticisms of the AEA

which were being voiced at the same time by some members. These criticisms

involved the *unworkable" organizational structure with offices in four

cities and insufficient contact within the staff, the character of the

magazine Ma iltr.s.g..erill42, the straggle within the AEA among certain groups

to win control of the organization and its publications, the alleged

tendency of the staff and Executive Committee to be too educational in their
".311/IMONIM.MNIMMININONN~111====111=111110MMIMINIMMNrmunyiagml

'It is not accurate to say, as some do, that the Fund for Adult Edu-
cation has withdrawn all support from the AEA. It is, for instance,
supporting the Yearbook project and has made grants to assist in
the publication of several monographs.
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operations, too wedded to a "behavioral science approach" in contrast to

a promotional drive, the diffusion of energies within the AEA, the lack of

concrete, measurable results, and the AEAls slow progress towara self-

aupport.

However, the reasons for the Fund for Adult Education's discon-

tinuance of operational grants to the AEA , real or imagined, are important

to this study only in so far as the reaction of ths association's leader-

ship to the decision illumines their conception of the role of a national

agency like the AEA in the field. The loss of the operational grants as

such is of great importance to this study. Drastic adjustments had to be

made to the reduced income, affecting the service which the AEA could

render to its members and therefore the entire program. It rade more

important than ever the task of determining vihich elements in the program

would best serve adult education and be of most value to the membership.
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Chapter IV

THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE AEA1

In this chapter we will attempt to learn who AEA's members are,

what positions and interests they hold in adult education, how fre-

quently they interact with others in the field, whether they see

themselves as adult educators, and what other organizations they

belong to in adult education. To answer these questions we will

rely heavily on the questionnaire mailed to all members in October,

1958. The reader is again referred to Appel): liz A for detailed infor-

mation about that qrsetionnaire aul its limitations. In addition, we

will often find it useful to refer to some previous studies of AEA

members, not only to provide supplementary data but in a few inatances

to trace changes which have occurred in AEA's membership over the years.

Current Densgatt_iic Characteristics of AEA Members

The questionnaire returns indicate that demographically AEA's

members may be described as predominantly male, middle-aged, well

educated, urban, and residing disproportionately in the northern,

central, and western states. let us examine each of theae conclusions

in more detail.

Sex. In the total sample 60 per cent are men, but some intereating

variations can be found within the sample. Among those who claim to

hold full-time paid positions concerned entirely with adult education

68 par cent are men. Men also make up 61 per cent of those who claim

lA preliminary version of this chapter appeared under the title, "The
Composition of AEA's Membership," in Adult Education, vol. IX, no. 4
(Summer 1959). This chapter was writ-Griv IM anrir L. Nicholls II.
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to hold other paid positions in adult education. However, among those

members without paid positions in the field, only 47 per cent are male.

Within this last group the majority report that they are doing volun

teer or unpaid work in adult education, and among these volunteers

women definitely predominate. Only 44 per cent of these volunteers

are men. Thus roughly speaking, the AEA is made up of predominantly

male "professionals', avd female volunteer*.

k Le.. The mean age of the sample is 46.11, ard better than two-thirds of

the members are between 35 and 54 yeara old. Perhaps more interesting,

relatively few young people belong to the AEA, for only ii per cent of

the membership are under 30. Rather the membership appears to be skewed

toward the older age group, 10 per cent being 60 or older. Perhaps sur-

prisingly, there are no Important differences between the age distribu-

time of those who do and do not hold paid positions in adult education.

If anything, it would appear that the volinteers are slightly older on

tha average than the paid workers.

Education. The educational level of AEA's members is almost astonishingly

high. About one in five of the sample, some 18 per cent, claim to hold a

doctorate degree. Another Sig per cent report completion of a master's

degree or its equivalent. Thus a total of 72 per cent reported some form

of graduate education beyond college, and many of those answering the

qtestionnaire indicated that they were currently pursuing additional

advanced degrees. Only 9 per cent indicated that they had not completed

college and only 1 per cent reported no college training.

As om would expect, those holding paid positions in adult education

have completed more formal education than those who do not. For examiile,
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while 77 per cent of the paid workers have at least a master's degree

or its equivalent, 52 per cent of those without paid positions in

adult education have such a degree0 But although the "nonsprofessionalse

have relatively less education, it is important to realise that the

majority of them also hold advanced degrees.

Size of Nome Town. Slightly better than 75 per cent of the sample

reside in cities of at least 25,000 in population and 40 per cent re-

port that they live in a metropolis of a quarter of a million or more.

Even those who have a residence in a smaller town frequently indicated

that they live in a suburb° A total of 85 per cent claim to live In a

town over 25,000 or a subuth. By contrast, the United States Census

for 1950 reports that only 4108 per cent of the population live in

cities of 25,000 or more and only 23.1 per cent in metropolises of

250,000 or more.2 Thus the AEAts membership is distinctly urban.

Region. Geographically AEA members can be found in every state in the

Union, but an examination of the addresses of all AEA members in the

United States as of October, 1958 shows that the southeastern and south

central staims were under-represented in the AEA. The United States

Census estimated in 1957 that 27.3 per cent of the United States popu-

lation resided in these soutghern states, but only 110 per cent of

ABMs membership live in this area.3 Each of the other major regions

2The data on the United States are taken from the Statistical Abstract
of the United States: 1958, p. 21. The figures arIrMi'mo on IS-Mrs=
igreauti-WWir urban definition.

3The southern states included in this percentage are Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. The data for
the United States are taken from the Statistical Abstract of the United
States: 152, p. 10.
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appeared to show a proportional aver-representation in AEA membership

as a result of this deficit of members in the south.

Demographic Information from Previous Studies

Where comparable data are available from previous studies of AEA

members very similar results have been obtained, An interview study

conducted in September, 1953 by the Survey Research Center of the Uni-

versity of Michigan (which we will abbreviate as the S. R. C. Study in

fUrther references) found 64 per cent of AEAls members at that time

were male, a result which does not differ greatly from the 60 per cent

reported above04 Even more similar is the 62 per cent male membership

found by a questionnaire study carried out by the AEA in early 190.5

The S. R. C. Study found the mean age of AEA members in 2953 to bs

4598 years which is almost identical with the mean age of 46.4 found

in 1900 Finally, the distribution of educational attainment of AEA

members reported oy the S. R. C. Study also differed from that reported

above only in that the former study discovered slightly more members

who had not entered college. Even this difference is more likely to

have arisen from the fact that the highly educated are more likely to

return questionnaires than from major shifts in AEA9s composition.

41111=1111M

IITIva full report of this interview study is found in Stephen B. Withay,
et al., "Adult Lsadership: A Study of Subscribers and Their Reactions
la Vie Maiii316" (Survey Research Center, Institute for Social Re-
search, University of Michigan, Septamber, 1953), This study was
based on personal interviews with 272 subscribers to Adult Leadership
of whom =swore AEA members. The sample was drawn from all sub-
scribers living in counties in the United States which had a popu-
lation of 90,000 or more.

5This earlier questionnaire study is reported in "Who We Are," Adult
Leadership, September 19560 pp. 7647, and in a mimeographed document
entitied6Highlights of a Membership Characteristics Study." The
study was based on questionnaires mailed to all AEA members at that
time, 53 per cent of whom responded before the cut-off date. Biases
in return rates similar to those found in the 1958 questionnaire
survey were evident.
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Income. Because of thew similarities, there is mason to believe that

intonation collected in the past about AEA Is population but omitted

from the current questionnaire may be useful today. Here the 1953

S. R. C. Study is of special interest because through its use of con-

fidential interviews somewhat more personal data could be requested

than through questionnaires. For example, the S. R. C. Survey reported

that tin median income of male AEA members at that time was $8,880 a

year while the median income of employed female members was $5,828.

About a third of the men and a fifth of the women members reported

incomes over $10,000 a year.

Marital Stat 's. This same study found that 86 per cent of the male

AEA members were married, but this was the case for only 29 per cent

of the women. This pattern of married men and upimried women is, of

course, typical of those employed in the professions.

Political Activity. The S. R. C. Study also found AEA cambers to be

more politically active than most Americans. Some 82 per cent of the

members reported voting in the two preceding lAcal elections while this

was 12110 of only 51 per cent of the United States adult population in

general. An additional 10 per cent of the members had voted in at least

one of two preceding elections, ani only 7 per cent had voted in neither.

By contrast, over a third of the United States population had failed to

vote in either election.

Participation in Voluntary Organisations. Another indication of the

members* interest in their community and nation is the extent of their

participation in voluntary organizations. The S. R. C. Study found
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that AEA members anti Adult leadership subscribers belonged on the

average to approximate37 three voluntary organizations other than the

AEA9 and that 140 per cent of these members and subscribers were officers

in at least ow voluntary organization. This appears to be a very high

level of voluntary activity.

Residential Mobility. Another piece of information found in the S. R. C.

Study which will be shown at a later point to be important in under-

standing AEA's recent membership loss concerns the residential mobility

of AEA2s members and subscribers. Althuugh studies have shown that

about 70 per cent of the metropolitan population of the United States

have resided in their present city for twenty or more yearss, this was

true of only 40 per cent of the sample of AEAls members and subscribers.6

Over a third of the sample had moved from another city in the ten years

preceding the interviews and nearly a fifth had moved within the pre-

ceding five years. Thus it would seem that AEA,a members are an ex-

tremely mobil, group geographically,

The Adult Education Positions of AEA Members

Nearly four out of five persons in our sample, 78 per cent, claimed

to hold a paid position in adult education. This proportion is almost

identical to the 77 per cent who made the same claim in the 1956 ques-

tionnaire study.. Thus although the membership is now lees than half

that at the time of this earlier survey, it would appear that the pro-

portion of "professionals" in the association has remained constant.

An even earlier questionnaire study conducted by the AEA in 1952 found

6 _

With:3y, et al., op. cit., pp. 10-11.
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a very similar 83 per cent of the members employed in adult education.7

Thus even from this very early period it seems that at most only small

champs have occurred in the percentage of members employed in the

field.
Among those holding paid positions, 33 per cent indicated that

their position is a full.timie one concerned entirely with adult educa-

tion, 58 per cent reported that they hold a full-tims position with some

responsibilities in this field, and 8 per cent replied that they hold a

part-time position. Thus although the typical AEA member does earn

some of his livelihood in adult education, only a small proportion,

some 26 per cent of the total membership, devote their time exclusively

to this field.
Fourteen per cent of the members reported that they carry out

unpaid or volunteer activities in adult education. Hoover, 7 per cent

of the members denied that they hold any position in adult education,

either paid or volunteer. (Slightly less than 1 per cent did not answer

the question concerning their present position.)

Ter= in the Field. Those who hold paid positions in adult education

said that on the average they had done so for about ten years. Table 3

presents the complete 44stribution of tenure in the field for each of

the three kinds of paid positions previously mentioned and reveals that

those who hold fullAire3 paid positions concerned entirely with adult

education have been in the field the longest. Because of the previously

7This earliest study, as in the 1956 and 1958 studies, involved the
mailing of questionnaires to all members. Fifty per cent of the mem-
bers replied. The only published reference to the 1952 survey appears
to be in Annual Report 1954, The Adult Education Association of the U. S. A.

--



Table 3: Tenure in Paid Positions by th TYPe
of Position field in Adult Education

Noo of years in
a paid yosition

36+

11 to 35

& to 10

3 to 5

2 or less

ib answer

Base of %

Present sition in adult education

All of
fullmtlue

Part of
full-tian

paid--------
28% 22%

21 17

27 25

16 3.8

7

(520)

6

Part-time Total
_mtg.. 2Ilt.

25% 23%

9 28

22 25

29 19

17 7

8 a
In TN
(233) (2563)

710
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noted age distribution of AEA members, it is understandable that here

again we find relatively few newcomers to the field in the ABA.

ke of Entry to the Field. EV subtracting the members' tenure in the

field from their age, it is possible to derive another ueeful piece of

information about the members, their age when they accepted their first

position in adult education. In maw cases this is found to be rela-

tively late in their professional careers, for tbe median age of entrance

into adult education of these members was 35.5. Only a little over a

third of the members, some 314 per cent, were employed in any capacity

in adult education by the age of thirty-om, an age when it would seem

likely that most other professionals would be settled in their careers,

and nearly a quarter of the members, 23 per cent, did not enter adult

education until they were forty-two or older. This late age of recruit-

sent which, like the pattern, mentioned in Chapter II, of coming into

adult education from some other occupation rather than directly from

college, probably is largely explained by the DEVIID338 of the field. It
in turn helps to make understandable the relative scarcity of yomg

people within the AEA.

Responsibilities in the Field. Another approach used in the questionnaire

to obtain a better understanding of what AEA's members do was the inclu-

sion of a list of activities in which adult educators, or those with

adult education functions, ware thought commonly to engage. The members

were requested to check no mole than three, and it was hoped that they

would check the three which occupied most of their time in the field.

The gross results of this question are indicated in Table it.
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411brcentages total more than 100% because many members checked
two or more activities.

Table 4: Adult Education Activities Engaged In by AEA Is Members

73.

Ati
Base of % (2000)

educators 32

c) Training volunteer 3eaders . 0 0 30

d) Leading discussion grove . . , . 1 6 30

e) Teaching courses to classes of adults . 0 22

f) Adult counseling and guidance . . 0 . 22

g) Recruiting adults for adult education programs 17

h) Preparing written, filmed or recorded material
or dieplays for adult education , * 0 0. . 35

i) leading action groups 33

3) Coordinating adult education and/or welfare
agencies 22

k) Training adult education workers for paid
positions 32

1) Justifying adult education programs to
important decision makers (such as 1sgis1ators)
outside adult education 11

m) Participating as an adult student . . . 0 0 7

n) Other , . . 9

o) No direct responsibilities in adult education
although interested in it . 0 . 5

p) No answer

411brcentages total more than 100% because many members checked
two or more activities.

Ati
Base of % (2000)
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This table is useful in pointing up the emphasis on administration

and organization in the activities of AEA ls members, but as it stands

it is also somewhat confusing. For example, while this table indicates

that 7 per cent of the sample participated as adult students, it can

not in itself make clear that less than 1 per cent were only students

and did not have other activities in addition. Similarly, one may

wonder what other combinations obscure information, In order to cir-

cumvent this difficulty an ad hoc method was used to classify each

member into one of the following rough categories:

Top administrator:

Other administrators:

Broad gauge workers:

Those administering and directing
the work of paid adult educators

Those not directing paid educators
but engaged primarily in organizing
and/or justifying adult education
programs and carrying out other
leadership activities such as co-
ordinating, recruiting, training
paid workers, and preparing materials
for adult education

Those with some of the above adminis-
trative activities but also involved
in such front line activities as
teaching, leading action or discussion
groups, counseling, training volun-
teers, and participating as students

Primarily workers: Those with primarily or exclusively
front line activities

As shown in Table 5 better than a third of those with some kind

of position in adult education, either paid or volunteer, held top

administrative positions, and almost half held primarily administra-

tive posts, Only a third were concerned primarily or exclusively with

the front line activities which involve contacts with adult students,

As might be expected, there are sizable differences according to the

type of position held.



Table 51 The Primary Acti7ities Carried Out by AEA Members
by the Type of Position Held in Adult Education*

Adult education
activities

Top administrator

Other administrator

Broad gauge workers

Primarily workers

Unclassifiable"

Base of %

Present position in adult education

All of
fullptime

paid

58%

15

13

11

(520)

750

Part of
full-time Part-time Volunteer

paid paid or umaid Total

31% 28% 6% 35%

35 7 6 3,3

16 12 32 311

33 50 65 33

TAX
3

TOIX

(910) (333) (277) (AO)

4those with no position in ault education and those who did not
answer the question concerning their position in adult education
are not included in this table.

')144Some respondents could not be classified because they did not
answer the question on their current activities or answered with
undassifiable responses.
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Prism Agency. The organizations in which our sample perform their

adult education functions were maw and varied, ani in some cases it

cr.pears that the sans person has furotions in several different kinds

e oronizationso In response to the question, "Within what type of

agency or organization do you carry out your activities in adult edu-

cation?* lii per cent replied by checking more than one of the categories

listed in Table 60 By reference to written-in comments, addresses, and

responses to other questions, however, it was possible in most cases to

detereme within what agency an individual spent tbe majority of his

tins in adult education. For example, even though a dean of university

extension may have limited voluntary adult educational activities in a

church, youth-serving agency, or civic organization, it could easily be

determined that his major time in adult education was spent at the uni-

versity. As may be seen in Table 6, however, in some 6 per cent of the

cases it was not possible to distinguish the members' primary organize-

tiono8

Although Table 6 contains thirteen different categories of organi-

zations and agencies, an even greater diversification is uncovered when

the "other agencies and organizations" are examined,/ Within this catch-

all category are found the following additional organizations: philan-

thropic foundations, 0.8 per cent; home study, vocational, private and

thchnical schools, 0.7 per cent; community, intergroup and human rela-

tions agencies, 0,6 per cent; consumer cooperatives and credit unions,

°The volunteers whose primary organization was not ascertainable usually
checked sow combination of health and welfare, religious, civic and
fraternal, or youth serving agency or one of these in combination with
a university or public school. The paid workers without one obviously
primary organization generally mentioned a university, public school,
library, or agricultural exteneion agency in combination with either
busitEss and industry, or less frequently, a health and welfare,
religious, civic or fraternal, or youth serving agency.,



Table 6: Selected Primary Agencies and Type
of Position in Adult Education

77.

4(Those claiming to hold no position in adult education or not answering tha
question on their present position are not included in this table.

4(Those claiming to hold no position in adult education or not answering tha
question on their present position are not included in this table.

9% 6% 15%

Health and welfare 6 16 3 12 12

Church or religious 5 114 5 32 11

Tooth serving 4 314 3 8 9

University extension or
evening division 5.}13

28 135 7
Other university division 9 10 13 8

Agricultural or home
economics extension 13 5 1 - 6

Library 1 10 2 2 5

Business and industry 6 3 - 4 4

Civic and fraternal 1 1 1 24 3

Governmental 4 3 1 4. 3

Labor unions 1 1 2 - 1

Professional associations 1 1 - 1 1

Other agencies or
organisations 8 4 5 6 6

Not ascertainable or noma 2 2 11 22 6
155X 15531 In in neg

Base of % (520) (920) (333) (277) (1640)
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014 per cent; international and worli affairs organisations, 043 per

cent; museums, CO per cent; and national discussion group programs,

0.2 per cent.

By comparing the percentages in the various columns one may note

that, at least in this sample, the agency in which the milers are

employed is associated with the type of position held. Thus the !Ul-

timo workers who are concerned exclusively with adult education in

their jobs are found generally in the public schools, the universities,

and agrimlUmal extension. Those who have the education of adults as

only part of a full-time paid position are disproportionately found in

health and welfare agencies, church and religious organizations, youth

serving agencies, and libraries. The partAime paid workers are highly

concentrated in the public schools and universities, 'Ails the volun-

teers are disproportionate/y fbund in health ard welfare agencies,

church and religious organizations, civic and fraternal organizations,

and youth serving agencies.

Trends in Apncy Composition. Similar information about the members/

agency affiliations was collected in the 2952 and 1956 questionnaire

studies mentioned earlier. By comparing these with the current ques-

tionnaire results, it is therefore possible to obtainan idea of shifts

in AEA's memberdhip over the years. This is done in Table 7.

Unfortunately the same catagories of agencies were not used in the

coding of each of the earlier questionnaires, and therefore fewer and

less precise categories are used in Table 7 than in Table 6. Neverthe-

less, it is still evident that substantial shifts took place in ANAls

memberehip during its existence.
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Table 7: Selected Primary Agencies as Determimd by
Nailed Questionnaues at Three Different Times

hreM
College or university

MAU school

Library

Oovernment (including Agricultural
Ektension)

Church or religious

Business or industry

labor unions

Social, health, youth serving,
voltam, civic, fraternal or
other voluntary organizations

Other, unknown or none

Base of %

Size of membership at time

Questionnaire mailed

Jan. Oct.
ER ES.

25% 3.5% 19%

21 8

10 3 5

10 9

3 16 ii
6

1 1 1

16 30 2It

8 11 12
1355%

(1828) (6945) (1840)

(3163) (12,935) (5656)
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In 1952 the majority of AEA membera were affiliated with schools

and libraries, as Is shave in bosh Table 7 and Figure 1, By 19565

however, AEA9s membership had increased 300 per vent9 largely as a

reaalt of the promotion eampaign discussed in the previous chapter,

and ita compasition also had ehanged drmsativally, At that time

school aril library adait edivators comprised only a ;UWE., o'rer a

fourth of the membership9 and there had been a substantial inoreaea

in the proportion of members from church, religiousl hea1the welfare,

youth serving and various other volunbacy agunsies,9

From 1956 to 1958 there was greater thaa a 50 per cent loss in

membership:, and once more the cempostion shitted,, The organizations

which had experienced the greaiest pr)portional increase prior to 1956

showed the greatest loss after that yeart prasumably as a result of

the dropping away of the members which the promotional campaign had

brought in,1° CorrespondingDy the stehool trad library affiliated

members showed a Wative inerease.

The ehangas from 1956 to 458 wre not as sharp as those from

1952 to 1956t, and as a result the membership today is probally more

heterageneoua than it was in 1952. This additional heteLeogensity can

undoubtedly be attributed at Isast in part to the mentership campaige,

9It is impertant to realize thaa although the ra ortion or members

in ths schools and libraries decreased aharp3y from 19)2 to 1956,

the =Mbar of members from thess institutions autually increased,

For example, the number of libraeians apparent4 roee from about

300 in 1952 to slightly less than 400 by 1956. The decreasing

percentages of the school and library people betfreelA these years

indicate that the great bulk of the new members added on by the
lopmromotion campaign eame from other ;iigicies.

and Brunnera, 22. sitc,

the various agencies from 1956 to 1958 will be found in Nicholls
ore detailed information about the changes in proportions from



Figure 2: The Co4osition of ABA's Membership
as Determined by Mailed Questionnaires
at Thme Different Times

Base of % 1828 6945 1840

Total mem.
bars at
time 3163 12,935 5656

81.

Riblic schools,
colleges, uni.
versities and
libraries.

Business, industry,
labor, government,
aid agricultural
extension

Church, religious,
health, welfare,
civic, fraternal,
and other volun-
tary agencies.

Other, none or
primary organization
not ascertainable.
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It would be useful to know if in the future the AFAes agency

composition win return to that fowl In 3952. The evidence on which

such a projection could be made, however, is unfortunately contradic-

tory. lamination of the agency affiliations of a sample of individuals

who had not renewed their membership in 1958 but who were still in adult

education showed that even as late as last year the drop-outs were die-

proportionately persons from health, religious and other voluntary

agencies: The results of a smaller sample of people who dropped out

In April of 1959, however, in which less confidence can be placed

because of tie small numbers involved, indicates a contrary trend

with these voluntary organizations =counting for a relatively small

proportion of those leaving the organization. The best guess of the

authors, which admitted3y is not based on very solid information, is

that the agency composition of the membership probably has stabilized.

The total =bar of members may continue to decline for a year or so,

but the relative proportion of persons from the various agencies in it

mgy remain constant. Of course another promotion campaign or various

membership drives directed toward particular agencies would change this

forecast.

The Adult Education Interests of AEA Members

The wide range of agencies and institutions within which the mem-

bers perform their adult education roles provides perhaps the major

basis of the often repeated view that the members are an extremely

heterogeneous group. However, a second dimension, which appears to

add tt their heterogeneity, and which frecpmantbr cuts across the

first, is their diversity of interests within the field. The mere

=bar of interest areas listed in Table 8 gives evidence to this
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Table 8: The Major Personal Areas of Interest in the Field
of Adult Education of AEA Members as Determined
by Two Mailed Questionnaires

Area of interest

Jan. Oct.
1956 1958

sm. m st_smi

a) Providing broad9 comprehensive
adult education 4 33%

b) Human relations training 33 32
c) Community devebpment 32 27
d) Group work 29 21
e) Parent and family education 22 20
f) Education for leisure 11 3h
g) Inter.group relations 14 16
h) Public and international affairs 1/4 $15

i) Religious education 27 15
j) Professional education 17 lit
k) Vocational education 10 13
1) Liberal arts education 12 33
m) Executive supervisory or sales

17 11
n) Health education 16 11
o) Education for aging 8 11
p) Public relations 16 9
q) Rural or agricultural education 8 7
rl Economic education is 5

tiji
EdTrade

union and workers' education 5 4
ucation of the fon 4ign born 3

u) Fundamantal and literacy education 5 4
v) Other * 6
w) No answer * 2

MP* TON"

Base of (6945) (2000

lot asked or not reported in the 2956 survey.

**Percentages total more than 200% because members noted
several intsrests each.
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heterogeneity, and the fact that no more than a third of the members

selected any single interest, even when the respondents were asked to

check their three major personal areas of interest, further emphasises

this diversity.

Recent Trends. Here eget:Isom comparative data are available from

the 1956 questionnaire, but in this Ca93 the percentages from the two

surveys are not strictly comparabk because the later one contained

some check list items which the former did not. Consequent4 little

importance should be attached to small differences between percentages

from the two surveys. Nevertheless, a comparison of the two sets of

figures does indicate two important conclusions about trends in AEAls

membership. First, it appears that there has been a sizable decline /

over the two years in the proportion of ambers who are interested in \I

religious education. Secordly, apart from this one instance there does

not appear to have been much change in the interests of the members,

although some small changes may have escaped notice because the data

are not strictly comparable.

Broad vs. Specialized Interests. Although an interest in "providing

broad, comprehensive adult education" heads the list in the 1958 sur.

vey, it is striking that only a third of the sample elected to empress

this more general concern as one of their major areas of interest in

the field. This suggests that AEA members are preeominant17 specialifts\(

of one sort or another, although the range of interests selected by many

of the members indicates frequent37 diverse sets of specialties.
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Variations Among the Members. Because so magi different interests are

found in Table 8, some summarizing is necessary to obtain an under-

standing of variations of interests within the sample. Once again

thie has been done in an ad hoc way. Because of its special importance

an interest in broad arxi comprehensive adult education has been kept

separate. The following groupings, however, are used in the remaining

tables of this report where interests are discussed":

Social and interpersonal education and methods: Human

relations training; community development; group work; and
intergroup relations.

Liberal education: Liberal arts education; palic and
internationali=s; and economic education.

Work related education: Professional education; voca-
tional education; executive, supervisory or sales education;
public relations; and trade union or workers' education.

Remedial education: Education of the foreign born, and
fundamental and literacy education.

Education for special roles and interests: Parent and
family educatiair elaWalron for leisure; health education;
education for aging; and religious educatiton.

As may be seen in the last column of Table 9, when these groupings

are used the most popular of the six areas appears to be that of the

social and interpersonal education ani methods. less than half as many

expressed an interest in liberal education. It is also worthy of note,

in view of the historical development of adult education in this

country, that the long established area of remedial education attracted

the interests of only 7 per cent of AEA's nembers.

The interests of the members differ somewhat according to the type

of position held in the field. The providing of broad and comprehen-

sive adult education was mentioned as an interest by almost half of
111

!'s

"Because it covers such a broad range of content areas, "rural or
agricultural education" has not been placed in any of these groupings.



Table 9: The Summarized Areas of Interest in the Field
of Adult Education by the Type of Position
Held in Adult Education*

RP° of Epsition

All of Fart of
Summarised areas fdllpstime fullmtime
of interest** paid paid

Broad, compre-
hensive 148%

Social and inter-
personal

Liberal

Work relalAd

Remedial

86,

Part- Volum.,
time teer or No

Egli. 2Epaid position, Total

32% 35% 17% 24% 33%

47 68 54 71 64 62

35 23 28 26 27 27

48 37 47 26 36 39

10 5 12 3 8 7

Special roles
and interests 35 55 74 59 .5.4. 50

forp-x- rig ra 21,3%

Base of % (520) (910) (133) (277) (143) (1982)

liembers not indicating their present position in adult education are
excluded from this table.

**:A description of these categories is provided on page 850
***These columns total more than 100% because Embers frequently

expressed interests in more than one area.
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those with hal-tiro paid positions concerned entirely with adult edu-

c&tion, but by lass than a fifth of the volinitsers,, These fUll-time

paid workers were also disproportionately interestrA in work related

education and liberal education, but although almost half of them

expressed an interest in social and interpersonal education ani methods,

this was a lower proportion than among those with any other kind of

position in adult education, It is the volunteers who appear to be

most frequently concerned with the social and interpersonal.

Greater variations in interests are found with regard to the

primary organizations in which the members carry out their adult edu-

cation iNinctions, as is shown in Table 10. This table has been arranged

to emphasize the differences in the proportions indicating an interest

in providing broad and comprehensive adult education. The agencies

whose members frequently hold this in-Wrest are found on the left and

those whose members seldom have the interest are found on the right.

This ordering also serves to distinguish the agencies by the frequency

of their mmbers I interest in social and interpersonal education and

methods, since those agencies which have a large proportion interested

in this area tend to have a small proportion interested in broad arid

comprehensive edwation, Table 10 also points out the concentration

of those interested in liberal education in university extension arcl

the libraries, With only one exception, the proportion with this

interest is brice as great in the libraries and university extension I
as in am- of the other agencies,
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Self-Perception as an Adult Educator

Perhaps one of tin most crucial factors in the growth of a new

field or profession lies in the development among its practitioners

of a feeling of identification with the field and of a growing self-

perception on their part that they are members of it. At the current

time adult education appears to have reached a stage where some of its

practitioners have already achieved such an identification and self-

perception. Thus one interviewee reported:

I have no doubts at all that I am an adult educator.
When I go to borrow money at the bank or have to give my
occupation, I always give it as adult educator.

For others selDidentification as an adult educator is not taken so

easily, especially when dealing with people outside the field, as

evidenced by the following remarks:

When The on a train and some one asks me what I do,
I first say I'm an educator. This usually avoids trouble.
If they persist I next say Ism an adult educator. I don't
use "adult educator" first because it roans so little to
so many people.

While the concept covers what we are trying to do,
many of my academic cals.:: ,c, s don't reDect the word.
There is a 'tendency here 'at my college therefore not to
define one's role as adult educator. The term creates
problems for getting the job done which I'm trying to do..

WS MP CO 0 GO

I think it does apply. To a laymaa I say I'm Director
of g large welfare agence rather than sag, I'm an adult
educator, because if I said "adult educator° he would think
I'm a teacher.

Yes, it applies. A good bit of my work is as sate
kind of adult educator, . . . ZEug if some one pressed
me about my occupation on the street, I would say I was
in human relations work.
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Finally, sore members of the AEA would deny that they could or should

be identified as adult educatorse Thus a director of a large university

extension program and former Executive Committee member states:

It doesn't apply. 1 em a university administrator
with special programs for adults. We don't think of our4-
selves as an adult education agency but rather as people,
looldng to see what the university can do to meat the
needs of people of the state, people of all ages.

In order to collect more systematic information about self..

perception* the following item was inclarled in the questionnaires:

How well do you think the title of "adult educator"
applies to you?

a) It is a very appropriate title aixi I often
think of myself ar an adult educator,

b) It is a title which could be appropriately
applied to me, tut I seldom think of myself
in this way,

c) It is not an appropriate title for me,

As found in the last cob= of Table lib the majority of tbe mem-

bers felt that the title of "adult educator" could be app/ied to them,

but lass than half tended to think of themselves in this way. Even

=long the paid workers in adult education, only those with full.time

responsibilities concerned entirely with adult education appeared in

general to have a close enough personal identification with adult edu-

cation to think of themselves as adult educators, Here it seems likely

that the marginal position of adult education in most institutions, with

its implication that the adult educatioa functions are part of another

job, hinders The development of a self.image as an adult educator. Thus

the man who is assistant superintendent both of an adult education pro-

gram and of the vocational high school program in the public schools* or

the union executive who is in charge both of recruiting new union members



Table 11:

Appropriateness
of title of
"adult educator"

Thinks of self

Could be amlied

Not appropriate

Base of %

Self-ibrception as an "Adult Educator" by
the Type of Position Held in Adult Education*

All of
fullptime

paid

21

2

Part of
fulictime

paid

/40%

52

910

Part- Volun-
time teer or No
Egs.1 maid vials Total

189% 22% 21s% 46%

50 39

8 10
MI5 ioO

(897) (333)

28 la 12
BON Ea in

(269) (337) (1951)

Table 12: Self-Perception as an "Adult Educator" Ameng
Those Who Did and Did Not List "Providing
Broad, Comprehensive Adult Education" Among
Their Major Persoral Areas of Interest**

Inthrested in providing broad,
Appropriateness comprehensive dult education
of title of
"adult educator"

Thinks of self

Could be applied

Not appropriate

Yes No

59%

32

9 23
IOW NW

(646) (1289)

*Those who did not answer either the self-parception question or the
question about their present position are excluded from this table.

411IThose who did not answer either the self.perception question or the
question about their major personal areas of interest are excluded
from this table.
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as well as educating them undoubtedly has a mcre difficult tine

identifying with adult education than those whcse only responsibilities

lie within the field.

Thinking of oneself as an adult educator is also related to having

an interest in providing broad and comprehE nsive adult education, as is

shorn in Table 120 Undoubtedly these trro -!aricibles are interrelated.

Not only would a concern with the broader picture of adult education,

rather than merely an interest in usint,7 it for sonie specialized purpose,

tend to heighten one Is self-linage as an adult educator, but having such

a self-image would conversely lead sotes people to take a broader interest

in the fielde

Inter-Aene/ Contacts

Because adult education is carried on in so many different agencies

and organizations, the graeth of adult education as a self-conscious

field or diacipline may lell depend upon the extent of interpersonal

contacts between adult educators in different agencies. Such contacts

are of value not only in the sharing of techniques and in building

cooperation, but sociological theory suggests that they should help to

heighten identifieation with the field. Prerequisite to the formation

of all self-conncious groups, including professions, is the simple oppor-

tunity to interact, and if that interaction is frequent and intense

enough, and if it is accompanied by a growing &Rareness of common problems

and joint solutions to them, the process of identification with that group

is likely to follow. Thus in adult education, it is likely to be through

the face-to-face meetings of the practitioners that each cones to see that

it is precisely those problems ani concerns that make him unusual and



perhaps marginal in his ma v.gericy ñÜCth aro the irtorests he shares

with othtr adult oducatovs9 and from Vlis vocess new self-perception

may grou. For this mason, interagency cm:I:Acts my be expected to play

an 3Si:f3ciall7 itwitant role in building a self-imge as an adult edu-

eAor and in devo2opfing hroalea., intemAs ki adult educzbion.

The acteab of Interagency Contats Li Ordar tO irrestigate this areaanwaowleonwora area an.a.....Lamettwasra.... ..4.1.

the following question was coked: "How often during the past month have

you discussed common problsms with adult educators outside your awn

nency or orgardsationr The !Mail munber of reported discussions was

slightly less than five during the months but some 20 per cent indicated

no discussi= of common problems at all during thc preceding months and

the majority of those in the sawle reported that they had such disci;

cassions less than once a week..

As shoun in Table 13, such interagency contacts were much more

cwaion among members with full-time poaitiols concernsd exclvely with

adult edwation than among other paid worke??8, and geraral more die-

c:assions m2til reported araong the paid Isorice-es than among the volunteers

OT those WJXI no position in athIlt admation. In part these differences

irj result from a relationship between interagency contacts c1 a deep

interest in adult educations but they also undoul3tedly reflect the fact

that the full,tima workers were more frequently acitistratora whose

duties both pezait ani require mai contacts outsito their agencies

then are possible for other woLtars.3-1

riTable I in Appendix C shows that interagency contacts were more
common for .%op administrators than for thcse holding other positions

oidult education.



Table 13: The Prequoncy of Discussions lf Common Problems
in Adalt Education With Those Outside the
Respondent9s Own Agency hy Type of Position
Held in Adult Education*

Frequency All of
of fullmtime

discussions .2E40

More than
one/week 36%

About one/week 22

One to three
times/month 32

Not at all 9

No moor
iob

Base of % (00)

DIELELPPsiti)11

Part of
full.timc

22%

Part..
time

Vol An-
tee

riosition Total

16% 1)%

17

( 910)

14! 33

27 3?

5
YOK 115

(333) (271)

5% 22%

22 38

50 20

(2113) (2983)

MMENCMMMOOMERISIIINNVIODNMGMMONV1=00111MIIMPONOINO.1111111101.0.M011.11111Mr ..1071/.0111A01111110111111111/MINI

*Those who did not answer the question concerning their present, position
are excluded from this tablec,



Interagency Contacts and Self-Images Table 114 provides some direct

empirical support for the contention that interagency contacts help

to increase the practitionergs definition of himself as an adult edu-

cators This table ahows that even when the type of position in adult

education is bad constant, the percentage of members who thirt of

themselves as adult educators increases with the extent of their inter-

agency contacts° Furthermore, because the range q. percentages in this

table is so great, it suggests that together the type of position hell

and interagency contact comprise two extremely important determinants

of self-image s12

Interagency Contacts and the Breadth of Interests A similar but some-

what less dramatic result is found in Table 150 Here it is found that

even when the type of position in adult education is controlled, the

per cent expressing an interest in providing broad and comprehensive

adult education increases significantly with the frequency of inter-

agency contacts, Thus it appears that interagency contacts not only

help to advance an identification with adult education through the

development of a special self-image, but that i)hese same contacts may

help to broaden the interests of the practitioners toward a more

generalired Interest in the field.

Implications for the AEA0 The authors believe that these results are

not of purely academic inthrest, but have practical implications for

the AEA* As a voluntary membership association the AEA faces the

Uffere again, however, tie possibility exists that the relationship
between interagency contacts and self-perception may be one of
interdependence. Persons who define '6heamelves as adult educators
lag be more likely to seek out interagency contacts.
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Tab/e 114: The Per Cent of Members Rho Think of Themselves
as Adult Educators According to the Type of
Position Held in Adult Education and the
Frequency of Interagency Discussions*

Type of position

Part of full-
Frequency of An. of full* time or part,- Volunteer
discussions tina pad lijiauld or unpaid

per week or more 82% (294) * 48% (378) 32% (66)

to 3 per month 71% (168) 42% (1.46) 20% (100)

Nore 66% (50) 26% (193) 18% (88)

Row to read this tablas Each percentage ineiicates the per
cent-aMiirgiaVelif the labeled combination of type of
postkilon and frequency of interagency contacts who said they
thought of themselves as adult educators. Thus the upper
3oft percentage reports that among members with fall...time
positions concerned exclusively with adult education who had
one or more interagency contacts per reek, t2% thought of
themselves as adult educators.

mal~a011=11111.~110/111MMONIMMIIIIMINOINNIMENINNININJIMMINIDWII

*Those not ansnering any of the three questions involved in
this table and those with no position in adult education
are excluded.

411tumbers in parentheses indicate the bases on which the
percentages were computed.
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Table 15: The 113r Cent of Members Who Listed *Providing
Broad, Comprehensive Adult Education* as Om
of Their Major Personal Areas of Interest
According to the Type of Position Held in
Adult Slucation and the Frequency of Inter-
agency Discussione

Frequency of
discussions

1 per week or more

1 to 3 per month

Nom

Dr.ittmazi
Part of full-
tins or part-
time mg.
/13% (382)

29% (154)

39% (196)

All of full-
.t...ine

56% (2914)41*

40% (166)

35% (49)

Volunteer
or unpaid

28% (68)

WS (3.014)

How to read this tablet Each percentage indicates the per
cTscriiirliWrumU7E the labeled combination of type of
position amd fragrancy of interagency contacts who listed
"providing broad, comprehensive adult education's as ore of
their major personal areas of interest. Thus the upper left
percentage reports that among :embers with full-time positions
concerned exclusively with adult education who had am or more
interagency contacts per week, 56% listed providing broad and
covrehensive adult education as a major interest.

*Those not answering any of the three questions involved in
this table and those with no position in adult education
are excluded.

4Cithe number in parentheses indicates the bases on which the
percentages were caul:rated.
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problem of attracting a sufficient body of members upon whose interest

and loyalty it can depend both for moral and financial support* Tet

it draws its members from widely varying agencies and from among peolga

with vastly differing interests within the field* Within this great

diversity it is necessary to find some points of cons= identification

and interest, and on tbe most obvious level these would seem to be a

concern with adult education in general and a feeling of identification

with the field* Other agencies and organizations may supply specific

help on ivchnical matters and perform clearing house functions, but the

AEA is in the best position to ask for loyalty and support not only for

services it supplies, but also because it represents these broader in-

terests and provides an organization home for those who see themselves

as part of a new discipline, profession, or movement* Consequently, it

is important for its leaders to know what it is that helps ta develop

these broader interests and eelf-perceptions0

Of the two factors found related to holding a self-dmage as an

adult educator and having broader interests in the field, the type of

position held in the field appears to be more potent, but it is probably

less important to the AEA from a practical point of view* The AEA

probably can do little, at least directly, to increase the number of

full-time paid positions in the fieldo %sever, it probably can have

an effect on increasing interagency contacts, especially thoee which

could occur through local adult education councils and associations*

41,1

Memberski..2 in Other Adult Education Oiganizations

In order to determine what other voluntary adult education organize-

tiona AEAls members participated in, they were asked to indicate whether
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they belonged to: (a) a local or city council of adult education;

(b) a state or regional council of adult education; or (43) a national

organization other than the AEA which was concerned with adult educe..

tion, An examination of the replies to this question revealed that

the members differed somewhat in their understanding of what kinds of

organizations were being asked for, so that the percentages in Table 16

should be viewed with caution, It may b6 seen, however, that about a

fifth of the members reported membership in a local or city council,

approximately a third in a state or regional council, anl slightly less

than half in another national organization, This table also shows that

paid adult educators, especially those concerned entirely with adult

education, were more likely to report memberships in such organizations

than volunteers or those with no position,

local Affiliations and Interagena Contacts, A total of 40 per cenb of

the sample indicated that they belong to an adult education association

or council eittar at the local, or the state or regional level, and as

one would expect, thoee who did have such memberships reported more

interagency discussions than members who have no such local affiliations,
This relationship holds even when tho type of position in adult education

is controlled, as is shown in Table 17,

Membership in Other Organizations, AEA members who stated that they

were members of other national. organizations concerned with adult edu.

cation were asked to designate in which organizations they held member-

ships, The organizations named ranged from the National Association of

Public School Adult Educators to the Methodist Church =I the Dale



Table 16: Membership in Adult Education
Voluntary Organisations (Other
Than the AEA) by the Type of
Position Held in Adult Education*

An of
Type of fullptims
organisation ...paid

local or city 33%

State or regional le

National 60

Nom 20

No answer

Base of % (520)

DE JA.01...sition

Part- Volurr-
time tear or No

k221Mar Total

Part of
fullmtime
....2&.......

ri%

27

147

311

3
MIX

3Paid . . . .

29%

181

140

214

33%

20

35

146

(910) (333)

li% 20
8 31

17 146

69 314

loa Tiri
7

(277) (3113) (1983)

limbers not indicating their present position in adult education are
excluded from this table.

3H1These columns total more than 100% because members frequently reported
belonging to more than one type of organization.
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Carnegie Alumni Association, and many members reported memberships in

organizations which do not have individual memberships, sudh as the

National University Extension Association, Because there was nowt,'

to check on most of the memberships claimed, all organizations mentioned

have been counted., Therefore, the results mast be viewed as national

organizations which those returning the questionnaire felt were concerned

with adult education and to which they believed they belonged* Tabular

presentation of these results is complex and has been placed in Appen.

dix C, Table 20 However, the following points may be found of interest:

10 A total of 39 per cent of the sample (or 40 per cent of those

reporting membership in some national organization concerned with adult

education) indicated membership in at least one of the following pro-

fessional societies: National Association of %blip School Adult Edu-

cators; Auerican Library Associatiorl American Society of Training

Llrectors; American Vocational Association; National University Wen-

sion Association; Association of University Evening Colleges; National

Association of County Agricultural Agencies; or the National Home Demon-

stration Agents1 Association.

2. An additional 13 pia, cent of the sample (or 27 per cent of

those with another national organization membership) indicated that

they did not belong to apy of the above associations but did belong

to an adult education orgLnization affiliated with the Council of

National Organizations of the AEA or to the American Association of

Land Grant Colleges or the National Education Association.

30 An additional 9 per cent of the sample (or 21 per cent of

those claiming membership in some other adult education organization)

indicated that they did not belong to any of the above but did belong
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to some other organization concerned with adult education. Most of

these organizations would be considered highly peripheral to the field

by many adult educators.

From the foregoing it would seem that a relatively small proportion

of AEAls members, approximately a third, sem themselves as membors of

another national organization which is clearly central to the field.

Undoubtedly many other members would have reported memberships it the

more peripheral voluntary organizations which have only limited adult

education activities, if these had been specifically asked for. How-

ever, it does not appear to be the case, as many leaders and criticu of

The AEA assume, that nearly all its members belong to other national

adult education orgnnizations.

The Relative Value. of AEI Membership. In the current questionnaire

those who reportcd membership in other national organization; in adult

education wen asked: gemral have you found membership in tie AEA

men or less valuable bo you than membership in thew other organiza-

tions?' Among those ..tho answered this question 32 per cent said they

found the AEA more valuable, 32 per cent found it equally valuable, and

56 per cent less vt.luable033

In response a free.anmver question as to why the AEA was less

valuable, the rapjor reason offered was that in comparison with more

specialized oxvinizations, the AEA was less relevant to the individual's

pafticular activities in the field. Other reasons less commonly offend

were that to AEA gave less practical assistance and that the AEA was

33Some 8 per cent of the responients who reported membership in another
national organization did not answer the question as to its relative
value 0



too broad and heterogeneoua. Each of these answers seems to reflect

the sams problem. The AEA is composed of many different kinds of

adult educators and consequently cannot give specific help to each

of them.

This same heterogeneity and comprehensiveness, however, was

offered as an argizzent by about a quarter of those who felt the AEA

was more valuable, for they believed this breadth provided them more

scope and a greater opportunity for the exchange of ideas, It also

offered an opportunity to meet at least some people with their par-

ticular specialized interests, no matter how specialized that interest

was. Other explanations ae to why the AEA was fourd more valuable were

that the AEA was more relevant to the members' interests because it

dealt specifically with adult education and that AEA's publicatiors

were especially useft1.14 Members who said the AEA was equally valuable

tended to give combinations of the views expressed by those saying it

was "more,' or "less* valuable.

The foregoing analysis suggests that AEA members are typically

middle-aged non arid women from all parts of the United States who hold

advanced degrees, generally reside in urban amass are politically

active (at least to the extent of voting), geographically mobile, and

frequently involved in several voluntary organizations outside of adult

education. In these respects they appear similar to other American

urban professional groups. Furthermore, at least with regard to age,

sex and education, the composition of ttra membership appears to have

remained essentially constant throughout its existence.

The complete distribution of replies as to why the AEA was seen as
more or less valuable may be found in Appendix C, Table 3.
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Within the AEA there apparently =fate a core, consisting of

about a quarter to a third of the membership, who are deeply committed

to adult education occupationally ani psychologically. These people

gel:orally hold full-time positions in the field, usually of an adminis-

trative nature, think of themselves as adult educators, and hold broad

interests in the field. They are also likely to belong to other adult

education voluntary organizations at the local, state and national

level, and they have relatively frequent contacts outside their awn

agencies. They are most commonly found in the public schools, uni-

versities, libraries, and agricultural extension. In its early years,

it seems possible that such individuals made up a larger proportion of

the membership.

For the majority of the members, however, adult education appears

to be a partial or secondary interest. Their paid positions may include

some adult education functions, or they may be involved in voluntary

activities which they consider adult education. They perform these

adult education functions within a wide variety of agencies and organi-

zations. Their interests tend to be in the specialized areas of the

field or in the social and interpersonal methods, and they do not

generally view themselves as adult educators or hold an interest in

adult education in general. Their contacts with people in other

agencies than their awn tend to be relatively infrequent and they

seldom belong to other national organizations in the field or to local

ani state adult education comicils. It would seem likely that many of

these members were recruited during the membership promotion campaign,

and since that time many of them have left the organization.
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This distinction between the involved core group and the remaining

lees involved majority will be frequently utilised in the following

chapters, for it will be shown that these two groups differ in the con-

tacts which they have with the AEA, and in the information, attitudes

awl eva1uatio21e they hold about it()



chapter V

=BMW RELATIONSHIPS TO 7HE AEA*

Part

Having examined the chai.ac.6eristics of the members of the AEA, we

will turn cur attention in the present chapter to the contacts they have

with the AEA and their general attitudes towards the organization.

The members poszvess two major contacts with the AEA, namely, the

periodicals and the conferences, Since not every member subscribes to

both of AEA's periodicals and not every member has attended a convention,

our first task will be to learn mhich members in fact have these con-

tacts, This investigation will entail a certain amount of repetition

of the preceding chapter, as several characteristics of the respondents

are found to cluster together into distinguishable types which have al..

ready been identified. We will next consider the members' -Knowledge of

cerbain organizational. opexations, namely, the system of election and of

financing. Finally, we will cover the question of the members' overall

interest in and satisfaction nith the organization.

A. The Members' Contacts With the 2rzaniz at ion

10 CharactelAstics of gaz2z:Lne Reciamts
0.011110.4111000.1me.11. .4044,004.*". .10...rono

Perhaps the most important contact that, many of the members have

with their organization is with its periodicals. AU members receive

at least one of the AEA's magazines while only a small minority attend

the annual conferences. Moreover, *ether the members receive both

Adult Education and Adult Leadership or only the latter is an important

distinction to make because of the intended differences with respect to

audience and contents between these two magazines. As pointed out in

This chapter was written by Sam Sieber.



Chapter III, Adult Leadership was ozIginally designed to reach the fitter-

ogensons group of non-professional leaders of face-to-face adult groups.

Adult Etsgruz,,on the other hand, was devoted to artiaes and research

reports of primary concern to professional adult educators and in addi-

tion served as the AEA, s house organ. !bile this latter function has

since been shifted to Adult itealeplui, the magazines still maintain a

somewhat different emphasis with respect to professional and non-profes-

sional interests. However, at present those members who wish to receive

Adult Education must also receive Adult Leac.Le2.2.shi These members are

officially designated as either Professional or Contributing members,

the latter making an additional financial contribution to the MA.

Those who receive only Adult Leadership, on the other hand, are offi-

cially called General members.

In order to speak to the needs and interests of the readers of the

AEA's two magazines, it should be helpl'ul to have information conceni-

ing the characteristics of the respective magazine recipients at the

Um of our survey. It is hoped that the information contained herein

will be of soma use in guiding the selection of material for inclusion

in the respective publications.

In the following discussion the magazine recipients have boen clas-

sified according to whether they claimed to receive both magazines or

only one, i.e., Mat ata.42191.2ii . This division does not corresponc . to

the different types of membership in the AEA, however, since a survis-

ingly large proportion of General mevbers (18 per cent) claimed to "re-

ceive" both magazines. Althowp General members do not receive toth

magazines through individual mailings, it is possible that they have

colleagues who are Pzofessional or Contributing menbers. Baailsd
access to them through institutions]. memberships or through friends or
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analysis of these respondents has shown that they are sufficiently simi-

lar to Professional and Contributing members to warrant their inclusion

in the categoxy of members *o receive both magazines. Such General mem-

bers make up 30 per cent of the respondents receiving both magazines.

Personal Characteristics and Position and Interests in Adult Education*

Sixty-seven per cent of those receiving both magazines are male as com-

pared with 94 per cent of those receiving only Adult Leadorsh, and

21per cent have the doctorate as compared with 314 per cent of the

te:r... The higher education and maleness of this group of respondents are

explained by the fact that those who reCeive both magazines are also more

likely .tet be *oily employed in adult educationr'ar 3 to occupy positions

ofi.high-1eve1 responsibility. The positions in the field and levels, of-.

retetionsibil ity of the respective magazine. recipients are presented *in

Tables 18 and 19. Thirty-six per cent of those vfno receive both maga-

zip,e# are wholly employed in adult education, compared with 19 per cent

Table 18: Magazine Received by the Type
of Position in Adult Education

Adult Le_aleirshaa
Both

41011M

Fal2Aime paid,
entirely adult education 36% 19%

Fulliatime paid,
some adult education 143 h7

Part4ime paid 7 6

Volunteer or unpaid 8 18

No position in adalt education 5 9

No answer 3. 1
100$ Mr

Base of % (861) (1139)



Table 19: Magazine Received by Respondents
With Activities in Adult Education
by Their Level of Responsibility
in Adult Education

Level. of. Remiisill......zilit Both

Top advinistrators 116% 26%

Other administrators 15 12

Bread-gatge workers ill
,

lis

Primarily worbars 23, hl

11nClassifiable 2 Is

No answer, but holds present position 1 3

Base of % (813)41*

iwa
(1031)41*

MIX

of those mho receive only the one vagr.laine. Also, h6 per cent of the

former group are top administrabors, while on3.y 26 per cent of the lat-

ter occupy such positions. Converse 13,1 ill per cent of the recipionbs

of only mat Leackyz..1isi aro "primarily vor'kors," compared nii-,h 23 per

cent of the recipients of both magazines. These facts point to the

greater involvement in adult education of the recipieraLs of both racx-

zines.

SelZ.Perception as an Adult Educator, The previous chapter showed that

those respondents who are fral-time, salaried and concerned entively

with adult education are TACCO liimly than others to define themselvils

....................1.1.011111111141NOMOOMMII.~Ir rnalailimwslassargsti~lawar 4111114110~0~MmoNMAIM

i 14

*
See pter IV for the specific responsibilities included in the

ose reporbing no activities or tot =soaring about activities and
indicating no present, position are excluded from the bases for per

various "levels of responsibility."

cents.

110.

Adult kepAe2sh.i.2........
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as "adult educators*" Likeilise; this tendency toward a well-developed

self.image is especially characteristic of the recipients or both raga..

zines0 Table 20 shows that 57% of those respondents rho rcreive both

magazines think that tile title is "way appropx:;_zte," rhilt; only 36% of

Table 20: Pagazine Received According to the
Saf-Desc.tiption as an "Adult Educat,o-o"

Ba'al
Adult Leal:3121E

oitay

It is a. very appropriate title and I
often think of Effself as an adult
educator 57% 36%

It is a title which could anropriately
be epplicd to me but I seldom think
of 'well' in this way 32 118

It is not an appropriate title for ire 9 14

No sisrer 2 2
11513%

Base of (861) (1139)

the recipients of only Athat LeaderchilD l'eal this way, This difference
.M.Ot

between magazine recipients in their self,definition as an adult edu-

cator is not due to differeat types of cesItions held. Regardless of

the position in the field) those who receive both magazinn are mire

likely to saj thzt the title of adult educaort is "very a!)propriate"

than those who receive only Ad 1qt Lrfae.e::shipo Therefore) there aopears

to be a difference in the depth of the respondcnts1 commitment to the

field of adult education such the the rocipients both magazines

1
This fact may be seen in Appendix C., Table 140
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define theaselves as adult educators more often than do the recipients

of only the single magazine.

Agenoisein . As ma be seen in Tables 23. and 22, recipes.

Unto of both magazines are also more likaly to be located in formal

adult education agencies, and , as we would expect from infonsation in

the previous chapter, more concerned with broad, comprehensive, and

with liberal education. Conversely, those who receive only Adult Lead-

milt are largely found in agencies whose adult education work is

somewhat .peripberal to the agencies' primary objectives, such as relige .

ions and youth serving agencies, and are more frequently interested in

°social '014 interpersonal education" and "education for speciiii. roles

and interests*"

Table 21: Magazine Received by Respondents
Working in Agencies by Selected
Primazy Agencies*

Both

Public tehOo. 19%

Agricultural or home economics =tension 5
A university evening or extension division 12
Other College cm university division 13.

Church or.religions 6

Health or welfare agency 9
Liitio:r.- ....

8

lkiinesti'ir industiy 1.9

Labor unipn .

1
Minth-serving agency 7
Civic or. fraberna3. 2
Other organization:3 U
No answer 3

TOM

Base of % (835)

Adult Leaderahi

10%
7
7
8

13
111

11

11

1n
is

114

3
Via

(1068)

*
Those who answered "no organization" are excluded from this table.
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Table 22: Magazine Receivedby the
Summarized Areas of Interest
in Adult Educetion*

Ale ..esider!ehip,
Wammlimd An92.21.41ta0 Both

Providing broad, conprehensiwe adult

education 1411% 214%

Libeial education 33 22
Social and interpersonal education 94 67
EdUcation_fer-speoial roles and

interests 36 le
Worklerelated education 14 37

Remedial education 9 b
No answer 22261

STS
2

Base of % (861) (139)

PeraontitUk;:sfaictions Ontitted F m ILerberj$p. In view of the psi

tiens. :oat education, the i3e1fimage as an adult eaucator and

the Welt of agenciea charavteristic of the recipients of both magazines,

it, As nab surprising that the major satisfaction obtained from meuber*

ship aniong this group is more frequently "the *opportunity. to contribute

to. the .idyincement of a profession of adult education." In response to

the question, Mat specific perbonal. satisfactions do you . get from your

membershJp in the AER," almost twice as large a proportion of the re .

cipieMe et' both magazines as of these who receive only Adult Imadership,

checked the advancement of a profession. This fact may be seen in

Table 23. Also, the group receiving both magazines is considerably

mdie liloaly to check "personal assoliation with others" as one of their

major personal sabisfactions.

In Table 214 we have combined the various answers to the question

concerning personal satisfactions obtained from membership in order to

See Chapter IV for the specific intereste inoluded in the 7arious
"areas of interest."



Teble 231 Magazine Received by Specific
Personal Satisfactions Obtained
From Memberdhip

Adult LeaderShi
Personal latisfactions Both.

Assisting in a needed social movement 33% 30%
Keeping up with developments In the

field 85 80
Practical assistance on your adult

education prOblems hi 142

The opportunity to contribute to the
advance of a profession of adult
educat ion 39 22

Personal association with others of
similar interests 37 19

Other : h h
No answiri:Pnone," DK 2 3

Mr% Mg%

(861) (1139)

Table 214: Magazine Received by Types
ef Persona. Satisfactiors
Obtained FromNembership

Adult lAalealla
Type of arsonsl satisfaction Both

....

Practical satisfactions Ea 32% 45%
ETETree types of satisfactious

(practical_) Broad, .-uld Sociable) 214 9
Bc.th.:.1-7,- allroad, 63-7----

Ming else 23 26
Both Practical and asklall but

notEii-Wie 10 6
All other references 8 9
No answer, "none," DK 3 5

MB MB
(861) (1139)



distinguish the respondents more clearly with respect to Imo of per-

sonal concerns. These types are as follows: Practical satisfactions,

which includes respondents Ito referred to "practical assistance" and/or

"looping up with developments in the field"; Broad satisfactions, which

include respondents who referred to advancing a "social movemant" and/or

a "profession"; and Sociable satisfactions, which include those who men.

tioned "personal association with others of similar interests*" Table

a shows that Clay 32 per cent of the recipients of both magazines re-

ferred exclusively to practical satisfactions, while almost 1j3 per cent

of the recipients of only Adult !sealer...1.2M made exclusive reference to

this type of penona3. satisfaction. On the other hand, a per cent of

the recipients of both magazines referred to all three types of personal

satisfactions (Practical, Broad, Sociable), compared with only 9 per cent

of the Adult Lea. ca.a.n....2.shi .only recipients*

These differences between the respective magazine recipients indi-

cate the existence of different needs and expectations regarding the AEA.

Those who receive only Adult EseijiLeL.2biare more prone to look for prac-

tical assistance or information about the field, while those who receive

both magazines express a wider range of personal satisfactions.

Therefore, to sum up the foregoing discussion, recipients of both

magazines are more involved in adult education, -as evidenced by the fact

wimp they are more freque1W17 found in agencies concerned with formal

adult education and correlatively are more likely to hold full-time paid

positions concerned entirely with adult education and to occupy top ado.

ministrative positions. Also, they are more likely to think of them-

selves as adult educators. These facts are related to their greater

interest in the areas of "liberal education" and "broad and comprehen-

sive educatiOn," as compared with the Adult Isea.ckr.ashi recipients who
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are more concerned with "social and interpersonal education" and "educe,.

tion for special roles and interests," which fields of interest livewise

reflect the types of agencies nithin Which the latter carry out their

activities. Finally, presumably as a consequence of these social and

personal differences between the two classes of magazine recipients,

those who receive both magazines are more concerned with the profession-

alization function of the AEA and less concerned nith the dissemination

of practical techniques, and also more often derive satisfaction from

"personal associations."

These differences suggest that we are dealing with two more or less

distinctive groups of members, and that the separation of the magazines

Should be maintained if at all possible in order adequately to answer

the needs and interests of these respective members. A combination of

the magazines into one publication would entail the mixing of two dif-

ferent viewpoints among adult educators, especially with regard to the

quertions of professionalization of the field and the methods used in

the education of .adults, At present those eho eecoive both magazines

are auare that they have a publication which pays special attention to

their needs and interests, namely, Adult Education. If they so desire

they can also read Adult LeederdMn but a combination of the two into

a sinele periodical mitht thraaten tho satieraction derived from having

a periodical designed exclusively for .t;heir group. In view of the mar-

ginal position of meny "peofessionel" adult educators, it would seem

that any device which could enhance the self-image of these merbers as

bona fide adult educatom would be an important service of the AEA.
4011111114 ammownrow

It rill be recalled from Chapter III that one in five of the inter..

viewees mentioned Adult keader_ship when asked to neme the "major weakp.
wwwwwwwwwww.m.

nesses" of the AEA. Moreover, these criticisms were often stated in
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strong terms, aa illustrated by the quotations in that chapter. since

the great majoeity of the interviewees are Professional or Contributing

members, it appears that those who receive both magazines tend to be

actually antagonistic towaiti Adult Leadership. This point further indi-

cates that a combination of the two magazines would be a mistake at this

time and *Aso suggests that many of the recipients of Adult Education

would become more favorably disposed to the organization if they did not

have to receive Adult Leadership as woll.

Moreover, many volunteers and some full-time paid persons who are

only partly concerned with adult education TrwiT be antagonistic to a

periodical which also takes up the problems of full-time professionals

and which might occasionally 'N;alk over their heads," These embers

are also taxed with problems of recognition of their activities on the

part of other agency personnel and the general public. Their work might

only be hovered further by feelings of inadequacy derived from compari-

son with full-time and fully committed professionals. Of course, they

should be given the opportunity to subscribe to the more professional

magazine if they wish.

A word should be added concerning the relatively large proportion

of General mains (18 per cent) alluded to in the beginning of this

chapter, silo obtain copies of Adult Education. Ehi le the practice of
..

reading the magazine without subscribing to i.t Mans less income for the

organi_mtion, it is possible that the borrowing of copies may actually

stimulate interaction between adult educators in a way beneficial to the

organization's goals for adult education. This possibility was suggested

by the comment of an interviewee when asked about his type of membership:
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I hold a General Emmberedlip. The bureau fuhs an organi-
zational membership, so we all get a chance to see Adult
Education also. When it arrives we pass it around,"arzifif

ere)sonthing of special interegt we all read it and
then hold a meeting to discuss it. This is better than if
we all received mat Education because there is too much
of a tendency to-.'576.- publications aside zind never get to
them.

Therefore,. the desire to obtain a copy of Adult Education may actually

stimulate an exchange of ideas among adult educators. However, because

there are undoubtedly a great maw borrowers Itho do not have the oppor-

tunity to enter into such symposium, the editors of Aer'Jlt Education

might encourage their non-subscription readers to subscribe to the mag-

azine, pointing oat the advantage of receivirr, it regularly and of

developing their own professional file of copies.

Furthermore, because a certain propordtion of the General members

lino receive only Adult Leadership and do nob read Adult Education have

a good deal in common Tiith the recipients of both magazines, such as

holding full-t-ime paid and adninietrative positions, havirg a well-de-

veloned self-imege as en adult educator and being concerned with profes-

sionalizat ,ion it ijm be worjae for the edibors of Adult Leader-

zhin to address a specia plea to thece rimitlerp, to sdiscribe o Adult
11111.1.494me

.."7111.00.111011.

Education as vm13... It could be pointed o:lt to thece mmbers that the

content; and policies of the 7.1,-tter magaf.-j.ne would fill out their inter-

ests better than a single rogazine which is dkeected to lower level

waiters in the field.

In the light of these cons.,,i.deions we conclude that it is advis-

able to pemit the rembers to subscribe to either ono or the other tr_ag-

azine, or both. veii if a ccnilain prepoion of those -dm presoubly

receive both vagcziries droprcA their zubz3c7eiption to dult Leader,rtiP

there is the possibility thia*G a campaign directed toward General modeers
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would gain many subscriptions to Adult Education and thereby make up

the difference in income,

20 Conforonce Attendance
INEWONNOUNIMIN 1~1,41111aMMO

Conference attendance is the second major means by *rich the mem-

bers can establish contact with their organization. Therefore, the

pmesent section consider the dharacteri6tics of those members of

the AEA who have ever attended an annual conference as contrasted vith

those who have never done elo. It should be mentioned at the outset, how-

ever, that the differences yhich Will be brought oat are strikingly cim-

ilar to the differences found in the preceding section betreen the re-

spective magazine recipients. In viaa of the relationship betmen con-

ferenee attendance and ragazine received, as shoTin in Tdble 25. this

fact is not surprising. It is clear from Table 25 nab trice as large

a propowtion of conference-goers as of those ilho have never attended

"receiveu both nagazines,

Tablet 25: Conference Attendame by Typo

ef PclmbellzhiD and Yagazinc

Becck;.v:'

Fle.n Have not

atitendei aUended

Professional, Contributing 147%. 1 66% 2311)

General - receive both nagazines 19 )
10

General - receive only on3 ragazine 3i!
67

Iiii% loo

Ease of % (5924) (1399)

agymkaper.~.04~,muma...1.3.Nmorc...41.1111.1.0.0 apAillwailodtvec.11,111.~4....-*GFommoomum.....-.....aoll1.1o.0.11MM11111WWwm.dlniVa....iniarl

Those Tiho did not anszlor -zegaTdins et;tendance a7a excluded from this
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Personal Characteristics and Position; Intereas and Agency in Adult

Education* As in the case of the recipients of both magazines, the con-

femme eetendees aro more often male and !Inn often hold doctorates*

The conference attendees, however, differ enore sharply from the non-at..

tendees than the recipients of both magazines were found to differ front

those who receive only Adult Leadership. The conference attendees have

twice as large a proportion of doctorates as do the non-attendees (28

per ceab and 13 per cent, reepectively), rhile the recipients of both

magazines are somewhat sharply distinguished from the recipients of

Adult Leader _shin-only with regard to the propoition of doctorates (23

per cent and 21; per cent, reepectively). Also, the conference attend-

ees tend to be much older thra the non-a:.;tendees, themes there was no

difference between the ragazine recipicni;s with repect to age* Half

of the conference attendees are So years or older, compared Pith a third

of the non-attendeer.z0

No doubt these characteristics of age and educ4Monal attainimr

distinguish the recoondants v;iti rogard to confermcs attendance more

sharply than rith regard to the number of magazines received because of

the further fact that conference ,..5cndces era much more libaly to hold

fu.1.1..time positions concerned entirely viith athat education and caw to

have boon in the field of adult educc,tf_on much lonsor a o paid workers

Tables 26 and 27 show the present positions of conferance-goers and the

length of time they have held a paid position n the field*

These considerations indicate that conference a4tandance is a much

better indical;or of the raspondentse commitment to the field of adult

educeGion than is the numbe7'.of masesirzes they receive* In other welds,

while a certain outstanding measure of involvement in adult education. is



Table 26: Conference Attendance by
Type of Position Held in
Adult Education'

3g22.2fladiam
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Have Have not
attended attended

P11114ime paid, concerne4 entirely
mrith adult education 46% 33%

Fhll.time paid, with semi: respell.-

sibilities in adult education 35 50
Part-time employed 7 7
Volunteers 9 16

NO present position 2 1

No aaswer 1 1
larog Ma

Base of % (59h) (1399)

Table 27: Conference Attendance Among
Respondents With Paid Positions
by the Humber of Years They
Have Held a Paid Pplition
in Adult Eduoatior

IT410 of years Have Have not

in.2c211292Won .........attended attended

Less than 2 years
3 to 5 years 15 23
6 ix, 10 year? 291 2

31 to 15 years 22 "r>81 18 >66

% f-%loo i16 years or over ..-39:-I

(5o1) (925)

Those -oho did not answer t.ao question concerning conference attend-

anc) are excluded from this table.

Those mho did not answer the question concerning either conference

attendance or number of years in a paid position are excluded from

this table.
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- characteristic of the recipients of both magazines, an even mates in .

volvement characterises those who attend the conferences. This is to be

expected inasmuch as attendance at an annual conference entails web

more effort on the part of the meters than does the reading of a maga-

zine, and therefore only those members who are very deeply concerned

with adult education bother to attend.

Table 28 shows, as we would expect, th at. conference attendees aro

also nore likely to hold top,level positions in the field of aclult edu-

cation° Half of the conference attendees aro "top administrators," com-

pared with only one-fourr,t of those rho have never attended a confer-

ence. This difference is also slightly larger then that which occurred

between those receiving both or only ona magazine, fulther indicabing

the gree.ter involvement in the field revired for conference attendance

as contrasted with subscribing to a elagazinet,

Table 281 Conference Attendence Among Respondents
lath Activitien in Adtill Educd.ion by
Level of Responsibility

Have Have not

Level of azorlailLy. ................attended attended

Top admimistret Ors 51% 25%

Other administrators 14 3.2

Broad-gauge IVO rkere 14 13

Prima:ray vtorlers
. 17 37

Unclassifiable 3 3

No aiswor 1 2
OM 'Ira

Baso of % (580) (1360)

,....16111011110010114110111.AMOINIMSPOISNOONOMIN111.1,111117TAIMUIMIfteri4.M.1....0.11W10.J.t.ft".
1.141111~0112611PPOMMIP

*
Those who did answer regal-ding conference attendance and those with no
activities in eAult educa:Aon are excluded from this table0
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It is seen in Tables 29 and 30 that the conference attendees are

characterized in the same way as the recipients of both magazines with

regard to agency and area of interest. Moreover the same agencies and

areas of interest in adult education which differentiated magazine ro-

cipients again differentiate the conference-goers to an even greater

degree. This is in line with our previous =wants and reflect:: the

greater concern with fornal adult education ard providing broad, compre-

hensive and liberal education among the conference-goers than among the

recipients of both magazines.

Because the characteristics .chiCh differentiate conference-goers

from other members, i.o., type of agency; position in the field, and

areas of major interest involve tho econonic position of the educator

and are therefore highly stable featrrau; It may be unrealistic to

Table 29: Conference Attendance Among Respondents
WorLing n Agencies by Selected Primary

Aecncies4

Have Have not

110.11.9z. .attended attended

PUblic school 25% 10%

Agricultural or home economics extemsion 6 6
A university evening or extension division 16 6

Other calege or university division 11 8

Churda or religious organization 3 14

Health or uelfare agency 6 14

Libraw 7 5

Business or induztiv 2 14

Labor union
1 1

Youth serving agency 3 12

Civic or fraternal organization 2 3

Other organizations 16 13

No anager 2 4
OS 5.753

Base of % (587) (1309)

Those rho did not answer regarding conference ettendanco are excluded

from this table.



Table 30; Conference Attendance by the Summarized

Areas of Interest in Adult Education'

Summarized arqas_of_interest

Have Have not

attended attended

Providing broad: comprehonsi7e adult education a% 25%

Liberal education 38 23

Social and interpersonal education 148 67

Education for special Toles and interests 35 4
Work-related education hl 38

Remedial education 10 5

No answer 1 2
-a-08: 2e7e'

Base of % (590 (1399)

expect a much larger proportion of the current membership to participate

in the organizatdon9 If a larger turnout at conferences is desired., it

would be vise to direct attention prinarily to those diready more in-

volved in:the field.

M2emailain ether National Orgs:mizations. It has been suggested Iv

analysts of voluntary associations tha'ci mcnbership in other organiza-

tions reduces the likelihood of full paTticipation in most of the organ-

izations to which the individua belongs, espE.cially if the various or-

ganisations have conflicting goals or values.
2

If the different organ .

izations are all oriented touard the same societal goal: then partici-.

pation is more likely-to keep pace vekth an increase in the individual's

memberships. That this may be the case with the members of the AEA is
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indicated by the fact that conference attendees more often belong to

nationals state, and local organizations in adult education thai non-at

tendees, as seen in Table 31. In other words, membership in other or

ganizations in adult education is not related to lesser participation

but is instead related to greater participation., Moreover, among mem

bers of other orgmizations the greatest tendency to attend the confer

ences occurs among those who belong to state er regional councils. This

mey be due to the fact that the AEA has Made special efforts to develop

relations with such organizations, while local or city councils are more

remote from the AEA and have less funds for sending a representative to

the conferences. Venters of national organizations are probably faced

with the problem of divided loyalties more frequently than are members

in either of the foregoing types of orgEnizations, but then they are

also more lilsaly to hold jobs in agencies which can afford to send them

to the conferences. Thus, national and local organization members tend

'to come to the conferences to the sante extent, although there mw be

Table 31: Conferonco Attendance by Menbership
in,lier Adult Education Organizations*

Have Have not
1122.2.f....o. janization attended attended

Local or city council cf adult education 37 % lb%
State or regional council of adult education 56 21
National organization concerned with adult

education cther than AEA 62 10
Nene of these 15 h3

TM lin
Base of % (09) (i351)
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different reasons as to why they turn out for the conferences less often

than those in state or regional councils. In any case, it is plain that

members of other organizations in adult education, regardless of the

level of the organization, are more likely to attend the annual confer-

ences than are non-members.

Location of the Conferences. Ono road expect the location of the annual

conference to affect attendance, as those closer to it coula attend core

easily. This possibility is often realized by national organizations

and accounts for the practice of alternating from year to year the re-

gion within Ivhich conferences are held. It is of int;erest, themfore,

to see whether the practice of shifting the MA's conference 'd the

intended effect over the years of mal:ing the conferences equally acces-

sible to metbors in all parte of the country.

The similarity found in Table 32 between the regional distribution

of those who have ever attended end that of the total sample indicates

that the .goal of achieving representative attendance by aternating the

location of the crtifereme has been fulfilled. However, in examining

Table 32: Ever &tended Conference, and
Attended Cincinnati Conference,
by Region of Residence

Region
Ever Lttended Total

ettended Cincinnati r-nn3

Northeast 31% 29% 31%

Central 36 51 35

Southeast 8 10 10

Viezt 22 10 22

Non-contiguous states
Puerto Rico, and APOls 3. - 2

IOU TM lows

Base of (5914) Urn (2000)
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the regional distribution for only the last year it appears that the /o-

cation of the conference in Cincinnati did have an effect, mairay on the

residents of the Central and Western states; While 35 p9r cent of the

total sariple reside in the Central states, 53. per cent of those who at .

tended the Cincinnati Conference came from this region. Also, whereas

22 per cent of the ez.mplo reside in the riestern states, may 10 per cent

of the Cincinnati attendees were from these states.

This suggests that in order to obtain regional representation in

the future it would be wise for the AEA to continue erternating, the re-

giorowithin which it holds the annual conference. Failure to do so

might result in a 3.oss of interest and consequently a loss of metabe:s

among time who live in the more distant parts of the country.

NOW that we have discussed the chief objective avenues for main-

takning contact with the ov.;anization, ie vial turn our attention to

certain subjective aspects such ae 'mow:Ledge, overall satisfaction:, and

interest concerr!ing the AEA, which result fron end contribute to the

members' actual involvement in the orgenization.

13, The liontersl. lin7ledge of the Ore:cnilation

One of the assumptions of a system of democratic elections is that

the electorate is well enough informed of thu system candidates, nd

issues to make wise decisions. Presumably, an electorate can make re-

sponsible decisions only if it is informed. Perhaps the sine aEa non

is knowledge about the system of election. Also of interest is the

amount of knowledge the renbers have conceming the important issue of

financial arrangements. Accordingly, the following question was asked

of AEA members: Wnich of the following do you feel you could auplein

from memory to someone not a elember of the P.EA?
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How officers of the AEA are chosen.
How members of the Delega:;e Assoebly are elected.
How the AEA is finamed.

The propofoicns of the marbers in our sample who claimed SOM3 Isnowl-

edge of organizational pracices nertaining to the three items of infor--

mation are presented in Table 33. This table shows that b5 per cent of

the members are not informed on any of the item mentioned. It is impos-

sible to determine whether this propoxtion of 145 per cent is "high" or

"low" because we do not have data exactly comparable to the responses

to -our question for other organizations of the sem type as the Al.

Therefore, we mcv turn instead to jw3gments in the light of the goals

of the organization. If the principle of meeoership representation by

elections is considered as,e.highly essent5.0. :levet of the organization,

then it is clear that the level of knowledge regarding the election sys-

tem is "very low." Only 33 per cent of the merbers knew how the officers

are choscii . and only 25 per cent knew how the Delegate Assembly is elect-

ed. On the other hend, if the goal of achieving the widest possible mem-

bership and of dispensing sr rvices is zppermost, regardless of the level

of active parbicipation in the organization., then the level of ignorance

may actually be "normal. That is to soy, the lack of imowledge about

Table 33: The Pe-ecent age of Members rho
fire Informed Abett Three
Organizionel Operations

How officers are chosen
How the Delegote Aeseeibly is elected
Hwy the AEA is financed
None of them
No answer

Base of %

38
25
35
h5

h
T.T2C61-

(mu)

Total excoeds 100% due to muliple responses.
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such "acaderdc" matters as elections end financing is not to be regarded

as a serious obstacle) to organizational effectiveness,

Bit there is a third alternative, for if th3 AEA is content to main-

tain two different kinds of constituencies, i.e., the organization-ori-

ented and the service-oriented, clad fti lack of illformation is confined

to the service-oriented group, then the organization my not really suf-

fer from ignorance about its er.erations. That this mcg- be the case con-

cerning the AEA is indiccted by the fact that tnose 1,5:ho are best in-

formed are the recipients of both magazines who have attended an annual

conference. Considering the greater degree of active interest indicated

by these charaeteristics, it appears thZ.:, inforration about the o-izani--

zation's formal structure is more or less, confined to those who, because

of their active interest, are more needfa of such information,

It is clear from Table 311 that type of membership aid Eagazine re-

ceived is related to the amount of infornation regard1es1 of rthether the

member has or has not attended an annua conference., Also, conference

attendees are more iikely to be informed than non-attendees. In view of

Table 31j: infolwation by Conference Lttendance,
Typo of MeliDership, ate! tfa3azines

Received

Attended a conference Never attended a conference
..1.116.1. 414MMILIM11.1...x....

mub

.MOW.P.1.~11111

'Mean no4 of items 1,59 0.72

'Tye° of rembershiD

P-C
ING.110.41111144110.00M.W.01M.N.M.,.

T2me of oership
.01.411W.Olaymili.M.41.4%.=.11AVRA....40,41swelm..

'mean no., of items l96 10)4 1.23 0.66 0.61 0.71

P-C: Professional and Contributing
G-2: General merber, both magazines

G-1: General ember, one mugazine
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these relationships between information, on the one hand, and both maga.

sine received and conference attendance, on the other, it is probable

that the low level of information which characterizes the entire sample

does not jeopardize the organization's democratic pzinciples to the ex-

tent that would at first appear. In other words, ignorance of the AEAts

operations is more or less restricted to those who are less likely to

taloa an active part in the AEA as an ongoing orgadzation.

It emerges from Table 35 that length of membership is also related

to the amount of information. The increase in iaformation Thich occurs

with length of meznbership indicates that there is a certain "time lag°

in the respondents* acquisition of knowledge about the organization.3
,

This suggests that greater efforts should be made to inform new members

of the AEA's operations,- While it would be unrealistic to assume that

information about the AEA is sufficient to stimulate an active interest

in the organisation, it is nevertheless clear that an organization which

adheres to democratic principles should try to keep its interested mea .

bers as well informed as possible in order to provide them with suffi-

cient grounds for decision-making. Also, althouei greater knowledge of

the organization's operations cannot insure active participation among

Table 35: Information by Year Joined the AEA

.1,e az...aim l Mean no. of items

1951.52 1./49
1953-51i 0.96
195546 0.79
1957-58 0.147

airailsWWINIMAIOIMBV

3
This relationship between length of membership in the AEA and informal,.
tion remains essettially the same within each type of membership and
among both conference attendees and non-attendees.
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more recent joiners, it may forestall the common feeling among new mem-

bers who are interested in becoming active in the orgalization that they

are outsiders slimily because they possess less knowledge of the organi-

zation's modus operandi.

Since the items of information on which the respondents were tested

for knowledge of the AEA included "how tile officers are electsd" and

'Thow the Delegate Assembly is elected," it is natural that those who

have been elected to a position in the orgaiization would exhibit more

knowledge according to our index. However, election to a position is

not the only determinant of the amount of information which the .AEA's

officials possess. As shown in Table 36, those of the Executive Commit,-

tee, Delegates, and other committee members as a vihole who are more

terested in the organization tend to have more information, as do con-

ference-goers. It is apparent that both interest and involvement in

the AEA are related to the amount of knowledge which the respondents

have about the orgvoization. In view of the independent role of inter.

est, the next section will briefly examine this factor in order to de-

termine who are the more interested members. Before passing to this

examination of interest, the foregoing discussion may be recapitulated

as follows: While the sample as a whole exhibits a relatively low level

Table 36: Mean Number of Information
Iteas1.7y Involvement in the
AEA and Interest in the
Organiz ation

ftecutive Committee,
Delegates and Other

Committee Members

Have -never held
lyosition in AU

Attended Never attended
conference conference

Very interested 2.61 1.52 1.13
Moderately interested 1.82 1.12 0.83
Slightly, or not

interested
1.56 0.8h 0.39
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of infatuation concerning the AEA's operetions, those who are more in.

volved in the AEA's activities are better informed than other respond.

entso Also, respondents who have been in the organization a greater

length of time tend to have more information. And finally, regardless

of involvement in the organization, those respondents who are more in .

terested in the organization express more knowledge of its operations.

Co The Members' Interest in the AEA as an avalation

The relationship between interest in the organization and informa-

tion concerning the AEA has already been mentions& Here ye will try to

determine what characterizes those members whc are more interested in the

AEA as an organization() The members were asked the following question:

"How interested are you in general in the activities of the AEA as an

organization?" Table 37 shows that 22 per cent of the sample were "very

interested," 45 per cent "moderatcly interosted,u and 32 per cent indi-

cated lesser degrees of interask. It thlIald he str13sed that a third of

the respondent-, were either slightly. or :.ct interestad In the AEA as m

organization. In subsequent table:-; We -All funbine those who are "very"

and "moderately" interested and d4notr-; th'ese 1:-3 the 'Interested,' group.

Table 37: Per Cent a Respondents Vho
Are Intuesiie0 in the

Organiultiva

Very interested 22%

Moderately interested 45

Slightly interested 27

Not interested 5
No answer

1:66%

Base of % (2(iCi0)
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Although interest in the AEA as an organization is related t3 the

amount of information which the respondents have about the oeganization

independently of their involvement in the AEA, by and large those who are

more interested also tend to be more involved. Involvement, as measured

by level of position in the AEA, attendance at the ennual conferences,

and type of membership, is highly related to interest, as Table 38 shove.

Conference-goers tend to be more interested in the AEA regardless of

their type of membership. Alsoi delegates end officers are noticeably

more interested in the AEA, and officers more SO than delegates.

The lower degree of interest of the delegates relative to the offi-

cers may indicate a certain measure of apathy concerning the operation

of the AEA, possibly stemming fzvm lesser participation in decision-mak-

ing. Or this "interest gap" may be indicative of a desire to let the

officers make the decisions and carry the responsibility for the orgen-

ization, a point which will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.

It is noteworthy that members of other committees are no more inter-

ested in the organizatien than conference-goers who have never held a po-

sition in the AEA. As the bracket in Table 38 shows, 75 per cent of all

conference attendees who have never held a position in the AEA said they

were "interested" in the organization, and only 76 per cent of respond-

ents who have been Committea members (but have held no higher position

in the organization) i4ere "interests& " This suggests that committee

membership does not contribute to general interest in the organization

but is perhaps a peripheral activity concerned primarily with sectional

issues or specialized interests.

It should also be pointed out in Table 38 that regardless of at-

tendance at the conference4 and type of membership in the AEA, among
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Table 38: Interest in.Lhe ABILby Involvement
in the Organizationw

%

Interested Base of r
Executive Committee and Officers 98% (50)

Delegate Assembly member 89% (158)

Other committee member 76% (78)

No position in AEA but
attended conference

Professional or
Contributing member 76% (121)

General member
(both fliagasinea ) 78`e; 5% (70) > (329)

General member
(Adult. Leadership, oaly) 73% (138)

ItpositiOn in AEA and
-never attended conference...................-
Professional or

mother

(315ftgibuting member 68%

(both: magazines) 67% (1140) (1367.)

General* member
. ........(Adult iLeadershp, only) (912)

.
57%1

1111110111110111.11111011MIUMIIMMOMMINIII14.111M.MaiNIMOMMAIMMINISION10004.1.0111.

In this table members have been classified by the hidiest office which
they ever held in the ABA0

Those who did not answer regarding interest are excluded from the bases
for per cents.
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those respondents who have never held positions in the AEA those who re-

ceive both 1ine are more interested in the organization than those

who receive may Adult Leadership. As a consequence, we would expect to
INI111111111111110 010111110111111114110

find that the more concerned respondents would exhibit the sane characm

teristics as the recipients of both magazines and conference-goers. This

turns out to be the case, inasmuch as those who are more interested are

likely to be persons with full-time responsibilities in adult education,

administrators, and persons located in more formal agencies, such as

public schools and university extension. Also, their interests are more

likely to center on broad, comprehensive and liberal education. Thus,

ninterest in the AEA as an organization" is reflected in greater involve-

ment in adult education as well as in the AEA itself. (Tables 39 through

ii2 show the relationship of these factors to "interest.")

Table 39: Interest in the AEA by Typmf
Position in Adult Educationw

km of I._2_bsition

Full-time paid,
11311-time paid,
Part-time paid
Volunteers
No position

entirely in adult education
partly in adult education

111111111111111111111, sagaIrmieromm

Interested

75
de

73
63
60

Base
of

(520)
(910)
(133)
(277)
(143)

Those iho did not answer the question concerning either type of posi-
tion or interest are excluded from this table.
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Table hOs Interest in the AEA by Level
of Responaibility in Adult
Education for Those with
Activities*

Base
% of

LelofR._e_jmol...zevzsibilit Interested %

Top adzinistrators 73 (642)
Obher administrators 72 (212)
Broad-gauge workers 66 (258)
Primarily workers 59 (609)

Table hl: Interest in the AEA by Selected
Primary Aggncies in Adult
Education'

Base
% of

Wzia Interested j
Public schodl 79 (273)
A univereirr evening or extension division 78 WO
Labor union 78 (18)
Professional association 75 (16)
Foundation 73 (15)
Civic or fraternal 69 (56)
Goverment agencies 69 (148)

Other college or university division 69 (174)
Agricultural cm home economics extension 68 (11h)
Library 67 (104)
Health or welfare agency 66 (175)
Touth serving 61j (173)
(NO organization) . 63 (97)
Adult aducation council 62 (69)
Business or industry 62 (69)
Chureh or religious organization 148 (197)

Those who did not answer the question concerning interest are excluded
from this table() Those who did not answer the question concerning re-
spopsibilities, those who have no activities, and those whose
ties are unclassifiable by level are also excluded.,

Those who did not =swarths question concerning primary agency or
whose primary agency is unascerilainable and those who did not answer
the question concerning interest are excluded from this tableo
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Table h2: Interest in the AEA by the
Summarized Areas of Interest

in Adult Education*

Base

% of

Summarized areas of interest Interested %**

Remedial education 79 (131)

Broad, comprehensive education 78 (652)

Wrork-ralated education 72 (775)

Liberal education 70 (5/10)

Education for sp3cial roles, interests 65 (868)

Social and interpersonal education 62 (1262)

b. The Umbers' Satisfaction With the prosze
and Amcgrairfa"darai

Having considered the dimension of interest in the AEA "as an or.

ganization.".mt will now turn to another dimension of the members' gen.

eral evaluatiLin of the AEA, namay, their overall satisfaction with its

program and activities. 'While interest and satisfaction are related in

the sample as t thole, as will be shown in a moment, me will see that

various groups differ in the degree to mhich iteir satisfaction with the

AEA in commensurate with their interest in the organization,

In order to determine the respondents° overall impression of the

program and activities of the AEA, the following question was asked:

"In terms of your objectives for adult education, how satisfied do you

feel mith the program and activities of the AEA?" As may be seen in

Table 432 almost none of the respondents said that they were "very sat .

isfied" with the program and activities of the AEA; on the other hand,

on4 6 par cent expressed dissatisfaction. A third of the respondents

eniNOMMIIMMINIIIIMMIN1111111Minr 41111111111i1
Those who did not answer the question concerning either area of inter-

est or interest in the AEA are excluded from this table,

if*
Bases of per cents add to more than 2000 because respondents indicated

more than one arna of interest,



Table LC: Per Cent of Respondents Who
Are Satisfied With the AEA

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Mixed feelings, both pro and con
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Don't know; no answer

Base of %

3,1%iw 35%

6%

8
3.0'n

(2000)
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erpressed some degree of satisfaction, and a half said they hadmixed

feelings, both pro and cono" This does not reveal a striking degree of

satisfaction with the organization., That half of the respondents had

mixed feelings suggests an attitude on the pazt of many that all is not

Table hh sets forth the relationship betmeen interest and satis-

factiono Forty-seven per cent of those respondents who are "yew inter,-

ested" in the organization are satlisfied with ;he AEA, compared with

Table hh: Satisfaction mdth the AEA by

Interest in the Organization*

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Mixed feelingss

both pro and con
Dissatisfied

Very
interested

9% TI

38

5° 53
3 J

Moderately
interested

2%139%
37 )

58 ,) 61,
3 )

TOT3

Base of % (h17) (828)

Slightly
interested

)

60 ) 68
8

1.651%

(h91)

Not

interested

21%
21

51 f 79
28

(82)

Those mho did not answer the question concerning either interest or

satisfaction are excluded from this tableo
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only 21 per cent of those nho are not interested, However, it should

be noted that as many as 53 per cent of those respondents who expressed

the highest degree of interest have "mixed feelings" or are "dissatis-

fied" with the AEA. Also, a sizable proportion of those who are only

"slightly" or "not interested" in the organization are nevertheless

satisfied (31 per cent). This makes it clear that for a large pwtion

of the sample, interest and satisfaction do not necessarily go hand in

hand,

Contrary to the situation Ahich is found for interest in the

AEA, those most satisfied with its program and activibies tend to be

least involved in adult education, As shown in Table h5, those respond-

ents who have "no present position" are more likely to be satisfied than

those nho do have positions, and among this latter group those who are

most likely to be satisfied are the part-time paid workers and the via-

unteers, This is generally the reverse of the case of interest in the

organization, where it is found that full-time paid wcaters are more

likely to be interested than all other persons and those holding no po-

sition are least likely to be interested,

Table 1j5: Satisfaction by Position
in Adult Education*

All of full-time paid
Part of full-time paid
Part-tine
Volunteer
No position

% Satisfied

311

38
h3
hi
h5

Base
of %

(500)
(828)

(127)

(49)
(112)

Those who did not answer thee question concerning either type of posi-
t



If we consider the degree of satisfaction expressed by the re-

spondents worldng in the various agencies, we can observe equally radi-

cal departures from a similar table (Table 41) which showed the rank-

outer of agencies according to their interest in the organization, Table

46 sets forth the proportions of respondents in the different agencies

*o are satisfied with the AEA's program and activities, While public

school adult educators ranked in first place in interest, they fall to

sixth place in their expression of satisfaction, Also, university eve-

ning or extension personnel ranked second place in interest but hold

eighth place in satisfaction, The same discrepancy between interest

and satisfaction my be noted with respect to those working in profes-

sional associations and foundations, bath agencies ranking higher in

Table 46: Satisfaction With the AEA by
Selected Primly Agencies*

Labor union
Church or religious organization
(No organization)
Agricultural or home economics extension
Civic or fraternal organization
Youth serving agency
Health or welfare agency
Other college or university division
Public schools
Business or industry
A university evening or extension division
Government agencies
Professional associations
Foundations
Library
Adult Education Council, or Center

Base of
% Satisfied %

53% (17)
/17% (18o)

(78)
h2% (107)
142% (5h)
ho% (16h)
ha% (2014)
iio% (165)
38% (259)
33% (63)
32% (168)
30% (h3)
29% (17)
27% (15)
214% (85)
21% (114)

111 111.arm

Those who either did not answer VIE questirin concerning: primary agency
or whose primary agency is unascertainable and those who did not answer
the question cony: ming satisfaction are excluded from this table.



interest than satisfaction. It should be noted here that those agencies

which rank higher in interest than satisfaction are generally those comp

cenA with adult education as a primary goal rather than as a means of

adhieving special goals. Conversely, certain agencies rank somewhat

higher in satisfaction than in interest. These agencies are churdh or

religious organizations, business or industry, and ytuth serving agencies*

these organizations, in contrast to those mentioned above, are concerned

with adult education as an instrument in the adhievement of specialized

goals°

Because of the previous relationahip between agencies employing

the member and his areas of interest in adult education, it is not sur-

prising that respondents interested in "social and interpersonal" edu.

cation and education for special roles and interests express a e some-

what greater degree of satisfaction than respondents interested in "lib .

eral education" and "broad, comprdhensive adult education," as shown in

Table 1176

Table la: Satisfaction by the Summarized
Areas of Interest in Adult Education*

Per cent
satisfied

Social and interpersonal /10%

Education for special roles and interests /JO%

Work-related education 140%

Remedial education 36%

Providing broad, comprehensive adult education 35%

Liberal education 30%

Base of
01*

(1131)
(902)

(733)
(12h)
(621)
(507)

Those rho did not answer the question concerning either area of inter..

est or satisfaction are excluded from this table.

Bases of %total more than 2000 because the respondents indicated more

than one area of interest.



Our discussion points to the importance of satisfaction with the

program and activities of the AEA as somewhat independent of the degree

of interest in the AEA " as an organization," This is clearly revealed

with respect to the relationship between satisfaction and the involve-

ment of the respondents in the AEA, It was found above in the discus-

sion of interest that the higher the level of involvemant in the AEA,

the greater the degree of interest. Satisfaction, however, shows gener-

ally the opposite relationship with involvement, as found in Table tilo

Those who are least involved in the AEA are most likely to be satisfied

with its program and activities, and those most involved, i,e,, the Exec-

utive Committee members, are least satisfied. It should be noted, how-

ever, that the Delegate Assembly members exhibit a slierbly higher level

of satisfaction than either the Executive Committee or other committee

members. The lesser satisfaction of the Executive Committee members may

be partly due to their greater awareness of the problems of the organi-

zation.

Table 148 reveals differences in satisfaction between Professional

or Conbributing Danboro, General members who claimed to receive both

magazines, and General. members who receive Adult leadership onl.y, in

order of increasing satisfaction. Moreover, the factors of conference

attendance and type of membership are independently related to the ex-

pression of satisfaction with the AEA. Thirty per cent of the conference

attendees who have never held a position in the AEA are "satisfied," com-

pared with 1s2% of non-attendees,

This tendency ft .. the more involved members to be least satisfied

ma:r be due to their greater awareness of the pmblems confronting the

organization. Those who are more remote from the AEA's activities, on

the other hand, may be inclined to give the organization the benefit of



Table be: Satisfactip by Iwo:Avenel*
in the AEC

Per cent
satisfied

Delegate Assembly member

Committee member 29 (7

314 31% (15 7) (280)

h)

(49)Executive Comnittee

Base of

auvition in AEA but
attended conference

Professional or
Contributing mexber

leneral member
(both magazines) 28 30%

General =mbar
(Adult leader:3ljg only)

No position in.AEA and
never. ittended conference

Professional or
Contributing member

General member
(both magazines)

General member
(Adult Leadeth ti2 only)

36

(281)

(13h) 1232)a

(817)

In this table merbers have been classified by the highest level of office
which they ever held in the AEA,

"rhose who did not answer the question concerning satisfaction are excluded
from the bases of per cents.



the doubt concerning its program and activities. 'Ibis would also explaim

why persons in informal agencies and areas of interest are more satis-

fied than persons in more formal agencies and areas since the former con-

stitute the majority of those who have never attended a conference°

Sumn.laa

In the present chapter we characterised the members according to

the magazines which they received and attendance at the annual confer-

ences, these two features constituting the major avenues of contact with

the organization. We then turned to the members' knowledge of the organ-

ization and their interest and overall satisfaction. It was indicated

that in certain groups of respondents, principal4 those less involved in /

both adult education and the AEA, satisfaction is higher and interest is

lower than in other groups. We attempted to explain this fact byP refer-

ence to the differential awareness of the AEA's problems which presum-

ably affects the degree of overall satisfaction but not the degree of

interest. In the following chapter we will continue to consider the

members' relationships with the AEA with greater emphasis upon the memo.

bare evaluations of specific aspects of the organisation as well as

the specific personal satisfactions they obtain from membership.
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Chapter VI

MEMBERS, RELATIONSHIPS TO THE AEA*

Part 2

In the previous chapter we have dealt primarily with such factors

as overall interest and satisfaction. In order to understand these gen-

eral assessments more clearly, it is necessary to probe into the mem .

ter& specific satisfactions, their images of the AEA, and the grounds

for their evaluations of the organization. Therefore, the presern chap-

ter will deal with the members1 specific satisfactions from membership

and their images and evaluations of the AEA.

A. Personal Satisfactions Obtained From Meratii

It is to be expected that an organization with as large and as het-

erogeneous a membership as the AEA will be called upon for a variety of

services and activities and that different groups will derive different

satisfactions from their membership. In order to discover what these

satisfactions are the members were asked the following question, already

briefly referred to in the preceding chapter: "What specific personal

satisfeictions do you get from your membership in the AEA?" The personal

satisfactions listed in the questionnaire are shown in Table 49.

This table makes it clear that the great majority of the resion&

ants view the AEA as a source of news about tbe field of adult edLcation.

Another large proportion (41 per cont) feel that the provision of "prac-

tical assistance" is highly important. Other personal satisfacticnss in

descending order of the frequency with which they were mentioned, are

Tais chanter was written by Sam Sieber.

31111161111111111.



"assisting in a social movement," "advancement of a profession," and

personal association." None of these last three was mentioned by as

many as a third of the respondents. This suggests that for the majority

the AEA is chiefly an information-dispensing organization and perhaps

also a source of practical assistance. Only for a minority is it an

agency in the promotion of such broad goals as e. profession or social

movement of adult education: or as a meeting ground for adult educators.

Table 49: The Specific Personal Satisfactions
Obtained from Medoership

Keeping pp with develcpments in the field 82%

Practical assistance on your adult education problems ill

Assisting in a needed social movement 32

The opportunity to contribute to the advancement of a
profession of adult education 29

Personal, association with others of similar interests 23.

Other spedific personal satisfactions it
"None," rto answer, don't iinow 3Mr

Ease of % (2000)

That only 23. per cent of the respondents obtain satisfactions from

"personal association" is undoubtedly a reflection of the small number

of activvly participating members. Among the most active participants,

personal association is frequently a hidely importmt gratification

from membership. This is shown by the comments of those intervi6wed,

almost all of whom ply or have plved important roles in the associa.

tion. Ythen asked about "the main satisfactions" they obtain from mem .

ber hip, i48 per cent of the interviewees who answered this question
1

4111111~11111111.014010111111.10111111~111rAIINAMONINMOWRIMOMMRIMINIIMIIMI.101114.111111111101~0. ItaBriatal

Exceeds 100% because the respondents indicated more than one personal
satisfaction,

1
Se
pa
ted

eral interviewees were not asked this question because they were
or current staff members. In a few cases the question was omit

due to the limitatimi of time0



menbioned this type of gratification, The next most frequently cited

gratification was the publication program with 36 per cent of the inter-

viewees expressing satisfaction with the magazines or other publicationso

Thus, the chance to neet other adult educators is apparently the chief

satisfaction which these active participants derive from membership, A

member of the Delegate Assembly and Chairman of a special committee ex.

pressed his main satisfaction as follows: "Associating with other adult

educators, especially sharing ideas and learning from professionals."

And a former Executive Committee metber said:

The main satisfaction is the people that I have come to

know, I have been able to call on them and ask advice from

them. .00Imeet people through the AEA mho are in many

different specialized areas, and if I am asled to set up a

program in something I don't know mudh about, I am able to

write then' for advice,

Other prominent members of the organization made the same point:

Primarily because it keeps me in touch with people doing

the same.kind of work, It is the only cutting edge in the

fielddliTbh4tttho AEA I could meet union people, but I mouldnn

meet people doing group work with those in the voluntary asso-

ciations, such as those in the Junior Leagues, the Red Cross,

etc,

r,..1

I've attended about half the conferences and enjoyed see-

ing people, exchanging copies of bulletins, and taking first

hand mith people who have tried out different courses,

One interviewee went so far as to suggest that the AEA Should abandon

every activiAy except the annual conferences, which afford the requi-

site "rubbing of shoulders." Thus, the satisfactions of the leaders

and most active members appear to differ, considerably from those of

the rank and file.

The importance of personal association among the active members

is again shown in Table 5o, which compares conference attendees and

non-attendees mith respect to their personal satisfactions. While the
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satisfaction most frequently cited by bcth groups is "keeping up with

developments," the second most frequently checked satisfaction among

the conference-goers is "personal association," with 57 per cent men-4

tioning this feature. This is the one satisfaction least often men-

tioned bv, those rho have never attended a conference, only lh per cent

SO responding. This fact makes it probable that the attendees and non-

attendees have different avenues for obtaining knowledge of developments

in the field, the former relying more often on personal contacts and the

latter on, the pUblications.

Table 50: Conference Attendance IF
Personal Satisfactions"

Personal satisfactions
Have Have not

attended aVtended

Personal association 57% lh%
Advancement of a profession la 22

Assistance in a needed social movement hi 28

Practical assistance 36 114

Keeping up with developments 83 . 82
aU"s.e rorr*

Base of (5h9) (1399)

In view of the outstanding concern 'with personal contacts among

conference-goers, it is perhaps worthi.ahile to consider sone neans of

facilitating this exchange of views and source materials at the confer-

ences. One of the interviewees recalled the "curbstone conference"

Who did not answer cenceyning conference attendance are excluded

*It

from this tabae.

Totals exceed 100% because the respondents indicated more than one per-

sonal satisfaction.
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which had been promoted in past years and which had been aimed at get..

tine to meet people. As the interviewee pointed out,:

It provided an opportunity for individuals to meet some-
one; they just put their names on the bulletin board. It
provides a middle-man. It consisted of informal meetings
for groups who wanted to get together. * I don't lmow
why it didn't go on0 elle individual who initiated ig
arranged at least 200 interviews.

Some such method of bringing people together informally in small groups

may widen the range of personal interests involved in these discussions,

reduce the time spent in "looking up" somebody, and encourage those to

speak up who mould be reticent .i.18 mcre formal gathering*

It should also be noted in Table 5o that the conference-goers men-

tioned "the opportunity to contribute to the advancement of a profession

of adult education" third in the order of frequency, with almost half of

them checidng this satisfaction. Among the inactive group, on the other

hand, only 22 per cent cited this activity, The non-attendees also nen.

tioned "practical assistance" more often than the conference-goers (hh

per cent and 36 per cent, respectively)*

In view of the tendency for conference-goers to be more inte::ested

in the AEA as an organization, as was shown in the preceding chapter)

it is not surprising that interest is found to be related to the various

personal. satisfactions in much the same way as conference attendance was.

Table SI shows that those who mentioned "personal. association" are most

likely to be interested in the organization, with "advancement of a pro.

fession," "assistance in a needed social movement," "practical assist-

ance," and "keeping up with developments" following in that order,, While

the differences are not large, they seem to :Indicate that a concern for

the more practical services of the AEA, i0e0, practical assistance End

keeping up with the field, ie. commonly associated with less interest,



*Ile concern for the broader goals of the organization and personal.

association is characterized by greater degrees of interest.

Table 51: Interest in the AEA by,
Personal Satisfactions.'

Base
Personal. satisfactions % Interested , of %

Personal association 87% (531)
Advancement of a profession 84 (586)
Assistance in a needed social movement 79 (628)
Practical assistance 71 (828)
Keeping up with developments 70 (1639)

In order further to explore the particular satisfactions obtained

from membership, the respondents were asked the following question:

"If you had to drop your membership in the AEA, what features do you

think you would miss most?ti The respondents were also asked to check

no more than two of the features listed in Table 52. The great majority

of the responients mentioned Adult Leadership, while net more than 28

per cent mentioned any ore of the other features, This conforms with

the fact that a majority of the membership mentioned "keeping up with

developments in the fiel(1," when asked about their personal satisfac-

tion. Since Adult Leade..311.2. is especially adapted to this AerA, deal-

ing as it does with a variety of topics related to adult education, and

since the ereat majority of the anti, v.s have no other contact with their

organization, it is not difficult to understand why the magazine is so

widely valued by the merbersn

Those who did not answer the question concerning interest and those
who did not check one of the personal sa'cisf actions listed are ex-
cluded from this table.



Table 52: Features Which the Respondents
Would Miss Most

Feabures

The annual meeting
Membership in a like-minded group 18
The general. program and symbolic value

of the ABA 28
Adat Education 23

teadership 7/1

Other features
'"Noney" no answer; don't know

136r

Base of % (2000)

If, as we have said, practical assistance and information about the

field can both be gained through AEA's publications; and particulzrly

Adult Leaders.hip, without further contact Ttith the AEA, we would expect

that those responderts who specially value the publications are less

often interested in the AEA "as an organization." This is shown to be

the case in Table 53, which presents the proportion of interested re-

spondents among those villo value the different features. Those rho men-n

tion the magazines tend to be least interested/ while those who value

the annual meetings, like-mindedness: and .tio symbolic function of the

AEll. tend to be most interested. Furithermore, those who say they toad

miss Adult hatuih .E. if they had to drop their WO nbership are less in .

terested thm those who mention Mult EqIcation. This points once again

to the fact th.11 the greatest portion of the membership are concerned

with "keeping up with developments in the field," a need which may be

fulfilled for the majority by Atilt Leadership and special publications

without any further connection with the AEA. In short; Adult LeadshiD

ea .1.1100 M. ieW

Exceeds 100% because the respondents indicated more thai one feeGure,
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affords the oppoitunity for many to beep up with developments in aeult

education without having to "keep up" with the AEA,

Table 53: Interest in the AEA by
Features Whidh the
Respondents Would Miss
Most*

Base

Features %Interested of %

The annual meeting 92% (92)

Membership in a like-minded group 85 (364)

The general program and syMbolic
value of the AEA 82 (549)

Adult Education 74 (448)

ird"-E rradlaiik 65 (11158)

Personal Satisfactions and Areas of Interest in Adult Education. Is

might be expected from various facts already presented: those in the

different areas of interest in adult education are also characterized

by different personal satisfactions obtained from merberdhip. Table 5h

employs tho typology of personal satisfactions described in the preced-

ing chapter. The reader will recall that the specific satisfactions

were corbined and labeled as follows:

Practical assistance or keeping up veith developments -- PractLcz.4

Social movement or profession -- Broad
Personal association .. Sociable

Table 5L baings out the differences among the various areas of interest

with respect to types of satisfaction. Those concerned with "education

for special rdes and interests" and those interested in "social and

interpers^nal edueationl" the two areas of "informal" adult education.,

MINNENNIMIOS~Mi talrolOONevMWen.rom*AM.OP4IftWo-avYAmreMMAm........=.mmonnwermagime

Those rho did answer the auestion concerning interest and those who
did not indicate one of the featur:es listed are excluded from this
table,
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are sinraar with respect to the proportions mentioning eadh of the types

of personal satisfaction. Also, persons in both areaa tend to be more

concerned with solely practical satisfactions. Those in the other areas

of educatio% on the other haul, are less concerned with purely practical

satisfactions and more so with a combination of all three types. It sill

be recalled from the previous chapter that the areas showing least inter-

eat but most overall satisfaction are precisely those areas which are

here characterized by solely practical satisfactions, Since se have

also seen that high interest ani low satisfaabion are found among those

who are more involved in the AEA, this suggests that those mho value on-

ly pasctical satisfactions are less likely to participate in the organ-

ization. In order to explore this possibility, we will turn nag to the

different types of personal satisfactions obtained by members at differ-

ent levels of involvement.

Personal Satisfactions and Levels of InvOlvenent in the AEA. Personal

satisfactions vary considerably with different levels of involvement in

the AEA. It may be seen in Table 55 that the proportion of respondents

checkiug only practical satisfaabions increases as the level of involve-

ment decreases. That is, the lower the level of involvement, the greater

the likelihood of mentioning only "practical assistance" or "keeping up

with developemnts." More than half of those respondents who have never

attended a conference checked alzpisacti.....calrz satisfaabions compared with

2 per cent of the Executive Committee, 7 per cent of the delegates, and

13 per cent of the other committee members, On the abherhaid, 61j per

cent of the Executive Committee checked all throe Imes of personal sat .

isfactions, compared mith less than 10 per cent of those respondents mho

have never attended a conference. Obviously, the higher levels of
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involvemenb obtain satisfaltion from a wider array of concerns than do

the lower levels. This suggests the exietence of a "dedicated core" of

members concerned with long-range as well as shorb-range goals, while the

majority remain interested in practical help and news of the field rather

than broader concerns. This may be partly due to the fact that the higher

levels already possens greater competence in adult education techniques

than the rank and file.

The foregoing discussion suggests certain guides for policy forma-

tion. The AEA st ould continue to devote itself to the broad, long-range

goals of professjonalization in order to satisfy its more active members.

Despite the fact that the majority of the membership want on.az. practical

assistance and infonaation about the field, the dedicated minority who

sustain the orgenization with their active interest are also looking

toward the AEAls broader goals.2

B. lases of the AEA

Another wgr '7,o determine the respondents specific assessments of

the AEA is to study their imeges of the organization's overall character.

In order to uncover these a list of eight statements applicable to many

organizations wax supplied and the respondents were asked to indicate

how appropriabe each statement was as a description of the .AEA. Table

56 presents those statements and their degree of' vpropriateness, ex-

eluding those :espondents who did not answer or were "not familiar

enough to say" and itho therefore may be less qualified to judge the or-

ganization. %en unfamiliar responses will be treated subsequently.

At present it should be nabed that the image which received the greatest

2
The problem, attending the promotion of professionalization and a social
movement, and the various meanings of these terms, are discussed in
Chapters 1. and XI, respectively.



Table 56: The Appropriateness of yarious
Descriptions of the AEA'

Base
Very Somewhat Not Total of %

An organization with valuable goals. 76% 22% 2% 100% (1663)

An organization which asks little
from its members other than dues. 29 1j8 23 100% (1160)

An organization which has proved
effective in representing its
mothers° views to important
people and organizations outside
it. 27 51 22 100% (932)

An organization with clear and
attainable goals. 25 61 14 100% (11121)

An organization whose official
pronouncements and decisions
reflect the wishes of the great
majority of its members. 25 52 23 100% (870)

An organization which is making
real progress toward its goals. 22 68 10 100% (1211)

An organization Ihich does much for
its members in addition to send-
ing them a magazine. 22 51 2? 100% (1267)

An organization which successfully
harmcmizes the divergent views
and inberests of its member.s. 21 55 214 lop% (11M)

aNlorrob IN.11111111M111111111.111110.11110M1111.

Those who did not answer as to appropriateness are excluded from this table.



degree of assent concerned the AEA as "an organizabion with valuatile

goals." Three-fourths of the respondents answering with some degree of

appropriabeness felt that this image was "very appropriate." Thus, it

becomes all the more interesting to observe that much smaller proportions

believed tbab the AEA "is making real progress toward its goals" (22 per

cent) and fat that it could be very appropriately described as "an or-

ganization with caner and attainable goals" (25 per cent). These re-

sponses denote a large measure of devotion to the goals of the orgaai-

zation, but a relatively small measure of comprehension of, or confi-

dence in, the inherent attainability of them or the organizabion's prog-

ress toward them.

Farther, nob even those respondents who felt that the AEArs goals

were both valuable and clear and attainable thought that the organizes.

tion was making real progress toward them. Among those who felt that

"valuable goals" was a vezy appropriate description, only 33 per cent

felt the same ray about their clarity and attainability. And aaong those

who felt that both images were very appropriate, 59 per cent believed

that "real progress toward goals" vas a very appropriate statement.

This latter group represents only 8 per cent of the entire sample.

These small percentages bespeak a somewhat restricted belief in the

organization's progress toward its goals, even when the respondents

feel that the goals are clear and attainable. The specific goals which

the respondents envisage for the AEA will be discussed in some detail

in Chapter XIII.

It should also be noted in Table 57 that one of the descriptions is

a r:3ther unfavorable one, namely, "an organization which asks little

from its members other than dues." Yet 29 per cent of those responding

to this statement felt that this image of the AEA was "very appropriate."
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Further, only 22 per cent averred that the AEA could be very appropri-

ately described as doing "much for its members in addition to sending

them a magazine." These responses undoubtedly reflect the existence of

a majority of the membership which viewm the AEA as essentially the Fib-

Usher of a magazine*

Since the images of the AEA concerning its functions of internal and

external representation of the members, wishes, views, and interests will

be treated in detail in a subsequent chapter dealing with democracy in

the AEA, we will here oray point out that the images of the organization

as "reflecting the wlshes of the great majority of its members," "repre-

senting its members' views to important people and organizations outside

it," and "successfully harmonizing the divergent views and interests of

its members," were each deemed very appropriate by only about a fourth of

the respondents. We will now turn to a consideration of the extent to

which the respohdentS4evaluation of the AEh conforms to a more or less

ideal image of a voluntary association. This discussion again hinges on

those descriptions of the AEA pras(Inted in Table 56. As mentioned ear-

lier, these descriptions could be :pplied to many organizations and are

therefore somewhat independent of the AEA's special role as an organiza-

tion of adult educators. Hence, any organization which could be favor-

ably described according to all of these images would approach an ideal

of perfection in the eyes of its members.

In order to measure the favorableness of the overall image held by

the respondents, an index was fovmed which reflects the responses to all

the statements about the AEA except "an organization witch asks little

from its members other than dues" and "an organization which dces much

3
for its members in addition to sending them a magazine." The distribu-

tion of respondents according to this index is found in Table 57. Here
=milk

3
This index was formed by counting the number of "very appropriate" and
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it is apparent that the respondents were more likely to hold a favorable

image than an unfavorable one. More than halt of the respondents re-

vealed some degree of favorableness (that is, offered more "very appro-

priate" than "not appropriate" responses), while less than one-sixth were

unfavorable.

Table 57: Favorableness of the
Image of the AEA

Unfavorable 16%
Neutral (the same nuMber of

favorable and unfa-
vorable responses) 29

Slightly favorable 25

Moderately favorable 13

Very favorable 17
100%

Base of % (2000)

The importance of a favorable imago of the AEA for overall satisfac-

tion with the organization's program and actilaties is ghown in Table 58.

The favorableness of the image, or degree to which the raspondent's Image

of the AEk approximates an ideal picture, is highly related to overall

satisfaction. This suggests that the appropriatenese of the various de-

scriptions of the AEA plays an important role in the members' feeling

A is a worthwhile enterprise* Further, it is euggestive; of a

3 (Continued)
"not appropriate" responses and determining the excess of one type of

response drier the other. If the number of "not appropriate" responses
exceeded the number of "very appropriate" responses by three or more,
the respondent was classified as yivinSavorable; and if the former ex-
ceeded the latter by one or two responses, the respondent was classified
as somewhat unfavorable. On the other hand, if the number of "very ap-
propEiFirmaii8570Wiliceeded the number of "not appropriate" responses
by only one, the respondent was classified as aillitlyfatorable.t. if by
two responses, moderately favorable; and if by three or more responses,
thoso very favaig57-Those who checked "not familiar" on all six state-
mental, who did not answer any of the statements, and those who gavo the
same number of "very appropriate" as "not appropriate" responses were
classified as neutral.
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need on the part of the leadership to enhance those images of the AEA

which show the least affirmation.

Table 58: Overall Satisfaction by
Favorableness of the Image of AEA*

Base

% Satisfied of %

Unfavorable 10% (197)

Neutral 25% (178)

Slightly favorable 40% (239)

Moderately favorable 52% (136)

Very favorable 68% (213)

As noted earlier, it was possible for the respondents to check "not

4amiliar enough with the AEA to say" in response to each statement in-

stead of indicating some degree of appropriateness. Since Table 56 rep-

resents only those respondents who did answer the statements as to appro-

priateness and because the statements varied in the proportion as to who

took the option of pleading unfamiliarity, it is worth noting which state-

ments were more likely to elicit this response. Table 59 lists the state-

ments in order of decreasing familiarity, with those who failed to answer

each description included with those who checked "not familiar enough to

dkre"

All the statements concerning goals elicited a smaller proportion

of unfamiliar responses or no answers than any one of the three state-

ments concerning internal and external representation of the nembersl

interests. Indeed, more than half of the respondents were not suffirn,

cently familiar with the AEA to express any opinion an two of these

latter statements. Since these statements are more "operational" than

the othsrs, knaffledge concerning them is undoubtedly related to active

participation in the organization. In general, the respondents were

more likely to be familiar with the less concrete images, i.e., those

Those who did not answer the question concerning satisfaction are ex .

eluded from this table.



Table 59: Per Cent of Unfamiliar Revamp
Concerning the Various Descriptions
of the AEA .

An organizatiou with valuable goalb.

An orgalization which asks little
from its members other than dues?

An orgtnization with clear and
attainable goals.

l620,

anow#1.41.tosattn Grow
17%

27%

29%

An organization which does much for
its members in addition to sending
them a magazine. 33%

An organization lithich is making real
progress toward its goals. la

An organization which successfully
harmnizes the divergont views
and interests of its 'Tambora %

An organization which has proved
effective in representing its
members' views to important
people and organizations outside
it.

An organization whose official.
pronouncements and decisions reflect
the wishes of the great majority of
its members.

53%

57%

The base for each per cent is 2000.
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concerning goals, shich are peehaps more dependent upon loyalty than

real knowleSge.

Among the three statements concerning goals, the respondents were

least likely to be faniliar with the organization's progress and most

likely to be familiar with the value of its goals, with clarity and at-

tainability of goals falling midway between these. This raises the fol.

lowing question: If the membership is so strikingly unfamiliar with the

AEA's activities with respect to the achievement of goals, and yet valuee

the goals so highly, why do the members belong to the organization at

all? One answer is that the *value" of the AEA's goals is simply an

unquestioned assumption. It is probable that were the members of the

AEA asked about the value of the goals of the American Red Cross, the

Boy Scouts, or the National Conference on Social Welfare they would re-

ply with an equal measure of affirmation, even though they may know lit-

tle about these organizations and may never have been members. There-

fore, the *value of the goals may not be the force which holds the mem-

bers in the organization. Cther features, such as the persona satis-

factians discussed above, may be of greater importance* This further

suggests that the leadership of the AEA must not be content simply to

voice the Ilvalim" of its goals, since this is generally accepted, but

should communicate concrete goals to its members as well as familiariz-

ing them with the means by which the AEA is trying to achieve these goals

and the measure of their success*

mecificaoalsilostITheAEAlsAchievenmportant to the Members*

Because of the rather limited conviction concerning the AEA's progress

toward its goals noted above and the possible effect of this belief on

the members' general attitudes toward their organization, it is important
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to examine this opinion in greater detail. The respondents were pro-

vided with a list of eleven major purposes which a national organiza-

tion in adult education might be expected to pursue and were then asked!,

"Which three of (these) purposes do you feel are the most important at

the present time?" They were then instructed to check those purposes

which they felt to be most successfully fulfilled by the AEA. Because

the particular purposes and their priorities will be discussed at some

length in Chapter XIII9 we are here concerned only with the number of

important purposes which were also considered to be the most successfa.

This provides us with a measure of the extent to which the respondents

feel that the goals they emphasize for a national organization in adult

education are indeed being fulfilled. In brief, it gives us an index

of perceived organizational achievement; Table 60 shows the distribu-

tion of respondents according to this index. As mapy as 49% of the re44

spondents who indicated the goals they believed to be most important

either could not or would not specigy whether these goals were being

achieved. This reflects the pervasive unfamiliarity with the AEAgs prog-

ress toward its goals noted previously. Further, 11 per cent of those

mentioning the AEA2s most important purposes felt that none of these

purposes were among those considered most successful. A third of the

respondents felt that either one or two purposes were successful, and

only a relatively insignificant minority felt that all three goals were

successful. Therefore, we are confronted once again with the rather'

limited conviction that the AEA is making progress toward certain goals.

The relationship between the respondents' perception of the AEA's

achievement of those purposes considered crucial and their satisfaction

with the organization is a particAarly strong one, as shown in Table 610



Table 60: The Respondents' Percepbion
of the AEA's Achievyment of
Important Goals*

NuMber of Important
purposes seen as
most successfUl

None 11%
One 18
Two 114

Three 8

"Can't say" Aid'
purposes are most
successful, or no
anffeer regardin6
most successful 149

Ida
Base of % (1937)

Table 61: Overall Satisfaction with the
AEA by t0e,. Perceived Achievement
of Goa1s441'

Nutber of important
purposes seen as Base

most successful %Satisfied of %

None 19% (201)

One 32% (30)
Two 51% (266)

All three 6% (10)

165.

:aose who did not answer the question concerning the three most
important purposes for the AEA are excluded from this tablet)

**.

Those who did not indicate the success of important purposes and
those Who did not answer the question concerning satisfaction are
excluded from this tablet,
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It should be noted that this table excludes those who failed to indi-

cate the success of the purposes vbich they envisaged as most important.

This confines our atterition to those respondents who are more "familiar"

with the AEA, at least sufficiently so to pass Judges's% on the achieve..

ment of goals. Within this group overall satisfaction is highly related

to the perception of goal-attainment. Although these goals rill be die=

cussed in Chapter XIII, it should be stressed here that thei:, ach:.eve-

sent is a cnicial factor in the znembers' evaluation of their )rganiza-

tion. This further suggests that the AEA should restrict its greatest

efforts to those few goals which are given top priority by thi members

instead of attempting to achieve a variety of goals which attrd:t more

limited attention, The latter approach might reduce only the p.obabil-

ity of enema . of any particular goal., thereby affecting the men rare'

overall evaluation of the enterprise.

Thus far we have indicated the importance of two factors it main.,

tabling membership satisfaction with the organization, namely, a favor-

able image of the AEA and a belief that the .AEA is achieving the :peci-

fic goal's which the members save set for it. That these two factols

are independently related to overall satisfaction is shown in Table t20

If we read across the rows of this table it is clear that regariless of

the number of important goals seen to be most successful, the degree of

overall satisfaction increases with the favorableness of the image.

Likewise, reading down the columns we see that satisfaction increases

with the auther of goals seen to be successful regardless of the favor-s

ableness of the image. Therefore both factors, on-- concerning the ideal

picture cf a national organization and the other concerning the AEA's

achievement of specific goals stressed by the methers, are related to

overall satisfaction.



Table 62: Overall Satisfaction by the
Perceived Achievement of
Goals and Favorableness of
the Image of the AEA*

Number of important
purposes seen as
most successful

None
thie
Two
All three

Favorableness of the Image

Slightly Moderately
Unfavorable Neutral favorable favorable

6% (?7)
5% (76)

25% (32)
25% (12)

11% (35)
22% (82)
36% (u5)
iiii% (16)

'26% (47)
39% (88)
/a% (69)
66% (35)

32% (22)
52% (146)
59% (111)
59% (27)

1670

Vow
favorable

50% (2o)

75% (79)
81% (53)

Row to read this table: Each percentage indicates the per cent of individep
zur iiti-girrilirla-romb i n at i o n of favorableness of image and number of Im-
portant purposes seen as most successful itho said that they were "satisfied"
with the organization. Thus the upper left percentage reports that among
members who believed that none of the important goals are being achieved
and who heldan unfavorable image of the AEA, 6% were satisfied with the
organization.

The rtance of a 0 eralLne.,,..,_A.................._,..iultEducation AssociatioziEoen r the Devel.m.
,

, ..

meat Or idult-Educati-on. In the preceding discussion we have considered

the members' evaluations of the AEA as an organization which serves their

personal interests without taidng into account their estimate of the AEA's

more genera3. value for adult education in this countzy. In order to see

whether the members' attitudes toward the organization also are influ-

enced by their belief in the AEA's importance to the field of adult edu-

cations the following question was asked: "Do you believe it would male

much difference to the developnyant of adult education in this countzy if

there were no general adult education association such as the AEA?"

Table 63 shows that slmost all the respondents felt that the absence

of such an organization would make at least some differences and 146 per

cent believed it would make a great deal of difference. Airthermores

*
Those who did not answer the questions concerning eithar important pur-

poses seen as most successful or overall satisfaction are excluded from

this table.
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relatively little difference in this respect is found among those with

differing types of position in the field and areas of interest, This

is sham in Tables 5 and 6 in Appendix C,

Table 63: The Difference That It Would
Make to Adult Education If
There Were No Such Organization
as the AEA

It vould male a great deal of difference )46%

It would male some difference 148

It would make little or tto differmca ii

No answer or "don't know" 2
3706-0

(2000)

However, variations of some interest.,are found among those of

vazwing levels of involvement in the AEA, shorn in Table 7 of Appendix

C, Forty.five per cent of those who have never attended a conference

believed the AEA's absence would make "a great deal of difference," as

did 118 per cent of the conference-goers and ith per cent of those who

have served on special committees. It is worthy of note, however, that

the top.most levels of involvement are especially prone to give this

response, with 60 per cent of the Delegate Assembly and 58 per cent of

the Executive Committee aembers claiming most frequently the importance

of having an organization like the AEA. This is an important observe.-

tion because as shown earlier the Executive Committee umbers are least

satisfied with the organization. That they most often say it would

make "a great deal of difference" if there were no organization such as

the AEA suggests their commitment to the organization in spite of cer .

tain misgivings about its current program and activities, That these
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attitudes of dissatisfaction and commitment to the organization's farm

ther existence are not necessarily incompatible, at least among the more

active members, is indicated by the following comment of one of the in-

terviewees:

It seems to me that the AEA has sham the
having an organization of adult educators
with something like a national voice, but
this importance because of its failure to
coming close to fulfilling this functions
has dhown how important it mould be0

importance of
uhidh can speak
it has shown
do this. By
however, ib

Thus, the yew attempt to achieve certain difficult goals row have eno

hanced commitment to these goals, especially among those members tho

have been highly active/. And since a national organization is viewed

as the on4y instrument for attaining such goals, the AEA's importance

is given continued emphasis despite its relative shortcomings.

While the foregoing characteristics of type of position, area of

interest and level of involvement do not sharply distinguish the re-

spondents with respect to their belief in the importance of such an

organization, this attitude does vary greatly with the type of personal

satisfactions obtained from membership. As shown in Table 61,, those

mho obtain the midest array of satisfactions are most likely to say that

sudh an organization is of the greatest importance. Among those who

mention practical satisfactions and one other type of satisfactions,

52 per cent say 'la great deal of difference," and among those who men-

tion only practical satisfactions, 39 per cent do so. Finally, those

least likely to give this response are found among persons who mentioned

all other satisfactions exclusive of practical satisfactions. This inw

dicates that those vho enjoy the greatest range of personal satisfactions

are most likely to consider a generalized adult edubation association

indispensable to the field. Moreover, it shows that the large proportion
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of members who derive gratification solely from practical help or news

of the field, presumably those who have joined principally for the pub.

licabions, are considerably less likely to feel that the AEA is highly

indispensable* This underscores our earlier remarks concerning the

necessity of continuing to pay close attention to the interests of that

minority which derives a variety of satisfactions from membership*

These are the members who view an organization such as the AEA as in-

dispensable to adult education and mho should therefore be asked for

the greatest support* Such support may be in terms of either financial

help or the investment of time and energy*

Table 64: Proportion Indicating That Such
an Organization Makes a Great
Deal of Difference by Type of
Personal Satisfactions*

Dzotzusaaal.. w.mf,h.tj.m

Broad, Practical arbi Sociable
Practical and either Broad or

Sociable, but not both
Practical only
Other combinations

% "Great deal Base
of difference" of %

66% (307)

52% (6117)
39% (778)
3/1% (161)

That the dimension of personal satisfactions is more highly relat-

ed to a belief in the importance of a national association than the

factors of position and interests in adult education suggests that the

breadth of personal satisfactions is a more important factor in this

belief than the members' "location" in the fieldQ Moreover, since we

*
Those who did not answer the question concerning the difference that
such an organization makes to adult education or the question about
personal satisfactions are excluded from this table*
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have already seen that conference attendance varies with type of posi-

tion and area of interest in adult education, it seems likely that

there is a reservoir of commitment among certain persons in almost all

positions and interest areas who enjoy the widest range of personal

satisfactions but who are not active in the organization. These mem-

bers may be delineated as the inactive, committed group, In short,

particination cannot be taken as a completely accurate indicator of

commitment to the organization's further existence. Many of those who

have never attended a conference (15 per cent to be exact) feel that

it woad make a "great deal of difference" if there were no such organ-

ization as the AEA. However, as pointed out earlier, it might be ex-

tremely difficult to translate this belief into active participation

in the AEA among those msznbers whose job either does not permit or does

not encourage such participation, especially if their personal satis-

factions from membership are such that they m4y be obtained through the

publications Eithout the necessity of participation.

It has been suggested that overall satisfaction and interest in

the AEA may be related to a belief in the AEA's importance to adult

education, Tables 65 and 66 show that this is indeed the case, It

appears from these tables that the members' estimate of the AEA's im-

portance to the field of adult education plays a role in their overall

satisfaction and intorest.14 This suggests that the msmbers do not

evaluate the organization solely in terms of its personal contributions

but that their attitudes are also related to their belief in the .AEA's

importance to the field at large()

1111111111,

14

Of course, it is also possible that interest and overall satisfaction
influence the P:mbers' belief that such an organization is highly ima
portant to adult education. These factors are grobably interdependent,
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Table 65: Overa1.1 Satisfaction by the

Difference the ABA's Absence
Would Make to Adult Education*

Base

% Satisfied of %

A gnat deal of difference 148% (866)

Some difference 30% (871)

Little or no difference 8% (75)

Table 66: Interest in the AEA by the
Edfference the ARA's Absence
Wbuld Make to Adult Education!'

tia.se

% interested of %

A kreat deal of difference 80%

sorts. difference 58% WV)
Litble .or no difference 31% (81i)

:In the present chapter we have studied the members' specific

sabisfactions, images, and evaluation regarding the AEA. It was shown

thab the more active menbers obtain different personal satisfactions

frOm the majority, the former stressing personal associations and the

latter practical assistance. Both the active and inactive members are

most frequently concerned with obtaining information about the field,

wassw.s.ammologamemom....ftwommoollim'''''"*"."'

Those who did not answer the question concerning either satisfaction

or the difference the AEA's absence would make are excluded from

this table.

Those *o did not answer the question concerning either inberest or

the difference the AEA's absence would make are excluded from this

table.
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although it is liimly that the conferenceovers rely more often on per-

sonal contacts for this feature while the inactive members more often

depend on the magazines. It was also noted that the majority of the

respondents said that they would Ides Adult Iseadershiv, mut if they

had to drop their membership. This indicates that most view the or-

ganization essentially as the publisher of a magazine. Moreover, those

who would miss either of the magazines moat if they had to drop their

menbership are least interested in the organization while those who

place special value on the annual netings are most interested.

Particularly important is the fact that the more involved members

are more inclined to obtain a variety of personal satisfactions while

the less involved emphasize the single type of "practical satisfactions."

In line with this observation it was also shown that solely practical

satisfactions are also more ofterfenjoyed by persons interested in

informal areas of adult education, namely, "social and interpersonal

education" and "education for special roles and interests."

A study of the images of the .AEA reflected the members' view of

the organization as primarily the publisher of a magazine and revealed

that a majority are unfamiliar with the more specific operational as-

pects of the AEA. Further, the respondents did not show-an outertand-

ing degree of faith in the AEA's progress toward its goals, and half

of them could not even say whether the specific goals which they con-

sidered uppermost for the AEA were in fact being achieved. However,

it was pointed out that by and large the members' image of the AEA

was a favorable one and that most at least agreed that the AEA has

valuable goals.

Having a favorable image of the .AEA and viewing it as success-

fully pursuing important goals were found to be strongly related to



overall satisfaction. This suggests the importance of trying to adhievy

a limited number of goals and of enhancing those images of the organi-

zation concerning whidh the respondents were most skeptical*

In a final section we indicated that the members' belief in the

indispensability of a rstional organization sudh as the AEA does not

vary much with the type of position and area of interest in the field*

However, those who enjoy a wide range of personal satisfactions were

found more often to believe in the importance of having an organization

sudh as the AEA. This suggests the existence of a certain amount of

commitment to the AEA which is hindered from being translated into

active participation by dint of the employment situation of the mem.

berss a point which was discussed in the pravious chapter. Moreover,

members who are able to meet their specific needs and interests through

the publications rather than through adive participation may feel less

motivated to become active. Finally, it was shown that the members'

overall satisfaction and interest are related to a belief in the AEA's

indispensability for adult education.
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Chapter VII

FORMER AND POTENTIAL MEMBES*

The meMbership of the AEA is not static, but shows a calla-

derdble turnover from year to year* For example, during 3958 forty-two

per cent Of the general members and thirty-one per cent Of the profes-

sional and contributing meMbers did not renew by the third and final

notice that their memberships were about to lapse01 During this same

year 889 new general members and 396 professional and contributing mem-

bers joined02 In such a situation, it is not sufficient merely to learn

who the members are and what they think of their organization* It also

becomes important to discover something about those persons in the field

who are not members, what thqy think of the AEA, and why they are not now

members* For this reason questionnaires Imre sent to a sample of former

AEA members and several samples of adult educators who had never been

members of the AFAo This chapter presents the results of these question.,

naires03

The Former Members

It would appear that a large number of adult educators have at one

time or another hold memberships in the AEA0 A file of former members at

111111111111111111Y
RamilamibaramawkrosmorawstavyftwiettafrorageNalvaibayersamssweassommg.~~seinasirsammstmernmarissawisaasaft.

*This chapter was written by William Lo Nicholls II0

1These figures may indicate more turnover than actually exists, since it is

apparently a frequent pattern for individuals to let their membership lapse

a month or two and then rejoin()

nhe amount of turnover appears to be quite high, at least in comparison with

the Canadian Association for Adult Education() The Director of this Canadian

counterpart of the AEA estimates that turnover in individual memberships in
the Canadian Association fOr Adult Education is apprcaimately ten per cent,

3See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of these questionnaires and the

samples to which they uere mailed.
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the AEA headquarters, which extends back only to March of 19%, has been

estimated to contain upwards of 10, '3 names, thus making it likely that

even though the AEA. has existed less than a decado there are at least

twice as many people whu havn left the AEA as do belong to it now. Thus

these former members represent both a considerable loss to the AEA, at

least in numbers, and at the same time a possible source of many new mem .

bars if they could be attracted back into the AEA0 Consequently, we will

attempt to learn who these former members are, how they differ from the
,

individuals who are arcrently in the AEA, what occasioned these former

members to leave the AEA, and what, if anything, might be done to encourage

them to rejoin°

Those Who Have Left the Field. It appears that at least to some extent
walmainib ornarger faisra earciscataw

the turnover of membership in the AEA may result fron turnover in the

field of adult education. A change in position frequently accompanies a

major change of residence, and as reported in Chapter IV, AEA members

appear to be highly mobile geographically. It is also commonly 'mown

that many individuals enter adult education on a part-time basis for only

a clort period, especially in the public schools and universities, to

teach a course or ) and then drop out. Those with full.time positions

whose responsibilities include some adult education functions, wy find

their responsibilities changed after a time; and those with a volunteer

interest in adult education may at a later time find other volunteer or

leisure time activities more interesting. It is therefore not surprising

to learn that many former AEA members no longer have any connection with

adult educationo In response to the question, "Are ycu currently engaged

in any activities in the field of adult education?" near3y a third,
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thirty-two per cent, of the former members uho ansuered the question,

naire said nNo0o4 Some of these individuals may never have had any of..

ficial connection with adult education. However, because previous

studies of the AEAcis meMbership did not report any substantial number of

members unconnected with adult education, it seems likely that most of

those who said um" had been in some phase of the field but have left it0

ln order to encourage as many former meMbers who uere not in the

field to reply to the questionnaire as possible, they were asked to

supply only limited information about themselves. Consequently little

is known about their formr positions and interests in adult education,

or their current activities. However, in comparison with those former

Embers who have remained in adult education, a larger proportion are

women and a larger proportion do not hold degrees at the master's level

or higher. This suggests that their formar interests in_adult eiucation

were more commonly those of a volunteer or part-time worker than of a

full-time uorker or administrator.

Those Who Remained in the Field. The former members who replied that1 wive earls/a disrsimuseso

they were currently engaged in activities in the field of adult education

were asked the same question about these activities as the members uers

about their current activities. It is therefore possible to compare

4For a variety of reasons this should not be taken to mean that a third of

all former members have left the fielar Ex-members uho had changed their
Wiesses, and presumably their jobs also, were less likely to receive
their questionnaire and may have been less interested in returning it be-

cause they had severed connections with adult education. For these rea-
sons it seems possible that the proportion of all former members no longer

in adult education may actually be somewhat hiES1.0
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the former and current members in several ways. The tables from which

these comparisons were made are found in Appendix Co and only the general

conclueions will be given here05

LI Former members less frequently hold paid positions in adult

education than current members, and those vile do hold paid positions less

frequently hold full-time positions concerned entirely with adult educe.

tion.

2. Former members less commonly reported holding administrative

positions in adult education tlian current members.

3° Fewer former than current members indicated that they belonged

to other organizations in adult education. This is found to be the case

for local and city adult education councils, state and regional councils,

and also for other national organizations concerned uith adult educa-

tion*

140 Former members less frequently reported thinking of themselves

as adult educators than current members, and they less frequently ex.

pressed an inter7st in providing broad and comprehensive adult education.

5. Former members less often reported holding doctorss degrees

ar master's degrees than did current members. However, better than an

eighth of the former members indicated that they held a degree in divinity

or theolou, Ithile such a degree is held by only 0.2 per cent of the cur.

rent members. Educationally, the former members appear to be a more

heterogeneous group than the members°

In comparison uith the current members, the former members

disproportionately carry out their adult education activities in churches

and, religious organizationsa and less commonly perform their adult educa .

tion functions through the public schools, universities, and libraries*

5Cf0 Table 0 in Appendix C.
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Several of the above comparisons lead to the same conclusion,

that the former members are less involved in adult education than the

current members, This information is, of course, not in itself suffi-

cient to determine whether the former members were ever as involved in

adult education as the current members, That fewer of them than current

members held doctorates and masters s degrees, however, suggests that even

in the past former members ad not hold those top administrative positions

in adult education in proportion to the others, utich generally require

such degrees* Nevertheless, it also seems likely that some of the former

members mcv have become less involved in adult education after they left

the AEA.,

As the previous chapters have shotel, involvement in adult educe-

tion as measured by the type of position held, the tendency to think of

oneself as an adult educator, an interest in providing broad, comprehene

sive adult education, membership in other adult education organizations,

etce, appears to be related among the members ..tt, interest and active

participation ir the AEA.) For this reasork; th e. lessor involvement in

adult education of the former rembers suggeJts that as a group they are

not necessarily prime candidates for membership in the AEA, However,

about a fourth of these former members uho are still in the field woad

seem to be highly involved in adult educations and perhaps would be

valuable members if they could be encouraged to rejoin,

The Former Nemberos Image of the AEA* By and large the former members

are still in the field of adult education do not appear to have an

\

unfavorable image of the AEA06 Forty-one per cent replied that they felt

6Former mem}Ners who are not in adult education were not asked for their

such an organization was essential to the field and. another thirtyftnine

opinions of the AFA,
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per cent felt it was desirable, although not essential, to have such an

organization. Only nine per cent believe it is unnecessary to have a

generalized national organization in adult education07

When asked to comment on the appropriateness of a set of more

specific descriptions of the AM, many of the former members either

replied that they were not familiar enough 'with the organization to say

or else did not answer at all. This lack of familiarity wIth the AM

probably is not only the result of forgetting what was once known, but

also indicates the limited contact most former members had with the AEA.

Ninety per cent of the former members who replied to the questionnaire

had held only gem ral membership as opposed to 70 per cent of the members

who returned questionnaires. Furthermore, the former members had generally

not been long term members of the AM. fore than half of those replying

indicated that they had been members for only one or two years, and better

than two.thirds had not belonged more than three years.

The former members who were familiar enough with the AFA to react

to more specific questions about the filA generally indicated that they

held an image of it 'which was at least s favorable as that held by the

members arAt in some cases was more favorable. For example, 37 per cent

of the former members ttto commented on the description of the AEA as "an

organization ithich is making real progress toward its gm/so felt this

was a very appropriate description, while such a view was taken by only

22 per cent of the members who answered. The former members also, at

least as frequently as the members, agreed -ohat the folletting descriptions

were very appropriate for the AFA: An organization tthich successfully

harmonizes the divergent views and interests of its members; An organize.

tion with valueble goals; An organilation Idth: clear and attainable goals;

0111111 VOOMINIMINIMMII111111111.

7Eleven per cent of the former members did not answer this question.

AMR
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An organization whose official pronouncements and decisions reflect the

wishes of the great majority of its members; andlAn organization which

has proved effective in representing its membarst views to important

people and organizations outside it)/ Although some of the former mem*

hers who answered these questions feel that these descriptions are not

appropriateand many feel theyare only somewhat appropriate, the fact

that they uere no more critical than the members suggests that it was not

dissatisfaction with the AEA along these lines which led to the termina.

tion of their memberships.

My the Former Members Left the AEA. Because the former members appear

convinced of the desirabiliA7 of having an organization such as the AEA

in their field and because they do not appear am more critical of it

than the current members* what., it may be asked* cccasioned them to drop

their memberships? As one approach to this question the foraer members

who were in adult education were presented with the check list found in

Table 66 and asked to indicate holy important each of the various factors

were in their tlecision to end their membership in the AEA. Eight per

cent of the respondents did not chedk any of the items as important and

only a few bothered to indicate the degree of importance of each factor*

most checking only one or two items as very important or somewhat imm

portant.

Table 66 again emphasizes that disagreement -with the AEhts

objectives or operation did not play much of a role in the decision of

most of the former members to terminate their memberships. Not only

80f. Table 9 of Appendix C for the tablas presenting these comparisons.
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Table 66. The Degree of Importance Attached to Various Factors
in the Decision of the Former Members to Terminate
Their Membership in the AEA.*

Possible factor in the decision to leave

a) No real disagreement with the AEA but
greater involvement in other interests
and activities

b) Found that other organizations in
adult education met my needs more fully

c) Found the costs of membership too high

d) Found that the publications of the AEA.
were not useful

o) Disappointment with the program and
activities of the AEA

f) Did not like the way the organiza .
tion was run

g) Disagreement with the AEA3s apparent
objectives

h) A general lessening of interest in
the field of adelt education

il Other

De.t.me. of 3.,....w,i........itin Lee

Some.. Not or
au tat. no ans.** Total

57% 17 26 100%

13% 13 74 100%

11% 19 70 100%

Seig 21 71 100%

6$ 11. 83 100%

2% 3 95 10

1% 5 94 100%

4 7 93 lag

9% 5 86 100%

IIINIMUNIAIMPlossmalloalIMINNIMInwrallov insilmaca

* This table includes information only on the 92% of the former member:

respondents holding positions in adult education who docked at least
one of the factors as "very" or "somewhat important." The base for all
percentages in this table is 474.

** Because it appeared that the majority of respondents did not utilize
the "not important" response and did not check any of the categories
for those factors utich were not important in their decision to leave
the AEAD the "not important" responses have been placed with the no
answers in this table.
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did items es 4 and g receive very few mentions as important in Table 660

but the only item checked as either wiry or somewhat important by more

than a third of the respondents, item a, contained the clause "no real

disagreement with the AFA. Consequent/y it appears that the former mem.

bars, by and large, did not leave the AEA with feelings of antagonism

toward it"

A general lessening of interest in adult education did not seem to

be an important factor in the decision of these former members still in

the field to drop their meMberships. Hbwever, the questions presented in

Tab:1/366valve not asked of those former members who are not now engaged in

adult education, and among this latter group sueh a change of interest

was more likely to have taken place.

By talking the first four factors in Table 66 together, one may

construct an interpretation of the dropping away of the former members

which appears to make some sense. To a degree the AEA maybe seen as

competing in a market situation for the dues and interest of its members.

For professional adult educators its competitors would consist of not

only other voluntary organizations in adult education, but also other

published sources of ideas and techniques for adult education programs.

Fbr the volunteers, and the professionals as well, voluntary organizaft

tions of all types which Mos meMbers might be interested in joining mgr

also be seen as competitors. As mentioned in Chapter IV, AEA members

typically belong to several such voluntary organizations, and the total

costs of the dues from such organizations undoubtedly consume a fair pro-

portion of an adult educatorts budget. In this situation, especially with

the general increase in organizational dues and magazine subscription rates

Mir IIMMIINIONNIMMINIMINIMIIIIIMINIIIMI.MINIO.11.1111111 Mil..1.11.1.1

9There appeared to be no difference in this respect between the former

members who hold paid ptsitions and volunteers.



over the past few years:, many people apparently have had to weigh the

benefits of AFA membership with the benefits of other memberships and

sources of adult education material..

Some evidence for this hypothesis is found in the comments the

former members gave as "other" reasons for dropping their memberships

and in the comments of that small group of former merbers with whom

personal interviews were conductedu

Your costs were not too high, but my budget had to be
trimmedu

OW IRS SO PO OS

The cost of AFA is not too great but I was a member
of ten professional organizations and cCoiloqiie conditions
forced me to cut demo

A MI IRA NI RID

I have too many commitments, and I completed a tern
of office dwing which I considered mai memhorohic
perativeu

WS oil ow es

Such reams of material come in here, Adult: Leadership
didnet regis.'-tz one way or the otheru iTrinct".r7irirert
enough to gee4 $5000 worth of good out of itu

This interpretation of the loss of membership would, of course,

apply most directay when the members had no other contact with the AEA

than as magazine subscribers and were interested in AEA primarily as a

source of ideas and tecimiques in adult education and leadership, and

this is apparently the situation which obtained for most of these former

members:" A few mentioned that if there had bcz...n local meetings to

10Wen the former members were asked to select fron a list of features of
the AEA those they missed most, only the publications received checks by
more than 10 pow cent0 "The general program and symbolic value of the
AEA" and "membership in a likeftminded group" received only a relatively
few mentionsu



attend, their interest might have been sustained. Certainly if these for-mer,members felt membership in the AEA was an expression of loyalty to

something to which they were deeply committed, many more would have rep

tained membership. But as just one of a number of competing magazines

and sources of ideas in adult education and leadership, or as just one of

a number of voluntary organizations supporting good causes, membership in

the AEA apparently did not always win out. It was not that there was any-

thing -klatch could be pointed to as wong with the AEA. Rather, it was

that membership in it was not felt to be as valuable as membership in

other organizations or a subscription to another magazine.

Some of the other comments supplied by the former members brought

out a related point. Since the content of Ants publications necessarily

had to cover many areas of adult education, relatively little space could

be devoted to specific help and information in each area. Consequently

those in each area who joined primarily for such specific help and in-

formation felt that for the cost of their membership they received rela,

tively little he...p. For them it would be more economical to obtain

materials from sources more directly related to their particular interests,

especially since, as was commonly noted: Adult Leadership could usually

be found in the library or borrowed from a friend when needed.

Recent changes in Adult Leadership may also have played a role

in the decision of some members to end their membership. Among those

viao terminated their memberships in 19580 41 per cent checked ',found the

publications of the AEA were not useful!, as important in their decision

to drop out. Among those leaving before 3958, only 28 per cent selected

this factor as important.
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Other comments from the interviews and questionnaires point up

the fact that the decision to terminate membership was not always an

individual one. As one intervieme noted, he didn't join the AEA blit,

was "joined" byhis national office, who paid for such meMberships and

apparanal decided which ones were to be taken out. Numerous other inter-

vumwees and:respondents noted that they did not pay for their memberships

out of their own pockets but had them financed by their employers, al.

though the decision to jcdn had been their own. Oonsequent1y if the

individual changed to another job in the field, changed his responsibi.

lities for the same employer, or if the employing agency decided not to

continue paying for the memberships he was faced with the choice of

taking over the cost of membership himself or dropping out, and many

noted that they ended their moMberships when such situations arose. Al.

though no statistical data are availabl :tc; indicate how frequently this
r

pattern;Occurred, it would seem likely:* thO authors that it was not .

;

unusual.. Therefore, if it is the case th0 iiiny memberships are paid

for by the emplvers rather than the ind3;046is themselves, it would

seem that directing promotional matorial to the employers or the

leaders of large adult education agencies pigivii serve as an additional

method of recruitment.

What Would aume. the Former Members to 1112121 If the former mem.
elsomme arrarr aftgam 0,wsamer maparipmesmarre

bers who replied to the questionnaire can be taken at their word, thero

is little the AEA could do to cncomage mcEit of them to rejoin. When

asked "Are there any changes tlich the AEA could make in its programs

activities, or pUblications wbich would encourage you to rejoin it?"

47 per cent of the former members gave an unqualified "No." An additional

27 per cent said they were not suro or did not answers and only 26 per

cent said "Yes." The latter group were further asked what changes they
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mould like to see, and most of them were able to suggest change or else

they made criticisms of the AEA from mhich desired changes could be

inferred. The suggestions ranged all the way from issuing an official

pin so AEA members could identify each other to "taking an unequivocal

stand in favor of democraay and intellectualism." There was no single

suggestion on 'which a majority agreed.

The most common suggestion, made by about one-third of those con-

wanting, was to pay more attsntion to the particular specialty of the

respondent. Thus one man was disappointed to find after years of sub-

scribing that not one article had appeared on how to teach algybra and

geometry to adult high school students, and another waited in vain for v/7

a list of source materials for a course in comparative religion* Others

felt that safety education, dance instruction, intarnational policy, etc.,

should be given more space in the magazinese Needless to say, few agreed

as to which particular specialties had been neglected.

It seems possible, although there is little direct evidence to

substantiate this hypothesis, that behind the vequests for more direct

help in each perticular area mAy lie a desire fcir recognition. As the

most general organization in the field of adult education) the AEA neces-

sarily comes to be viewed as a body which can confer some measure of ac.

ceptance and status in the field to various sub.groups who may mish to be

identified with adult education° One way in which such recognition is

granted /s through the publications, that is, by allotting space for the

discussion of some adult education sub-fields in the magezine and by

neglecting others. Thus it maybe that some of the requJsts for more

magazine space for particular specialties indicate not a desire for con-

crete help but rather for recognition of tho srecialties and the work

being done in theme
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Another third of tiose requesting changes in the AEA expressed

the more genasal opinion that the magazines should be more practical,

and several felt that the articles should avoid "jargon" and be written

in a more simple style.) On the other hand, a somewhat smaller proportion

felt a more professionalized journal was called for and expressed the

opinion that Adult Ileaderiathii was ilobviously intended only for lay

people*" There were requests both for more and for less emphasis on

group dynamics* About a seventh felt that the dues should be lowered*

It is not surprising that many of the suggesUons run counter to

each other* The former members appear to be a highly heterogeneous group

not only in their adult education interests :Alt also in their educational

backgrounds* So far as the AEA is concerned:, moat appear to be primarily

interested in obtaining inexpensive help in some specific area of adult

education: and they wad like material le,itten in a language and at the

level of sophisticetion which is appropriate; for their particular level

of training* That the AEll. was not able to meet so many different demands

for these former members is understandable*

Only a handful of the forraer members had any suggestions to make

rerrding AEAgs internal organizationt aims: or relationr to other

organizations. However: about an eighth of those comeeridng suggested

that AFA should do a better ponotion job for itse3.f or adult education,

and approximatay a fifth looked for more chance for participation on

the local level in laboratories: soninars: local rootings, and regional

conferences* Thus one respondent noted:

I would rejoin if there was a local functioning organi-

zation, one tibia oar council could be a part of, or if it
sponsored seminars for laymen* I dongt feel a part of it if I

just pay dues. If I played a role in it, it would be ewe

meaningful: if it were real: not just en paper* I now go to

people as individuals for help in atilt education activities,

but I should go to an organization, and I wed if there were a

branch in /Ey area70



Here again: the desirE4 as yerhaDs n r2ny cases$ Tlas for help ulth

reprd to specific problems!, but the trztcrest in more local contacts ap,

pears to indicata that at least sone of these former members have a

broad enough concern with adult edur;ction to make them oossible future

recruits if local orgralizatim can be built up tc snstain their interest.

Burners?. The factors thich lie behind the droppf.ng of rimbershipe in

the AM do not appear to be ones I{aich are easily anenchle to control by

the AEA., Apprcuimately a thirei of the former metbers Ithe responded to

the Questionnaire are no lonvr in xiult educaticn, and presurably are

permanently lost to the AM, Those o ro;1::ilied in the generany

hold positions shich do not inlrolve -item as fully in adult education as

the current members are involtedp d wembly ot =eh raore than a

fotn.th of them are deeply comT2ittcd to rziult eduf;ation either economdcally

or psychologically° Their contacts -.4ith the -WA amaruitly were lindted

at the time of membership largely to rceeivir a ia ga5ine: arrl if they

found it provided less poetical bel3 than sc:ra o f-;'2 scone:0, or if some

eLner voluntar-,r organization al...i,eac-c2o. 1402.r intre be,.shit) in Ala.

as droppo& Li other casc.3, it appecais that colethi% occurred -Eilich

!IA:3 ':.t ro lr possible for the ercs ertiLlye-P tc, continuo paying

for the membershipt The charycs the l'orra:x :br ..ctuested vor tee Al'A

seem to be miray requests for inexponsive acsist,anco 1r dealing vitli

particular areas of ad112;!; educaticr and "practical help" in general, al-,

though in some cases these dor.ands ray tarliccAe a desire more for recog-

nition than fcr actual practical asoietance. 'anther the AE.4 can succeed

in servicing such a lrgc & Ile t o "g_o,2) -Go ale satisfaction of.

e7cn the major:DI-Z.:7: is of cou.se a t;eziiolx qr,esti)no
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Among the former members, hot:ever: there does appear to be a

minority with broader interests in adult education and a deeper commit .

ment to it, If opportunities for local participation, which evre called

for by a few of the former members, uvre made available, it might be pos..

sible to develop such interests further, and as auggested previously, in

this my it mighi-J be possible to build an intereet in aad loyalty to the

Ana The only other approach to these former merbers appears to be to

satisfy their desire for practical but inexpensive help* In either case,

the fact that the forma* merbers twee yath the desirability of having

such an organization as the AEA and that the:-, are not genera3:4 more

critical of it as an organization than the cembws, yainrides at least

some basis for optimism°

Adult Educators Who Have Never Boon VA Members
116~1.11.411M elailea~~0141/111~Ab
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Because relatively few of the former members appear to be prime

prospects for future membership in the AEha it my be advisable to seek

new tr&sibers among those adult educators who have never joined the Arl,

Undoubtedly tens, if not hundreds, or thousands .71! these "never members:"

as we shall call them, can be found: although it probably would be un.

tedse to assume that any large propori-iion cf them are sufficiently inte-

rested to be attracted to the AFA0 Horover, among chose never members

there undoubtedly =let mzuly individuals t3 thom AFA methership would be

interesting and valuable, and it therefore is ir4poptant to learn some .

thing about themo

Early in the planning of this study, the authors recopized that

the potentially large numbers of never Med). era and tht: absence of any

general directory of adult edueators made it impossible to obtain a
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Fepresentative sample of never mothers with the limited time and money

available. However, so little appeared to be knout about any groups of

never members and their views about the AItto that it seemed worthwhile

to carry out some research with these individuels, even if it was

necessary to work with a completely unrepresentative sample. Therefore,

the authors set themselves tin modest goal of attempting to obtain some

information about certain specific groups of never members whose names

and addresses could be obtained through readily available sources.

The Sar les Selected. Small samples were drawn from each of the fol..

lowing six categories of adult educators: 1) District Agricultural

Extension and Home Economics Agents; 2) members of the Adult Services

Division of the American Library Association; 3) Embers of the

National Association of Public School Adult Educators; it) deans and

directors of university extension listed in the Directory of Adminis-

trative Personnel of the National University &tension Association;

5) other personnel listed in the came directory; and 6) members of

state and regional adult education as5oaiationz3.11 When these samples

time cross checked to eliminate duplication and the names of all knowa

current and former members waire reraoved, a total of lh.61 individuals

remained who were thought likely to be engaged in adult education but

who presumably had never joined the AZ4.0 Er.ch was sent a questionnaire,

and 549 usable replies were obtained.

It should be emphasised again that thesa six samples ara not

intended to be representative of 01 aCuit eucators who have not joined

ii.For more detailed information concerning these .1i...stapler .7nd the adminis.
tration of questionnaires to them: see Appendix A.
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the AU, and it is clear the particular samples selected actually are

a rather select group of never members. Most of those never members

sent questionnaires are affiliated with agencies whose primary goal is

educationa4crather than with agencies which use adult education to

reach some other goal. The inclueion of samples of district agents of

Agricultural Fxtension and National University fttension Association

deans and directors tends stroney to bias the group of never members

queried toward the inclusion of a disproportion of administratorsp And

the use of membership lists of other national, regional, and atate

sociations to obtain the names of some of the never members probably

has led to a sainple of individuals who are especially amenable to sul)-

porting organizational activities in the field.

Comparisons of Never and Currant Members0 when a total sample of never

members is formed by combining the six sub.ecamples) an aggregate is

found which is similar in many rays to the sylinple of current members.

These two samples are identical or very similar in: 1) the per cent

litio are male; 2) their mean age; 3) the per cent ;the think of them,.

selves as adult educators; 2.1.) the percentages holding various types of

positiona in adult education; 5) the per cent claiming membership in

state or regional adult education organizations; and 6) the per cent

claiming membership in a national organizations other than the AEA,

which is concerned with adult educatien.,I2 They differ only slightly in

othwe wAys,. The total sample of never members contains slightly smaller

proportions than the samiale of currant members of those who: 1) hold

rate degrees; 2) claim to belong to local cr city councils of adult

12Table 10 in Appendix C presents the detailed statistical comparisons
which are summarized 4.n these statements.
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education; and 3) discuss common problems with adult educators outside

their own agency at least once a week.) On the other hand, the never mem*

bers more frequent4 than the current members had top administrative

positions and express an interest in providing broad and comprehensive

adult education. Even these differences are not of great magnitude.

Thus it appears that it is possible to find adult educators outside the

AEA who are very similar to AFA members, not only in certain demographic

characteristics but also in those attributes, such as self.perception and

type of position, whidh have been taken as indicators of commitment to

adult education.

This, of ccerse, does not imply that all adult educators uho

have not joined the AFA are similar to= members in these respects

for, as previously noted, the sample of never members used here consists

of a rather select group of adult educators. Nor does it imply that AE&

meMbers comparable to the six samples of never members are similar to

these. The never medbers were drawa largely from among those working

in institutions in utich individuals have ganerally been found to be

more committed economical4 and,psychologically to adult education.

When the samples of never meMbers are compared uith sub.samples of

commal, AEA members, the never members are generally found to be

less invOlvel in and less comm4.ttcd economically and psychological4

to adult educabion. For example, 57 per cent of the sample of NAPSAE

members who have never joined the AEA think of themselves as adult edu

cators, as opposed to 83 per cent of the NAPSAE members who belong to

the ABA.3.3 Similar4r, 32 per cent of the sample of National University

13Among AFA medbers affiliated with the public schools who do not belong to

the National Association of Public School Adult Educators, 1514. per cent

think of themselves as adult educators. This suggests that thinking of

oneself as an adult educator may be related more to the nuMber of national
adult education organizations belonged to than the particular organization

to which one belongs.
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Extension Association deans and directors who are not AEA members hold

this selfadmage compared to 86 per cent of those National University

Extension Association deans and directors who are AEA members. !store

generally, when the sample of never members is compared with a matched

and weighted sample of current members, the never members are found to

contain substantially smaller proportions taw 1) think of themselves as

adult educators; 2) hold full-time paid positions concerned entirely with

adult education; 3) hold top administrative position:8;4) claim to belong

to local, state or region, or national adult education organizations;

5) have frequent interagency contacts; and 6) have an interest in pro-

viding broad and comprehensive adult education014 Thus it would seem

that from among the members of the National Association of Public School

Adult Educators, the American Library Association's Adult Services

Division, the National University &tension Association deans and

AMOONNOMMINNIIIMPIMINOMOONIINMPUIMMIIMIMIIIMMMINIMMIONmerombawWwaonmsrabsa
alligab

illin order to construct a matched and weighted sample, current members
comparable to each of the six sub-samples of never members were located
among those who responded to the qaestionnaire for members. For example,
to match the never members who wer) district agents in Agricultural Ex-
tension, all district agents uto were merabm:a of the AEA and who res-
ponded to the mmberse questionnaire were ueed. No attempt was made to
match these groups in other ways, such as in educational distribution,
age, or sex. When a matching group of members was found for each of the
six samples of never members: however: it became apparent that the pro,z.
portions in the six groups of matching membes differed considerably 'from
the proportions in the six groups of never members. For example, ap-
preddmately 25 per cent of tho responding never members were district
agents of Agricultural Extension but such district agents included only
7 per cent of the matching cases of current members. Consequently,
mere4 adding all the matching cases together and percentaging them would
not produce a sample comparable to the percentage total sample of never
members. Therefore the matching samples of current members were approp-
riately weighted so as to ostandardize" them in accordance with the pro-
portions in the never member sample.

The detailed comparisons between the never members and the matched.and
weighted sample of current members will be found in Table 10 of Ap-
pendix CO
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directors, etc., those who are most involved and committed are most

likely already to have joined AEA. Nevertheless, among these same groups

of never members there apparently still remains as large a proportion, of

deeply committed individuals as can be found in the AEA in general. To

put the matter metaphorically and loosely, the AEA may already have

skimmed off the heavy cream from these groups, but a good amount of light

creamappears to be left.

One additional word of wailing should be offered About the forea

going discussion. In concluding that on tho basis of their iavolvement

in adult education the particular groups of never members sampled may be

good prospects for membership in the AFA, no invidious comparison is

implied with other groups mho were not studied. Undatibtelly there are

many adult educators among those in industry, labor, health and welfare,

and other vcauntary agencies wilo are equally committed to adult educe..

tion and uho make equally likely candidates for membership. Whether

there are equallysmaas of such persons in these other groups is,

of course, an empirical question for wilich there is at present no

answer. In any event it would seem unwise to neglect serious consideration

of these other groups merely because they mere not included for study hereq

plowlegatAbout the AEA. Perhaps the simplest possible explanation of the

failure of never meMbers to join the AEA would be that they have never

heard of it, and it is therefore best to consider this first. Each of the

never meMbers was asked: uHave you ever heard of the Adult Education Asr

sociation of the U.S.A. or the AEA as it is frequently calledV1 From

the responses tabulated in Table 67 it maybe seen that most, although

certainly not all, of these never members are amare of the AEAos exisr

tence. Mere than a sixth of the never meibers, however, claim not to have
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heard of the AEA, and for them no further explanation of their failure to

join seems necessaryo

It is perhaps surprising that among the six samples of never mem-

bers, the sample of National Association of Public School Adult Educators

members contains the largest percentage who have never heard of the AEA,

for over a fourth of this group appear uninformed about the existence of

the AEA* Considering that the National Association of Public Sohool

Adult Educators originated within the AM and that formal ties still

exist between the AEA and the National Associatim of Public School Adult

Educators, one would anticipate a much greater familiarity with the AM

among National Association of Public School Adult Eclucatc....'s members0

Before an individual is likely to join an organization, it

would seem that he would have to know more about it than the err . :act

that it exists* For example, he would probably also have to know what

the orgatrization did and what it stood for* Therefore, all those never

members who claimed to know that there was an AM were asked: "How

familiar are you with its organization, program, and activities?" Only

7 per cent reported that they were "very familiar" with the AM in these

respects, 51 per cert claimed to know "something about them," and 40 per

cent said they know "little or nothing about thex0"15 Thus approximately

half of the total sample of never members either had never heard of the

AEA at all or claimed to know at most very 1.1.ttle about it.16

15Two per cent did not answer,'

16As :Eight be expected, familiarity with the AM is greater among those who
are most involved in adult education cccupationally. Sixty-three per cent
of the never members who hold full.time positionetaneur4a_abitatily-ldigh
adult education claimed to know at least something about the AM, as com-
pared with 42 per cent of those with yartetime positions and 37 per cent
of the volunteers*
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Table 67: Knowledge of the Existence of AKA, Found Among
Six Samples of Adult Educators Who Had, Never
Joined AEA e

Saipips of never inepers

Ever heard Agrio ALit Is NUFA NUE& state cc
of AEIL Exto ASD NAFSAE deans other !atom Total
Tes 85% 76% 71% 91% 78% 91% 82%

No 15 21 26 9 21 9 17

No anuer . 3 3 . 1 . 1

3Wa. Tar .101.r. rOW Mr itilar"'" rovir

Base of % (137) (97) (97) (35) (83) (98) (549)*

* Two respondents to the never member questionnaire had removed the identi-
fying code from the questionnaire which was used to determine in vtilich
snmple they had been drama Consequently the total column contains two
more cases than the sum of six. sube,sampleso
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Even those never members vino claimed to know at least nsomethingn

about the AEA found it difficult to express an opinion when presented

with more specific questions about this orgarr:zation. For example, only

59 per cent of them, oe 28 per cent of the total sample of never miters

fat they could say whether or not the AFA was an organization with

valuable goals. Even smaller percentages could offer a reply to other

specific questions about the AFA, such as limether it was making propess

towards its goals.17 Thus it appears that in general relatively few of

these never members have much familiarity with the AM.

Because there exist no comparative data, at least to the author Ts

knob/Ledge, on the familiarity of other populations with national organie,

rations to which they have never belonged, it is difficult to det-rmine

whether the situation reported above is unusual. It may be for example

that adult educators who do not belong to the AEA are no less familiar

with the AEA than teachers of children not in the National Education

Association are with it, or than scientists unaffiliated with the Maori..

can AssoGiation for the Advancement of Science are ulth it. However,

whether the AFA is typical in tlis respect or not, the above figures do

suggest that more might be done to acquaint adult educators idth the

fact of the AEA es existence and with some limited inforiaation about it.

While such promotion or public relation activities would not insure an

increase in membership, they would at least help to establish three

conditions without which recruiting these rover members seems unlikely.

17The specific questions about the AEA which were aoked Of the never mem.
bers are the same ones uhich utre asked of the former mevibers. Cf pages
8 and 9 of this chapter.
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Attitudes Towards the AEA.. The lack of familiarity of the never members

Id.th the AFA may, of course, be viewed in a somewhat optimistic light.

Among those itho krow little or nottring about the AEA, there is no need.

to overcome unravorable views about it. Uor dor; this seem to be much

of an obstacle even in the case of those who do claim to know something

about the AEA. As was found for the former members, the never members

are in general ne% more critical of the AEA in most respects than are the

member3.18 Furthermore, the &mat majority of the never members do not

seem to be opposed in principle to the idea of a generalized organiza-

tion for all adult edacation. Twenty-tireee per cent of the sample indi.

cated that they felt such an organization was essential to the field,

53 per cent said that it was desirable although net essential, and only

18 per cent felt it was unnecessary." Such agreement in principle,

however, has already been shoin to be even higher among the former men.

bers, and therefore it may have little meaning in torms of recruiting

and holding members. Nevertheless, it too suggests that the never men-

bers tho replied to the questionnaire are not particulmly antagonistic

toward the AEA.

Previous invitations to Join.. Moro than a third (36 per cent) of the

sample of never webers report that they had been asked to join the AEA

at one time or another.20 As shown in Table 60: horever, the per cent

180f. Table 11 in Appendix C for the detailed tables on Itich these state.
Pants are based.

19There were relatively large differences in this respect among the variouS
samples of never members. These are presented in Table 12 in Appendix C.

2°These percentages probably should not be accepted at face value. The
receiving of an invitation to join through the mail is an event vetich may
easily escape notice or rapidly be forgotten.
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wilo received such invitations differs from sz.mple to samples Nearly

half of the National University Extension Association deans and

directors and the members of state and regional associations claim to

have been asked to join, vhile mach smaller proportions of Agricultural

Extension district agents and other National University &tension AMU:Ciao*

tion personnel report having received an invitation to membership. It
appears that typically those invitations were received through the mail,

for 64 per cent of those reporting that thfor had been asked to join Ina-

cated that the invitations were of this natures Noweve:. )40 per cent of

those tho had been approached reported that the invitation came through

a friend or acquaintance, and 10 per cent mentioned other channels,

mainly trough other crganizations or through the agency in vhich they

were employed021 Thus in the total sample of never members it appears

that less than a fifth had received an invitation through personal

contact.

Why the Never HelAcrs Did Not croim. To de-bemire thy an individual

carries out an act, social scientists generally hare folmd that depth

interviews are required, and questionnaires can provide only livAted in

formation Ln this area. To deal with the much more subtle and difficult

problem of why a person did pot do something, stch as not join an organi.

zation, questionnaires are even More inadequate. However; in the current

study thesr appeared to be the only economically feasible method, even

though little trust can be placed on the results obtained.

In order to make the questionnaire approach less inappropriate,

only those never members vho claimed to have "seriously consideredn

NIIIIIIIIIMMIlmormlIMENIIIMONNallrMemomMilwromemoorrammorswayormirmaiwwwwwww.

21These percentages total more than 100 per cent because some respondents
indicated that they had received invitations in more than one vw.
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Table 68: The Per cent iiho Recall Having Been Asked to
Join the AEA in Six Bowles of Adult Educators
Who Had Never Joined the AEA.

% asked to
Sa limj..L... ifneyer....members joiji.... base or %

Agricultaral Extension district
agents., 28% (13?)

Members of American Library As-
sociationts Adult Services
Division 33% (97)

Members of National Association
of Public School Adult Mu-
cators 35% (97)

National University Extension
Association deans and
directors 49% (35)

National University Exi-ansion
Association other personnel 2% (83)

Members of state and regional
adult education organiza-
tions 49% (98)

Total 36% (549)*

WINIMIENNIZINIONIIIIIIMISMIININOIPMAIIMIIIII
VIIIIIINaP418
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* Two respondents to the never member questionnaire had removed the identi-
fying code from the questionnaire which was used to determine in which
sample they had been drama Consequently the total column contains two
more cases than the sum of six sub.sampleso
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joining the AEA, some 29 per cent of the total sample, were asked to

respond to a check list of reasons for not joining, and from their rese.

ponses it at least seems possible to eliminate some reasons Vey they did

not join. For example, none of these never members offered as a reason

for not joining disagreement with the aims of the AFA, and only 1 per

cent said that they failed to join because they did noz like the way the

organization was run. Four per cent said they had not joined because

they felt the AMIE; publications 'could not be useful, and 9 per cent felt

the costs of membership were too high. Thirty per cent: however, felt

that other organizations in adult education met thekr needs more fully:

and 47 per cent claimed that other interests and commitments were more

important to them. Thus it would seem that the failiwe of these indivi.

duals to join lies not so much ui.th any disagreement with the AFA but

rather with the pull of other interests and organizations. In this res-

pect the reasons why the never members have not joined appear very similar

to the reasons why the former members left the AEA.22

As another approach to u.nderstanding tily the never members had

not joined the AFA and what might bring them into the membership, all

were asked if there were any changes the AFA could make in its program,

activities, or publications thich would encourage them to consider

joining. Only 6 per cent replied that there were such changes which they

would like to see, and there was practically no agreement on what these

11111111M, 411011111.11011111111111111111110.1111111111

22Twenty per cent of the never members wrote in other reasons for not
joining. Among these were: 1) the availability of AFAgs publications
through other means, 2) insufficient familiarity with the AFA to make
the decision, 3) not receiving an invitation, and 4) "never getting around
to it." These percentages total more than 100 per cent because some res.
pondents checked more than one reason0 aght per cent of those Itio claimed
to have seriously considered joining did not answer the question as to why
they did not join. Both the never and former raembers were also asked what
functions they felt were most important for any generalized organization in
the field of adult education to carry out. The response to this question,
however, will be considered in Chapter XIII,
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should be. An additional 8 per cent said there were no changes the AEA

could make which would encourage them to join, but the great majorf.ty,

86 per cent: either skw:d they didn't know or else did not ansrsr. This

suggests that most of the never members simp4 donet know enough about

the AFA to recommend any changes and once again emphasizes the low level

of information held by the never members about the AEA.

Summary. In comparison with the former members, the particular sample of

never members studied appears to contain a larger proportion of individuals

who are committed to adult education occupationally and pvchologically.

In fact: in these respects, the sample of never members differs only

slightly from the sample of current AEA members. Thus to the extent that

such commitlunit makes more likely the support of a generalized national

organization in adult education: such as the AEA: these never members

appear better prospects for future membership in the AEA than the former

members. However, because of the select nature of the sample of never

members used: this does not imply that all never members nedessarily make

better prospects than the former members. It does, however: suggest that

there exist at least some groups of adult educators outside the AEA whose

commit-ment to the field is as great as the members.

As would be anticipated: the never members know much less about

the AEA than either the former or current Tienbers, Even in the rather

select group of never members studied here: however: it appears that

their knowledge of the AEL is rather minimal: a minority not even being

aware of the Ankes existence and only a very few seeming to have arl

extensive knowledge of the AEA. Therefore: it may he suggested that one

step toward the enlisting of these individuals may be a greater effort on

the part of the AEA to acquaint them with the fact of the AFAes existence
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and its goals and activities, Since so few of the never mothers appear

to have any idea of' what the AEA is and what it does, the task here

does not appear to be one of overcoming negative or hostile attitudes

toward the AEA, but rather the simpler job of making the AFA better known

to these persons.

Such an information camaign, however, would not be sufficient*

As in the case of the former rzembers, the never members appear already

committed to other organizations and interests which also require time

and money. It therefore seems necessary for the AEA to prove itself at

least as worthy of support as these other interests° Just how this is to

be done, the rtever members are apparently unable to say, since few seem

to blow Ithat the AEA is doing already. Nor does the foregoing analysis

appear to offer any concrete clues. In a later chanter, we 'trill see,

however, that at least in prirciple both the former and never merbers

appear to desire almost the same things of a national organization in the

field of adult education as do the AEAls current members.
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Chapter VIII

DEMOCRACY' IN A NATIONAL ORGANIZATION*

There is little doubt that the founders of the AEA intended their

new membership organization to be at once highly democratic and extremely

flexible. In part, their insistence upon these goals appears to have

resulted from their dissatisfaction with the internal structure of other

organizations, and especially with the preceding adult education organi-

zations, for we find in the First Annual !nod the following comment:

It would be difficult to understand the organizational
structure and administrative practice that has emerged with-
out understanding the consuming concern of .the members of
the Founding Assembly to avoid such mistakes of the past
as they perceived themas control by the few, over-emphasis
on national needs aryl achievements, centralization in a
"Mecca," pressure toward conformity to a blueprint, and
rigid organization.

The concern with membership control, however, may have been salient for

the founders also because, as teachers of democracy and citizenship

responsibility, they may have felt that their own organization shbuld

be exemplary in the practice of democratic principles.1

Efforts to Achieve Democratic Control. The desire for flexibility

similarly appears related to the particular needs of the field of adult

education. The founders apparently recognized that the fUnctions of

ItThess chapter was written by William L. Nicholls II.
41111N11111111111

341his point was presented in print after the founding by Coolie Verner
and Wilbur C. Hallenbeck in their article, "A Challenge to the Adult
Education Association" (Adult Education, vol. II, ne. it, April 3952).
These authors note: "Bean-7g irlifirecTicators are more keen3y con.,
earned with the development of active adult citizenship than are any
other single group . . the Adult Education Association can ani
should be the avant auk in evolving a dynamic pattern of organi-
tation which genuinely implements democratic values,"
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neither adult education nor AEA were completely clear. In any event

they were not expected to remain static. The-zefore it was felt that

"a structure should be erected that will be sensitive to the real and

changing needs of the members, the movement, and society."2 This con-

cern with flexibility apparently was so great that it seems even to have

cast doubt on the value of having an initial set of rules for governing

the organization, for we find in the First Annual &Ea the unusual --

statement: "Were it not a requirement of tho laws of incorporation,

there would today perhaps be no such thing ao a Constitution of the

Adult Education Association of the United Sta-tes of America."3

,Importance, of Delegate, Assemblz. A constitution was, of course, adopted,

and it was designed to insure democratic contra of the organization,

allow for flexibility, and provide direction for the AEA and the field

of adult education. Undoubtedly the most distinctive feature of the

elaborath structure established by the constitutlon is the Delegate

Assembly, "consisting of not fewer than ISO individual members," which

"shall be responsible for formulating the policies of the Association

. . " In addition, an Executive Committee was called for, consisting

of the officers of the Association and fifizen other members, which.was

to "interpret and carry out the policies of the Association as determine0

by the Delegab Assembly." The officers of the association serve both as

officers of the Delegate Assembly and of the Executive Committee.

Initially most of the powers of the membership were vested in the

Delegate Assembly rather than in the Executive Committee. Not only was

the Delegate Assembly given the exclusive privilege to determirie. policy,

2First Annual Report of the Adult Education Association of the U. S. A.,
17-1r:
3Ibi4.pp. 4.
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but it was also specifically charged with the following responsibilities:

Determining tbe time, place, and character of the annual and special con-

broncos; fixing the dues for membership; evaluating the effectiveness

of the association; and adopting the annual budget.

In the early days of the association, the Delegate Assembly appeared

to have yet another role not specifically called for in the Constitution.

It was seen by some as a structure to locate social problems and involve

the entire field in tbe use of adult education to help solve them. The

Report of the First National Conference4 emphasizes this function, ae

does the First Annual !emit, which includes the following statement:

The contemporary bnction of adult education is not yet
settled. It mulr never be. But the AEA has built within its
structure a mechanism for evaluation and usigned this to
its legislative bodythe Delegate Assembly. The Association
has emphasized the collection of information as a means of
giving guidance in planning, and it has endeavored to find
the means of involving its members in making decisions that
affect not merely the AEA as an organization, but the develop-,

ment awl extension of adult education as an instrument of
problem- solving.

Over the years there has been some shift of power from the Delegate

Assembly to the Executive Comnittee. At present the Delegate Assembly

merely sets the general policies with regard to the annual budget and

the national conferences, and the Executive Committee adopts the budget

and determines the plbce, tins and character of the national conferences.

In other respects, however, the Executive Committee remains, at least

formally, the carefully circumscribed body called for by the Constitu-

tion. Unlike the delegates, the Executive Committee members may not

succeed themselves, and their nomination is placed in the hands of the

Delegate Assembly. Furthermore, by utilizing the label of "Executive :

Committee" rather than the more traditional. "Board of Directors," the

14Adat Education, vol. II, no. 2, December 1951, pp. 14147.
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Executive Committee was symbolically as well as constitutionally limited

to executing the wishes of the Delegate Assembly, rather than given the

opportunity to create and implement policy on its own. Thus rather

elaborate formal measures were taken to vest most of the power in the

body nearest the membership, th4- Delegate Assembly, =I prevent the

concentration of power in an oligarchy established in the Executive

Committee.

The granting of extensive powers to a Delegate Assembly, while not

unique, is not, of course, the practice in all national organizations.

Wo cite bvo examples in closely related organizations, neither the

Canadian Association for Adult Education nor the National Association

of Public School Adult Educators has a comparable body. Rather, these

organizations are largely run by a Board of Directors. Other organiza-

tions utilize the entire membership present at national conventions to

serve some of the functions carried out at the AEAls Delegate Assembly,

while reserving most of the policy making powers to a Board of Directors.

One other demodratic practice of the AEA deserves special comment.

All officers of the AEA, members of the Executive Committee other than-

those ex-officio, awl all 150 plus members of the Delegath Assembly, are

elected directly by the membership on a competitive ticket. Needless

to say, the cost in time aul matey of securing the many nominations and

conducting the elections by mail is considerable, and the fact that such

expenses are incurred to farther "democratize" the organization is addi-

tional evidence of its concern with democracy.

Charles og laCk of Democracy. Considering these democratic practices

and mechanisms, it is perhaps surprising to learn that the AEA has come

under heavy attack from both its members and leaders as undemocratic or
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inefitctive in its internal structure. Of course most of the members

have so little contact with the AEA that they are unable to evaluate its

internal organization. Thus 45 per cent who answered the questionnaire

could not say whether it "successfully harmonizes the divergent views

and interests of its members"; 57 per cent could not say whether it was

"an organization whose official pronouncements and decisions reflect

the wishes of the great majority of its members"; and 53 per cent did

rlot know if it was "an organization which has proved effective in repre-

senting its members' views to important people and organizations outside

it," a function which presumably rests largely with its elected officers.

But among those members answering the questionnaire who did offer an

opinion of the AEA in these areas, a large proportion were quite critical

of the AEA, as. shown in Table 69. Perhaps more important, those members

in a position to know it bests through participation in its highest

governing bodies, appear to be the most critical.

Further evidences of dissatisfaction with AEA's internal operation

were found in the interviews. Among the intArviewees with whom the

Delegate Assembly was discussed, approximately four out of five felt

it was not operating effectively, and about a fourth of these felt it

might be best to eliminate the Delegate Assembly altogothora. Approxi-

mately half ot the interviewees listed the "leadership" of the AEA as

one of its major weaknesses, and many expressed the opinion that the

AEA was dominated by a clique or had been "captured" by one or another

special area of miult education. How, then, did it happen that an

organization which set out with such high democratic ideals came to be

seen as undemocratic or ineffective in its actual operation?
1
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Table 69: The Appropriateness of Various Descriptions of the AEA

as Seen by Members at Various levels of Involvement*

Description of AEA level of involvement in the AEA"

An organization which Confer-

harmonises divergent Exec. Dela. Other ence None of

views of members Come. Assem. comm. attendees thee* Total

Very appropriate li% 13% 33% 19% 27% 23%

Somewhat appropriatils 76 59 61 48 54 55

= MI EX 155j &lbt appropriate 20 28 28 33
EN

Base of % (46) (lhl) (65) (238) (624) (UM)

An organization whose
decisions reflect
wishes of majority

Very appropriate 17% 17% 33% 23% 28% 25%

Somewhat appropriate 50 56 50 52 52 52

Not appropriate 33 27 19 25

Base of % (46) 031) (48) (1914) (451) (870)

An organization effective
in representing members'
views to outsiders

Very appropriate 12% 28% 24% 28% 30% 27%

Somewhat appropriate ito 60 16 43 54 51

4Not appropriate A ,1, 31 g 16 22
IM; 1-..X TM Tin

Bass of % (48)- (131) (55) (215) (485) 011,1

%embers who felt they could not express an opinion because they were not
familiar enough with the AEA to say and those not answering these
questions are not included.

**Members are here classified by the highest degree of involvement they had

at any time.
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In order to obtain a better understanding of the internal operation

and organization of the AEA, we will attempt to learn which members have

become most involved in its operation, examine the actual operation of

the Delegate Assembbr and Executive Committee, study in more detail the

criticisms voiced about these bodies, and attempt to understand how

these criticisms arose. In addition, it may be possible to suggest at

least a few changes in the AEA's internal organization which my improve

its effectiveness and reduce the criticisms made about it.

Participation in AEAls Internal Organization

Examination of the characteristics oi those who have held positions

in AEA's governing bodies and how these individuals differ from other

members, of the AEA is important for at least bro reasons. First, it may

provide sone intonation about those factors which make such parbicipa-

tion more or less liludy. And secotd, it may test empirically the

impression of some members that one or another regional, interest, or

agency category of adult educators has controlled the governing bodies

through numerical predominance on them.

In the following analysis four levels of participation will be

utilized. These are: 1) membership on the Executive Committee, in-

eluding officers; 2) membership in the Delegate Assembly; 3) membership

in any of AEA's other committees; and it) membership in none of these.

Except where specifically mentioned to the contrary, all persons have

men classified into the highest position they have hell in the ABA any

time during their membership. Thus a former member of the Executive

Immaittee, m3w serving as a delegate, would be classified as an Executive

Committee member.
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Demographic, Composition. Table 70, which is based on the questiormaire

data, indicates that demographically those most involved in AEAls

operation differ in several ways from other members. Those who have

held important positions in the AEA are disproportionately male, older,

and the hollers of wee advanced degrees. The Executive Committee mem-

bora also appear to be drawn more frequently from the large cities than

the rank and file members, although the delegates ard other committee

nembers do not differ substantially from the rank and file in this

regard. The mechanism of electing delegates and Executive Committee

members on a regional basis appears to have been effective in preventing

a concentration in these bodies from arv one region, but it seems that

the members of other committees have disproportionately been drawn from

the northeastern states.

RE. of Position Held. Somewhat more interesting differences are

observed with respect to the type of position held in adult education.

As may be seen in Table 71, the higher the office held in the AEA, the

greater the proportion who hold full-time paid positions concerned

exclusively with adult education. AEA Executive Committee members and

delegates also are found more frequently to hold administrative positions*

than other committee members or those with no special position in the AEA.

However, the most important distinction between the delegates and the

Executive Committee members appears to be tenure in the field, for Table 71

indicates that in general Executive Committee members have held paid

positions in adult education longer than delegates.

That the top positions in the AEA have been held disproportionately

by full.time executives with long tenure in the field of adult education
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Table 70: Demographic Characterlstics of Members Who

Have Held Various levels of Office in the AEA

Sex

Male
Female

ha
Under 40
li0 to 54
55 and aver

Education

Doctorate
Master's or equivalent
College or less

Size of home community

Over 250,000
25,000 to 250,000
2,500 tis 25,000
Under 2,500

ligionof homni
Northeast
Central
Southeast
West.
Non-contiguous states, etc.

Base of %

Highest position in AEA

Exec. Dele.
COMM. ABSe111.

Other lone of
comm. these

74% 75% 64% 58%A aisi 24 ir.

2% ii% 18% 28%

58 58 53 54
40 31 29 18

rigij Ea 111X In

38% 36% A% 15%
50 46 51 55
12 18 35 30NS IN ra W

56% 36% 37% 40%

30 37 37 36
12 24 22 20

2 3 is 4
DIV NW 155X BM

28% 27%
38 38
14 34
20 19

1

la% 32%
39 35

8 33
11 19
1 1BIN In =X In

(50) (se) (78) (1673)

213.
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Table 71: Type of Position, level of Responsibility, and

length of Employment by level of Office in the AEA

Ni2hest position in AEA

Type of position Exec. De le. Other None of

held in adult education Coma. Assem. comm. these

All of fall-time paid 60% 56% 42% 22%

Tart of full-time paid 211 31 40 48

Parbotime 4 4 8 7

Voltmteer 32 7 9 35

NO position -. 2 1 8

In MC Ea Da

Level of responsibility
in

Top administrator 56% 59% 43% 32%

Other administrators 32 14 17 13

Broad-gauge workers 18 10 .$ 5 14

Primarily workers 10 lig 22 36

Unclassifiable and no answer 2 1 1 2in In IN roes'

Base of % (50) (156) (78) (1673)

slang* of tima employed
in adult education*

16 years or more
6 to lc years
5 years or less

55% 31% 33% 23%
hi 63 61 45
4 66 9 31

Iblr BE; 170,

Base of % (44) (239) (60) (2162)

*Information on the length of employment is provided only for those now

holding a paid position in adult education.
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is unlikely to be surprising to any one connected with the AEA. Full-

time adult educators are most likely tx have an interest in the AEA,

and to find it easier to devote time to ABA16 organizational matters,

than persons whose jobs include responsibilities unconnected with adult

edudation. Those in executive positions probably have funds more easily

available for travel, and in general their positions commonly include

more responsibility for contacts outside their own organization. Finally,

since AEA's positions are elective, it is understandable that those in

top positions who had been in the field the longest would be known to

more adult educators than others, and consequently probably had a better

chance of being elected.

As many persons are ware, the ABA is not the only national organi-

zation in adult education that maw AEA members belong to. Public school

adult educators often belong to both AEA and NAME; university adult

educators often participate in the National University Extension Associ-

ation or the Association of University Evening Colleges as well as tie

AEA, etc. These multiple affiliations, of course, mean that the AEA

does not obtain all of the time and money these people have to devote

to organizational activities in their field at the national level.

Table 72 indicates that the situation is most common anong the top

officers. This is hardly surprising, since those in AEA1s top offices

are, disproportionately persons whose paid positions in adult education

are such that they can afford membership in several organizationt. How-

ever, such multiple affiliations may mean that for many umbers, and

even officers, the AEA is a secondary affiliation or interest. This

point is emphasized in Table 73. Pereons who were members of additional



Table 721 Membership in Other National Organizations ike
Adult Education by level of Office in Us AEAw

Belongs to other
national ;46ganization
in adult education

Yes

No

111021josition in AEA

Exec. Dele. Other None of
Comm. Assent. comm. these .

74% 70% 62% 44%

Base of % (50) (258) (77) (2623)

Table 73: The Value of AEA Membership Relative to
Membership in Other National Organisations
in mat Education by Isvel of Office in
the AEA**

Relative value of
memberships..

AEA MOM valuable

AEA equally valuable

AEA less valuable

Base of %

Highest position in AEA

Exec. Dole. Other None of
Comm. Asmem. comm. these

36% 19% 9% 10%

20 141 24 32

44 40 67 58

rfflt Oo nOW

(36) (106) (u6) (6M)

*The 3% of respondents not answering the question about member-
ship in other national organizations in adult education are
not included in this table.

if*On3armembera who belonged to at least one other national
organization in adult education and who were able to indicate
the relative value of these other organizations to the AEA

are included in this table.

216.
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national organizations in the field were asked whether they found mem-

bership in the AEA more, equally, or less valuable to themselves than

membership in these other groups. Although Table 73 indicates that

pereons in AEAts higher positions were more likely to see their AEA

membership as the "more valuable," even among members of the Kmacutive

Committee only a little more than a third selected this "more valuable"

response. Clearly, for many members of the Executive Committee awl

Delegate Assembly* the AEA is only a secondary or partial interest.

&p.m Composition. For most members, perhaps the most interasting

and controversial topic concerning the elected and appointed partici-

pants in AEAls organization is their agency affiliation. Data on this

topic are provided in Table M. Its first column, labeled "Executive

Committee 1.951-3.959," is not restricted to Executive Committee members

who responded to the questionnaire, as in the previous table, but in*

eludes the agency affiliation of every person who ever sat on the

Executive Committee. Similarly, the second column provides information

on every delegate in the 2958 Delegate Assembly. Information in the

third, fourth and fifth columns le taken from Um) questionnaires.

Table 74 substantiates what many interviewees suggested, that

college and university affiliated members are disproportionately repre-

sented in the leadership of the AEA. Forty-three per cent of those who

have apparently been less well represented in AEA Is Delegate Assembly

.1

have sat on the Executive Committee had their primary affiliation in

adult education with a college or university: and when librarians and

agricultural extension persons with university posts are also counted,

exactly half of these Executive Committee members had affiliations in

institutions of higher learning. These college ani university people
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Table 71ss Selected Primary Agencies
by level of Office in the AEA

From records From the 1958 questionnaire

Exec. 1958
Comm. Dale. Dele. Other Total

Prlmiy .,...milcz ?.951-9 Assam. Assem. comm. members*

College or uniiersity la 37% 33% 25% 19%

Public school 18 27 26 21 35

Library 9 8 6 114 5

Agricultural or home
economics extension 5 2 7 11 6

BUZ limn aid industry 5 3 1 3 It

Labor unions 5 1 1 . I

I %dult education councils 2 5 3 1 1

Civic and fraternal 1 1 2 . 3

Youth serving 2 2 1 6 9

Church or religious . 3 2 1 11

Health and welfare 2 3 3 11 12

5 7 14 7 34

Unascertainable 3 1 1 6
MN 2155 DM iffimIX 165X

Baas of % (88) (153) (356) (76) (3903)

Other

NI

Members not claiming to ho34 a position in adult education are excluded
fron these percentages.
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and other committees, but even in these bodies they are substantially

over-represented in comparison with their proportion in the 3958 total

membership. 5

Figure 3 provides some additional information about presence of

the university people on the Executive Committee. First, it shows that

a substantial proportion of these university affiliated committee members

have been drawn from that very small group of individuals who are pro-

fessors of adult education in university departments of education. At

least two such professors have been on the Executive Committee each year

of its existeme, and in total, about an eighth of all persons who have

been on the Executive Committee have held such a position. The remaining

university affiliated committee members are almost all university exten-

sion or evenim col2age administrators. During the last four years their

numbers on the Executive Committee have been substantially increasing,

and in the current Executive Committee they hold a majority.

As shown in Table 149 public school adult educators have also been

disproportionately represented in AEA,s internal organisation. However,

currently they appear much stronger in the Delegate Assemb4 than on the

Executive Committee. During the last two years their only representation

on the Executive Committee has consisted of the president of NAPSAE who

is automatically an ex-officio member.

Both Table 74 =1 Figure 3 indicate that the librarians, labor

educators, and adult educators in business and industry have been well

5
111.

Here and in tie next few pages data from the 1958 sambership survey
have been used to represent the AEA msmbership for comparison with
those who have ever been on the Executive Committee, even though it is
recogniwd that the composition of the nmmbership has fluctuated over
the years. The 1958, rather than the 2952 or 1956, survey has been
used because 1) it is the most recent, and 2) in most cases the pro-
portion of members in the major agencies in 1958 is found to fall
between the highs and laws found in 3.952 and 1956. Cf. Tab 3a 9 of
Chapter IV.
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represented in.both Executive Committee and the Delegate Assembly. On

the other hand, various other agencies have been greatly under-represented

in these governing bodies. Among these are civic and fraternal organiza-

tions, churches and religioue organizations, youth serving agencies, and

health and welfare organizations.

Reasons Ibr Sons Imbalance. There appear to be several factors which

have contributed to the dispioportionate number of academicians in tbz

governing bodies of the AEA. As previous3y noted, those in the Executive

Conmittee and Delegate Assembly tend to be drawn largely from the full-i

time paid personnel in the field, and there tend to be more such people,

at least in AEA's membership, in the academic institutions than else-

where. Also, as previously indicated, those from the academic insti-

tutions more frequently attend AEAts national conferences and are there.

fore disproportionately involved in AEAls activities, while the only

contact with the AEA that the great majority of adult educators in

health awl welfare, civic and fraternal, church and religious organi-

sations, etc., have with the AEA is the reading of a magazine.

As several interviewees have suggested, the holding of competitive

elections for positions in the Executive Committee and Delegate Assembly

mg, also help to increase the number of those from the academic institu-

tions on these bodies. Since few of the people listed on the ballots

ere generally known to the =ambers, there is probably a tendency to vote

for 1) those best kw= in the field, such as the professors of adult

education whose publications are widely seen within the field; 2) those

la top administrative positions which am clearly central to the field,

'such as state or large city directors of adult education, in the public



schools and extension deans; or 3) those from the most prestigeful

institutions In the field, once again the universities.

However unpremeditated the academic numerical predominance on the

governing bodies of the AEA ma be, some members have come to see this

situation as dangerous or undemocratic. Somehat more than a quarter of

those interviewed commented on the ndominanceo in the ABA of *the uni-

versity people," "the professors," "the public school people," or, more

generally, "those inthrested in formal education."6 Frequently these

charges of °dominance', were qualified by additional commas to the

effect that such a situation wasn't recessarily evil or premeditated or

was "natural." However, for some, such as the individuals quoted below,-

the situation seemed more serious. Thus one former Executive Committee

umber, consenting on the presence of several professors of adult edu-

cation in that body, said:

The AEA seems to be one conspiracy after another. Now

there is a conspiracy of the professors. . The organiza-
tion is controlled by those who feel that a person shouldn't
have a Job unless they taught them.

/Another former Executive Committee member who previously was connacthd

with a university but is novr in another area of adult education commented:

I feel that Len AEg has some difficulty in promoting
the broad concept of adult education because the organiza-
tion is dominated by collegiate adult educators who tend to
think of adult education in terms of formal adult education.
Tie Executive Conmittee and officers have come from :the
collegiate field. The formal type has taken precedence.

Homer, in the opinion of the authors, the disproportionath number

of academic, and especially university, people in the Executive Committee

and Delegate Assembly has not as yet led to widespread concern on tie

60f course, maw of these comments came from non-academically situated
adult educators, but in several cases public school adult educators
were concerned about the "university dominance" and university adult
educators were worried about the uNAPSAE dominance."
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part of those interviewed. Should the current trend towards a greater

proportion of university adult educators on the Executive Committee con-

tinue, strong dissatisfaction might possibly be voiced by the leaders of

other agencies and organizations in the field. Especially in this body

it would seem that perhaps more care might be taken to nominate persons

from a wider range of institutions than is currently found on the Rome

tive Committee.

This is emphatically not to say that Executive Committee or Delegate

Assembly asmbership should be exactly in proportion to the total member.

ship of the AEA in the various agencies, if for no other reason than

that the AEA probably will of necessity rely in thr, future, as in the

past, disproportionately upon those members in the more widely recog-

nized and most fully established agencies and institutions. As a more

realistic goal, it would seem possible to aim at a Tepresentation which

approximates in agency composition not the total membership but those

who attend the annual conferences. In this way allowance would be made

for differences in the members' interests an:1 economic feasibility of

participation, but an attempt would be made to have the governing bodies

represenbative of at least the more active members:1

Interest Composition. Another way in which the participants in AEA's

internal organization have been thought to differ meaningfully from the

members is in their interests within the Bald of adult education,

specifically as to which side of the content-method controversy they
11111111.

TIt would also seem easier to check' on such representativeness with
regard to the conference-goers, since this would involve only a
question or -trio on the conference registration blanks, while infor-
mation on the total membership would probably require an annual
survey.
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took.8 When the interviewee were asked whether "AEA represents any

particular kind a philosophy of adult education" or whether "there are

any areas of adult education which are over-rapresented," about two-

thirds mentioned the division between those interested in content

(especially liberal education) and those interested in method (especially

grout) dynamics). About 40 per cent of the interviewees felt that "the

group dynamics crowd" had taken over or dominated the AEA in the past,

and another 30 per cent denied that those interested in metiods had

actually gained control, but they emphasized that there had been con-

flict between the content and the methods advocates over AEA leadership,

and often they went on to commenb that these disputes had been bitter

and detrimental to the AEA. A minority felt that the combatants seemed

more concerned with promoting their particular side of the controversy

than with the welfam of the AEA.

The claim that the group dynamicists had taken over the AEA is un-

doubtedly much more serious than the current assertion that the colleges

have taken over, because many mom saw the former situation as ons of

conscious conspiracy. Furthermore, the conflict appears to have aroused

considerable emotionalism, as may be found in the following comments:

/There is no dominatioY now, but the group dynamics
clique would go to almost aw extreme to retain control
and especially to circumvent the "package_program" boys,
repnsented strongly by the Funi for Adult Education.

OA 0 0 GO so

Some groups have tried to promote their philosophy to
the exclusion of others, i.e. group dynamics. This hurt
the AEA. Group dynamics people are the most undemocratic
in their philosophy, the most dictatorial and manipulative
in trying to achieve ends. Hence they aroused antagonism.

8This same controversy, ard certain more specific variations of it, also
seems to have been important both in bringing about sone of the AEA's
direction finding efforts and in handicapping the successful completion
of these efforts. These matters are discussed in more detail in Chap-
ter XII. The present chapter is concerned with this controversy only
in its relationship to democratic practices in the AEA and the members'
images of these practices.
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Some, however, felt that the "domination" as they perceived it had

its good side also*

ehe ag was accused of being dominated by the group
dynamics wing, but it is now counterbalanced to the point
where no one group dominates it. This is not to say it
shouldn't have been dominated. Then Ow AEg stood for
something new and different in the field.

For a few years the group dynamics group were [Over-
representedj. I'm not saying they didn't have something.
I know that one function of the organization is to inspire
its umbers, and I know some of the group dynamics meetings
did this. But it's not a good idea to kat any om trust
get in control.

As several of tie above quotations indicate, very lbw people feel

that the group dynamics advocates control the AEA today. Rather, many

of the interviewees noted that the proponents of the two sides of the

content vs. methods controversy are today more nearly balanced, that

conflict within the organization has been lessening, even though com-

plete harmony has not yet been achieved, and that the leaders who have

most recently been elected are least involved in these controversies.

If it is accepted as a fact that the advocates of group dynamics

did gain control of the AEA but no longer have it, it is possible to

argue that this Incident proves the weakness of AEA's democratic

structure. That any ona group or interest could take control, even

for a short time, apparently has led to a disillusionment on the part

of sane of those interviewed with regard to the AEA. On the other hand,

it can also be argued, as indeed sone of the interviewees did, that

since an overbalance of group dynamics has been corrected through AEA's

democratic processes, they can't be as ineffective as some have claimedb

The authors do not feel sufficiently informed about the internal

politics of the AEA in its early years either to confirm or derry that
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the advocates of group dynamics had in fact intentionally taken over

control of the AEA in order to advance their interests in adult educa-

tion. However, they do wish to emphasize the following points: 1) As

nothd in Chapter mo the content of Adult leadership, while produced

by the paid statf, certainly did devote a great maw pages to group

proc3ss and related topics. 2) The corresponding neglect of other

interests and aspects of adult education in this publication Z113 won

as unfair and evidence ,for capture of the AEA by the group process ad7C0.

cat3s by the many members in the more traditional areas of adult educa-

tion. 3) The charges of control by the group dynamics wing and, MOre

generally, the conflict between the advocates of method and content:

have apparently provided one of the major bases for claims that the AEA

is undemocratic and unable to handle its internal conflicts successfully.

14) The conflict appears to have softened recently: and by more careful

policy ,in the future it should be possible to reestablish more reapect

for tbe organization and its leadership in the futuze. Perhaps the

leaders would do well to follow the advice of one long-time friend of

the AEA who made the following comment:

I believe that the AEA can't be a partisan when there
are strong views on philosophy and method, It should be a
place for different ideologies to come together: to argue,
and battle them out. It is not a bad thing to have these
tensions in an organization; this is healthy: a sign of
growth, But you can't afford to take sides.

On a grosser level, some statistical evidence may bs offered on

the interests of those who have participated most actively in AEA's

internal organization. As shown in Table 750 the members of AEA's

Executive Committee and Delegate Assembly much more frequently checked

"Providing broad: comprehensive adult education" on the questionnaires
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Table 75: The Summarized Areas of Interests
by Level of 0:7fice in the AEA

±11,21221.2221112121nAl

Summarized areas Exec.. Deleo Other None of

of interest Comm. Assemo commo .these

?roviding broad, compre-
hensive adult education 58% 59% 42% 29%

Liberal education La 40 37 25

Social and interpersonal
methods and education 40 49 55 64

Dlucation for special
roles and interests 18 31 40 45

Work-related education 40 39 36 39

Remedial education 10 lb 6 6

No answer 2 1 1
2331

2

EIVP 717X 2M%

Base of % (50) (158) (78) (103)

-anitmmeamodil

Ftrcentages total rore than 100% because respondents fre-
quent4 expressed an interest in more than one areao
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as one of their major personal areas of interest than did the rank ani

file members* Furthermore, this interest appears to be even more common

to recent members of the Executive Committee than to those who were

members of this body in the past, as may be noted in Table 760 That

these recent leaders hold this broad interest rather than an exclusive

interest in one or another more restricted area of adult education may

be seen as a hopeful sign that the leaders are becoming less frequently'

proponents of special views on adult education*

Table 75. The Summarized Areas of Interest of Recent
and Fhst Members of the Executive Committee

Summarized areas of interest

Providing broad, comprehensive
adult education

Liberal education

Social awl interpersonal methods
and education

Recent* Past
members members

74% 48%

14.3 38

Education for special roles and
interests 10 214

I ork-related education 38 141

Remedial education 5 14

No answer 2Fia" EBBX

Base of % (21) (29)

*Recent members include all persons who sat on the Executive Conmii.ttee
during its 195748 or 195849 sessions.

4KiTotals exceed 100% because respondents indicated more than one area
of Interest.



Table% also indicates that the mmnbers of the Executive Committ3e,

and to a lesser extent those of the Delegate Assembly and other nom-

mittees, are more frequently interested in liberal education (including

public and international affairs, liberal arts, and economic education)

than the rank and file members, and are less frequently interested in

social and interpersonal techniques aixl education (including community

develoimmat, human relations training, intergroup relations, and group

work). A similar pattern was reported in Chapter IV, vbere it was found

that the more active members--that is, those who read both magazines and

those who attend the conferences-amere disproportionately interested in

liberal education and less frequently interested in social and inter-

personal education than the less active members. However, only among

the Executive Committee members, wbo maybe considered the most active

members, is the proportion inb3rested in liberal education so much

greater, and the proportion interested in interpersonal education so

;such less, than in the total membership that the proponents of these

two eats of interests are-approximately equal in number.9 At all other

levels of activity those interested in interpersonal education appear

to hold a Americal advantage .20

Here again the authors are not implying that it would necessarily
.

be advisable to have the governing bodies exactly representative of the

interest distribution of the total membership. For examp3s, there

9At least on this gross statistical level, it maybe noted that there is
little evidence for the belief that the advocates of group dynamics
(which is only one part of the general category of social and inter-
Personal methods and interests) held a numerical predominance on the
Executive Committee, even in the past.

2°There is, of course, some danger in attempting to assess the exact pro-
portions/with varying interests from data such as that presented in
Table 75. Not only are such data subject to bias in the returning of
questionnaires, but the rough ad hoc method of obtaining these indi-
cators of general interests adds additional uncertainty in that other
equally ad hoc methods could perhaps produce different results.



thrioubtedly are advantages in having a leadership with interests in the

broader aspects of adult education, and the price for this may be that

not as maw of the smaller interest areas are specifically represented

in the leadership.u Nor my those essentially subscriber-members,

whose interests lie primarily in reading Adult .leadership, be interested

enough in the AEA as an organization to wish to participate more fully

in its internal. affairs. Those variations ,in interests between the

leadership cud the rank and file membership may be crucial, however,

if the leadership mistakenly assumes that the members! interests corre-

Spond to its own and neglects these differences in publication policy

and related areas.

The Delegate As1.12222zb

Although the Constitution allows for the possibility of more

frequent smetings, thus far the Delegate Assembiy has met only in con-

junction with the annual conferences. The Assembly sessions generally

extend over two or three days, the first of them being fitted into the

conference schedule but the final ones falling after all other. con-

ference activities have ceased. Thus the delegates are required to

remain at the conference city an extra day or two. The meetings con.;.

sist of relatively long reports on the activities of the association,

numerous recommeniations and motions from the many sections and com-

mittees of Ow AEA, and some policy decisions. Many of the recomnen--

dations can not be sent to the delegates in advance because they are

not drawn up until the mnetings of the sections are held at the con-

fezence. Consequently they must be read in full, and several delegates

have complaimd that much time is consumed in listening to these and

13This is definitely not to imply that members who hold the less common
interests in conjunction with broader interests would not be usena
and valuable leaders.
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clarigying their meaning. The sessions generally follow a modified

parlimmtanrwocedure, but at times the delegates have been divided

into "buss groups" to discuss the more critical issues.

Attendance at the Delegate Assembly. Ay and large, attendance at the

Assembly sessions hag not been high. At the 1958 meeting oniy 44 per

cent of the official delegates were registered at the conference, or

57 per cent counting alternates substituting for absent delegates. Nor

do the delegates typically remain for all the sessions of the Assambly.

At the 1958 meeting, only ome.thirl of the delegates present indicated

that they could stgy for the final scheduled session, a session which

eventuallywas not held.

The president of eft association has the right to fill any vacancies

by appointment, in consultation with the chairman of the Committee on

Elections, and generally many such appointments are made frau among the

conference attendees who are willing to remain. Thus the final sessions

of the Delegate Assedb4 tend to consist of a relatively small group,

many of whom were not elected to office. Arthur P. Crabtree in his

article, "Obedience to the Unenforceable," rePorts that at the 1958

Assembly forty places were filled by appointment, and only eighty-four

persons were present at the last session of tho Assembay, including

visitors.22 Crabtree concludes that "of the 243 delegates and alter-

nates elected, it is fairly reasonable to conjecture that less

than 27 per cent attended the conference and stayed through all tbe

sesame of the Delegate Assadbly."13

22Adu1t leadership, vol. 7, no. 3.

%bid. p. 227. The Delegates Handbook for 2958 lists only 153 dele-
gigs and 69 alternates. Crabtree has apparently included officers
and Ekecutive Committee members in his figures.
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The failure of the delegates to attend the Assembly or remain for

its entirety has frequently been discussed in the AEA. Usually the dis-

cussion is put in a moral frame of reference with the emphasis on the

fact that "those who are elected ought to fulfill their obligations."

Sometimes the emphasis is put on the "failure to find delegates who

will attend." Both approaches implicitly assume that more than 150

individuals can be found within the ASA who are both willing and able

to take on the position of delegate c Here we shall begin by doubting

that assumption and seek to learn why it is that plurally so few dele .

gates attend.

As most would suspect, attendance at the Delegate Assembly is

greatest for those states near the conference site. At the 1958 Con-

ference in Cincinnati, Ohio was the only largo state with a 100 per cent

attendance of delegatasA Approximately 70 per cent of the delegates

from states bordering Ohio attended, as contrasted with 51 per cent of

the next closest ring of states which included Wisconsin, Illinois,

Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Tennessee, and the District

of Columbia. Beyond this point, however, additional distance did not

appear to make as much difference. The next ring of states, includifig

the New England states, the deep South, and the Missouri Valley states,

had a 53 per cent turnout of delegates, and the remaining states at the

greatest distance, 14 per cent.

Some members have suggested that states in AEAls Joint Membership

Plan send a larger proportion of delegates to the Assembly because of

In theft percentages delegates at large are not coumted, but attending
alternates filling in for absent delegates are counted as attending
delegates. The bases of the percentages, however, include only the
elected delegateso Thus, if a state has three places in the Delegate
Assembly, and one regular delegate and one alternate attend, two.
thirde of the delegates were counted as attending.
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their greater involvement in the election of the delegates* While some

statistical evIdence supports this view, the differences in attendance

between the delegates from states in the Joint Membership Plan and the

others is not large* Sixty=three per cent of the delegates from the

joint states attended the 1958 Conference, as contrasted with SO per

cent of the delegates from other states.25

Apparently more important than coming from a Joint Membership stati

is membership in NAPSAL Among the 32 regular delegates lit* were mem-

hers of NAPSAE, 66 per cent attended the 1958 Conference as compared

witli 39 per cent of other de3egates02
6

The fact that the NAPSAE Con-

ference precedes AEAls at the same site doUbtIess explains this*

Because of this higher attendance rate of NAPSAE members and because

NAPSAE members make up an even higher proportion of alternates (29 per

cent) than they do of delegates (22. per cent), almost a third of the

atteilding alternates and delegates at the 1958 Conference were NABSAE

membersc; Therefcme if it is true, as some persons most closely con-,

nected with the AEA assert, that NAPSAE members are the most likely to

leave the Delegate Assenibly early because they have been at the cons.

ference the longest, this relatively high woportion of NAPSAE menbers

in the Delegate Assembly mgy account in part for the declining number

of delegates in the final sessions*

Perhaps the most interesting and suggestive variation in attendarce

of delegates, however, occurs with regard to the size of the state

delegations. As mgy be seen in the following table, the smaller the

15The percentages were computed as indicated previously* Similar dif-
barences were found even when the effects of distance were controllode

16
Attanding alternates are not counted as attending delegates in those
percentages since the alternates from the same state as the delegates
need not necessarily both be NAPSAE members*
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number of delegates from a wbatet, the smaller the mel.....ition of dele-

gates who attended.

Sias of No. delegates from %xi cent attending
delegation this sized delegation the Dela. Assam. in 17587`

I
2

3

it

5+

fiat large"

22 43%

22 504

48 50%

32 58%

50 65%

30 80%
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Although several interpretations of this finding are possible, the

probabiliir is that in the smaller states, which have a smaller pool of

members to drat from, it is very difficult to fInd even one or two

people who are certain to attend the annual conferences for two years

in a row (the term of a delegate). Consequently it is necessary to

nominate delegates who only suspect that they may be able to attend,

or who can attemi eie first scheduled conference after their election

but are not certain to attend the second. This situation was uncovered

in several interviews. For example, consider the situation in one state

which is supposed to send two delegates to the Assemb4:

The lest time I was asked to get up a list of people
for nominations for the Delegate Assembly, I sent out letters
to fifty people in the state asking them (1) if they were
active; (2) if they could go to the San Diego meeting; and
(3) whether they would be willing to be a delegate. Only one

person replied yes to all three. Since I knew I was going to
the meeting, I put fru name in, too, because if I didn't go,
I knew nobody else would.

VIIIIIMAPOM.W1111MIIIMINNIPIIIIMINImillIMAIMMI11111111110111.1111.41=111110.111,

*These percentages include alternates filling in for absent delegates,



The speaker here, incidentally, was an adult educator highly involved in

NAPSAB who, feeling that he had been away from home long enough, left the

conference before the Delegate Assembly concluded.

Other delegates in similar situations sometimes noted that, when

nominated, they had protested they were not certain to attend, but they

had been nominated anyway, apparently because no one else could be found

who even thought he might attend the. conference. This situation is

almost certain to arise in the smaller states. For example, 28 of the

smallest states with an aggregate of 48 delegates (or slightly less then

a third of the entire Assembly) were represented at the Annual Conference

In 395 8 by no more than four persons apiece, counting delegates, alter-

nates, members of AEA who mere not delegates, and persons not members of

AEA. When it is realized that many of these people could not officially

serve as delegatas, were not interested in being delegates, or did not'

know one or two years in advance that they could attend the conferences,

it is easy to see why it is often difficult to find persons to 'nominate-

for the Delegate Assembly who are certain to remain for all its sessions.

To study this problem further, the 18 members of the Delegate

Assembly, interviewed after the 1958 Conference, were questioned about

their failure t'o attend or to remain for all the sessions. As might be

expected, the most common reason for failure to attend .was a lack of

funds. Few delegates can personally afford the total cost of attending

the conferinCes, and travel funds from their agencies appear to be

meagre or ursiertain. In several cases these non-attending delegates

reported that they were only too willing to Attend the conference bUt

unforeseen cuts in their agencies' budgets made this impossible. In

some cases, personal funds or help from the employing agency made possible
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attendance at a nearby conference, but the following year when the

conference was further away, funds were not sufficient. lass common

reasons offered for nonaattendance or leaving the conference prior to

the final session of the Assembly were: 1) unexpected demands of job;

2) a conflict with a meeting of another adult education organization;

3) illness; and It) fail= to realize that the Delegate Assembly was

expected to zmet following the conference.31

Consideration of the =re numbers of people involved in AEAls

governing bodies also raises doubts about the wisdom of expecting full

attendance at the Assembly. Counting only those who are both paid mem-

bers ars1 have attended at least one annual conference, the current

participating membership of the AEA is probably between 3500 and 2000

individuals. -Wen at the higher figure, about one in every eight of

these was an officer, Executive Committee member, delegate, or alternate'

in 3858. One may therefore wonder if it is really necessary and realistic

to expect so large a proportion of these participating members to be

directly involved in the AEAls internal operation.

Probably equally important to a delegate's motivation to attend the

Assembly is his belief as to the value of his participation in it. Soma

27 delegates, including both those who did and did not attend all the

sessions, were asked whether they felt it made any difference to the AEA

or to the people who elected them whether they attended or not. Only two

of these 17 felt that their presence made any difference, and these two
ANNOMMOININIMMI~M~, ANNIIIM""

2.?Because the delegates felt they had good and sufficient reasons for not
being presenb at all sessions of the Assembly, tr....re appeared to be
tesentrent on the part of some toward the reprimands delivered by the
officers for their non-attandance. This feeling would seem most likely
to occur among those delegatas who felt they had sufficiently explained
at the tiee of their nomination that they did not choose to run because
they were not certain they could attend all sessions.
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stressed their obligation to carry out the duties of a post if elected,

Only one person mentioned that he fat he had accomplished anything

either for the AEA or for those he represented. Based on the replies

of theee 17 members, it would seem that serving in the Delegate Assembly

is not considered by many a pleasant and fruitful task.18 Evaluative

comments by these and other interviewees explain this conclusion.19

General Evaluations of the paws Assem.241, About a fifth of the

interviewees who discussed the Delegate Assembly felt that it was utile«

factory as presently constituted, although they often Mrs dissatisfied

with its past performances. A very small minority praised the system

highly, as for example in the following quotations:

It's a fine concept. It made people feel they had a
place in the organization. %lure is no .fear that we are
autocratically run. Before it was formed, the whole country
was concerned that we stop being a select group, as in the
American Association for Adult Education, that we thought up
all these devices.

I like the idea of a Delegate Assembly because that's
the way we do things in a.democracy. We elect representa-
tives.

It was much fun being in it. It was a tremendous
opportunity to work far into the night, if you like that
sort of thing. Everyone could have his say. It's very
different from most organizations where a handful of people
run the show. It's a tremendous thing. . . . ffhej aim
seems to be to enact a democratic method for being a
national organization. The AEA conventions are a living
example of how this can work.

3.8Since most of the seventeen persons interviewed on this point zero
those who did not attend the most recent sessions of the Assembly:
it may be suspected that they disproportionately represent indi-
viduals who did not value participation in it.

19Thirteen of the 80 interviewees did not comment on the Delegate
Assembly. In the following discussion the various propoitions and
percentages mentioned are therefore based on the total of 67 inter-
viewees who did comment.
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An additional fifth agreed with the idea of the Delegate Assembly

in principle but had reservations about its operation or effectiveness.

For these people some sort of delegate body was necessary for democratic

control, and several mentioned that although it had not yet been meow.

sary, "there may be a fight in the organization some day, . and then

the Delegate Assembly would be neededyn Others nentioned that although

it didn't necessarily provide democratic control, it involved people in

the organization aid thus had a major function apart from its manifest

OM.

Criticisms of the AssemWts Operation. The most common criticism of

the Delegate Assembly was that it was ineffective, unworkable, or cumber-

some. Almost half of those conmienting on it in the interviews expressed

such a view. Some of the more extreme positions are indicated below:

The Delegate Assembly is not functioning, but I don't
know how to reform it. (A past president)

In rify first experience Zrn the Delegate Assemble' I
thought it was so elaborate and for what? I know the de-
cisions never get out to the membership. Wby they waste
so much time on stupid parliamentary procedure, / don't
know. They hal angue for an hour about a word, one little
word, that one of the organizations in AEA was concerned
about. That may be important to the officers, but it's
not important to the nembership.

It reminds me of a mock U.N. and national convention
programs in undergraduate colleges. It gives people a
dunce to think they have the power. It is more of an
exercise tWaili real contribution.

I think the idea, on paper, of having a democratic
Delegate Assembly is ideal, but it doesn't work. People
come for the conferences and they don't want to go to the
Delegate Assembly afterwards. As a member of the AEA I
haven't seen one Delegate Assembly that was good.
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ifhe Delegate Assentlil is an unwieldy, clumsy organi-
zation, but it is the price you pay to involve people. You
put them in positions of power to involve them. You have
to make a compromise betreen face-to-face decision making
and efficiency.

OD 06 Ile OD OD

I have read the reports.of the Delegate Assembly, and
from these one has the feeling that the people who were

there had a lot of spare time. It seems that relatively
little was accomplished for the time they spent.

That so many find the Delegate Assembly unsatisfactory perhaps

indicates that it may not, as many have suggested, serve to involve

members in the organization. While members may feel honored to b6

; elected to the Assembly, the actual experience in it may do as much to

alienate as to involve if it is experienced as unrewarding. As most

adult educators, are well aware, involvement requires a good deal more

thaii recruiting a group of people and putting them together. It also

requires.that the experience they share be seen as satisfying or in-

'Wresting, that it provide a feeling of accomplishment. At the least,

it would seem that the assumption that the Delegate Assembly is an

effective instrument for involving people is worth questioning.

Lack of Constituencies. Another major criticism, voiced by about a

third of those contenting, involves the fact that the great majority

of the delegates 'have no constituency to repro sent.that is, they have

no local or state group whose views they know and whose interests they

feel they can transmit. This weakness was detected as early as 3952 by

Coolie Verner and Wilbur C. Hallenbeck, =I expressed in their article,

"A Challenge to the Adult Education Association0"2° There they noted

that the use of a body of delegates became truly democratic only when

-.................... ........
2OAduit Education, vol. II, no. 1 (April 3952), pp. 135-39.
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the delegates were representative of som group from whom they received

instructions and to whom they could report and turn for advice. With-

out such a constituency, only the form of democracy remains.

The delegates' lack of constituencies appears to have several other

consequences. Because the delegates do not represent anyone, some mem-

bers doubt that the official pronouncements of the Assembly can have

much meaning, apart from the personal beliefs of the delegates. Such

a feeling undoubtedly tends to weaken the belief that the Assembly is

an important body. Other delegates appear reluctant to express their

views in the Assembly because they aro uncertain how those who elected

them feel. And finally, without any group whom they feel obliged to

represent, the delegates may feel less motivated to attend the Assembly.

As one delegate who did not attend in 1958 noted:

If I had an organization to really represent, I think
I would have felt obliged to go. I never felt I represented
gay cite because they just picked me out because I had
spokon up fa an abortive attempt to form a local associ-
atiog. I never really knew how I was nominated. Maybe
it was because I was known at Bethel and known by the
people in the city.

Another delegate commented:

It made absolutely no difference to the bulk of the
membership in a& statil whether I attended or not because
they are not that interested in the national AEA. Out of
maybe 100 members in tegy statil only 3$ or 20 votes were
made for delegates. If they're not concerned about voting
for a delegate, they are not likely to care what he did at
the meeting.

.9.2ELexi:a of the AEA. Some of the interviewees have suggested that

there is another major difficulty which the Delegate Assembly must face,

the. complexity of the AEA and its problems. At times this problem is

seen as one of obtaining more info-I-mid delegates, as in the following

comment:



I donft see how anyone should be elected go the

Assemblilwho isn't familiar with the ISA, because it's

too complex. They should make sure that they know the

workings of wlult education and the AEA before they are

nominated. The Delegate Assembly, has not beenworking

too well because there, are too many people in itwho are

not sufficiently aware of.the AEA and its problems.

items*, however, the problem is seen as the extremely difficult task

of umderstandingibd; tie ASA is, what its prOblems-are, and what can

be dome about them. Considering the highly complex committhe structUrei

the nebulous relationshiis betwman the AEA an' CND and NAME, About

whicheventhe officers are uncertain, and the various difficulties,

financial and otherwiee, through which the AEA has recently passed, ono

may understaniwhymmq delegates are confused dbout the operation of

AEA ani what they as delegates can do to improve it. Even a sixty-odd

page eet of documents mailed to tbe delegates prior to the meeting can

hardly be expected to acquaint them with the'structure of the AEA and

the issues facing itA As one member with long experience in the

Delegate Assetbly put it:

There was a noble effort made to bring decision making

to the meMbership and the Delegate Assembay, and this

showei a desire to make the organization grass roots. But

the organization grew so fast and the problems that were
presented to the Delegate Assemblywere so complex, that it

exhausted the delegates to think about them.

Behind this and the foregoing criticisms of the Delegate AsseMbly

may lie woven more basic problem. As ono interviewee commented the

ineffectiveness Of the Assemblies is frustrating "because they're

22.
-zone mothers througlh long experience in the AEA have come to master

these problems, but the disparity in Iceomledge between then and the

newer members has at least in some cases raised additional problems

by creating in the minds of some members the impression that the

Delegate Assedbly is runby a few "obi hands" who make all the

decisions.
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supposed to be important." The Constitution of the AEA has placed all

the policy making power in the hands of the Delegate Assembly, and

although in recent years there has been some shift of power to the

Executive Committee, 1",ximally it is the Delegate Assembly whiCh sheuld

make the important policy decisions for the AEA. The Assembijs is not,

as some meMbers seem to thinkymerely a means 'of providing communicatioit

frma the local areas to the Executive Committee, but the central politi-

cal body of the AEA. This places a tremendous responsibility on the

delegates, perhaps a. greater responsibility than thy* can carry. Without

a more thorough knowledge of the AEAgs structure and problems, and with-

out a constituency who combo consulted for advice, the delegate may haVe

fewer resources than he needs to fulfill his constitutional functions.

To the extent that this is recognized by the more conscientious dele-

gates, it may lie at the basis of some of the criticisms of the Assembly

and its ineffectiveness, for the delegates could not help butte critical

of an institution which sets them difficult tasks but fails to provide

the means for completing tham.22

Possible Solutions. Of those interviewed, fewer were able to offer

solutions to the Delegate Assembles problems than provided criticisms

of it, and there was little consensus on what should be done. Some

members felt the solution lgy in a better nominations system, the details

of which could not be supplied, which would insure the election of more

informed and more dedicated delegates. Considering the forementioned

22
...11.111111WwwhIMMIIIIMMIIIIPM~

That the delegates may evade the tasks by turning them over to the
Executive Committee, the officers, or some other committee, /mull
not necessarily mean that the problem was successfully solvmdo It
might only indicate an admission of failure of the Delegate Assembly
to handle them adequately.
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difficulty of locating delegates, one may question whether much improve.*

ment can actually be hoped for from this suggestion.

Another relatively common solution mentioned was the rzoviding of

constituencies for the delegates by having them elected by state or local

associations where such exist, and by creating new associations for the

delegates where they do not. Such a process has already begun in the

establishment of the Joint Membership Flan but, as previously indicated,'

its effect, at least on the attendance of delegates, thus far appears

modest.23 It is undoubtedly true that if the delegates were elected by

actin local and state associations throughout the country, the Assembly

would be a. much more meaningful body: This solution, however, would not

necessarily improve the opevating efficiency of the Assedbly. More

important, this solution to the problems of the Delegate Assembly pre-

supposes the solution of the even greater problem, discussed elsewhere,

of haw to establish active local and state associations throughout the

country. While there is no attempt to disparage the work already being

dome in this direction, it should be pointed out that many statc;s and

cities are a longway from having the requisite active associations.

Other proposed solutions to the problems of tho Delegate Assembly

included the following: 1) Turning over more power to the Executive

Committee and delimiting the Delegate AsseMblyes power; 2) Reducing the

number of delegates; 3) Better organization and leadership of the

Assem4y sessions by the officers; 4) Reducing the length and the

=ober of sessions and placing them in tbe center of the Conference

rather than at the end; 5) Clarifying the powers of the Delegate AsseMbly

and its tasks; and 6) More adequate briefing of the delegates inwriting
UMM. taMOWs~maWWW/MIIsaawas,MNOIMOMMIMWO=NON
23

Cf: page232of this chapter.
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prior to the meeting. A very few interviewees also suggested holding

regional meetings rather than national ones, increasing the powers of

the Delegate Assembly, and providing travel funds for the delegates.

As noted previously, about a fifth of those commenting on the

Delegate Assembly felt it should or could be eliminatied entirely by

turning over all policy making functions to the Executive Committee or

to an open meeting for all members who wished to attend.214 A large

number of those interviewed* however, would probably object strenuously

to such a change, and many would probably agree with a former president

who felt that "We have about the minimum machinery to still have member-

ship control." However, several of the proposed changes in the Delegate.

Assembly, when taken together suggest that it might be possible to satisfy'

maw leaders ani delegates by making the Delegate Assembly a smaller body

charged with a few crucial and clarified functions which it could carry

out in one or two short sessions, the additional powers now in its hands--

bicluding some policy making--being turned over to the Executive Com-

mittee. Among the powers it should probab4 retain would be: 1) Moil:-

nation of the Executive Committee members and officers; 2) Fixiiig the .

membership dues; 3) Approving changes in the Constitution; 14) Setting

general policy with regard to the annual conferences and the expenditure

of the association's funds; and 5) Making suggestions regarding the

publications and policies of the AEA. The time consuming but essentially

ritualistic function of hearing and passing on the many resolutions of

appnciation, commendation, awl support brought forward by AEA's many
-

2bThis position has been expressed in print by Leonard S. Stein in his
article, "Should the Delegate Assembly Pe Abolished" (Adult laadershin,
September 1959). Stein makes the interesting point tat-Me %lap&
Assembly dissipates energies which could.be put to better purposes,
such as in strengthening the -AEAls sections.



committees, commissions, and sections might also be turned over to the

ftecutive Committee, since this body is generally charged anywaywith

whathver minor action, such as sending a letter, these resolutions call

for.25 Many another specific rearrangement
of duties might serve equally

sevens provided that it resulted in a lessening of the responsibilities

of tbe Assembly.

Such a change might also mitigate a criticism frequently made of thd

AEA in moral, that it may have tried too hard to be democratic and in

the process has failed to be capable of taking action or carrying out

policies. This view is expressed in the following comments from the

intervlaws. The first, interestingly enough, comes from a delegate

cited earlier as strongly admiring the AEA as extremely democratic.

the AEA's/ major weakness is a tremendous insecurity

about taking action. It has too great a fear of doing

anything unless they are sure everybody wants it.

It is'not necessary for it to be ao everlastingly

democratic, which was a reaction against things that

happened in the first organization,

This completely permissible business, consulting

everybody and his uncle for getting things doneall under

the guise of getting participation of members...5as been
overdone7. It should be a little less concerned with

being dimocratic and more with doing a practical job.

For the majority, homver, the suggested changes would not be seen as

removing overly democratic procedures which were hindering the operation

of the AEA but merely. steps to make the job of the delegate less onerous

and more useful.

25,Stein, ibid., suggests another alternative, replacing the Delegate

Assembly with a consultative body composed of representatives of the

special interest sections and state and local organizations, as well

as any member who cared to attend. Stein sees this body as holding

even feser powers than suggested above for the Delegate Assembly. His

suggestion would seem worth serious consideration as another possible

solution.
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The Executive Committee

The wisdom of granting more power to the Executive Committee

depends of course upon the ability of this body to absorb these extra

responsibilities and upon the beliefs of the members regarding its

trustworthiness and conscientiousness.

The Executive Committee as presentay constituted consists of the

president, vice-president, president elect, immediate past president$

secretary, treasurer, the presidents of NAME and CEO, and fifteen

members elected on a regional basis. The regular elected members have

three-year terms and are not permitted to succeed themselves. However,

by becoming an officer upon completion of a regular elected tarm in the

Committee, some individuals have remained on the Committee for longer

periods. In addition to the above 23 individuals, the executive secre-

tar2e4 of AEA, NAME, and CEO also generally sit with the Committee,

thus bringing the total potential membership to 26.26
Although probably

better than three-quarters of the Committee are present at one time or

another during their meetings, the average attendance is probably closer

to two-thirds at many sesaions because some meMbers must arrive late or

leave early.

In the earl" days of the Association this group met more frequently,

but it currently meets about three or four times a year." Thus a normal

elected term am the Committee requires attendance at nine to twelve

meetings. These meetings generally run about two and, a half days,

including one or two evening sessions.

26The

"The reduction in the number of meetings per year may in part have
resulted fran the AEA's current financial difficulties, for the travel
and living expenses of the Committee members are covered by the
Association. It has been estimated that each session of the Executive
Committee costs approximately 32,000.00.

paid staff members, of course, do not have voting privileges.



Criticisms about the Executive Committee. Before turning to the specific

criticisms made of the Executive Committee, two general points should be

mute. Mist, it should be noted that only about half the interviewees

reAmmTeu, specifically to the AEAls leadership or to the Executive Com-

mitts., *and of those who did comment and who are quoted below, almost

all have been Executive Committee members themselves. Others may have

bad the Executive Committee in mind when they voiced criticisms of various

policies and projects of the AEA, but here only specific references to the

leadership or Executive Committee will be discussed. Secondly, most of

the criticisms have been directed more at Executive Committee sesions in

tbe past than the current ones, and several interviewees have specifically

stated that they feel there has been improvement recently in the operation

of the Committee. No one suggested that the situation was worsening here.

Fail= to Deal with 12.41.m. Among those who discussed the Executive

Committee, the most frequent criticism made of it was its failure to deal

successfully with basic policy for the association. The Committee has

been viewed as intentionally vague, uninteresthd in dealing with the

basic problems of the association, unable to decide what the association

was and what its goals Imre, and vacillating and insecure when it did

attempt to deal with policy. The following comments, which were replies

to a question asking about Ants major weaknesses, illustrate these views.

Liie major difficultil is pathological self.examination
and re-examination. This is because the Executive Committee
has never defined objectives or set up a clear-cut program
so etated as to be able to see results.
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The lack of leadership has been the real trouble. The
decision to make decisions in a very democratic way has been
the stumbling block. This results . . from Us structure
of the association as built in by the founding fathers to
have full democratic checking of decisions.

a e ma as NI

elm difficulte is a lack of effective strategists
for the long pull. We do not think ahead or align AEA with
basic social teends in a way which would facilitate growth
of influence and perhaps mothers. The Executive Committee
ie often too burdensd with details and procedural matters
for this. Such things were often brought to the entire
membership.

It was bird to see at the early time whether the
organisation was really for evez7body or only for the
public school adult educators, the professors of adult
education, and the deans of community college extension.
We took this problem to the Executive Committee to ask
for help, but they had been so involved in chasing
around the country getting grants, setting up studies, etc.
that they didn't have time to think about their con organi-
sation or make such decisions. . . . This lack of definition
of what the organisation was, was a real wealcness.

In part, of course, the placing of the blame for ABMs lack of

direction on the Executive Committee may be the result of an incorrect

conception of its functions* Many members both on and off the Executive

Committee refer to this body as "The Board" or "The Board of Directors,"

aid soms members umioubtedly think of it as a body which has the powers

of a board of directors. This is not the case, as noted earlier, for

only the Delegate Assembly has the constitutional right to make policy

for the association. Thus in expecting the EXts out ive Committee to set

policy for the association, sons may have been wishing it to do what it

has not been allowed to do constitutionally.

The Executive Committee does have the obligation to "make recommen-

dations to the Delegate Assembly regarding Itture policies" and at least

at this level, it appears that the Committee may not have provided as
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much leadership as soma would like. The reasons for this, ae some of

the previous consents inticate, are probably not too hard to come by.

Pt least in the association's early years the emphasis on democracy and

the belief that the Delegate Assembly would make the basic policy pro-

vided an opportunity for the Comaittee to neglect basic policy as an

area which could te handled by other organs of the association. There

was also a Committee on Social Philosophy and Direction Finding which

might be considered to be working in the same area. On the other hand,

there appeared to be a continual press of housekeeping matters which lore

the sole responsibility of the Committee and which naturally obtained

first attention. As one member put it, "In the past years keeping the

organization intact has occupied most of the time of ths leadership."28

Lack of Practicality. A related criticism of the Committee is that it

has been overly theoretical ant idealistic. As one person put it, "They

very accurately see both sides of questions, but then they leave it

there." The following quotations Anther illustrate this criticism;

Basically &Mil wealmess was in trying to pull
together too heterogeneous a group, and I suspect it was
overly intellectual as well. This wasn't true of all the
leaders, but it was true of some, and consequently, the
organization was-beyond the practitioners. It seemed to
ma then was a divorce beixeen practical problems and
leadership. There was a void beixeen the leadership aixI
those working in the vineyards.

Dal OD OD OD GO

They started to reach for the stars, and they just
went haywire. They had gone wild, taking off into the
wild blue yonier, and then were some reel big names in
the Executive Committee who did this, too. They were
going to explore everything and they explored it at
length, but without practicality.

OD DO OD CD MI

28Some Committee members have also suggested that the Committee may have
become too involved in administrative matters which were properly the
responsIbility of the Executive Director, such as intra-staff disputes,
the decoration of the staff's offices, etc.
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There is also a kind of assumption that you can hit a
target without aiming for it. They expect to achieve a lot
of interest in adult education and concern about it by
intolleotualizing about it, and without specific programs
to accomplish this.

Complaints about the Focecutive Committee's over-intellectualization

were usually coupled with the belief that university adult educators

controlled the organization, or with the criticism that in the past

Adult leadership, and the field staff emphasised ideas which were not

practical in terma of local resources. Another factor may also have

been at work. In order to encompass all the many areas of adult edu-

cation, it may have become necessary for the Emscutive Committee and the

staff to think at such high levels of generality, that it became diffi-

cult to translate the generalities back into practical programs for the

association. Such a process may represent one form of the problem of

satisfying no 0110 by trying to be all things to all people.

Internal Conflict. Another major criticism of the Executive Committee

is that it has experienced an unusually large amount of internal bickering

and conflict. To some extent this should have been expected in an organi-

zation with such a heterogeneous composition. Even within the Executive

Committee, whose membership is less heterogereous than that of the total

organization, persons with very different backgrounds, organizational

experiences, ani interests were brought together. Because of this

beterogensity they undoubtedly foun:1 it more difficult to work together

than the boards of the more specialized national organizations in adult

education. The historical origins of ths association, especially its

develorment primarily from tiro organizations which had long been in

competition with one another, may also have contributed to a certain

amount of mutual mistrust among the leaders. The lack of consensus as
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to what adult education was may have created additional problems, for it

appears that some members of the Connnittee doubted that other members

were legitimately in the field. Naturally enough, those suspecting they

were so regarded may have become especial3y defensive and insistent of

the importance of their own areas and agencies. Haw of these diffi-

culties may perhaps be classified as "growing pains" of a new organization,

and several persons who have had long experierce in the Executive Committee

have indicated that them tensions have been lessening racently. However,

even today it should be recognized, as mentioned earlier, that maw of

the leaders do not consider the AEA the most valuable of the national

organizations they belong to in adult education, and in this situation

internal conflict would seem to be more like3y than in organizations

which obtain the first loyalties and interests of their leaders.29

Mministrative Matters. As manager of the association's fiscal matters,

tin Executive Committee has also been seen by maw as primarily responsible

for the association's dealings with the Fund for Adult Education anti for

the membership promotion scheme, both of which, as elsewhere noted, have

COMB under heavy criticism. These criticisms of the Committee have un-

doubtedly been aggravated by the uninformd belief of maw members that

the Fund merely gave the association a large sum of money and 10 it

spend it any way it chose. Thus the use of these large sums for the

membership promotion scheme, the developnent of Adult leadership, and

other projects on a similar scale care to be viewed by those who felt

these ventures unsuccessful as a "squandering" of the association's

resomes on worthless activities while other needed activities, such
am...........,
"It is perhaps symptomatic of this situation that Executive Committee

members speaking of "my organization" or "our organization" during
Committee meetings frequently are found to be referring to soma other
national organization in adult education than the AEA.
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as providing financial assistance to local and state associations, were

neglected* Those who approved of the Funl-supported projects could, of

course, point to the loss of the support as an equally serious matter

for which it could hold the Executive Comittee responsible. Once again,

these criticisms appear to apply more to the past than the current

activities of the Committee, and the fact that the AEA has been able to

survive despite the loss of the Fund support has given at least a few

members the beling that the Executive Committee is handling the

association's affairs more competently today than in the past*

a#a. Control* Relatively small umbers of the interviewees also made

the serious charges that the Executive Committee was currently being

controlled by a clique and that some of its members have been motivated

more by personal ambition than by an interest in the association* Soso

of tbe comments along these lines are indicated below:

Sometimes I think it looks as if the organization is
organized to give some people a chance to be 'officers, ani
it is run for their benefit*

MP MI Mb WO CO

The organization is run pretty much by the same group
yoar after years Easterners like and people like that.
No wonder the delegates don't attend. Ani tbay ask why we
don't vote. Good heavens, why should w030

At the beginning it had a blaring, glaring start, and
people joinad because it was this kind of an organization.

. The volunteer leadership of the organization was moti-
vated by a mixture of personal glorification ani interest in
this big movement* There were some on the Executive Committee
whose interest was only in having the red carpet rolled out
for them wherever they went. 0 To maw in the field it was
a real disfllusionment*

30As noted 'in Table 70 of this chapter, there appears to be no actual
basis 'for this claim that Easterners are disproportionately represented
On the Executive Committee.
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Such charges are probably found in every voluntary organisation,

and it is perhaps encouraging that they were not made more frequently

within the ABA.31 Other interviewees also mentioned the perpetuation

In office of certain persons over long periods of tine but hat this was

amply =intentional ard more a result of a poor elections system or of

the limited number of well-known persons in the field than a purposeful

retention of power.

On balance it would seem that the small proportion of the membership

who have any Image of the Executive Committee see it as a body which

potentially could supply leadership for the association but which has

failed to do so in the past. It has also been credited with making come

unwise decisions, especially in its dealings with the Fund for Adult

Education, ani there have been other criticisms made of it which indicate

that there is not complete and unanimous trust of this body. Neverthe-

less, practically no one doubts the need for such a body to operate the

affairs of the organization, and the perception of recent improvement in

the Committee's operation is a hopeful sign. That a large minority of

the interviewees would like to disband the Delegate Assembly or tr.rn over

more powers to the Executive Committee may also be considered a measure

of growing trust.

ssaltst Chem. Only a handful of interviewees had any suggestions

to make regarding changes in the operation of the Executive Committee.

31In some instances the heterogeneity of ABA28 membership may have played
a role in bringing about criticisms of the Committee along these lime.
The extensive subsidy of the AEA by the Fund for Adult Education in the
early years made possible frequent expense-paid meetings of the Execu-
tive Committee in the better hotels. Although the accommodations pro-i
vided at that time were probably not unusual for some Committee ambers
from industry or the larger universities, educators from the more
impoverished branches of the field perhaps found them extravagant and
out of place in what they felt was a needy movement.



A few felt that a greater attempt should be made to inclxvie such

nationally known leaders on the Connittee as Bernard Baruch, Eleanor

Roosevelt and David Sarnoff. Several others expressed the lass ambitious

desire to obtain better known educators, such as the presidents of the

largest universities, for the Committee. There appeared to be no plan

ibis securing these individuals, however, with the exception of eliminating

the election of Committee members on a regional basis, ard such suggestions

appear to be more expressions of hope than realistic proposals.

Several individuals who had served on La Committee felt that it was

too large a body, and they suggested that reducing the number of members

would improve its efficiency. From limited observations of this Committee,

the authors tend to agree, at least in principle. Such a reduction in

size would also make more feasible the carrying out of another suggestion,

namely, that the Committee meet more frequently in order to have Una to

discirse basic policy, for otherwise the cost of Executive Committee

meetims would make this financially impossible at the current time.

Unfortunately, however, a reduction Jar the size of the Rice utiv e Com-

mittee, if accompanied by a simultaneous increase in the power of this

body at the expense of the Delegate Assembly, would undoubtedly be in-

terpreted by maw as too much concentration of power in the hands of a

few, and therefore this otherwise valuable suggestion is perhaps best

left unheeded. A reduction in size would also seem especially =rise

at the current time when such a large proportion of the Czamittse members

cone from only ors type of agency, the colleges and universities, for

such a reduction would lessen the chances for the representation of other

areas of adult education on this body.
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The =jos change which the authors woad Me to propose for

serious consideration has already been mentiomd, namely, the shift of

some policy making powers from the Delegate Assembly to 'the Executive

Comm1ttee.32 Four reasons for this me, be offered.

1. There appears to be a desire on the part of at least som

members ibr Imre leadership from the Executive Committee. However, so

long as the Executive Committee is not responsible for some basic policy

and has only an advisory role in this ama, it is easier for it to evade

basic decisions in this area and concentrate instead on administrative

matters as it has done in the past.

2. Because of the current financial difficulties of the association,

it is avast imperative that important decisions be made for the associ-

ation more frequently than the Delegate Assembly is able to meet ani

with a broader basis of knowledge about the association than is available

to most delegates. This means that informally, at least, more power will

almost neoessaril, shift to the Executive Committee. Various members kf

the Committee have detected this drift already. Therefore it would seem

better to admit this official], than to create further confusion'and

suspicion by maintaining the fiction that the Delegaie Assembly makes

the policy decisions.

3. Unless some success is reached in the mar future in determining

what the goals of the AEA am and what it should be doing to achieve

these goals, it is likely that the future course of the association will

be determined more by financial expediency than by wishes of ail, of its

A correspomling shift of certain administrative functions from the
Executive Committee to the staff or a steering committee would probably
also be necessary, since it seems unlike], that the number or length of
the Executive Committee meetings can be increased at present.
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members. As several students of the theory of organizations have

noted, when an organizationfs goals are not clear, the future course of

the organization tends to become disproportionately shaped by its leers 1

Concern with ite survival and prosperity.33 This would seem to be

especially likely during a financial crisis when the problem of survival

becomes most acute. To put the case more concretely, it may be better

to ham the Executive Committee make its crucial decisions on the basis

of consciously made policy about the organizationts goals, even if this

means that the Committee has to shape these goals Lar itself, than to stake

its decisions primarily on the basis of financial considerations without

any clear goals against which to evaluate these decisions.

4. Under the current orgamizational arrangement wherein the Delegate

Assembly has the power to make basic policy but few resources to actually

do this, while the Executive Committee has more resources but little or

no constitutional authority to do so, there appears to be a policy vacuum.

It is perhaps because of this situation that in tin past the activities

of the association have appeared to be especially subject to shifts which

were probably not the result of conscious policy. Instead, the activities

of the association have seemed to be 'primarily the result of the giving

ant then the withdrawing of the grants from the Fund for Adult Education.

k clearer idea of what the association is and whit it is attempting to do

should help in the future to prevent*the continual changing of direations

as a result of primarily external influences.

33Cf. Clark, 22 . cit., pp. 146-147.
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Chapter II

TM AEA AND rr 8 ORGANIZATIANAL RELATICUSRUS

This chapter concerns the complicated questions centering around the

relationship of the AEA to other organizations with interests in the

field of adult education. The AEA was organized ae a generalised agency,

as sane interviewees pat it "as an umbrella" under which persons from all

specialized organizations and interests engaged in adult education activi-

ties could gather for the consideration of problems common to all.

Institutional memberships were also provided foil, under which a library

or a university department cculd join, but the individual type of member-

ship was normal and freed officers of national organizations such as the

Red Oman or the Ameriean Library Association from being _considered as

officially representing such agencies when attending or speaking et an

AB A. meeting.

Thii structure left open the question of formalizing in any way the

relationships b e t w e e n t h e A A and the types of agencies just mentioned.

The private agencies mentioned are representative of two main types,

those whose major purposes and activities are educational in nature and

those which of necessity have edicational pzvgrams as gia means of

attaining their purposes. The National University Extension Association

is another illustration of the first type.?, the National Association of

Manufacturerkof the second. The third section of this chapter will deal

with AEA relations with organizations of these two types.

In some states and cities councils oi adult education have been

organized to serve adult educators within the area covered. A few of
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them are older than the AEA itself. Sane have Joint memberships vdth it;

sone do not. The relations of the AEA to these councils 411 be considered

in the final section of this chapter.

The first half of the chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the

relationships of the AEA to two organisations with *la it le intimately

oonnicted, so intimately, in fact, that many persons look on them as depart-

sante of the AEA. The first of these le the Council of National Organisations

engaged in adult education, which will be designated as CNO throughout

this discussion. The second la the National Association of %Mc School

Adult Educators, alniost invariably spoken of as NAPSAE.

AEA-MO Relations

The MO was organised specifically to relate the AEA to toth types

of organizations alluded to above and to enable it to be of service to them.

According to the constitution of the AEA, as noted in Chapter III, the CNO

is ."in organ" of the AEA. This apparently clear-cut statement would seem

to be definitive and pernit the authors to leave the discussion and pees

on to the next point. Unfortunately this is not possitle. There are wide

differences of opinion among the interviewees as to the Ilinctions and status

of the CNO and as to its actual and proper mlationships to the parent

body. The situation has become sufficiently conilised so that one-thizd of

the intezifiewees either declined to answer the cpestion:

'What is till relationship of the AEA and the MO as you see it?

or far more frequently simply said that they did not know. Mother 12 per

cent said the relationship was "unclear anti getting more so." Typical of

the responses is this:

I &tilt really understand the relationship as it dow
stands even though I've been on the Executive Comnittee for years.
I'm not sure bow parallel our purposes are.
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The appwzimately two-thimds uf the interviewees mho addressed themselves

to the cpestion amply illustrated the brief quotation in the previous

11,41114:41. The contradictions and rationalisations of points of view

expressed make it unlikely that any one, no matter how detached, would be

able to discuss the problems involved to the satisfaction of all a those

camcerned. In this connection it should be noted that the disagreements

mom even matters of clear fact, as 'hen two important interviewees said

categorically, *Financially CNO is not tied to ABA in any way.'

At the outset two statements of importance must be emphasised.

(1) The Itnctional idea behind the CNO was sound. Neither of the two

predecessor organisations of the AEA had succeeded in enlisting vary much

support fan agencies using adult education as cne means toward achieving

their objectives. The MO was a device for relating many such organisations

to the adult education movement, and the OiOls membership roster shows

that real progress has been made in this direction.

(2) As noted in Chapter III, the libunding Aesembly of the AEA provided

for a decentralization of its activities in four offices. The meagre

finalcial resources of the organisation were one reason for this move, since

various institutions had donated office space and/or personnel. This

necessity was variously reticnalised or considezr4 a blessim by mew sines

it would effectively prevent the association frcm being dominated by one

central office, as some felt one of the pmeceding organisations had been.

Everything that sociologists know about the behavior of social

institutions aid organisational bureaucracies would lead to the expeciation

a difficulties in making the agreed upon arrangements lbr an adequate

coordination and unified service to tie ccnstituency work ssoothly, especially

after the expansion of activities. Such an expectation was confirmed in this
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cam as witness the high degree of autonomy the C110 has acquired Aug sem

of the resultant tensions. It is important to trace at least sue of the.

Influences which brought about this moult.

Influences for CND Autonomy. In the Are& place, a considerable

measure of autonomy was inhezent in the permissive piLlosophy of the AEA.

Just as adult educators insist that participants in non-credit adult educe-

tics dzould be offerem what they desire because "they linow their needs," the

ABA believed that the representatives of the organisations in (210 were in

the best position to defirm the program in terms of their needs which they

knew beat. Tjsza, rim 73 national organisations founded "The Conrail of

National Orginisations. of the Adult Education Association of the IISO in

February, 1952, it was stated that *although a constitutional organ of the

AEA,,the Comicial shall develop its own policies, program and organisation

and shall determine its operating relationship with the AEA.°1 A Planning

Committee was provided for "to make recommendations to the AEA and to the

governing body; to carry on the business of trap Council betwern meetings

of the governing body ."2 Later an Executive Committee was created.

This increasing fomalization of CNO operations, coupled with the fact that

ASA retained a veto power, led to the peculiar structure where the executive

off.ii;ek IWO lialiters, the chairman of this executive committee sad the

coordinator, later director, of the parent body, the AEA.

A second unwitting influence was the Rind for Mat Education. The

/urge grants received by the AEA, the new projects made possible as t result,

ani the attendant increase in staff at the Wow office, resulted in an

1Adult Education, vol; II, no. 4, April, 1952.

221311.
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Inevitable lessening of interest in MO activities in ithich the Chicago

staff bad no share and learned of briefly only at occasional meetings of

the entire staff. For the same reason and. a/so because few, If any, of

them bad soy experience with the type of organisations in the MO member-

ship, such suggestions as the Chicago staff made with respect to 010

policy or activities sometime appeared unrealistic to MO officers.

Because of the blind for Adult Education grants, 010 had enough money so

that the issue of the relationships between MA ani MO did not arise in

acute form until the drastic curtailment of Ilinds.

In the third place, as lien organ" of the ABA, that organisation

retained, as already noted, a veto power over 010 procedures since, as a

coordinating agency, it had to regard tbe needs of the whole adult educa-

tion movement. Because of the two considerations already mentioned and

also because CNO policies were either approved or aroused no opposition, no

attempt to use this veto power was made until recently. This had the effect

of making the CNO appear even more autonomous than by a strict interpreta-

tion it legarly was. This autonomy appears to have been stressed in solici-

ting organisations as members.

Regardless of either the constitution of the AEA or the attitudes of

its members, a viable AEA-CHO relationship whicb will perform satisfactorily

the services MO members require and strengthen adult education as a ithole

should be worked out within the financial recources available. This could

well mean compromises with what some might consider the ideal situation.

It is understandable that mary 040 members, as large and powerita organisations

would be loathe to accept what they interpreted as dictation from the ARA.

It la, however, unfortunately true that in some of the largest and most
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power/tilt achlt education occupies a marginal position. These organisations,

in theory, at least, are Imply able to achieve complete autonomir by paying

the bill. This, as of the manent of writing, thet have not done. Unless

CIO member organizations can underwrite its budget, the present situation

justifies the use of the word compromise above.

Misilmapkgmban. In order to realize Us degree to which there

is confusion with respect to the AEA-CNO relationship and the difficulties

involved in reappraisal, it may be well to summarize the remarks of to

interviewees who commented on the problem, since these illustrate the

points of view that must be taken into account in any effort to increase

the productivity of either the AEA or the ONO.

Over one-fourth of those expressing an opinion took the ground that

the CNO was a part, section or department of the AEA, hied; important tat

subordinate. All previous presidents of the AEA and all presidents of the

CNO interviewed took this position, bit there were important differences

between these two groups on the degree of autonomy accorded or to be accorded

the CNO. Hat the agreement was complete that, as one CNO ex-president said:

"The MO is unqualified]; a parb of the AEA." In view of the unanimity of

this testimony it is not easy to understand those who remarked that they

were "shocked" by any suggestion "that the CNO could be considered just a

part of the AEA." It should be cpite clear from thn foregoing that

constitutionally and in fact the CNOts relation to the AEA is on a different

plane from that of a section.

; One-fifth of the interviewees with opinions on this subject indicated

that the present situhtion is "about right" but unfortunately disagreed as

to what is the present situation even, as already pointed out, on natters

of easily ascertainable fact.
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The extremes of disagreement were reached by two groups, each with'

one-tenth of the respondents, one of which said that the MO should be

independent, autonomous and, added half of this group, self-supporting; Jad

the other that the ONO was unnecessany and should never have been organized.

The latter were large3y interviewees with little or no direct experience

with 010. Tbe tomer were largely, tut not exclusively, representatives of

CHO members.

ftiptjaa_L.1 ftgr cie..6.1 1.1.....1 .nwtion. It is very important to recognize that

whatever the differences of opinion about the MO as at present caistituted

and operating, there is gereral agreement that the functions it was set up

to'perform are' essential. The one exception among the interviewees was the

person who asserted that the money appropriated to 010 over the years mould

have done actuAt education more good if spent on field service and tba or

ganizatiop. of ildalt itducation councils: Not surprisingly, this persion was
:.

a column officer. Some persons would, however, limit ONO ts functions or

service to organizations whose primazi purpose is education, such as the

National University Extension Association, .or woad separate, perhaps

through a departmental organization, service to such bodies and to those

like the National Foundation, the National Association of Manufacturers,

Chamber of Coanerce of the United.States, or others using education as one

technique to Ihrther their objectives.

One of the early and strong proponents of the 010, however, raised

a hndamental question, namely:

Is the 010 with Its present large degree of autonomy
actually Ihnctioning for tho good of the field of adult
education?

. The. answer to this query mist, of course, cane from those concerned.

There are, however, certain guide posts. The need to perfoiin the Ainctions
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assigned to the CNO is not disputed. The AEA brought the ONO into

existence to fill this need. "It was a device to inform organizations

with respect to adult education and hopeltaly to help give status to

their educational officers.° It made no effort to dictate programs or

procedures. Many leaders look hopeililly to the voluntary organizations

as being an as yet untapped resource in the development of adult education

which could be better utilized because of ow. One, for instance, while

alluding to the agencies of industry and labor, emphasized the special

potential of the churches.

In attacking the problem of what policies woul41 better realize the

potentials, it is important to recognize that because of the high degree

of autonomy allowed the CNO from its inception, there cannot be a sudden

use of the constitutional power by the AEA, at least not without serious

repercussions. This situation that has arisen is not unusual. The formal

and constitutional provisions governing the CNO as an °organ" of the AEA

have remained constant. However, for a variety of reasons, by informal

and unofficial processes another arrangement has developed, one permitting

very great autonaay for CNO. The existence .of this functional or operational

situation within the context of the legal situation is doubtless largely

responsible for the high degree of confusion with respect to AZA-ONO relations

re.ch has been documented earlier in this chapter.

It is important also to state that, with the exception noted below, all

interviewees who were or had been actively involved in the CNO as represents-

tivesof their organizations felt that they had benefited to some degree by

the association. At this point several questions may be raised: Dbes the

information received by these representatives flaw or even trickle through

the orgemizational hierarchies to which they belong? Do these representa-

tives in fact possess any power to help adult education or the AEA, and if
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education techniques, methods and pertinent developments to these representa-

tives through the CNO, or put another way, does the expected interaction

between the member agencies of the CNO and the adult education movement in

fact occur?

Interviewees were not asked specifically as to the achievements,

problems and weaknesses of the CNO as they were with respect to the AEA.

However, three adult educators in two very important and well financed but

quite different organizations belonging to ONO were interviewed. Two of

these persms did not know there was an AEA. The other thought he had hea: d

of it. Neither organization found the CNO program met their particular

needs, though up to the time of the interview both were members. All three

persons had expected more of the type of assistance that might flow from a

generalized coordinating agency. Both had moved to secure adequate profes-

sional adult education advice independently, one at considerable expense.

This testimony suggests that the CNO is serving other hinctions than

coordinating organizations for the AEA. It may also mean that there is

validity to the proposal that the CNC recognizd that ib has at least two

major types of organizations on its roster and that they need different

services. There is already an Inter-Association Conference within the CNO

made up of the more academically minded organizations.

Some interviewees pointed out that there was inadequate communication

between agency representatives and other adult educators. The prov4 sit= ,

that the presidents of the AEA and CNO sit on one another's boards is

insufficient to accomplish the hoped for coordination. A minimum of three

persons was suggested, though it must be recognized that the AEA board is

already quite large. Its meetings are already a heavy drain on its resources.
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Also worth considering is the proposal that there be one ONO representative

on all important, substantive or operational AEA committees and vice versa.

The real logic behind this idea is the fact that as at present

operating, persons of experience in the AEA have no regularized way of

making any contribution to CNO menbers, nor cal the organizational representa-

tive share their practical experience with the professionals and volunteers

in the AEA. There is no cluestion but that this inter-change was orginally

intended both by the AEA and the ONO. The report of the first annual

conference of the latter lists such actions, or rather recommendations "to

ourselves as participating organizations in ONO" as:

that participating organizations encourage their local
constituents to participate in local councils or groups
concerned with adult education; or if none exists, to
encourage their formation;

that each organization, where it la not already doing so,
keep its local groups continuously informed about the purpose
and the program of CNO ,Agg, the zmat orsanization's pid in
it (italics authors'l;

.111b

that organizations urge their local constituents to make
11211 use of Adult Education Association publications;

that organizations, *ere they are not already doing so, urge
local constituents to become familiar with other grolips
ccncerned with adult education in their communities."

One explanation for the, partial failure continuously to implement these

recommendations was offered by one ONO ex-president:

With only one CNO representative on the AEA Executive
Committee, you get caught up in the business of oraanization,
of mechanics =I financial problems, and you let substance
go .by the board. The AEA has not accomplished its goal of
letting us know about each other. We should ask, eiThat do
we know about what the Department of Agriculture is doing
in training? or what are the universities doing and what have

they to offer?"

'Adult IducatiOn, vol; III, not 3, Feb. 1953.
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One reiterated comennt by interviewees and sometimes by respondents

to the questionnaire is pertinent here, namely, the desire for better in-

tegration of anneal meetings. With CNO, NAME and AEA all having separate

meetings, mune interested in several areas of adult education must spend

about a week, counting travel tire, to attend all three. 31a.v people

have neither the time nor the resources to do this.4 It was pointed out

that many adult education problems are conzton to members of all of these

groups and that while obviously each will need separate sessions Ibr its

particular problems, coordinated program planning would be a large service

to many workers and would probably improve the attendance of the membership

of all groups and reduce the total meeting time.

A few interviewees suggested the need for even greater autonomy for

the CNO on the ground that many of its members were large organizations and

would not pennit their saployees to represent them in an rcganization their

kind of agency did not control. One of the strongest state adult education

associations, however, has its own version of the CNO but serving effectively

as a council committee. Its officers agree that there is useful cross-

fertilization within the council in this way each would be lost by a more

fonnalized organization. In Canada objectives soffewhat comparable to those

of the WO, though perhaps broader, are very successfhlly pursued by a

Joint Planning Commission *doh, as this title indicates, remained an

integral part of the Canadian Issociation for Adult Education.

One suggestion made several times by interviewees to meet this

problem was that the AEA should adopt a bicameral form of organization,

with the present CNO serving as Um "senate" and the AEA as an individual

membership body as the "house." This idea, according to several interviewees

I/One interviewee showed his expense account. H. was a member of the AEA

Delegate Assembly, of a NAPSAE committee, and had a CNO relationship.
The Cincinnati meetings were coErting him eight days in time and almost
$50.00 above the travel allowance and per diem allowed by his university.
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silo attended, received considerable support at the week's workshop-

conference preceding the Founding Assembly. It was pointed out that

the Merles: Medical Association mid a few religious denominations have

this type of organization. Because of the elaborate internal structuze

of the ABA and because NAPSAE, while a member of IMO, is coordinate with

it, the authors would not recommend this Anther complication of democratic

machinery.

Regardless a the constitution, of the excellent intentions of the

Founding Assembly, and of the sincere and ironic statements of purposes

as various leaders understood them, the fact remains that there never was

a clear-cut, proper definition of the relationship of the CRO to the holy

that created it. This lack of definition plus the decentralisation of

offices, or at least lack of coordination, has resulted in the misunder-

standings and confusion already noted, and many interviewees bellow:, in

complicating struggles for status and power on the part of a minority of

the3e concerned.

'bother this belief can be proven is reldively unimportant. ltat

is important is the increas#g proportion of 11EA members ani agency

representatives who are concerned over what seems to them to be a failure

of the plans of the Founding Assembly. Several interviewees gave illus-

trations of the value both AEA end CHO had been to them as individuals ard

as officers of their organizaticns, bat added comments such as the

following:

As a member of =Ws Executive Committee, I wish to
hell they'd atop talking about which group is smarter and
start working together.

The authors believe that a recognition not merely of the stated

AEA-CNO relationship and of tie realistic situation with respect to the
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latterts autonomy, bit much mon important, of the complementazy and in-

terdependent nature of the relationship is essential. Beyond that, it

appears that the suggestions already mentioned and arising from members

of these bodies, and from such formal actions as those quoted above, have

merit aid should serve as a basis for discussion. The financial situation

in which both find themselves is precirious. This should be an incentive

to seek the best possible solution in terms of the needs of the adult edu-

cation field.

AEA aid NAME

The relation between the Adult Education Association and the National

Association oi Mlle School hiult Educators, organized in 3952, presents

a situation somewhat similar to that just discussed, but with significant

differences. It will be recalled that the AEA was formed as a wholly new

organisation by persons who had previously belonged either to the American

Association for Adult Education or to the Department of Adult Education of

the National Education Association, or both. It is also important to

remember that after the organization of the American Association for Adult

Education, the Departzent of Adult Education opened its membership to all

persons concermd with adult education, whether in public schools or not.

The liquidation of these two organizations awl creation of the AEA were

honest efforts to zeduce competition and overlapping within the adult edu-

cation field. The organization of NAPSAE so soon after school adult eft-

Gators had apparently been brought into the main stream of adult education

activitzr was a severe blow to many of those who had belpd in the consum-

mation of the new body.

It is understandable, therefore, that emotions were aroused and that

harsh words were and are used by some persons on both sides of the issue

as to whether or not the organization of NAPSAE was justified. In orcler
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to understand what 1ZA.41APSAE relationships are ard might become, it is
necessary to review briefly the background in part because, as in the

case of the MO, there is some misunderstanding wen among persons of

importance in adult educatica as to just what the situation is and how

it cane about. Before doing so, however, it is essential to note certain

facts.

1. The discussions leading up to the Founding Assembly and subse-

quently recognized that public school adult educators, like other highly

specific groups, had sane interests and problems peculiar to their insti-

tutions. It was anticipated that there waai be a section or division

through which such special interests could be considered. One propoeal

was for a council of public rchool adult education administrators com-

parable to CNO. The ABA constitution provided for "such sub-organizations

composed of members of occupational interests, or geographical grcups

within the Association as the Delegate Assembly may approve.0 NAME

was so authorized in late 1951.

2. Whereas before the founding of the AEA, the National Education

Associationt a Department of Adult Education enrolled any one interested,

NAPSAE membership is open, as its name indicates, only to adult educators

in public school systems.5 Though the National Education Association con-

tinues to operate a Department of Adult Education, it is not a membership

body and functions only as a service agency.

3. The president of NAPSAE is by virtue of this office a member of

the AEA Board, and its secretary continues to perform some staff functions.

5It is reported that i change in the constitution of NAPSAE now

somewhat broadens the maL,ership base. This apparently increases
the chance of competitiona
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Coordination of the AEA and NAPSAB is also assisted unofficially by the

fact that approximately 16 per cent of the latterls members were also

members of AEA in October, 1958, comprising 6 per cent of the AEA mem-

bership.

Even more important is the fact that in 1958 21 per cent of the

delegates elected from the states to the Delegate Assembly of the AEA, or

20 per cent of all delegates when the "at-large" delegates were counted,

were members of NAPSAE. They are even more represented among the

alternates, where they make up 29 per cent of the delegates from tin

states. This aspect of the relationships was discussed in the previous

chapter.

Despite this happy situeition there is some misunderstanding even

among the interviewees as to the status and role of NAPSAE in the AEA,

tea well as to their relationships. Interviewers were told that the

organization of NAPSAE was a mistake and broke agreements, that it vas

wholly independent of the AEA, that it was an autonomous bit affiliated

unit, that it was a branch of the AEA, that it was coordinate and cooper-

ating with the AEA "as two cogs mesh together," that it competed with it,

and by approximately equal numbers of interviewees that the AEA-NAPSAE

relationships were "about right," "disappointing" or "must still be worked

out."

LitanaLatolumadj..i on of NAPSAE. It seems quite clear that within less

than a year after the AEA was born public school adult educators became

convinced that they were not getting enough out of it and began to agitate

for an organization of their ovm bit one affiliated with the AEA. Indeed,

one ex-president of NAPSAE defirAd the organization as a section of AEA,

a description denied by others. In fact, after organization NAPSAE sought
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official "affiliation" with the AEA which the AEA's Delegate Assembly

promptly voted. To an outsider the need for formalized affiliation after

there had been authorization to organize raw be confusing. Since NAPSAE

also sought, and after two years received, affiliation with the National

Education Association, presumably the step puts its relations with both

bodies on a comparable basis.

Some interviewees in and out of NAPSAE offered specifics as to the

reasons for its organization and for the "dissatisfaction" Gib public: school

adult educators with AEA. For one thing there had been a change in the top

leadership of the National Education Association, and the new chief

officer became concerned over what seemed an anomalous position of adult

education within the National Education Association--namely, a service

division without a dues paying membership, staffed by persons drawing their

salaries from the National Education Association bit responsible in part to

another organization &the An) and rendering service to kt.

Again, some public school adult educators, especially state officers

and local principals or directors, felt that the arrangeuents entered into

by the founding assembly represented "a surrender of the position of leader-

ship in adult education" which they believed was held by the schools, a

"surrender" they. were not willing to make. Indeed, reportedly it seems to

have come as a surprise to a few of this group that others than schools were

active in adult education, a misconception which an active local or perhaps

even state association of adult education could have prevented.

Rirther, there was considerable criticism of the publications and

meetings of the ABA as "too highbrow," "too theoretical and philosophical,"

"too dominated by professors" or by non-school voluntary agencies.



Some comments on these points follow:
6

Everything is written for university or agricultural
extension.

gublicatimgare the ilmniest damn.things. You
wonder what they're about.

I feel more related to .NAPSAE than the AEA. I look
to them for specifics, for help. The AEA is interesting
but for problems I'd rather talk to sow one from NAPSAE.

r 4.64.

AEA is too diverse. There are no common bonds, no
real coordination. It's unwieldy.

I don't feel as significant in an AEA meeting as in
VAFSAE because of all the smart college professors and
because so many folks are not doing the same kind of things
I am. You want to talk shop all the time and you just don't
talk shop in general meetings.

Finally, there was no cordiality among most of tbe school men toward

"the group dynamics crowd" which was accused of dominating the AEA and of

promoting this particular ideology as the be-all and end-all of adult

education.

The group dynamics clique is trying to run the AEA
and Adult Leadership, . unrealistic, ivory tower, no
understanding ok people and communities.

"NAPSAE," eaid one former high AEA officer, "was created to prevent

a rebellion within the AEA but we haven't been able to contain it." An

ex-president of AEA testified, "Forming NAPSAE may have been a mistake but

41 41111W

687 design some of these comments are taken from interviewers'
reports of a joint AEA-NAPSAE study in lc754.
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when it happened there was no power that could possibly have prevented

it."
That it was a mistake a surprising number of school man are now

reedy to declare, as the following quotations, all frmn school men amehg

our interviewees, show.

NAPSAS should never have been organized except as a

section of the AEA as originally provided for, or there

should be joint menberships. School people need the broader

contacts with other adult educators.

41101 Od.

School adult educators have no philosophy except to

promote the school as ths.adult education agency. Ma've

become too provincial.

The public school adult educator is first and always

a mechanic. He's always interested in the number of coarses

offered and the number of people in them. He's not interested

in philosopky, probably because he wasn't trained in adult

education. He is not aware of better procedures or studies

elsewhere. The thing that bothers me is that too few stay an

to AEA meetings and get to know others in the AEA from

universities, unions, etc. If they did, and we could find

some common ground, we could make progress.

An interviewee who gives unstinting cooperation to the teacher and

leadership training program of the Adult Education division of his State

Board of Eduoation summed up the situation as follows:

NAPSAE does give help on specifics. But we keep going

over the fuze topics again and again, why people aren't

attending, protaems of drop-oute, etc. Fbole was talking

about such things in 1800. We can't expect progress if we

stay at one place.

These last two series of quotations are negative and highly critical,

the one of tba AEA, the other of NAPSAE. All this means is that neither

organization is meeting to the full tbe expectations of all of those

interested. In each case it appears to be a minority that is critical, but

consideration of criticism is always in orier when policy is under

discussion.
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It should also be indicated that in some states and cities public

school adult educators cooperate with and are members of local or state

adult educatioa councils. In other situations this is not the case, and

it seemed obvious to the authors that the attitudes of some iaterviewees

toward NAPSAE were influenced by local situations.

NA.P..SAEisar.LLutsrou. Regardless of the fact that the NATSAE budget

vas reported in 1958 as an item of the total AEA "budget, this organization

is autonomous to a very considerable degree. It also has a very high degree

of autonaky within the National Education Association, One wader= of this

is the fact that only 29 per cent of the members of NAPSAE are members of

the National Education Association, the second lowest proportion among all

the departments and affiliated groups within this body.

In a few cases where school adult educators were not close to the

rest of the movenedb, the losses were not theoretical. hiblic school adult

education in these states became a target for legislative economy. The

lack Of free and constant communication between the sdhool people and all

other adult educators reportedly lost precious time in organizing general

'support for the adult education program and contributed to the lose of

appropriations. One interviewee quoted a state adult educotion school

officer as saying in an open meeting that "the cut in our adult education

budget is the fault of the school people themselves." Several other

interviewees indicated that quite apart from other and higher motives, it

mould be advantageous from purely selfish reasons for school adult educators

and their organizations to establish close ties with the whole adult

education movement.

The fact of the matter is that the complete integration of public

education with other elements in the adult education field, as planned for

at the rounding Assedbly, does not exist.



Public School Adult Education Has Special Problems. It must be recognized

in erg consideration of this situation that schools in the aggregate

probably do more adult education than any other agency. Their tax-supported

status, their high proportion of credit work, especial4 in some localities,

their difficulties, again only in some areas, of operating under a legal

structure that never envisaged adult education, give public school adult

educators problems not shared with most other workers in the field. The

necessity to provide a means for the consideration of areas of interests

was recognized by the Founding Assembly. The public school adult educators

have chosen to meet their peculiar needs differently from that which the

original constitution proposed, but some irechanism so to do was essential.

Coordination is Possible. On the other hand, machinery for coordination has

been preserved. The relationships are closer anti more cordial than they

were between the old Amtlirican Association for Adult Education and the Depart-

ment of Adult Education of the National Education Association. Some of the

criticism of the organization of NAPSAE stemmed from the fear that this

meant a repetition of the American Association for Adult Education-Astpartment

of Adult Education difficulties. This has not happened and was guaroled

against. It is unlikely that. the complete integration envisioned in 1951

can be restored, especially since NAPSAE has now received foundation grants

directly and not through the AEA, as would be logical if it were a sub-
a

organization or affiliate. On the other hand, the testimony presented above

shows that while there is a place for NAPSAE in dealing with the problems of

public school adult education, it does not and perhaps cannot meet all the

needs recognized by important public school adult educators.
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One evidence of this is the not inconsiderable number of public

school adult educators who belong to the AEA and not to NAME. Par-

ticularly with the recent increased demand for more non-credit and non-

vocational comes, the schools are encountering situations more com-

parabki to those in other areas of adult education than ever before.

Both public school adult education and adult education as a who3a will

be weaker without increased cooperation.

Tho AEA and Other Adult Education ftnis

The discussion of AEA relations with the CNO and NAPS/LE is in a

sense a consideration of intrafami4 problems, since both of these

organizations sprang directly from the AEA and have formal -bias to it.

But there are a number of national organizations concerned vith specific

aspects of adult education, some of which are older than either of the

organizations which preceded and merged into the AEA. Among these am

the American Library Association, the American Vocational Associations

the National University Extension Association, the Association of Uni-

vereity Evening Colleges. Any generalized national adult education

association would /wed to define its relations with these and certain

other agenoies.

ha of Agencies a Factor in Relationships.. The factor of the age of

the various adult education agencies is OM of great importance. In

the years prior to the organization of the AEA or either of its prede-

cessor agencies a number of theses including most of those mentioned

above, hal established their policies and programs and also their

administrative routines. They saw no need to step aside for an untried

newcomer, and some officers resented the implication in the organization
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of the American Association for Adult Education that their interests

and programs were narrow. Several interviewees urged that the AEA

might well pattern its organization after that of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, a suggestion which will be

discussed in a later chapter. Hem it should simply be noted that the

American Aseociation for the Advancement of Science came before and had

existed for a number of years before any except a few state and local

academies of its present 290 affiliated organizations came into being.

It had already acquired prestige. Affiliation with it presented advan-

taps, =I it could lay down the conditions of affiliation. It, like

the preceding organization to the National Conferenco on Social Welfare,

held the only national gatbaring in its field. The AEA is hardly in

such a positions

An illustration closer home is the Canadian Association for Adult

Education. It is in the happy position of being the adult education

organization in Canada. There is no equivalent for the National Univer-

sity Extension Association in the United States. Thus the Canadian

Association issued the study, Adult Education in the Canadian Uzizi.eritz,

corducted ani written by its director. Public school adult educators

alv members and have not felt the need of a Canadian equivalent of

NAPSAE.

Two Illustrative Cases. Adult education organisations of the type

under discussion are to a considerab3s degree administrative ani/or

service agencies. The development of the National University Extension

Association is illustrative. Initially it was largely a group of dews

and directors of university extension. In mon recent years university

extension itself has expanded and the advantages of conference amens
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persons with responsibilities in some of the newer areas of activity

became clear. Five divisions were therefore created: evening colleges

and class extension, correspondence study, audio-visual communication

and community development. An indication of the development both of

adult education and of a sense of responsibility with respect to it

among incbitutions of higher learning is the opening in 3958 of a paw

class of membership in the National University Ifttension Association.

Private or smaller state colleges which do not operate more than two

of the usual activities common in the extension field are eligible as

associate members at 3ower dues than full members but with no vote on

policy matters. The names of the divisions noted above make quite clear

the service and administrative concerns of the organisation.

The American Library Association is of a different ins. Adult

education is a relatively recent concern of libraries, just as there

has been a specialized development for children in large organisations

under a children's librarian. Thus a library may cooperate in making

books available to special adult study groups. It is a short step from

such service to sponsoring and/or housing a Great Books group. Regard-

loss of the special responsibility of arv given Librarian, all of them

have common problems dealing with the acquisition and care of books,

principles of selection, methods of operation, budgeting and finance,

and many other specifics which are part of what has come to be known as

library science ard which are among the major concerns both of library

schools and of the American Library Association.

These two 'illustrations should illumine some of the potential

problems of relationship between the AEA and organizations such as

those menbionedo Organizational membership through the ONO gives little
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or no help to individuals. &it, as one librarian interviewee put its

The AEA can't tell an adult service librarian ham to

:tin her job but the AEA can help her to a philosophy of

adult education, can broaden her vision of what adult edu-

astion is, can bring her suggestive ideas and materials

from other fields.

The first allegiame of a librarian must obviously be to the

American Library Association ant to its Adult Services Division. Thun

approximately only 9 per cent of librarians affiliated with the Adult

Services Division of the American Library Association swear to be mem-

bers of the AEA. These in October 1958 made up 2 per cent of the AEA

members. Interestingly enough, over 20 per cent of the librarians who

belong to the AEA do not indicate that they are members of the American

Library Association, and presumably most of them are not.

The National University Extension Association group is in a some-

what computable situation. OM university has paid for AEA membership

for all fullcatime staff members, but when queried, most of these persons

stated that if this policy were abandomd they could not afford to join

personally. A group interview with sixteen deans or dinctors of erten-

Dion disclosed the fact that only a few could charge their AEA nember-,

ships to their university budgets. Most were general members and had

joined on a personal basis. One director had a specie staff meeting

to report on an AEA annual conference, which done, he outlined the

benefits of AEA membership and asked his staff to join. None did. The

membership statistics bear out this testimony. Over one-third of deans

aid directors of university extension were renters of the AEA at the

time of this study, but on.ly 7 per cent of other university extension

personnel.?

7This latter percentage is based on a sample, the former on a complete

count.
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What this mans, of course, is that whils there can be mutually

advantageous interaction and cooperation between the AEA and a number

of organizations similar to the two described, the individual who mast

pay for his owl memberships to professional societies will usually join

the one central to his work and as a matter of economy will seldom go

beyond that. There is, of course, the contrary pattern just noted for

the librarians and especially noticeable with public school adult eda-

oathrs, Irhere a minority of a group am found in the AEA but not in

their presmmed primary professional organization.

The study made an effort to discover whether AEA members were

conscions of competing organizational interests in adult education by

asking eta3h resporsient whether he belonged to any other national organi-

sation concerned with adult education, and if so, whether it or the AEA

was the more valuable to him. Only two-fifths of the respondetrbs indi-

cated dual membership. Of these bit per cent stated that the AEA was

mem valuable or equally valuable in comparison with the other organi-

ration.

The attitude of the group of university extension officers was

very cordial to the AEA. There was gemral agreement that if it failed

to survive, it would be necessary to form a new generalized national

organization "especially for upper level persons in all groups having

to do with adult education. These persons, through such a generalized

national agency as the AEA, get a needed sense of being allied to all

other adult educators working on numerous problems common to all sectors

of the field."8

8The agreement on this point is important since this group interview
also uncovered some of the most cogent and constructive criticisms of
the AEA, discussed elsewlere in this report.
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ftempatati Belationshins. It is significant, ligyr, that the value of

the AEA to university extension was seen in its broad service to "upper

personnsl. "The AEA mist recognize that it is and can never be

anything else but a secondary organisation." This would seem to India.

cate a cordial and cooperative relationship but also to preclude such

a body as the National University Extension Association becoming a

section of the AEA or even an affiliated organization in the senee that

NAME is. This idea was advanced hopefully by a =ober of interviewees,

though with two exceptions they were not university people.

Inieed, about om-third of the interviewees, or half those who

commented on this point, would agree to some such composite statement

as the following with reference to AEA relations to other national but

specialized adult education bodies:

These bodies should be related to the AEA in sone
organic way such as having regular delegaths to the Dele-
gate Assembly or possibly an officer on the Executive
Committee so that all would think in terms of the whole
field, move unitedly in matters of mignon concern,9 share
in research findings pertinent to the whole field which
each agency would apply to its awn job, and cooperate in
the develepuent of genera/ principles and theory.

A number of interviewees called the AEA an umbiella organisation

and a few, including one university professor of adult education with

close contact with university extension, hoped for an eventual joint

membership between to AEA and some of its sister organisations.

But this to others who comented appeared a counsel of perfection.

A former AEA pivsident spoke for the point of view of this fourth of

those consenting:

'As for instance with respect to the place of adult education in
UNESCO.
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Ton have to depeni on individual memberships to repre-
sent the entire field. . No power on earth can force
groups lne university or agricultural extension inT,Fin
organizational relationship with the AEA. They have too
inng and mud a tradition* To see how far you have to
go, the National University Extension Association and tbs
Association of University Evening Colleges will have to
come together first before either would join with the AEA.

Yore cynically another interviewee expressed the judgement that:

Those with one foot in the AEA and the other in
another organization want to see closer relationships,
bub maw of those not in the AEA look askance at its
heterogeneous character.

%mons of importance in the National University Extension Associ-

ation played roles of some significance in the planning that finally

eventuated in the founding of the AEA0 At that time it was hoped that

the desiderata expressed in the composite stathment given above could

be achieved through membership in the CM, of which tin National Uni-

versity adension Association has always been a member. However, a

madority of the sixteen deans ani dixectors of =tension who parbici-

pated in the grlup interview felt that the CNO had not achieved its

potential.

There are, of course, a number of national organizations conoerard

with adult education other than the two used as the principal illustra-

tions of the problem of AEA relationships with such bodies. These two

were chosen because their relations with the AEA and the preceding

American Association for Adult Education have been friendly ant co-

operative ant over a longer span of years than would be possible for

some of the others. Bub even so, tiers are problems, especially of

enlisting the membership of these groups in a secondary organization

like the AEA. These problems are similar with all the apneas in this

group.
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This is not to say that relations betseen the AEA and the others

have been less friendly. An intarvieuee who has worloed long and closely

with the Association of University Evening Co Daps, for instance, said:

They are not competitors fin and other orgenizationg
but sore could have been done. . . . AEA's membership is
much broaderawathe distinctive functions are in terms of
publications ani conferences providing opportunity for
people from different fields to see and hear others. Each
organization does a much better job of dealing with baits]
central adult education concerns, but none of them give the
opportunity to compare notas. AEA should have the device
for posing groups with some national problem . involving
a umber of people from different organizations.

Here again there is the emphasis on the need for a national organi-

zation to tackle problems that affect all adult education, that are

broader then any of the specialized agencies and that may receive little

or no attention unless such an organization becomes concerned with them.

So far as the leaders of these groups go, this appears to be a mandate

they an ready to give a generalized national adult education organiza-

tion, bat if the illustration given above of the failure of ow director

to recruit AEA members from his staff is typical, they offer no assured

basis for financing the program they appear eager to have.

AEA and State ani local Associations

A final area of zelabionships to be discussed is that between the

ABA and moralized adult education organizations operating within a

given geographic area and usually called either associations or councils

of adult education. Typically these cover a state, but there are three

regional councils. About thirty states have some type of organization,

a five only provisional. NAPSAE also has some state units and is pro-

moting Me. Though completely independent of any control by the AEA,
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these associations are comparable to subunits of the national organizem

tion in that the aims, and to some extent the problems, of both local

ani national organizations are similar.

1%ssible Relationships. There appear to be three possible relationships

between the AEA and state and local adult education organizations. The

AEA could serve solely as a resource agency to be called upon as needed.

This is favored by 31 per cent of the respondents to the vestionnaire.

In addition to this the AEA could attempt to guide local organizatims

Iv' offering suggestions and special support for specific programs.

This policy is the choice of 16 per cent of the respondents. Finally,

less than national associations could become branches of the AEA

directed by it. Ten per cent favor this. The balance expressed no

opinion or in a few cases suggested other procedures.

When the data on this point were analyzed by organizational

affiliation, ideological position and region, in all cases the order

of preference among these alternatives remained the same. Them were

only Iwo significant variations. The proportion favoring a branch type

of organization Tose to 20 per cent or slightly above among the rela-

tively few members whose pr1naz7 organizational affiliations wore with

civic, fraternal or labor agencies, or who agreed strongly with the

statement that social action for social change was a basic objective

of adult education. This was batter than twice the proportion for all

members.

One additional and significant comparison may be made. This shows

that the greater degree of involvement within the AEA, the greater the

desire to confine its relations to state and local associations to a
,

-1
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passive resource role. Adding the choices of branch sal guidance roles

together, the proportion favoring active and passive roles according to

the degree of involvement in the AEA is given in Table no

Table TT

Preferred type
of rel.....e....Eionahi

Active role

hssive role

Other

Base of %

Type of Relationship Preferred Between AEA
ani local Ccaecils by Involvement in the AEA*

Involvement
No position in AEA

Exec. Dole. Other Attended Never attended
Comm. Assam. coon. conference conference

la% 58% 58% EaS 61$

48 39 36 36 35

11 33 6
:=1 BOX iti(g

(48) (356) (72) (306) (3169)

It would appear that the thinking of the Executive Committee on

this point is clearly out of line with that of the other members of tin

AEA. This ma have been because these leaders did not believe that

Wider a restricted budget funds should be spent for giving greater

assistance to local associations. It may be that control by such

associations or the eventual turning of the AEA into a federation was

5earvd. Whatever the explanation, and it does not emerge from the

interviews, the fact may be one explanation of the degree of dissatis-

faction with the AEA recorded by the questionnaire respondents.

Some Field Service Desired. It is quite clear, therefore, that with one

or two exceptions, no matter under what categories the AEA member

respondents to the questionnaire are distributed, about two...thirds

ilthoes who did not answer the question concerning the preferred type of
relationship are excluded from this table.
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favor more than a passive willingness to assist local associations,

even though support for a branch organization is meagre. Assistance

awl guidance, but not controls, are_ pisferred, although the majority

for a more active role is clear. It is important, therefore*, to

explore the matter of national, state and local association relation-

ships from the point of view of the interviewees.

Interviewees Favor National-State-Local Cooperation. The interviewees

were all but unanimous on the desirability of close cooperation between

the AEA and avy associations or councils that may exists but the terms

of the cooperation produced differences of opinion. About one in five

.of the interviewees argued for keeping plans flexibb and for granting

complete autonomy to associations or councils on whatever geographic

level. Nora than ow in four favored a chapter or branch organization,

but the majority opposed this as depriving the local organization of

autonomy. It was pointed out that a few of the state and local associs

.ations were older than the AEA ard highly self-conscious. Joint mem-

berships and dues were favored by over half of the intervieweesz ': This

would not limit the indeperdence of the subsidiary units. The analogy

of the American Farm Bureau Federation and of the National Education'

Association was used by several persons. State units of these !mania

mations may reportedly vote against policies adopted by the na4i4';*

body ard are not bound by them in the conduct of their 'own affairs:

The AEA currently has an optional joint membership plan which fifteen

councils have adopted: Interestingly, the experience with this plan

is not conclusive."

"One interviewee explained this on the basis of the efficiency of the'
local secretary and the national office in processing memberships,
and charged that the three months' delay in his state organization
had seriously hurt both it and the AEA.
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A former president was quite emphatic with respect to regional,

state or local associations,

More should be state organizations conbaining repre.
sentation of all major adult education forces, including
membership of voluntary agencies. They could train leaders,
improve administrative practice, hold workshops, etc. They
should be autonomous but their leaders should attend the
national meetings.

A number of interviewees who had participated in or studied the

Mountain.. Plains regional project and the regional association strongly

favored more experiments of this kind for training persons to work

together both in the community and through organizational concretion,

and also trainirg them in the discovery and use of local and state

resources in persormel and institutions.

A long-time friend and close observer of the AEA who, however, has

rover held office remarked:

The AEA developed from the top down rather than tbe
bottom up. It has therefore tended to become.) more con-
corned with its own functions and persistence than with
promoting adult education at the local level. The nind
for Adult Education more or less forced this pattern of
development. There was nothing wrong with the projects
they wanted but if staff could have been made available
at the local level, the AEA could haie been built from
the bottom up on a strong foundation. The best thing the
AEA ever did was the Rocky Mountain project but they had
money only for one year. The AEA had always had a remoU-
ness from local people that would not have developed if
it had grown from the bottom up.

Pros and Cons of State Associations. State associations, it is felt

by some interviewees, would be one way to overcome the difficulty

first noted. Several gave the formation of a state association and

the joint membership plan as one of the significant achievements of

this AEA, Such state associations, at least for a while, of.Wn require
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and receive the assistance of an existing institution suCh as a 'and-

varsity which will permit one of its staff to serve as executive

secretary. Several interviewees recommended this procedure, which

has moved satisfactory in some situations. In one case, however,

a successful state association so assisted collapsed when the uni-

versitywitlWirmv its cooperation because of opposition from a sister

institution.

State associations must needs consider their situation with care.

Low density of population raieas difficulties. A state with a large

areamust face the problem of the expense of travel to meetings. When

a large area is combined with low population density, problems multiply.

In the deep South, state associations have to face the problems of the

atUndance at meetings of both Vagroes ard whites.

Some interviewees sounded a note of caution on other grounds,

especially against organizing locals just to have an organization.

If the develDpment of state and local organizations

is part, of a, plan to do something when the structure is

created, then it is sound. If it is just for getting

people to support the ASA, it is hollow. First a need

for a structure must be demonstrated. People get tired

of going to meetings to think about how to raise money

for the AEA. We need quality programming and we don't

have it.

Another interviewee would confirm this from experience:

I doubt if there'd be any advantage in having a

nationa/ AEA writ small in ray state. Our regional

meetings are not worth much and they have even worse

communication than the ABA.

These last comments are important. There is no virtue in organi-

zation for organization's sake, and even less with organizations which

at the state and local levels are attempting to do the same things

that the AEA is trying to accomplish, This has happened too often
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and, according to one interviewee, is one factor in the demise of

close to half of the state and local associations which have been

organized. Problems of the definition both of adult education and

of functions at different levels of operation emerge here. The failure

to solve them has resulted in unwitting and often =recognized compe.

tition among organizations at these various levels.

The initial action of the AEA by the Delegate Assembly stated:

In order to root the AEA firmly in the soil of local,
state and regional organizations of adult education workers,
the Association will encourage such organizations to develop
and establAsh continuing communication ani cooperation with
the AEA."

Two years later the "legislative committee on program" voted to

propose "that the AEA devote its efforts to a program of serving the

following Aim__a: . .

n3. Rmrgizing local community planning for adult education ani

Improving the machinery for making national resources available to

local commmities; in particular strengthening two of the most promising

areas of institutional development...the public schools and national

organizations."

The authors were not able to find elsewhere in this report on

"Actions of the Delegate Assembly" in Adult Isis lert.Aiii for November,

1953, any inlication as to what action, if any, the Delegate Assembly

took on this proposal. Prz.sumably since it appears under the caption

given just above, the proposal was adopted. If so, it raises the

question of just how strengthenim these institutions, especially the

national ones, would energize local community planning.

The 1955 Delegate Assembly was chiefly concerned with what appar-

ently became the joint membership plan and with the relation of "local

alAdult Education, December, 3.951, p. itts.
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councils" to community chests.22 Such actions go only a very small wey

along the line of majority thinking on this point in 1959.

Grass Roots Organization Can Be bmortant. There is a great deal of

experience and some research to show that national organizations built

trot tbe ground up have achieved considerable strength thereby. A

conspicuous example is the American Farm Bureau Federation. The local

fare bureaus came first, and maw of the state federations had been

organized before tie national was formed, yet it is today the most

powerful farm organization in the nation. Where, as with certain

goverment sponeored cooperatives in the early 19301s, the regional

or national body was formed first, local organization in some cases

became a sirs qa non of survival. In quite another sphere the American

Philatelic Society is strongest proportionately in those cities which

have affiliated stamp clubs. The National Congress of Parents and

'Anchors, tbe Federation of Women' s Clubs, Rotary International, the

United States Chamber of Commerce, and many others would have little

meaning without the constant flow of suggestions going out to their

local bodies and of reactions from the grass roots. This is what social

theory would lead one to expect. The greater the degree of interaction

in connection with an agreed upon organized activity, the greater the

likellhcod that the loyalty of the participants will grow.

Procedures differ in all these cases but it would seem, in view of

the sentiment for more guidance from the AEA, as if a program could be

worked out, perhaps initially as an experiment, with only a few of the

joint membership states and any local associations lr councils within

them willing to cooperate.
011111111

12Adu1t leadership, January, l956, p. 6.
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Possible Functions for local Oganizations. Thus a local association

could be concerned with keeping up to date a listing of local adult

education agencies and their offerings, and with reducing overlapping

of offerings or even competition, among other ways by circulating pro-

grams. It could rally the support of all interested, including partici-

pants, if sone important program was threatened by an economy drive,

whether library, public school, museum or what. It could cooperate in

training volunteer leaders and in workshops on various topics, dealing

with broad aspects of any subject and leaving specific applicatiens up to

any given agency. This would save time for the agoncyo result in

larger groups, permit the employsent of specialists and strengthen the

whole leadership training program. A local association could also main-

tain a list of competent instructors and lecturers, hold conferences,

issue a newsletter and in other ways be worth its cost. Nor would any

such tasks conflict with the role of the AEA. They would be wholly local,

though the AEA might offer suggestions if nquested and through its local-

contacts and its own publications help develop a two-way flow of infor-

mation of mutual benefit.

Some suggestions for state associations have already been given by

interviewees. Such a body could promote the organization of local

associations where necessary, serve as a clearing house of information

within the state, promote adult education and safeguard its interests.

Suggestions for the national body are given in other chapters in this

report.
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Chapter X

ADULT EDUCATION AS A SOCIAL MOVEMENT*

The term "social movement" is one which is frequently heard in

discussions of adult education and of the AEA. Some have claimed that

the AEA is the voice of a social movement. Others hold that the goal

of the AEA is or should be to rAvance adult education as a social move-

ment. Thus approximately a third (34 per cent) of the members who

returned questionnaires held that "promoting adult education as a social

movement" was a very important purpose for the AEA to pursue, and

approximately another third (314 per cent) held this aim to be somewhat

important* Only 22 per cant claimed that this was not an important

function for the AEA.1 That at least some members feel that the AEA is

doing something along these lines is suggested by the fact that 29 per

cent of the 'respondents held that "assisting in a needed social movement"

was ora of their personal satisfactions from belonging to the AEA.2

Furthermore, the belief that adult eduation is or could be a social

movement is implied in the common practice of referring to thz field of

adult education as "the movement."

Such apparent agreement, however, leaves unanswered some serious

questions. Do all adult educators mean the same thing when they say

adult education is a social movement? What different meanings can this

term have? In what ways does. adult education appear similar to other

*This chapter was written by Wi Wan L. Nilholls II.

3Ten per cent of the respondents did not answer this question.
2Cf. Chapter VI for a discussion of other personal sittisfactions
claimed by the members aid the way in which these are distributed
among various types of members.
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social movements? How does it differ from them? If adult education is

a social movement in some sense, what, if anything, does this imply for

the activities and long..range goals of the AEA? This chapter will

attempt to supply tentative answers to thew questions.

Is the Term a Useful One? When our interviewees were asked to defiin

the phrase, "adult education as a social movement," about one in ten

reported that they- had never heard the phrase before or had never been

sure of its meaning) Those who felt they were familiar with the pbrus

went about equally divided into two groups. The first group felt this

was a useful and meaningful way to refer to adult education or certain

aspects of it, but the second felt the phrase was a poor one or that it

could be applied only in a limited and restricted way. This, however, is

only the beginning of the difficulties, for not only was there disagree-

ment as to whether the term should be used, but there was disagreement as

to its meaning.

Types. of Social Movements. Sociologically, the term "social movement"

itself is now too clear. Herbert Blumer, one of the foremost contribu-

tors to the literature of social movements, notes that "a social movement

signifies either a collective effort to transform some given area of

established social relations, or else a large unguided change in social

relations involving, however unwittingly, large numbers of participantajt

Quite clearly, the two broad classes of social behavior Blumer refers

'co are appreciably different. The social organization mid feeling tone

li_Ducause of the press of tine in sons interviews, this question was not
asload of 36 interviewees.

11"Collective Behavior" in Joseph Gittler (ed.), Review of Sociolo :
nalysi8 of a Decade, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1957, p.i1s .

-:)77i7s suglied.
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associated with a change varies according to whether it is accomplished

by a purposeful, collective effort of a self-conscious group or by the

unguided accumulation of maw individual acts which are at most only

loosely related. It is perhaps for this reason that in earlier writings

Blamer distinguishes between general social movements which are "groptig

and unco-ordinated efforts . . . gavind only a general direction toward

which they move in a slow, halting yet persistent fashion 5nfi whicg are

unorganized, with neither established leadership nor recognized member-

ship, and little guidance aid control,"5 and a ses.L.f.ac social movement

which "has a well-defined objective or goal which it seeks to reach Cis X1

whicg develops an organization and structure, making it essentially a

society. It develops a recognized and accepted leadership and a definite

membership characterized by a Iwe consciousness.' It forms a body of

traditions, a guiding set of values, a philosophy, sets of rules, and a

general body of expectations."6 As illustrations of general social move-

ments Blumer cites the labor movement, the youth movement, the pacifist'

movement, and the humanitarian moverents Specific social movements may

develop out of the general ones. Thus the anti-slavery movement may be

thought to have developed from the humanitarian movement. Otter specific

social movements would include Fascism, Communism, populism, the coopera-

tive movement, the prohibition movement, the movement to abolish child

labor, the ciVil service movement, etc.

By utilizing this distinction between general and specific social

mvements, we may note three different ways in which adult education

might be called a social movement.

5"Collective Behavior" in Alfred McClung Ieeb (ed.), New Outline of the
principleg of Sociolegz, New York: Barnes & Noble, lfa, 7-i7

6rad. p. 202.
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1. Adult education may be thought of as a specific social movement

whose its lies in the area of social action and reform, with education

r2 se- as the smans of achieving these goals. For convenience let us

refer to this view of adult education as a social action movement. This

appears to be the most cannon way in which the term "social movemsnt" is

applied to adult education.

2. Adult education may be viewed as a specific movement whose

primary aim is not social action resulting from adult education, but the

establishment of adult education and the principle of lifelong learning

as a part of our society. Let us call this view the belief that adult

education is a specific educational movement, the adjective "educational"

referring to the fact that the changes aimed at are within the educational

system. While those holding this position may note that adult education

eventually may lead to or facilitate other social changes, the goal being

sought is the establishment of adult education itself, not tbe othar

changes it may bring.

3. Adult education may also be seen as a general educational movement.

This does not imply that there is a cooperative, organized, and dedicated

group working for the establishment of adult education. Rather, it merely

takes account of the fact that for a variety of reasons, not necessarily

planred or coordinated, there is a general change occurring in our society

today such that more and more people* are entering adult education programs,

ani more and more programs are being established. Some leaders may be

calling for an increase in this trend, but`it is more the result of other

natural forces than a direct result of the intention of sons one group.?

logically this scheme suggests that there might also be a view that
adult education is a gereral action movement, that is, an unorganized
trend in the society to solve social problems through adult education.
This conception seems so vague and apparently has so few advocates among
those interviewed that it has been neglected as a possibility.
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Adult Education as a General Education Movement. Probably few would

derq that adult education may be classified as a general educational

movement, and apparently this is the meaning some of the interviewees

attributed to the phrase, "adult education as a social movewent." , In.

defining this phrase, the following comments were contributed:

It suggests that adult education is becoming part of
our culture, that more people are becoming engaged in it
during leisure time as well as at work time.

GO GIG G23

Adult education is a movement in that it is becoming

more of an integral part of our whole educational process.

It is the increasing of interest in adult ethication
which is brought about by new products, technology, etc.
There is a staggering number of people who are interested.
It is tied in with the increasing demands for classes by
all kinds of different agencies.

We should banish this phrase except in its socio-
logical connotation referring to the flood of Americans
into all types of adult education.

Others also noted this meaning in passing, while attacking other conno-

tations of the term. In general, however, this meaning of "adult edu-

cation as a social movement" was not the one most people referred to

when they used the phrase,

Adult Education as a Specific Educational Movemento Relatively few of

those interviewed took the position that the term "adult education as a

social movement" meant that there was an organized and dedicated group

whose specific goalwas the establishment of moreoand better adult edu.

cation, and that they were carrying out actions to bring this about.

This does not mean that few held this belief, for the AEA itself is

dedicated to these goals.
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This, however, does seem to be the view expressed by Glen Burch in

his article on adult education as a social movement. lie notes:

I want to say again that I believe that when you talk
about the adult education movement, . you have to think
entirely of people, people who are possessed of certain
specific, strongly held and shared convictions. People who

consciously adhere to and share certain strongly felt values.

As to what these values are, Burch continues:

The keystone in the arch of adult education's purpose
is . the cultivation of the human mind, and that

it consists in the growth of understanding, insight, aixl

ultimately some wisdom.

Adult Education as a Social Action Movements:, For the majority of those

interviewed, the phrase "adult education as a social movement" implied

that adult education was a method of solving social problems or bringing

about social change.

The meaning rings back to the existence of major
social problems and the need to undertake education to
cope with them.

There are certain forces affecting individuali and
society today, and the desire to learn how to meet them
is what makes adult educati47 a movement or cause.

This means that (the AEg has a function to perform
for the advance of welfare of society as distinguished
from its responsibility to be a good membership organisa-
tion. . 143rhaps the AEA has another role--to increase
the functioning of the democratic society.

In sour cases it is difficult to determine whether it is a social

action movement or specific educational movement that is referred to.

This happens because one of the most common arguments used by the pro-

ponents of more and better adult education in our society is that adult

8"Adult Educationes Great Purpose," Adult leadership, June We.
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education will be helpful in needed social change. Frequently, therefore,

a conitsion occurs as to whether an interviewee sees the social change

aspect as the primary goal of the movement or only a justification for

the existent* of a movement. It is the belief of the authors that this

confusion is not only one of interpretation but also exists in the minds

of those interviewed. In either case, there appears to be a connection

in the minis of those we spoke to between the phrase "social movement"

and the idea of social action or social change.

This conmction is, of course, a common one and perhaps gets to the

essence of the idea of a specific social movement. As Blumer notes:

Social movements can be viewed as collective enterprises
to establish a new order of life. They have their inception
in a condition of unrest, and derive their motive power on
the one hand from dissatisfaction with the current form of
life, and on the other handl from wishes and hopes for a new
scheme or system of living.Y

The conmction was also made officially by the Social Philosophy Committee

of the AEA in its pronounc'ement that "Social action on behalf of reasoned

social change is the functional raison d 'etre of the adult education

movement.""

Analysis of the questionnaires filled out by AEA Is members also

indicates that this connection is frequently made by the rank and file

members. Those receiving the questionnaire were asked to express their

agreement or disagreement with the statement, "Social action on behalf

of social change is the basic reason for the existence of a modern adult

education movement." Fifty per cent agreed with this statement, 27 per

cent disagreed, and 23 per cent were uncertain or did not answer the

922. Cit., po 299.

20Cf. Orlie A. H. Pb11, "Social Fhilosophy at the Grass Roots--The
azt: of AEAls Committee on Social Philosophy," Adult Education,
yol. II, no. 49 APril 29529 pp. 124.127.
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question. Furthermore, those who agreed with this statement yere more

likely than those who disagreed to report that "assisting in a needed

social movement? was one of their personal satisfactions from the AEA,

amd that it was very important for the AEA to "promote adult education

as a social movenent." This is shown in Table 780 Thus it appears that

for maw members, although apparently not for all, the concpt of adult

education as a social movement does carry the connotation of social

action*

Table 780 Importance for AEA to Promote Adult Mucation
as a Social Movement, astd "Assisting in a Needed
Social Movement" as a Personal Satisfaction, by
Agreement with the Proposition That Social Action
Is the Basic Reason for an Adult Education Movement

Social action the
basic reason for
adult education

Agree strongly

Agree

Uncertain or no
answer

Disagree

Disagree strongly

, % get pertonal
% think promoting satisfaction from
social movement assisting in a
very important social movement

57%

)40%

a%

25%

22%

a%

30

26%

27%

214%

Bas.Loti

(228)

(766)

(is32)

(461)

(60)

Of course a social movement has to have a set of problems to solve.,

a set of conditions to correct* What these are for adult education as a

social action movemant is suggested by the following excerpts from the

interviews:
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Naw with the rapid change in society we need adult adz-
cation to prevent obsolescence. For example, in the world of
today such things and concepts as nationalism, provincialism,
the feeling that everyone who is not with us is an enemy,
these ideas are obsolete in the modern world.

I'm like a lot of people who feel we :re in an historical
period which can properly be called a period of crisis, . .
there is an accumulation of choices building up faster than
can be resolved. Because of this our consciences won't let us
stay sway from consciously influencing the choices of people.

. I believe that if we are to survive and to take the
leadership position in the world, we have to prepare not
just a few leaders but the whole world to understand what's
Implicated and what has to be done. . . People. have to
accept the interdependence of people and nations. They have
to learn that pigment in skin has nothing to do with values.

These and other comments can be summarized as pointing to the soc. al.

,problems of: 1) international crisis; 2) prejudice; 3) isolationism;

it) automation; and 5) other rapid social changes in today's world which

are reputed to result in making today's knowledge, skills, and ideas

obsolete, and which are also thought to lead to incomplete personality

development. Like all "social problems," they involve major value

judgements on the part of those seeing them as problems, aixt in the

present case these value judgements seem to derive not so much from

adult education itself as from the personal convictions of the adult

educators and from popular definitions of these situations in present

day America.-11 It is perhaps for this reason that these problems tend

to be both very general and ones with which few could argue. On the

other hand, their very non-controversial nature appears to make tbem
NIMMNMINNII111111111111.11111MMIIIIOMMINMIIII.M1 .ftworawnemmillINNININI111111101111111110

11John Walker Powell expresses a contrary view in Laarnin Comes ot &31
New York: Association Press, 1956 There he c ims z at sfthe

values by which the adult educator is guided aro direct and practical
Implications flowing from the postulates of his profession," P. 231.
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owe about which strong feelings are not easy to arouse*, They do not

appear to be the typical kinds of problems, mainly those which cause

unrest among large segments of the population, to which most social

movements address themselves.

Those who hold with the movement idea of adult education go on to

emphasise the importance or unique ability of adult education to solve

these problems.:12

There is the growing concept that lifelong learning
is an essential in a dynamic society. As a movement we are
commitUr to the idea that people can and must learn to
iNalfill obligations. Those in the movement believe this
and are working to see it come about.

Reformers have looked at the school, ani others have
thought of making a brave new world through infauencing
pre-school experiences. . . I donut think things can be
dole that way. I think ono way of doing this is through
the reeducation of the adults in the community. To

change children's schools, you need to change adults.
Adult education is the ispi element in change. This is
a reform interest, but it is a belief that reform not
geared to educational methods is pretty worthless.

I actually feel that adult education is at our
present stage in the world the most important area of
education. It has increasingly become a major concern
because of the increasing rate of change, and there are
no other ways to cope with the problems that are arising
from these changes. . , Nothing is more important than
this. The final optimum development of the individual
rests upon it, the salvation of the world rests Ran it.

imp alio SO S. S.

Adults are in the position of decision making, and
adult education gives both more responsibility for decision
making and increases the basis for decisions by broadening
the number who are included in making the decisions. With
the acceleration in changes which are coming, it is the
oat Lsz in which we can face change.

S. S. S. S. (VD

12Ths eMphasis has been added by the authors in each of the following
quotations*
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edault education as a social movement implies] the
idea t lifelong learnim is imperative to the welfare
of our society today.

To me adult education is not just the fourth level
of education. It is a way of approaching problems in an
organised wayto Isar!) what a situation is and what can
be done about it.

Some systematic evidence on the belief adult educators hold of the

effectivemss of adult education is found in the questionnairei. There

the AEA members were asked to inlicate in which of eleven areas they

felt adult education could make major contributions'. Table 79 not onV

shows that adult educators set a wide range of at least potential

efibctiveress for their field, but those who have more of a social

action orientation teni to see it as more effective in many of the

"social problem" areas.

Some turn to another aspect of social movements, 'afar 'sprit de

com and morale, to justify the applicability of this term to adult

*education. This is the argenent of the following:

What maiws it a movement is the sense of unity on the
part of many psopla.

. MI WO CZ) CA OD

(Adult education as a social movemeng is a coscon
commitment on the part of people to improve the character
r)riiu=o iety through adult education.

Thus adult education appears to resemble various other specific

social movements in several ways. It is orientsd to various social

problems, and its proponents are convinced of the potantial value of

their movement to the eventual solution of these problems. Rirthermore,

there is a self-conscious group with caza, de ams dedicated to these

ends. However, it also differs in interesting ways from most other social
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Table 79: The Nrcentage of AEA Members Seeing

Adult Education as Effective in Each of

Eleven Areas According to Their Agreement

That Social Action Is the Basic Beason

for the Adult Education Movement

Area

Obtaining better homes,
roads, and schools

Social action is the basic reason

NMI Uncertain Disagree Total

49% 38% 36 43%

Overcoming major personality

inadecpacies 49 39 38 44

Preventing crime 29 16 17 23

Reducing povertar 31 la 17 24

Easing International tensions 51 40 40 46

Reducing racial and religious

tensions 74 70 68 72

Training better citi.zens 92 88 91 91

Easing the adjustment to old

age and retirenent 86 82 87 85

Helping adults to enjoy
leisure more folly 88 03 92 88

Increasing vocatiunal skills 73 74 79 75

Developing religious con-

victions 29 19 23 20

Ease of % OW3) (448) (539) (2000)
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movements* First, adult education does not so much provide a solution

to the problems as propose a method of working toward their solution,

the method consisting of informing the public, arousing their ccucern

about the problems, and then working through the standard democratle

machinery of government, where necessary, to solve them013 Because of

this method of operation addlt education is not seen as using one of the

most standard and identifying techniques of most social movements, agi-

tation* (Perhaps the very generality of the social problems montioned

and their wide recognition makes agitation unnecessary0) In ftct, it is

because of this agitation and promotion element of most social movements

that some people who hold the above views concerning the social goale of

adult education prefer to avoid the use of the term flsocial movement" in

regard to addlt education*

If bYridult education as a social movemenff you mean
taking a clam and trying to win adherents to a by methods
of promotion, etc*, which are counter to the methods of edu-
cation, I'm not for it*

A second way in which adult edhcation differs from most social move-

ments lies in the fact that it actually calls for very little change in

the organization of society. An assumption of the adhlt education move-

ment is that there will be no major change in the democratic form of gov6.

ernment now in effect, and there is no change called for in the basic

economic, kinship, religious, or other major institutions in society*

Rather, the activities of adult education as a movement would seen to be

directed more toward making people live up to the obligations they already

%we in these areas: to be a "better" citizen, parent, business nan, em-

ployee, or union man, although it is recognized that there may-be some

13
Mose who hold that the changing of particular uattitudes" and values

of those educated is a duty of adult education would constitute an eics

caption to this statement*
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dislocation in these roles which will need adjustment because of various

social trends in the society. More generally, adult education seems more

directed toward changing individuals than toward social change in the

sense of changing or reforming society.

Finally, some doubt may be thrown on the claim that adult education

is a social movement by denying that, in fact, it is resulting in much

action or much movement toward the goals it has set itself. Perhaps it

is too early-to expect much as the result of this movement, but the prime

requisite of any social movement, namely, action to reach its goals, dces

not appear to be much in evidence.

Criticisms of the Social Action Moment View. Many of those interviewed

took exception: often vehement exception, to the idea that adult educa

tion could be characterized as a social movement in the above sense, and

these people about equalled in nuMber those who saw adult education as a

movement, Some disliked the idea merely because they mistakenly felt that

movements were aluzys temporary things, while they wanted it to be "a

lasting, deep, and important part of society; a formal pert, not just a

movement of the day," Others felt that while adult education did have

implications for social change, social action should not be assigned so

high a priority among adult education's gcels, at least publicly. This

view is found in the following comments.

I like to think of adult education as an educational

movement. If you talk to people in terms of what they want

to do, you interest them, but you frighten thn off by say

ing this is a big social movement, People are likely to

think of a social movement as welfare.

Adult education, period, Delete "social movement."

Adult education itself will bring more social change. 0

To treat it as having social change as an overt aim is

psychologically unTise. Give the people facts, teach.

Change will come,
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It scares people go call adult education a social move-

meng because they do not know what is meant though they may

be for specific changes. The Extension Service has never said

it vas for social change, but look at the changes it has helped

to bring about.

Others took even stronger exception to the social action or social

change idea:

There is an argument in education in general between

those who see teachers as leaders of the future and those

who see them as bearers of culture. I don't see myself as

a person to tell the world how to better itself. Hence I

don't like the term.

Some AHA people seem to use this phrase to indicate that

adult education should produce social change and the social

change they want. This is foolish and dangerous.

Of particular interest are those who suggest that the phrase "adult

education as a social movement" is now pasag0 That several people took

this position suggests that the view of adult education as a social

movement is one which was held more straggly in the past than at present,

and this contributes doubts to the Idea that adult education is a viable

social movement today*

We used to think of adult education in those terms, but

no more. I don't see adult educators as out to solve the

world's problems anymore* I see fidult educatiog as a pro-

vision of services and skills* It was almost a religious

movement*

That's over with noe. There was a somewhat messianic
feeling about the salvation of democracy, but it's too genp.
eralized an idea now. It doesn't arouse opposition* You
can't have:a movement unless you're against unhdly forces*

People fight these forces through other organizations*

For example, I am a member of the Civil Liberties Unica, so

I fought Maarthyism through that organization*
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Some very limited systematic evidence from the questi Inaires tends

to support this view. While there are slight variations within decade

age groups, 52 per cent of the members 40 years old or more agree that

social action on behalf of social change is the basic reason for an

adult education movembilt, but only 47 per cent of those 30 to 39 and 42

per cent of those under 30 agree. Thus the social action view appears

to be less common among the younger members, and this suggests, although

it certainly does not prove, that support for this view may be declining*

Two interviewees who apparently had done some extensive thinking

about the claim that adult education is a social action mcmement were

able to offer hypotheses as to why some people supported this idea:

A lot of people who are unhappy about being social

actionists any more think §ault educatiag is wtere they

can carry on their action. A lot of us during the depression

years were organizing labor. We have gotten old and think we

can 'glow improve thinge7 through adult education. It isn't a

social movement; they Flon't do anything controversial. "Put

some people think that by a sound liberal education we may

do more than by getting votes for some spcial movement.

/ don't think fdult education as a social movemang

is a good phrase. t maybe a good phrase for those who

have no defined social philosophy and therefore feel that

by dealing with personality and building participation for

participation's sake and want improvement for improvement's

sake. But %ten you have a special goal and special philoso-

phy, then adult education is one of the methods of attainment

of the goal.

Various other interviewees agreed that while adult education was

not in itself a movement, those involved in it used it in other social

movements. In fact, prominent among those interviewees who felt most

vehemently that adult education RAS not a social movement were those

'to were active in strong and recognized social movanents. Thus a
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member active in labor activities notes:

I don't see Lidult education as a social movemeng,
It involves the people--the people in AEA are also in social

movements, but I don't see AEA's mission as a social movement°

And a formerly-active member of cooperatives and credit unions states:

Adult education is not a movement, I consider a move-

ment an organized structure where people know 'here they

fit, a structure with goals and objectives and movement

toward them, It is a broadly-based thing, I think in terms

of the cooperative movement and the credit union movement,

They have goals they are not afraid to get up and defend,

That a substantial number of leaders of adult education and the

AEA doubt that adult education constitutes a social action movement

probably constitutes the most potent argument that it is not, for a

group that does not see itself as a social movement is probably not

likely to gain adherents and achieve its ends b;* making outsiders join

it and see it that way,

The "Actionist" Position end Relations to the AEA, Whatever the feasi-

bility and wisdom of making social action an explicit and high priority

goal for adult education, those who take this actionist approach appar-

ently have thereby additional reasons for supporting the AEA and seeing

it as a useful and valuable organtzation, For them membership in the

AEA may be valuable not only for keeping up with the field, learning new

techniques, and meeting others in the same work, but it may also be seen

as a means of working with others to obtain various personally supported

social goals, It maybe for this reason that the members who agree that

social action is the basic reason for an adult education movement are

found more commonly than others: 1) to agree that the best hope for

the development of the field of adult education lies in the growth of a
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strong, centrally directed national organization, 2) to feel that it

would make a great deal of difference if there were no national organi-

zation such as the AEA, and 3) claim to be interested in the AEA as an

organization0/4

ImuaLkam of the Movement Idea For the AEA, From the foregoing dis-

cussion it should be clear that the term "social movement" covers at

least three separate Ideas, i.e., that adult education is a general edu-

cational movement, that it is a specific educational movement, and tbat

it is a social action movement. Because of these variations in meaning,

the questionnaire responses indicating support for promotion of adult

education as some unspecified kind of social movement should be inter,-

preted with caution, for they mayhide important differences among the

members in what they felt they were supporting0
15

Furthermore, it would

seem advisable to keep these various connotations of the terms separate

in future discussions of adult education as a movement.

To the extent that adult education is seen only as a general educa-

tional movement, there would seem to be little that this definition of

the situation calls for on the part of the AEA. This belief suggests no

specific program of structure for the AEA, although it may-alert the AEA

to the idea that adult education is on the increase for a variety of rea-

sons and these might deserve careful study.,,..r. .....Ousr +.11141

Cf. Table 13 in Appendix C for the tabulations on which these conclu-

sions are based.

15
Support for promoting adult, education as a social movement may also

have been artificially inflated by the absence of any item in the ques-

tionnaire suggesting that the AEA do a better job of more generally

promoting adult education and the principle of lifelom learning.

Thus respondents who wished to emphasize this task for the AEA may

have checked "promoting adult education as a social movement" as the

nearest goal even though they-did not agree with all the implications

of this phrase°
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If the AEA is seen as the organizational expression of a specific

educational movement to establish adult education more fully as part of

our society, more specific activities and organizational arrangements

are implied. If the goal of bringing about such changes in the education

syytem is given high priority (perhaps at the expense of services to in-

dividual members) it would seem to suggest attempts to inform the public

of the value of adult education and closer relations with other adult

education organizations for joint action, To pursue such a goal the AEA

would not seem to require a large or broadly based membership, but it

would need members who were willing to contribute financially to support

such activities rather than members who expected many specific and per-

sonal services for their dues,

To shape the AEA into a social action movement would also seem to

require certain specific organizational activities and arrangements, al-

though what these would be is difficult to determine because of the vague-

ness of the idea. Once again close cooperation with various other adult

education organizations would be called for, but in this instance the

more actionist, rather than the more professional, of these organizations

would seem to be those needed for cooperation. With such goals, the mem-

bership probably would have to be narrowed sufficiently so that agreement

could be reached on specific action goals to pursue and at the same time

broadened to accept more volunteer and unpaid people in the field, A

more fully integrated and centrally directed complex of national, state:

and local organizations would probably also be required to mobilize sup-

port for the various action programs, as well as cooperation with like-

minded agencies.

It should be noted that the present structure and composition of



the AEA is not well suited for this purpose. The membership appears to

be composed largely of paid adult educators whose interest in the AEA

derives primarily, if not exclusively, from the publications of the or-

ganization and the opportunity to meet with other adult educators to dis-

cuss specific problems. Relations with other adult education organiza-

tions do not seem to be strong enough to form the basis of concerted so-

cial action, and the great diversity of the organizations which do have

ties to the AEA through the CNO would seem likely to limit agreement on

particular social goals, except such as are so abstract as to deny the

possibility of action.

This does not imply, however, that the membership is generally unin-

terested in these goals or that they want the AEA to do nothing along

these lines, although it will be seen in Chapter XIII that in comparison

with other possible activities these obtain a rather low priority. Nor

does it imply that within the AEA no groups exist who are seriously dedi-

cated either to the social action movement view or to the specific educa-

tion mo/ement views. Such groups do exist and their concern in these

areas probably helps increase their interest in the AEA as an organiza-

tion which could exert more efforts in these directions. If the AEA can-

not pursue these goals as fully as they would like, such individuals un-

doubtedly present the AEA with a serious problem. Specific denial of

these goals might well alienate such individuals from the AEA. The vague-

ness and generality of the AEA's present goals, although raising various

other problems for the organization, may have had some value in at least

not expressly raling out the more specific and varied goals which some

members may have thought it was pursuing. Thus to the extent that a

clarification of the goals is necessary, with the implication that some

individuals will find the AEA not standing for what they thought it stood
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for, some other arrangements maybe necessary to deal with possibly, ali-

enated segments,

Here those supporting the idea of a specific educational movement

yyuld not seem to raise much of a problem. In the past the AEA has at

least in principle held the goals of promoting adult education generally

and establishing it as part of our society and undoubtedly ARA will =time

to do so in the future. Although total mobilization of the organization

for this goal may not be possible, some efforts along these lines, such

as limited lobbying activities and occasional press releases, would not

be difficult to continue. Thus at least something may be done along these

lines which may satisfy those who hold this interest,

A greater problem arises for those who support the social action

movement idea. If the conversion of the AEA into a more actionist organ-

ization seems unrealistic, as it does to the authors, it can at least be

pointed out that improving adult education and helping to make it more

common in America may have action implications in the long run. Further-

more, for those who wish to see a more actionist approach at present, a

special section might be created where such individuals could meet, ex-

change experiences, and consider in more detail the means by which adult

education may be brought into activities for social change,
16

Thus the

problem might be solved by providing an organizational position for people

with a more actionist outlook while not attempting to Impose this view on

the total organization and membership,

16

amMo. iee.ftg,WWWOMOOMmaimr..AaymaME

Because many of those holding an actionist position appear especially

interested in communityr development, an area of adult education which

is itself oriented to action, the creation of a special section may not

be necessary if the community development section is able to provide

enough interest for those with social action interests,
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Chapter XI

THE AEA AND PROBLEMS OF PROFESSIONALIZATION*1

In the previous chapter it was noted that there appeared to be a

considerable amount of controversy as to nbether adult education should

be considered a social movement, and it was suggested that this question

had implications for the organization and activities of the AEA. This

chapter takes up a similar and related problem: Should adult educatian

be conceived of as a profession or an emerging profession? Here again

it is likely that the answer may have implications for the program and

structure of the AEA.

What Is a Profession?

The Crite4 of a Profession. Sociologically speaking, a profession is-

an occupation which requires a.large body of technical, scientific, and

theoretical knowledge for its performance, and which maintains the ideal,

wideky subscribed to both by the meMbers of that occupation and the pUblic,

that the professionals should utilize this knowledge for the general good

of their clients and the public, rather than for gersonal gain. Of course

this last requirement does not imply that professionals as persons are

uninterested in supporting themselves, but rather that they have a duty

to perform their profession apart from interests in monetary gain.

These two broad characteristics of a profession imply additional.

attributes. The extensive knowledge the professionals are suppose& to

4this chapter was written byWilliam L. Nicholls II.

2The authors are indebted to Wiry Jean HuntingtonCornish of the Bureau

of Applied Social Research for Many helpful suggestions in the develop-

ment of this chapter.
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have means a long and intensive formal preparation, and in our, society

this implies specialized training in a school or university. A3.so

required is a professional society to set standards for this training

and to enforce the professional ethics. In addition, since members of

a profession possess a unique body of knowledge, they are less subject

to direct and continuous eiternal supervision of their occupational

activities than persons in other occupations, and generally, this lack

of supemision is seen as a right and privilege of the professional.2

Degrees of Professionalization. There is no hard and fast line today

between those occupations which are professions and those which are not,

and consequently one speaks of degrees of professionalization. The

closer an occupation comes to meeting the above requirements, the more

professionalized it is. Few would doubt today that physicians, lawyers,

and clergymen are professionals in the full sense of the term. Dentists,

architects and scientists have achieved this status more recently but

their claims to professional status seem established* Certain other

groups, such as librarians, social workers, clinical psychologists,

accountants, and nurses, are not yet fully accepted as professionals.,by

the,public, although each may be considered rather highly professionalize&

41.1.NOMIN=.10.11.11.1111111.1Mr

2These criteria of a professior are drama largely from W. J. Goode, R. K.

Merton, and M. J. Huntington Cornish, Professions in American Societv
Casebookand Sociologidai Araly: is, 'forthcoming. -At the AEAls-Tgr
Conference in St, Louis, Howard McClusky, speaking on "Is Adult Edu-

cation a Profession?" suggested four. criteria. Two of these, a well
defined body of knowledge and standards by which to judge performando,

overlap those above. Two others he mentioned, a' large number of
ckarly defined positions recognized by the cccupant and his public,
and a large number of career opportunities, may also be added, although

they seem more applicable to 'the establishment Of a craft or occupation,
which must occur prior to professionalization, rather than to the
establishment of a profession itse3t0 Howard S. Becker, whose views

are reported in "Some Problems of Professionalization" in Adult Edu-

cation, vol.. IV,. no, 2, Winter 1956, pp. 1.014.05, contributed further
Mra ideas at this. same meeting.
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Certain other groups, such as bankers, real estate brokers, insurance

agents and policemen, may on occasion make claims to professional status,

but in genaral the public does not recognize these claims.

The Professional Status of Adult Education

Abstract Knowledge. According to the above definition, it would appear

that adult education is not very far along the road to professional

status. EVen some of those who describe themselves as fully committed

to adult education as an occupation doubt that there is today a sub-

stantial body of specialized technical and abstract knowledge about the

education of adults. Thus one member of the Executive Committee notes:

One of the principal problems to-f working in the field
of adult educatioY is in not having any area of authorit7.
Every academic discipline has its own area of authority
wheze it is the final word. But this is not true of adult
education, except now where there are some departments of
adult education.

Another former Executive Committee member, in describing the tem

"professional adult educator," notes:

This.wevld be a person who had attained certain skills,
abilities, and knowledge in the profession of adult educe-
tion that would qualify him to function effectively in
heiping adu to learn. But we don't have a profession
yet. If yosi .anted a mold, it would be that the profes-
sional. adult educator would be one who passed a formal
curriculum in a university, but we don't know what this
curriculum should be.

Finally, a third interviewee states this point of view quite clearly

wten he notes:

The concept of tte profession la adult educatiog
needs definition. It should require the kind of educa-
tional training provided through a university. The term
has been borrowed haphazardly in an attempt to effect
status before the fact. We need a body of knowledge to
become professional. We are not now providing this. We

therefore have no professional adult educators.
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Of course there are many, and probab3y the majority, who feel that

at least a Wall con of general and abstract knowledge now exists,

specifically pertaining to adult learning ani education° The fact that

some of our major universities have departments of adult education or

offer courses or degrees in this field attests to the willingness of

the mon established disciplines anti professions to admit that there is

some body of knowledge specific to this field which deserves a place in

the university.

Few, however, will argue that the core of knowledge concerning adult

education is sizable; and what is more important, there are many adult

educators, even among the leaders of the field, who hold that university

training is really irrelevant ani is actually no better than and perhaps

less valuable than in-service training or experience. So long as such

"apprenticeship" training is seen as sufficient, ore of the basic pre-

conditions of having a profession of adult education is, of course, not

Ethical Considerations. On the ethical side, however, adult education

would seem to measure up more fully,' It would be difficult to find an

adult educator who would deny that adult educators were motivated by a

desire to help the clients of the field and to work for the good of the

general public. However, this is the claim of alnost every occupational

group that aspires to professional status, and the more crucial test

lies in the public acceptance of this claim. In some areas of adult

educational activities, thie is probebly not too hard to come bye Adult

education divisions in traditional education and welfare institutions,

such as public schools, colleges and universities, libraries, health and

wifely agencies, etc., undoubtedly can and do utilize the publicly
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accepted service orientation claim of their inst,itutiona to cover their

am activities. Some adult educators in profit-making organizations,

unUns, and various pressure group organizations such as the National

Association of Manufacturers, the Anti-Defamanon League, the American

Civil Liberties Union, or the National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People, may appear indistinguishdble to the untrained eye

fres public relations experts, business executives or propagandists,

despite their titles of "educational director" or their utilization

of educational methods.

Professional Code. It is true, of course, that the doctor may (and

sometimes must) treat and the lawyer defend any person whose problems

warrant professional help. Furthermore, the company doctor or the

company lawyer maybe employed by any of a wide range of organizations

idtAamt endangering either his own professional status or that of his

profession. However, this is possible in part because each has a pro-

fessional associationwhich has developed a code of ethics to define

eduebmay and may not be done by the professional in these more delicate

situationa, and under what conditions various persons and organizations

say be given assistance. It is this code and its enforcement which help

to preserve the professional status of the occupation, Wherever the pro-

fessional is employed.
3

3It is net hard to imagine the beginnings of such a code that would cover

educators outside as well as inside educational institutions. For
example, the professional educator would be enjoined not to limit the

knowledge he paases on only to the side of the argument favored by his

employer. Nor would he be allowed to distort, suppress, or manufacture

factual information. Although such a code would be difficult to enforce,

as all such codes are, public knaeledge of such a code could be a power-

ful influence for the establishment of a claim to professional status.
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The complete lack of such a professional code in adult education,

awl the absence of a professional organization which could enforce such

a code, as well as set standards in training and certify adult education

practitiomrs, once again shows haw far adult education is from full

professional statuso At best on3y a rudimentary beginning can be found

today in AEAls Professional Development Policies Committee, which has

the following task:

Assembles current information about the status of
professional education, literature, and standards, and
needs of the adult education field and informs the member-
ship on these matters; provides for continuing review,
evaluation, and development of standards within the pro-
fession so that they may be improved and strengthened;
fonaulates recommendations on policies and actions cork-a
cerning professional development for the consideration
of the Executive Committee and DelegaU Assembly; takes
special responsibility for the developarnt of inter-
communication and program activities for the professional
membership of the AEA.14

The broad range of subjects which this relatively inactive committee

has been given, and the tentativeness and exploratory nature of the pro-

feseionalizing tasks set, indicate once again how far adult education

has to go to reach professional status') On the other hand, the professori

of adult education have become a Commission of the AEA, which has been

meeting annual3y for several days since 19570 It is working effectively

at problems of the content of and training for adult education, and in

other ways is furthering the development of professional standards and

attitades. The transcript of the annual Conferences is published,' The

effort, supported by a Kellogg Foundation grant, is scheduled to continue

through 1961')

liThie quotation is taken from the 0.2:gmi.. Hand Nitts--Hand Ec_LkAm, on
Committees, Commissions, and Sections, as revised November ir,"-19-57:
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Sumer/. The above analysis thus leads to these conclusions: 1) Adult

education is not a profession in the full sense of the word; 2) the

major block to professional status appears to be the absence of a sub-

stantial body of techniques and abstract knowledge pertaining to adult

education; 3) however, other obstacles exist, such as the problem of

gaining public recognition, the establishing of a professional society,

the development of a code of ethics, the establishment of a standard of

training, and the building of mechanisms to certify adult educators and

to enforce the standards and ethics set; h.) nevertheless, adult education

shows some signs of professionalization, such as the existence of at

least a national society with a comittee on Professioral Developr.ent,

and the establishment of departments of adult education in some lBading

universities.

That adult education is not more professionalized is hardly sur-

prising to those who have any acquaintance with the history of either

adult education or the more established professions. Adult education

is a relatively new area of interest, and attempts to develop abstract

and generalized knowledge in the area are even newer. Considering the

limited time in which formal university training has been available in

the field, it is understandable that few persons in this large and growing

field have received degrees in adult education, and that formal standards

of training have not been set up. While the history of adult education

is written in years, the develoixnent of a profession is typically the
,

work of decades and even centuries, as evidenced by the struggles of

nurses, social workers, librarians, surgeons, and accountants to achieve

professional status, not ail yet successful. Similarly, adult education

can not expect professional status, in the full sense of the term, for
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some decades to come, and it is of course obvious that a premature and

arbitrary establishment of a professional organization, code of ethics,

and standards of training will not necessarily hasten the process.

Should Adult Education Become a Profession?

For many adult educators the question is not "When will adult edu-

cation become a profession?" but "Should adult education become a pro.

fession?" Apparently there are at least some meMbers of the AEA who

would answer this last question affirmatively, =I who feel that the

AEA shoal play a role in assisting the further professionalization of

adult education. Approximate1y a third of the interviewees reported

that such activities were or should be part of the program of the AEA,

and a smaller number held that the AEA had already accomplished some-s

thing along these lines. Among those responding to the questionnaire

50 per cent replied that it was very important for the AEA to "advance

adult education as a profession," 33 per cent indicated that they felt

this goal was somewhat important. Only 10 per cent felt it was unimpor-

tan0 Support for AEA's assistance in professionalization is therefore

apparently greater than for its promotIon of adult education as a social

movement. Furthermore, 29 per cant of the members reported that one of

their personal satisfactions from membership lay in "the opportunity to

contribute to the advancement of a profession of adult educations"

Some Objections. Support for the professionalization of adult education.,

however, is not unanimousc Some of the leaders interviewed questioned

5Becaus3 the interviewees' opinions were obtained from "free ansmee or
open-ended questions and the questionnaire respondents' views were
ascertained by structured or check ansger questions, differences in the
support of these two groups for professionalization may be more the
result of the kinds of questions asked than of real differences between

them. libreover, 7 per cent of the respondents did not answer this

question.
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the value of attempting to achieve professional status and raised the

problem as to whether an emphasis on building a profession might not

serious37 hinder adult education in realizing its more important goals.

Such questions are typically asked at the early stages of professionali-

zation but this, of course, does not detract from the seriousness of the

problems raised. For example, we find the following opinion expressed:

Here you have a confusion of person and role. Are you

defining "adult educator" as one dimension of a role which

may have many different dimensions or as a person who is
full-time in adult education? If you are trying to "profes-
sionalize" the dimension of the role by showing that it calls
for knowledge, definitions, etc., tbat I'm all for.
But to develop a cadre of people who do nothing else but
adult education, this is giving up the whole problem.

Some adult educators, and especially those with the longest service

in the field, see movements tosard professionalization as limited to =1

motivated by self-centered status seeking. For example:

I don't go much for titles. I never liked to be called
an expert in adult education. There is a strong push now

not to call anyore an adult educator who has not had the re-
quired courses. I don't believe in things like this. I
never paid the money to join Phi Beta Kappa and I never wore
the key. My friends in social work tell me, "You care too
much for people. You have to think more about yourself and
the profession." I feel the same idea is coming into adult
education now. There is a concern with the profession and
not with the people who need help.

I wouldn't be aligned with the group moving for pro-
fessionalization. I wouldn't care to see all effort going
towaiti standardizations in content or organization or in
the setting up of fees. This would make gdult educatiog
unrelated to life. It is not impoirtant to get us status.
That's not important to me. I don't like that kind of life.

For others, a desire for professi onalization is seen as an inevitable

but minor aspect of adult education, which should be satisfied to get it

out of the way. Thus one interviewee notes:
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We have been joking about those who want a professional
society of adult educators so that the professionals could

be called Fellows of Adult Education. Then we would call

them the F. A. E. awl the rest of us could go our own way.

Additional objections come from some members who do not oppose the

goal of professionalization in the abstract, but who feel that it is far

too early to make serious attempts at professionalization.

We don't have a profession as medicine does, and I am
skeptical about the advantages of carrying it all the yaw
into a profession because of the exclusiveness. We may have

one some day, but I would be concerned if we began to staff
all our positions with students, because they had taken

courses called "adult education." I am for professionalize-
tion, but we must be thoughtful about what should go into it.

One Profession or NW Objections to the professionalization of adult

education also may be raised in terms of trying to put all of adult edu-

oatira within the saw profession, or at least the same professional

society. The teaching of children and young adults is clearly divided

into at least the two professional groups of college teachers atxt public

school teachers. Similarly, it is not difficult to imagine multiple pro-

fessions within adult education, composed of public school teachers,

collage professors, education directors of voluntary organizations,

training directors in industry, etc. With such an arrangement NAPSAE

would serve, for example, as the professional organization for public

school teachers, a separate professional society might exist for the

professors, and the AEA would be a more general organization for all

adult educators, but it would not itself attempt to oat up standards

or enforce a cnde for all these diverse groups. The American Association

for the Advancement of Science plays such a general role in its field,

ani the National Conference on Social Welfare has a similar position.
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One might also consider the professionalization of adult education

as completely ummecessary (especially if it is assumed that there is no

body of knowledge general to all adult educators) and view instead those

doing adult education as groups of various professionals, such as librarians,

professors, public school teachers, etc., whose professional status and

problems derive from their institutional bases.

The Advantages of Professional Status. Considering these objections to

the professionalization of adult educatior. at least as a current goal,

it may bewell to consider both the alleged advantages which may result

when an occupation, or occupational specialty, achieves professional

status, and the possible disadvantages which professional status, or the

striving for it, nay entail.

Some of the advantages have already been indicated. When a group

of practitioners are regarded by the public and other occupational groups

as holding specialized technical knowledge and as applyitg this knowledge

ethically, the group is usually granted the prestige accorded professions

generally. This has advantages both for the individual practitioners and

the occupation as a group* Such prestige nakes easier the acquisition of

funds for research; it gives more weight to the pronouncements of the

members of the occupation in areas considered within the competence of

the wofession; and the 'vestige reward of the individual practitioners

helps attract more able recruits to the field. Professions typically set

their own standards of training and certification, and this means not on3,7

that they can raise their standards in a boot-strap operation, but that

external groups, such as the government, which are not as familiarwM

the requirements of the occupation, are kept from interfering. In

addition, by holdira a monopo.qty of certified persons in the occupation,
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they can enforce their code of ethics both vis-a-vis those certified and

vis-a-vis their employers or clients. Thus, for example, in adult educe-.

tion an employer who might wish to utilize his educational director as a

propagandist would face the choice of either having a program which was

edhcational rather than propaganda or not having a certified adUlt adu-

cator to conduct the programa

Disadvantages and Problems of Professionalization. 7he building of a.

profession of adult education may also be seen as incurring certain dif-

ficulties. The creation of highly visible and important prestige differ-

ences within the field may be seen ao running at crossvpurposes to the

aim of creating a broad group of dedicated equals striving together to

adVance adult education as a ',cause', or a cocial action movement. There

is danger that in the process of making sharp distinctions between the

professional and non-professional in the field, many persons who could

make valuable contributions may be excluded and thereby alienated. And

there is the possitdlity that a staniardization of training prior to the

existence of a substantial body of %nowledge may tend to stultify and

ritualize the limited knowledge, rathn, than encourage the exploration

of new knowledge.

Howard S. Becker, who views adult education as an occupation begin-

ning to move toward professional stctus, notes some adettional problems

which typically arise in the early stages of professionalization.
6

Be-

cause most new professions initially draw their members from other fields,

as is typically the case in adult education, they tend to create marginal

menthat is, the members of tho developing profession find their new

interest separates them both organtzationally and psychologically from

6
ag0 a:to
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their old groups but they do not yet have a clearly defined place and

area of competence of their own07 In sudh a situation they are

to be seen as different, and perhaps inferior, among their colleagues°

Such a situation brings with it numerous problems°

Another problem which looms especially large in the early stages is

that of determining who is a member of the new profession. Training is

often used as a criterion, but because the founders typically come from

other fields they lack the specific training in the new profession° Al-

though frequently it is just such founders who are the first to call for

professionalizatim, their presence creates a problem° While they obvi-

ously cannot be excluded from the profession, their inclusion provides a

basis for others to insist that trainineis not necessary, and this makes

difficult the establishment and enforciag of professional standards°

The "Professional" Adult Educator

The problem of determining criteria for acceptance to the profession

is one which appears to exist alread7 in adult education, at least in

incipient form. Although the question is rarely posed formally, it does

appear to lie at the heart of the frequent informal discussions of the

meaning of the phrase, "professional adult educator*" hrthermore, the

strength of the feelings which such discussions often evoke is testimony

both to the salience of the problem for adult edhcators and to the poten-

tially divisivy consequences of attempting to establish, even informally,

some criteria for acceptance°

When the interviewees were asked to define in their otal words the

phrase, "professional adult educator," a few dismissed it as a completely

7
Many of these same points are raised by Burton R. Clark, 22,0 eito, in

his analysis of the marginality of adult education°
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meaningless phraae or one referring to a type of adult education which

does not infect exist.
8

For tha majority, however, the term implied

little more than an adult educator who earned his living in adult educa-

tion. km restricted it further to mean only those who worked fhlimitime

in the field. Here, of course, some obvious semantic difficulties arise.

Cho commonly speaks of professional football players, professional car-

penters, and professional thieves to distinguish these people who earn

their income and spend their time at these pursuits fran the amateur

football players, carpenters, and thieves who may engage in these activi-

ties in a port-time or unpaid way. This does not imply, however, that

economically successful football players, carpenters, or thieves are pro-

fessionals in the same sense that doctors, lawyers, or teachers are.

*re interesting definitions of the "professional" adult educator

arise when training is either specifically included or excluded a

criterion* Thus we find the following comments:

This fprofessionall7 is a term you should use. It

should be applied to those wbo are trained in the field,

I mean these with a degree from a graduate department

The fact is that there is a body of knowledge for

the teaching of adults that is different from the techniques

used for teaching children. This has to be emphasised.

GO 1111 INID WO OM

To me this term identifies the fact tbat we have people

who are trained to give professional direction to a program.

Ely professional people I mean those who have had training La

a graduate program in adult education, or they may have some-

thing in lieu of this.

This is the person who has had training in techniques

and philosophy from a university, basically, but I wouldn't

want to exclude those people with experience and in-service

training. I know many people in the field who have had no

formal training in the field who do good work.

8
This question was one of those Which were systematically omitted when-

ever the other time commitments of the interviewees restricted the

length of the interview. Consequently only 52 of the 80 interriewees

were asked for a definition.
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This is the trained and/or practiced person engaged in
training or working in the broad field of adult learning and

growth. The training can be either in-service training or
academic training. For the great range of service, the aca-
demic training isn't sufficient.

To me professionalism is high standards in thinking and
the ability to relate to others. It means top grade A per.
fonaance. It hasn't anything to do with whether a person Ilea

a Ph.D. or not.

Not only those taught by !Joule, Verner, or KcClusky

Lihree professors of adult education7 are professional edu-
cators. That's a lot of hooey.

These comments indicate the range of training that vartous educators

mention, and they also suggest the ambivalence many feel with regard to

the problem. By rough counting it is found that among those who mention

trainim at all, about as many say it is not a criterion of being a

"professional" adult educator as say that it is, and only a handful re-

strict this term in its current usage to those who hold graduate degrees

in adult educatione This appears to be another indicaticn of the early

stage of professiorialization of the field.

Among those who rule out training of one sort 03' anotter as the dis-

tinguishing nark of a "professional" adult educator, hcwever, some remark

that they wish this were a ariterion of definition, and some take the de-

velopmental approach that this is increasingly becoming the mark of the

professional. These sentiments are found in the follosing comments:

What we call professional workers now are those who are
being paid ta work in adult education programs regardless of
their previous training. What I would like to think of as a
professional is one who has had some forral training in educa-0

tion, the liberal arts, and ottar fields, preferably at the
graduate level.

When I say "professional adult educator" I'm thinking
of the pe7son who makes his living at adult education,
broadly speaking; but increasingly we ought to be doing a
better jcb in training. We are gradually coming to see the
prefessicnal adult educator as one who had professional
traininrs in education and especially in adult education.
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Lis professional adult educatoe is an employed person;
if young, formally trained; if older, with experience.

Ls might be anticipated, this emphasis on training on the part of some

leaders in the field does not nit well with those who feel a close iden-

tification with the field but who do not have the training they speak

of. Comments such as the following generally were spoken with a good

deal of rooentaant.

Tess LEhe title of adult educator9 does apply to me both
because of my position and because of the way I feel about
adult education. Pm a professional adult educator, too,
although Lome people in the colleges would give me an amp-
went on this:

I would asstsse that (professional adult educatoil means
one specifically trained not only as an educator, but as an
educator of adults. I know what this is because I'm not one.

Wien people call me a veteran fin adult education7 I
have the feeling that it means I'm not a professional, I
haven't had the right courses. I don't feel that these
syMbols are important.

Although earning one's living in adult education and training of

one Bort -4ixtivre tIR most frequently mentioned criteria of being

a professional adult eio.cat.x.., Alier criteria were also mentioned, such

as the type of position held. in aduit elucaticn (especiallf administra-d

tinn or teaching),. dedication or commitment to the field, and the t;rpe

of program operated (especially formal programs). Such criteria are

interesting in their attempt to find a substitute for training as the

distinguishing characteristic of a professional.

Some may consider the foregoing discussion only a senantic problem.

However, arguments about what is a professional adult educator are
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currently going on in the field, and beneath the emotionalism the term

mey arouse lie some very real problems, such as: Should adult education

become a profession? Does it hart the field to make such distinctions

among the various peopae involved in it? and, Ltes formal training in

adult education increase a worker's competence in the field?

Professionalization and the AEA

Having isolated some of the problems involved in the professionali-

zation of adult education, the authors are not in a position to offer

solutions. The decision as to whether adult education should strive for

increased professional status; and whether the AEA should play a role in

such an attempt, must be determined by those involved and with due con-

sideration for the consequences for the field. In thinking about this

problem, however, the following points ivy be taken into account,

First, it may be noted that since the great majority of the members

of the AEA are paid adult educators, it seems more realistic to think of

the AEA as pursuillg professional gcele rather than attempting to become

a social action movement. However: because a relatively small proportion

of the members hold full-time positions in the field and because many me&-

bers appear interested in the ASA primarily as a source of publications

and interpersonal contacts with other adult educators, the membership

does not seem to be one ideally suited for the development of the AEA

into a professional soclety. Nevertheless, if the field of adult educa-

tion continues to grow and if pressures for professionalization increasei

a professional society may possibly grow within the AEA, In other fields,

at least, professional societies have tended to develop out of broader

organizations, and the prelem of trying to reconcile professional goals

with broader goals has been settled b5, the development of separate

organizations.
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Second, it would seenitbat =attempt to move simultaneously toward

the establishment of a professiou of adult education and the building of

a social action movement of adult education would be unwise. While the

former goal would impl y. a membership composed primarily of full-time paid

adult educators, the drawing of important status distinctions 'within the

field and an emphasis on conservatism or neutrality in stands on lublic

issues, attempts to build a social action movement would imply a broadly

based membership, the playing down of status distinctions to achieve co-

hesion, and a willingness to take more decisive and forthright stands in

controversial situations. Needless to say, however, professional goals

do not conflict significantlymith an emphasis on adult education as a

specific educational movement. Nor does the foregoing imply that sub-

groups(with differing conceptions of what adult education is or shou1d

be) mey not co-exist within the AEA. It dues mean, however, that it

would be difficult, if not impossible, to attempt to mobilize the entire

AEA for both goals simultaneously.

Third, if the authors are correct in their assessment the current

professional status of adult education, the most valuable steps toward

increased professionalization at the present time would seem to lie not

with the most controversial aspects of professionism, euch as setting up

accrediting machinery, enforcing uniform training, and developing pro-

fessional codes, but with development of a larger body of knowledge about

adalt education amd adult learning, with dissemination of this knowledge

to the practitioners in the field and with attempts to Inform others of

the specific skills mtich the practitioners hold. Thus the soundest

program for professionalization appears to be one which need not run con-

trary to the interests of those adult educators who are not concerned

with increased professional statua.
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Chapter XII

DIRECTION FINDING

oNo organization_has ever undergone more of the ineffectual,

wrong-headed kinds of self-inquiry than AEA has," wrote an internationally

known, adult educator when to3d of the present study of the AEA. nether

this harsh judgement Is justified or not, it is a fact that from the very

first meeting of the Delegate Assembly of the AEA there has been a more or

less continuous activity known as "direction finding." In the forecast of

problems ibr the Delegate Assembly gita ts, to act upon, one of the four

basic items listed was:

"What can be done to enable the Association continuously to evaluate

its purposes, stricture aril operations?"1 The cone opt of "continuous

direction finding" was popular with the early leadership and was held to

be one element in maintaining the democratic operation of the Association.

To this end there have been a whole series of studies, some by questionnaire,

some by interview, sore by "consultative committees."

Because of the close connection in the minds of AEA leaders between

direction finding end the democratic processes by which directions were to

be discovered, there will be repetition in some topics discussed between

parts of this chapter and one or two others in this report. In fact, since

direction finding represents one of the outstanding joint enterprises of

the AEA, the ways in which its effectiveness has been thwarted will serve

to illustrate how the weaknesses of the organization mentioned throughout

this report forestall cooperation end goal achievement. Therefore, while

.,1 are here interested in direction finding efforts as such, the reader

should bear in mind that other large scale efforbs of the AEA may have

lAch.a Elucation, vol. II, no. 1, Oct. 1951, ppi 2-3.
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suffered because of the same problems centering on direction finding.

The present chapter, then, will serve both to illustrate genaral protdems

as they affect a specific undertaking, and to explicate a prominent AEA

activity, just as in Chapterrill the focus was on the efforts to operate

the AEA and its total program democratically.

Malcolm. Knowles, executive director of the AEA, reviewed the direction

finding processes of the Association at length in 1957.2 One effort of this

sort was conducted from 1952 over a period of saw years by a committee on

Social Philosophy and Direction Finding. This was based on promoting

discussions among members and related groups. A Development Committee in

1954 presented a different set of suggestions. Advisory committees made

appraisals of specific needs for the CNO and NAPSAE in 1952 and 1956 respect-

ively.. In tlx: latter year a small conference explored Issues inherent in

direction finding from the point of view of philosorhies of adult education.

questionnaire studies were conducted covering characteristics and needs of

the AEA. membership in 1953 and 1956, and of Watt kaktehla readers in 1953.

Also in 1956 a "Paths of Life for the AFA" experimental study was made. The

membership was asked to react to two proposed paths, one in the direction

of greater centralisation, the other looking toward greater local autonomy.

There have also been efforts or proposals to studypatterns of

relationships that adult educatora "want, need and can profit by, and to study

adult education in relation to social trends." The AEA's money raising

potential was also examined by a professional concern. Finally, a Study

Commission on Direction Finding held at least one session of several days.

Astaff study prepared for this Commission states that previous direction

11111111111111.

2Malcolm Knowles, "Direction finding Processes in the AFA."

Adult_144meation Autumn 1957 and pamphlet reprint, Chicago:

Adult Education Association, 1957, 18 pp.
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finding efforts had been "greatly influenced by "personalities ani

strong vested interests.°

Originally and in theory the direction finding was to be just that--

an effort to find the road the AEA should travel., rather than a final

dofinition of goals to be arrived at. It was to be a prooess through and

by which it was hoped that the heter.ogeneous membership could be brought to

think more broadly as to tke purposes and ilinctions of the AEA. This objective

was not understood by most members ani, bluntly, the scheme did not sork.

*en at best, as seen by quite a number of interviewees and other members,

this process has, to say the least, outlived its usefulness. Five interviewees,

*en asked to name the chief purposes of the AU, replied, "to study itself,"

ani another said most emphatically, *This ought to be the last study of the

ASA for at least tan years." These and similar comments !select the desire

of maw persons that the AEA "settle down and get to work."

The differences, strains and conflicts in the direotion finding

efforts of the AElis of course, grew out of the varyir g history, practices

and philosophies of the marry groups engaged in adult education in the

United States eni especially those instnimental in the founding of the AEA.

A reading of the documents and of the reportt; of the annual conferences and

meetings of the Lelegate Assembly indicates that the differences on the one

hand concerned ths philosophy, metrods and techniques of adult education

itself, and on the other the objectives, stnicture and policies of the AEA

itself.

Qbstacles arsisti_c)1,2,Rac.a.thl

Lack of Cloritv in Field. The continuous efforts of the AEA to formulate

its objectives, thus far not crystallized, reflect the lack of accepted

standards in the field, the absence of agreed upon concepts, and the

conflicts in philosophy and even methods. The lack of clarity is &mins
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in the uncertainty in defining adult education evident in the first

chapter, and again in the discussion of whether or nct adult education

is a social movement and of the desirability of building a profession of

adult educators. The various direction finding efforts have brought a

proftsion and (mansion of counsel never screened through a recognized

basic structure with defined lines of responsibility and authority because

none such existed, and even its desirability was a matter of inquiry if

not of debate.

This lack of clarity in the field md in the AEA is not a unicpe

discovery of the authors of this report. In discussing the weaknesses of

the AEA, over half the interviewees stated that it was too uncertain as to

its role ard philosophy, too diffuse and too "up in the clouds." An additional

five perscns charged that the AEA was more concerned with itself than

with adult education.

As a previous study by the Bureau of Applied Social Research has noted,

vagueness with respect to objectives and lack of consensus with respect to

procedures in any organization makes it easier for a purposeiNil minority to

gain control. If the interviewees are to be believed, this has happened

within the MA. Such a situation also medces ibr non-participation among

the rank and file of the membership3 and eventually for a loss in membership

that may extend bayou] the period of minority ccntrol..

Ag2A2Lgatafatkialim. It is all too apparent from a reading of the free

response arawers on the questionnaires that there is a tendency on the

part of some members to view the whole field from the point of view of their

om interests or organization.4 This has been perhaps one reason for the

3Cfv Sills, The Volunteers, po 35.
14For instance, this comment: "Our library's started a Great Books group.
What business have they to do that? The school should have sole responsi-
bility for adult education."
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alleged sterility of the direction finding efforts. In fact, the

rationalization of these efforts, as required by the democratic processes

to which the leadership felt committed, may have become an excuse fbr

lack of definitive action, a reason for not coming to grips with the

ideological arguments in the field. As long as cpestices could be asked

End discussed the embarrassment of maldng decisions, where there was a

majority and not a consensus, could be avoided. Perhaps part of the AEAls

difficulties have resulted from treating democratic objectives in literal--

or better, ritualisticfashion, rather then rationalV.

It is, of course, also true that the lower the degree of satisfaction

with al organization among its members, the more active le the P :,:,?ch for

alternatives among those interested. The less charitable explanation

advanced above is also a recognitable organizational phenomenon and seems

the more appropriate since the direction finding efforts summarized have

spanned the entire history of the AFA and appear to have had scant influence

on actual operations.

ProntzationatZepikatts. Che teock to effective direction finding was a

considerable degree of actual interorganizational or intergroup jealousy

which inhibited interpretation of the results of some direction finding

studies and even more prevented action. A considerable number of the

interviewees held that one of the weaknesses of the AEA was poor handling

of divided 3eyalties existing among the members aid of personal ,-obitions

of the leaders of groups aid organizational factions. About taio-thirde

of the interviewees in effect complaimd that:
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The AEA has been dominated by a succession of
cliques and factions% We have suffered from one power
group after another.2

This unfortunate situation is doubtless a reflection of the basic

insecurities of adult educators and of the marginal status etas field in

many institutions. A. minority of adult educators are sufficiently

disturted abcut the development of their field that they, feel uncomfortable

if positions of power in the national organization, sudh as msdbership on

the Executive Committee and chairmandhips of other iTportant committees,

are not shared in disproporbionately by their awn familiar group. This

perhaps is a danger in any national organization that includes as many

diverse interests as does the AEA. It sometimes results, however, in

opposition to an idea or an operational change, not because it is inherently

unwise tut because of its sponsors. The inhibiting result of such attitudes

on the profitable use of direction finding activities needs no elaboration.6

5Interesting3y enough so far as organisational groups go, very few escape
the charge of seeking to dominate the AEA. One in ten accuses the
pUblic school group of dark designs. One in twelve is fearful of the
professors of adult education, who comprise less than one-half of 1 per
cent of the matberthip. Nor does universiV extension personnel appear
above suspicion to others.

6It is imteresting to compare almost contemporaneous develoments in
another field, Rural Sociology, with those in adult education. In the
19101s most of the very small amount of work in this area was being done
by sociologically trained churchmen. State colleges of agriculture paid
increasing attention to the field but it occupied a marginal position,
often being located in the department of agricultural economics. State
teachers colleges and liberal arts colleges came to give equal]; marginal
attention to it, usualV on a part-time basis. Demands for practical
applications, especiaLly by agricultural college administrators, resulted
in the development of applied rural sociologists in the Extension Service.
It could have become a fifth group. In terms of their own needs each of
these groups and a few others not mentioned had different immediate
objectives. All, however, occupied marginal status in their institutions
and agencies. The result was a unitsd front amPng these groups which paaced
the interests of rural sociology as such in the position of supreme impor-
tance. All rural sociologists worked to free the discipline from agri-
cultural economics. All rural sociologists helped in the establishment of
a dividian in the stbject in the U. S. Department of Agriculture, and
perhaps more significant: the fuw hundred rural sociologists worked (cont0
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Structure of the AU. Some difficulties of the separated offices of the

AU were dealt with earlier in this report, Direction fluting hasoalso

been affected by this physical separation. However, IAMB and CHO are

In erlsteme, social facts which imist certainly be considered in choising

directions for the development of adult education. Would a declaration of

policy and program by the AU be binding upon these .bmo *sub-organisations*

immuch as both were represented on the Executive Comities? It not, then

finding the &notions for the future development of adult education as

such and thentome the role of the AU in the field would seem to require

$immi mechanism by which tie school adult educators, the members of the CND

sal the diverse intoning represented in the AU could al/ contribute. The

stncture that his arisen creates problems bit briouely nnst be mead with.

Even the uncertain relationships of the Delegate Assembly Be the Executive

Cammittee, discussed in Chapter VIII, invite difficalties. In direction

finding as in certale other activities discussed, the lack of clear-cu. t

definitions of Auctions and responsibilities gives some ths impression that

there are few, if aiy, who IMO, what is ping ca.

Unwitting Influence of Red ibr Adult &boat ion. A Anther reason for the

lack of success of the direction finding process lies in tie actions of

the Rind for Adult Education. This is not to suggest that it dictated to

the AU. There is no evidence of tint. Operationally, however, by its

very choice of the projects to sup4 ort more those submitted, it greatly

influenced the AU' s pawn! Sone of the projects chosen he low priority

(Conrlinse
successitlly to enable their disciplime to share equally with op/cul-

tural economics and hone economics in tbderal grants ulster the %moll

Act, even though ten grants could be made only to state colleges of

agriculture. These successes were achieved when rural sociology's

organised expression was simply that of a section in the American

Sociological Society.
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among soon of the most experienced people on the Ninecutive Committee.7

The support of one project which did rate very highand still does--was

withdrawn after abou. a year, far too short a time for the experiment to

have produced definitive results. Facing this situation, some ambers

tblt direction finding was a somewhat Mile procedure. Others apperently

considered that the situation made it imperative that any approved pro-

ject exemplify the ideological an:coach of which they approved.

Too maw of the projects accepted were based on theories rather than

experience or research, and ono or taro undertaken were of a type that both

the experience of some organizations ani sociological research indicated

had small chance of success.

Ideological Differences. In my respects ideological or philosophical

differences among adult educators were more serious than organizational,

So far as Vs intenviewees identified the ideological villain, the

proponents of Group Dynamics were easily in first place. About two-fifths

charged that this group sought to dondnate the AEA and laid otlar misfor-

tunes at its door. Some typical comments follow:

The AEA went to hell by way of Bethel, Maine. (loca-
tion of the National Training laboratory for Group Dynamics)

The group dynandcs clique did the AEA peat harm.
Their dynamos verenIt connected with anything. Their whin
produced a great noise but zo results.

OW CD GO OD

Azg was hurt by ovemphasis on group Aynamics
Zind crie

re
assumption that there was only on, approach to

adult education.
As notod in Chapter VII, many who criticized the proponents of group

dynamics within the AEA believed that this phase was over but that it was

7Though the authors do not have direct evidence on the point, it should
Os added that as reported by several interviewees, the Fund for Adult
Iduoation also went along with supporting sone ABA projects as to the
value of which it was doubtful.
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historically important in understanding subsequent difficulties, especial];

the sterility of direction finding effoits. Viewed in perspective, it

seems that the conflict over group dynamics la perhaps more significant as

a symbol of sane of the problems of tim ABA than it is as an intellectual

argument. Sociologists here studied grows al least sines Cooley's 'stork

half a century ago. No one who has given any thought to the behavior of

human groups would deny that groups have dynamics. The reaction against

* group dynanics* within the AEA seals to have arisen when those who had

developed a point of view abouttand techniques for guiding tie behavior of,

groups began to assume that their procedares were applicable to every phase

of adult education and capable of solving most of the problans of the AEA

itself and of determining its ittture dirvotion. In the enthusiasm for the

results accruing from a somewhat new and fruitful approach to the study a
groups, research findings were generalised far beyond warrantable limits

by persons who failed Wily to grasp the meaning of what the researchers

were doing and the qualifications they were making. The attendant reactice

was only to be expected.

b".0.29......../..veus Prow s. Closely related to the group dynamics controversy

were two others which handicapped effective direction finding.

Oversimplifying, the first may be illustrated by the debate between

those who desire precisely defined ends and goals for adult education

activities and those to whoa the results of grmp or class interaction,

tin social processes attendmt upon the activity, are more important than

the content being considered. Another way of patting this perhaps woad

be to say that the issue is whether the primary objective of an adult

education activity is what the individual gains from it in terms of a new

skill, new learning, new attitudes, or whether the primary objective is

Um improvement of grmp processes ard of gains in objectivity and tolerance
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within the group. Is practical knowledge more to be stressed than them,

the learning process more than the content learned? It is =Aare in

reading the literature or in the interviews, how seldom it was pointed out

that none of these are matuallly exclusive points of view. libr maple,

the practical will be more important to the participant in a ccurse in

typewriting; the theoretical, Ban in a Great Books group. The fact Wart

such a statement appears to be a threat to some is another indication of

the apparent insecurity of many adult educators. It also explains ihy

unrealistic "either or" issues have handicapped the development of a

generalized national adult education organization.

Apattualtin' S em.8 Threading through all tin

direction finding activitids a tha AEA is the influence of one faction of

adult educators who maintain the position that adult education should remain

a patternless mosiac. The "democratic" way is Oven as the raticnale for

resisting efforts to establish common philosophic concepts and goals for

adult education. This group argues that the individual should have the

right and ability to choose what will be in his ani society's greatest

interests given fall information and free choice. They feel that the proper

fools for integrations sequence and unity of learning is in tie iralividual

and that his aim should provide direction.

This faction perceives democracy and freedom as being synonymous.

To a degrees this concept of democracy denies that free men can remain free

snd volurtar14 enter matilateral agreements with their fellow men to

abridge some of the individual freedoms in order to act in the interest c:

a group or of society as a whole.

8The following seven paragraphs are a slightly eduted quotation from a

source document prepared for a 3957 direction finding inquiry of the
An. They were written by Ann Friend.
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There is another group which conceives of democracy as a process

by which those who must abide by given decisions hare a voice in the making

of them. A system or organization framework simply provides the mechanism

for welding a cohesive social force through the cooperative efforts of

people striving toward a common goal. This group feels that if the

developsent of educational opportunities ie left to integration through .

the aims of individuals it is reasonable to expect that the results will

continue to be highly fragaientary and of little social significame.

There is some data to support the premise that unless individuals are

provided direction and motivation for and a vision of the value of further

learning, there is little possibility of their progressing very far beyond

the boundaries set by their own backgrounds and daily experiences. Interests

tend to center around what a person already knows or has experienced, ani

few are able to conceptualize potentialities for learning in new directions

without guidance. Thus, the education of adults tray be perceived as

voluntary and self-integrated, but individuals require the help of intelligent

guidance and perhaps a system of planned opportunities that would enable

all adults better to tteir total responsibilities aid potentialities.

There is some reason to believe that the exponents of a diversified,

non-diredted system are basically concerned with protecting their leader-

ship roles within a community End their own occupational or professional

prestige. In view of the conflicting concepts of educational objectives,

this is an oversimpligication of the problem. However, to justify lack of

a unifying system on the basis of its being undemocratic seems to ignore

certain generally accepted principles of democratic organization. It thrther

inhibits reaching effective decisions as to directions or objectives for an

organization like the AEA.
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The very nature of a voluntary association requires that it protect

the vested interests of those whose contributions give it life. Members

join and participate to the degree that they are able to identify with the

alas of the organization and to adopt them as their ova. The elective and

appointive representatives ttnctioning as the management of ths association

mast strive impartially to determine the members' desires and to act

acoordingly, if the vitality of the association as an effective working

democraoy is to be presaged. It is the jbaction of the association

management to work out a stnicture of responsibilities end relationships

designed to keep in balance the inherent conflicts of objectives of a broad-

based, diversified membership. The leaders must continuously guide,

reconcile, and interpret the various points of slaw to the several opposing

groups without substituting private interests.

The fact that an organisation has a power structure, elected officers,

policies, rules and regulations that may limit individual freedom to act

and that some members have more voice than others, does not in itself make

an association undemocratic. The organization must provide for the inter--

action of individuals within a clearly defined structure. These patterns of

interaction need to be based on the idea that eaoh member has a right as

well as a responsibility to contribute.to the ikirthering of the conmion goals,

commensurate with his awn knowledge, skills and understanding. Integration

requires internal communications among the constituent elements with the

clearly defined limits.

It seems fair to say that because of the vigor with which both vested

interests and the conflicting concepts of various groups within the AEA have

been defended, compromises have resulted which have been so vague in thldr
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statement as to increase the lack of clarity already noted and operationally

u have resulted in conflicting procedures. Some of the contradictory ani

uninformed statements of interviewees about the organisstienal structure of

the AEA probably stem from this fact.

It is all too clear that the AU has never thus far generated an all

encompassing concern to which those with various interests and affiliations

could give loyalty without in their own minds compromising loyalty to their

institutions and/or to their personal hopes or ambitions either lbr themselves

or for adult education. This is the more curious to the authors, as outsiders,

because of the high ideals and hopes adult educators have for their field

is shown In Chapter II. Perhaps this is the most serious criticism that can

be made of the AU but the evidence of more or less constant unresolved

conflict, with the.sterility in decision making it seems to have canoed,

warrants no softer judgement.

gmilatzunateuaga. In view of statements made in this chapter it may

be worth while to illustrate some of the difficulties by a critical examina-

tion of statements made by the Delegate Assembly or by direction finding

groups ani apparently accepted by the membership. The first of these relates

to ideology, the second to the organization. The authors wish to emphasise

that the objectives or policies selected for criticism are in themselves

laudable. The effort is simply to show that whether because of compromises

or otherwise, an apparent failure to think through all ths implications has

contributed to lack of clarity and misunderstanding. This frequently

invites opposition.

"The focus of adult education is the local community," the Delegate

Assembly once declared. This statement should certainly reassure those vtto

fear a strong centralized association that would usurp thepterogatives of
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autonomous local associations or councilsa highly unrealistic fear in the

present situation of the AEA. The community development projects sponsored

by the AEA were a natural activity in view of this statemedt. Community

development is stated to include "promotion of business and industry, city

planning and other special aspects of community life." There are, of

course, professional personnel available in many of these areas. that

responsibility beyond offering help on educational materials and techniques

do adult educators have in such matters? The place of adult education is

not made clear. Some of the statements_lad professionals to think adult

educators were preempting their own specialized fields.

An analysis of some of the materials relating to community development

as an adult education activity raised certain other questions:

Should the local community be the paramount interest of adult education?

Should intellectual interests of individuals be lwal or should they

be encouraged to transcend the local community? lhen services of teachers

or professors are solicited by community groups on perhaps a wide variety

of practical protaems and this service is called educational, does this

deprive the term of its special meaning? Since al/ experience provides

some occasion for learning, what is the ultimate aim and role of adult

education in tho process of learning? %en the role of adult education is

seen to be community rather than individually centered and is oriented

toward solving specific social problems, is it education or is it something

else? Can a community learA or is learning an individual process? Certainly

the fact that community development calls for education .and indeed cannot be

soundly based or achieved without it is no rearm for calling community

development adult education. Clearer definition of the role of adult

education in community development would help both communities and education.
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A carefdl reading of the putaications, committee reports and actions of

the Delegate Assembly would enatle one to marshall statements that mould

support almost any answer to the questions asked above.

To take one other illustration. In 1956 the Delegate Assembly

directed a shift away "from building an organization to serving a mavement."

It declared, "If adult education is to make a sezious impact on our culture

it must grow up faWG; it must rapidly become an integrated, popular

mavement." This last phrase would seem to imply that adult education had

not yet become a "movement" although a year or two earlier both the

EXecutive Committee and the Delegate Assembly declared that there was one

and that "a national organization concerned with the general development of

adult education" should be its "organizational expression," and not merely

"a professional society of interagency planning." It is legitimate to

inquire whether if, in fact, an adult tiducation movement exists, it is

possible to serve it when there is only a modicum of agreement as to

progran or as to what the movement is and whore it is going.

One adult educator who has made important contributions to his area

of adult education said:

The AEA is not a movement seeking a voice but
&voice seeking a movement.

This is perhaps another way of saying that such a cote group as the Delegate

Assembly has put its hopes and ambitions for adult education into statements

that are not meaningfUl in operational terms and therefore are not helpful

in direction finding. How, for instance, is adult education "to grow fast?"

Does adult education here refer to the AEA, to other organizations or to the

growing number of millions of participants in adult education activities?

More than once as an outsider readsthe record, it appears as if the

Delegate Assembly had either been considering the wrong issues or had
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avoided hard decisions by taking refuge in statements of high level

aspiration. Laudable as ea& aspirations are, it is fairly wll estab-

lished that when aspiration too far exceeds possible achiwvement in reaching

goals, frustration or worse results. This interferes with deciding upon

taking such practical and effective stapes including innovations, as the

situation may demand.

It is also difficult to reconzile the call for the AEA to be "more

than a professional society for interagency planning" with a 1956 Executive

Committee action directing that membership recruitment efforts should te

aimed toward "first, fUllAine adult educators and professional workers in

related fields . .; second, professional workers sto are performing part-

time roles in the education of adults; and third, other persons mho work

fall or par44ime at organizing, administering or conducting adult education

activities!
9 This action apparently limits recruitment to professional

personnel. If this is tc be determinative, the policies and programs of

the AEA must obviously meet the needs of such persons rather than those

of volunteer workers. At the same time more than half the interviewees are

entirely milling, 0982 eager, to admit interested volunteers to membership,

and in October, 1958, 12 percent of the members held upreld volunteer

posts in adult education.

The ladk of clarity in the expression of preferred directions for

the AEA, the organizational and ideological differences, and the effort

to provtle for continuous evaluation so used as to keep affairs too much

in a state of flux appear to te the chief handicaps to effective direction

finding.

9Mic,1..kg, vol. 5, no, 10, p. 3.
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ban one point of view the "continuous" direction finding was not

cattinuous in the sense that tie various efforts were unrelated and did

not Wild on any previous one, and there did not emerge from any one of

these any common symbols or deaninge that could be used to arouse the

loyalty of the membership. It is a truism of successIlil social organisation

that mit:1h symbols, 'tending for recognized wales are effective in

Wilding loyalty and harsony. Unity in a generalized agency in any broad

and varied field is probably unnecessary if not unobtainable. Harmony,

however, is essential in the sense that permits diversity but prevents.

daminanoe by specific interests or groups because of comon adherence to

basic principles applicable to all related interests.

Despite obstacles to "direction finding" both the qaestionnaires

aul the intervien showed a considerable degree of agreement as to what

the purposes and goals of a generalized adult education agency should be,

enough agreement, In fact, to offer a real opportunity for an effective

program. Several items in a program so determined would not please am

of the groups alluded to earlier in this chapter but they express the

desires of large majorities of the AEA membership. The next chapter turns

to a discussion of the purposes ant goes of the ABA as seen by members

and leaders.
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Chapter XIV

PURPOSES AND GOALS OF A NATIONAL OIGANIZATION

IN ADULT EDUCATION

This chapter is concerned with what the membership of the AEA

believe should be its current purposes, with the eventual goals the

interviewees see for a gemralized national adult education agency

regardless of present problems, and finally with their expectations

with respect to the future of the AEA, In addition such pertinent

data as were secured from ex-members and from adult educators who had

never been AEA members are noted, The chapter attempts to answer the

question as to what purposes and activities should, in the opinion of

the respondents, receive major emphasio, It seeks to discover any

differences in points of view as:, for instance: beimeon employed adult

educators and volunteers:, or as among those who serve contrasting

types of agencies.

In an efforb to anmer such queries eleven possible activitias

for the AEA were listed in the questionnaire going to all members,

which they were asked to rate as "very important," "somewhat, important"

or "mt important," An open-ended question also provided for suggesting

other activities, A comparable instrument was sent to the 51 directors

of agricultural and home economics extension at the state coneges of

agriculture and the Commorrealth of Puerto Rico, There was a 100 per

cent return from these administrators who supervise the over 13,000

rural adult educators of the Cooperative Extension Service, About

half of them currently were members or had been or subscribed to

Adult Leadership. Trinally the whole matter of aims and goals for a
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national adult education organization was explored in the open-ended

interviews with leaders.

Some Limitations a the Inquiry. Before turning to the substantive

data bearing on these points a cautionary comment is In order. Car-

tain limitations in the use of questionnaires are toted in Appeniit A,

dealing with methodology. It needs to be emphasised, however, that

respondents will gererally accept the frame of refezence of the gaps-

desigrero Thus it can make a considerable difference what

items are included in an instrunent of the kind employed in this iXts.

quiry. To be specific, the eleven possible activities did not suggest

the desirability of the AEA's holding regional conferences or of

establishing more local associations or councils. Nevertheless, both

these activities were mentioned as desirable by a number of inter-

v3swees. Even though the questionnaire containsd an open-ended

question for suggestions of other desirable purposes, only 19 per

cent availed themselves of its and fewer than one-quarter of theeo

listed either of the activities just noted. It is possible, honevers

that those azi cerbain omitted activities might have had considerable

support if they bad been specifically included. On the other haul it

is fair to point out that the interviewees gere high priority to a

amber of activities and purposes which received considerable support

from the membership.

The authors believe the data presented in this chapter are sug-

gestive of the directions close to half the AEA's umbership wish the

association to travels and that the interviewees' judgements as to

goals should receive caretal consideration in terms of a longer range

program as soon as finances permit.
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!trona and Priorities. It is c3ear from Tab 3880 that the semberehip

as a whole believed that all of the ,eleven activities listed in tie

questionnaire were of sole importance. Only on ore item, k, did less

than two-thirds fail to see the suggested activity as verg or somewhat

Important.

The most pressing needs of the membership are clear from their

replies. The two most important activities are b (conduct and proMote

research related to adult education and adult leadership) and c (dis-

seminate practical techniques of adult education ani leadership). Just

over. on:1 just urder fourofifths of the respondents so declare. As a

further refinement the membership were asked to indicate the time

activities out of the eleven they deemed most important for a national

organization at the present time. The conduct and promotion of adult

education research was again in first place, chosen by 63. per cent of

the respondents, closely followed by dissemination of practical tech...

niques with 58 per cent. No other item was selected by as many as

tiro-fifths of the members, seven being chosen by lees than one..fourth.

Item a in the table was given top priority by 39 per cent and item e 137

30 per cent. This last is clear3y related to c, and the results of

this poll indicate unmistakably the considerable need for practical

help and guidance which the members of the AEA feel.

If these adult educators can speak for the field, a successful

national organization must give top priority to the promotion of re-

search and the dissemination of tested methods in adult education, in

part by fulfilling a clearing house function.

In view of earlier enthusiasm for deve3nping adult education ae

a social movenont and as one instrument for desirable social changes
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Amorg
Some. DIC, three most

Viin what Not Ill Total* taut

a) Develop a social philosophy
of adult education 62% 25 6 7 100% 39%

b) Conduct and promote research
related to adult education
and adult leadership 83% 15 1 3 10(1% 6$ $

c) Disseminate practical tech-
niques of adult education
and leadership 79% 17 1 3 200% 58:1

d) Advance adult education as
a profession 50% 34 20 6 100% 22%

e) Serve as a clearing house
for programs, activities,
and methods for other organi-
zatione in adulb education 56% 34 5 5 100 30%

f) Work for coordination among
local agencies and organiza-
WE in adult education 44% 39 12 5 10(1% 17%

g) Work for coordination among
national agencies and organi-
zations in adult education 59% 32 1& 5 100% 20%

h) Promote adult education as a
social movement 34% 34 22 10 10(1% 32%

1) Render advisory service to
regional, state, or city
councils of adult education 53% 37 14 6 100% 310

j) Promote community developuenb 35% 41 26 8 100% 304

k) Develop new local agencies to
provide additional educational
opportunities 18% 34 3? 11 200%

1) Other

Me base for oach per cent is 2000o

6% 2 .- 92 10% ii%
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the relatively low rating of item le, a topic discussed in Chapter 1E,

is noteworthy'.

The judgement of the group of directors of extension at the ate*

colleges of agricultuze is in considerable agreement with the AEA mem-

bership as to the priority tasks for a national adult education organi-

sation. Combining the dissemination and clearing house functions, about

half of these 51 directors wanted a national adult education organisa-

tion to render practical service of this type. Almost as many hoped

for the promoting or actual conductivg of resewch in various aspects

of adult education. Among this group of extension directors there

were no significant differences on these points as between current and

former members of the AEA among them, or between them and those who

had war been memberso

Third priority among the directors was the need to bring about

better coordination ani sore cooperation among agencies engaged in

*Ault education on a national and/or regional level. This is a

natural concern for adatinistrative personnel but one listed as very

important by three-fifths of the members, although only ona-fifth

gave it priority among the three most impoecant tasks. The develop-

sent of a mow allequate philosopky of adult education was in third

place mug the total ABA membership but fourth as visaed by the

directors of the state extension services.

The degree of agreemenb between the nembership of the AEA aul

this special group of adult education administrators as to the de-

sirable purposes for a national agency seems significant, especially

when it is remembered that this group is whol37 concerned with rural

people, whereas the membership of the AEA is highly urban.
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In an effort to gain a still clearer view of what the MA member-

ship desired from a national adult education agency, the replies

dealing with judgements as to the three most important purposes or

functions for such an agency were related to a umber of other factors

on which data were available. A few of the more important detailed

tables supporting the resets of this analysis are presented in this

chapter; the rest are given in Appeniix C. It will be useful for the

reader to compare the results of soma of these analyses with the

Sivigemant of the total group of respondents already giveno Some Of

the differstnces appear quite significant.

kit. Age clearly inf3nences the judgement of members as to the three

most important purposes() The importance of research declines witit

age. Seventy per cent of those under forty years of age placed this

activity in the top three; only 55 per cont of those over fiftrofive

years of age agreed, the forty to fiftyfive year group falling in

between but agreeing that research should hoe first priority* In-

terest in developing a "social philosophy or adult education" increases

with age* Of the oldest group of AEA members 113 per cent regarded this

purpose as one of the three most important* Of the group under forty

years old only 36 per cent agree& Again: the forty to fiftyfive

year olds were exactly between the two extremes* The clearing house

function received a rating in the top three front ore.third of the tax;

older groups but only ovefourth of the youngest. Other differences,

where they existeds were slight* These findings have some importance"

because of the skeued age distribution of MA members noted it Otapter

IV. Because adult education is a new field these older members are
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lass professionalize& The youmger members.; however, are obviously

those to wham the evenLual leadership will come.

!hen a comparison was made according to, the length of time the

retsvondents had been AEA members, research had first priority in all

groups. Dissemination of techniques was highest among recent members.

Members joining in 195748 were proportionately *baize as interested in

community development aspects of adult education as those who had been

members since the founding but in terms of what should receive greater

emphasis than at present, reeearch and dissemination were first and

second, the development of a philosophy thirde

limber:91Q Status. The opinion of the mombers of the AEA on the three

most importecat functions -aas given eaxtlier in this chapter. Former

members responding to this question reversed the importance of research

and dissemination of practical techniques by a very narrow margino as

seen in Table 820 With this adult educators who had never been IFA

embers disapeedc The position they gave these Iwo aeUvities agreed

with the judgement of the members but by sharply lower proportions.

Former members were significantly less interested in developing a

philosophy of adult education and in building a profess-Ion. !lever

members were even more emphatic on the first poini; but disagreed on

the second, one.fifth rating building a profession of adult eduoation

as belorging in the top threes, as did 22 per cent of the members.:

Advisory services and local coordination -aim proportionately half again

as many yaks from never Embers as from present and former members.

Position in Adult Riucationc A third coo?arison on this point

separated full-time adult eclucatorss, full.time persons with fractional
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Tdble 81: Three Most Important Pdrposes

of AEA by Age Groupe

Purposes Under 40 /10., Over g
a) DeveLlop social philosophy 36% 40% 43%

b) Conducts promote research 70 62 55

c) Disseminate practical techniques 63 5? 62

d) Advance profession 22 23 22

e) Serve as a clearing house 26 33 32

0 Coordinate local agencies 25 28 28

g) Coordinate national agencies 20 22 18

h) Fieomote social movement 22 22 12

i) Render advisory service to locals 16 33 16

j) Promote community development 10 12 243

k) Develop new local agencies ii 14 14

1) Other purposes 3 4 3

Mr** 30X We

Base of % (489) (1055) (385)

*Those who did not =smartie question concerning either purposes

or ago are excluded fram this tdble.

Totals exceed 100% because ra:spvniimAs were asked to check three

purposeso

sumell



Table 82: Three Most Important Purposes

of ABA byMembership Status*

Former Non,

puvoses
Members MaMbers Members

a) Develop social philosophy 40% 35% 27%

b) Conduct, promote research 62 59 54

c) Disseminate practical techniques 60 61 45

d) Advance profession 22 14 20

e) Serve as a clearing house 31 32 39

f) Cbordinate local agencies 17 19 26

g) Coordinate national agencies 21 35 28

11) Promoba social moverhant 22 33 31

1) Bender advisory service to locals 14 14 21

3) Promote conammity development 32 15 24

k) Develop new local agencies 4 10 5

3.) Other purposes 4 4 1
rOg** 291r 210

(2937) (388) (368)Base of %

*Those who did not answer the question concerning purposes are

excluded fran this table.,

**Totals exceed 100% because respondents were asked to check three

purposes.
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responsibilities for adult education, partmtime workers, volunteers

and persons with no present conrection in the field. The ranking of

the three top purposes in all these groups, shown in Table 63, Con.

formed to the trends shown by the totals for all resporelents except

that proportionately only about one-third as maw volunteers and

persons without connections believed it important to build an adult

education profession as did full and part-time adult educators.

These tato nonsemployed groups, on the other hand, were considerably

more interested in having a national agency work for the coordina-

tion of local agencies than avy of the three categories of employed

persons. They also put research and dissemination of practical tech.

acmes among the three most important functions. However, these twO

less involved groups comprised only one-fifth of the respondents.

Education, As Chapter IV shored, the membership of the AEA is roll

educated. Of the respondents answering the question on education,

less than 9 per cent had felled to complete a college course. Over

two-thirds had graduate degrees. Certain e3ear-cut consistencies

appear in Tab:1.04 ellen the replies on the three most important functions

for a nationa adult education agency are ordered hy education using

the following categoriee: Holders of doctorate, of master's, of

bachelorts degrees and lees than college graduation. In all groups

research ranks first and d5.csemination of practical techniques second.

However, the pl.roportion putting.researeh along the first three de-

clines with the amount of education. Just under two-thirds of the

holders of the doctorate listed it, Sit per cent of those who were not

college graduates. The e ,q;hasis on the importance of majoring on



Table 83r. Three Most Important Purposes of AEA by
Type of Position Held in Adult Education*

All of Part of
full-time full-time

Ptarses . aicP....1. ...........
a) Develop social philosophy 39% 40%

b) Conduct, promote researdh 65 64

c) Disseminate practical
techniques 54

d) Advance profession 35

40 Serve as a clearing house 31

f) Coordinate local agencies 24

g) Coordinate national
agencies 22 21 23 19

b) Promote social movement 14

1) Bender advisory service
to locals 21

j) Promote community develop.
went 7 24 6 2

k) Develop new local agencies 3 3 2 6

1) Other purposes 5 2 4
TM*

Base of % (05) (891) (128) (266)

359.

Part-time Volunteer
paid 11:_gma Total

41% 37% 45%

62 149 65 so

3.8 33 12 10

33 32 r
18 28 20 !13

10

26 15 16 3/4

(131)

* Those who did not answer the questions concerning either purposes or type
of position are excluded from this tabled

*ftotals exceed 100% because respondents were asked to check three purposes.



Tab 3s 84: Throe Most Lnportanb Purposes of AEA
by Educational Status of Members*

Dimas
a) Develop social philosophy

b) Conduct, promote reesarch

c) Disseminate practical
techniques

d) Advance profession

e) Serve as a clearing house

f) Coordinate local agencies

g) Coordinate national
agencies

h) Promote social movement

I) Render advisory service
to locals

j) Promote community develop-
ment

k) Develop new loca/ agencies

1) Other purpoees

Base of %

Education

Comp3sted
Doctorates llastcre

45% 0% 35%

65 614 60

52 59 614

33. 23

31 31

12 16

23

31

23

20 23, 22

12 11 23

22 2/4 3.7

9 13. 22

3 4 4

6 3 .
M41* SY5 Wig

(347) (1042) (372)

allilliMmollormarmillollelimmmlomOurd11=momownwasimumermer

*Those who did not answer the questions concerning
education are excluded from this table.

"Tota3.s exceed 100 because respondents were asked
purposes.

360.

Some cal3ege
or less

29%

54

62

30

214

33

8

4

(169)

IslonwrimeormaNevele

either puspives or

to check pm.
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saccessful tAchniques was in reverse order. Interest in developing

a philosophy of adult education and in building a profession was

direotly associated with the degree of the respondent's education.

The less the amount of education, the greater the desire for coordi

nation of adult education on the local level. The desire to build a

profession of adult education was, as one would expect, positively

ard etrongly associated with the amount of education. Presumably

those with graduate degrees, especial3y doctorates, were in =Ver..

sities or officers of national organizations, while more of the

college graduates or less were serving adult education at the local

level and hence were more conscious of competition and laok a

coordination.

Regional Differences. When the responses to the question on most

importanb functions are distributed on a regional basis, using the

Northeast, South, Central States and Far West, the by MU familiar

preference for research first and dissemination of practical tech,.

niques second holds except in the South, where the order is reversed

by a slight margin. As always, however, these two are close together,

six percentage points being the largest spread. These facts may be

seen in Table two Interest in the development of a social philsoophy

for adult education was considerably higher in the Northeast than

elsewhere.

Personal Interests. Respondents to the questionnaire lustre asked to

record their personal interests in adult' education. This msulted in

over a score of categories which, for the purpose of this analysis,

were combined into six groupingsul The details here are not imortant

1Cf. Chapter IV for a description of these categories.

p.

MINIM

--
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Tabb 85: Three Host Important Purposes of AEA
by Region of Residence*

,Pturses Northeast South Central Far West

a) Develop social philosophy 44% 36% 38% 39%

b) Conduct, promote research 62 64 62 64

c) Disseminate practical
techniques 60 66 56

4) Advance profession 23. 22 23

e) Serve as a clearing house 30 28 33

f) Coordinate local agencies 35 20 20

g) Coordinate national
agencies 20 18 22 23

h) Promote social movevent 25 3.0 32 22

i) Render advisory service
to locals 1 5 34 35 4

j) Promote community develop-
;tient 22 34 32

k) Develop new local agencies 4 6 5

I) Other purposes 4 2 4
16743b1 rag ra Tak

Base of % (600) (264) (683) (366)

59

26

31

2

en M I OW MO M

gThose who did not answer the questions concerning purposes and
those residim in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico are excinded
from this table.
Totals exceed 100% because responckynta were asked to check
thref, purposes.
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since all six groups with a minor exception agreed on the ranking of

the three most important funetions. All placed the conduct or pro-

motion of research first and the dissemination of practical techniques

second, in threo of the six groups with only two percentage points or

less difference. Development of a philosophy of adult education was

a poor third in all groups except that engaged in remedial adult edu-

cation, where it dropped to fifth.

ftanization of Respondent. The most important functions for a

national adult education organization were also analyzed according

to the agency of the respondents' primary responsibility, using

thirteen categories.2 As seen in Table E6., research was in flint

place in eight of these and shared first with dissemination of tech-

niques in one. This latter category was given first priority by

workers in civic or business organizations end by those lacking an

organizational connection, about one.tenth of those resporAing. The

proportion of persons in these groups giving research top prieritzr

ranged from 51 to 7)s per cent5 the latter figure interestingly enough

being recorded by the adult educators in the field 'of religion.. Dia-

semination of techniques was menLioned by from 51 to 72 per canto

Foundation executives as a groups 15 of whom responded to the member's

questionnaire, am included among 'go all others in this analysis. It

is of passing interest to note that in this small group reseaToch was

rated in the top three by less than one-halfo It seems, therefore,

that at least some of the foundation personnel have an image of the

role of a generalized national adult education organization which

differs from the r.oeds of the field as seen by the membership of the
.101.111111100111.1.111..~11111111,.."1/1111.0110

2Excluding those failing to lis!* their primary organization.
.11,~11111111MONIMIIIMM
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odly such organisation. It should be aided, however, that six of

these persons did place both research aid dissemination among the

top priority items.

Oae interesting difference that developed from this ana3ysis

was with respect to the importance of developing an adult education

profession. This was mentioned by from 7 to 16 per cent in seven of

the groups t-Pat contained about one-half of all respondents and by

just under and just over 20 per cent of those in tvo groups having

about one-tenth. In the other four groups this purpose was rated

in the top three by from 32 to 143 per cent. In ascending order these

groups were those in agricultural and home economics =tension,

collages alai universities (non-extension), university extension, and

public school adult educators. This is ons of the largest diffemnces

in priority ratings that emerged from this analysis. For the most

part those AEA members giving a low priority to building a profession

of adult education were employed by religious and welfare organise-

tions, by libraries: businesses and foundations. Their security

would inhere in such orgwdzations, not in the adult education tasks

to which they were assignedc in colleges and universities: on the

other hand:, and especially in the public schoolsr3 full-time educators,

particularly if concerned with administration: have serious problems

in achieving the necessary :status for adult adutiation which will per-

mit an order3y development of the program and long range planning*

In the schools, especially2 adult education is very often a marginal

and expendable activity. Building a vcofession with all that implies,

as discussed in Chapter XI: would strengthen its status. The concern

of these groups with this point is clearly understandable.
WilmmelNriassowsirmasr.10/ms. ,WIWIIMNNM..W1W.11!..IFiIMMWMISS.Olff 1M

3Cf. Clark, sii.E. cit,
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Interest awl Iwolvement. Two final steps were taken in this analysis.

Respondents were asked to indicate their degree of interest in the AEA

under ova of the following categories: very interested, moderately,

slight17, not interested. Only 5 per cent of the respondents fell in

the last categoryc The opinion of the members in these pimps as to

priority purposes was then analyzed. Some significant findings emerge,

such ass

The greater tie degree of intarest in the psA, tha lower the t .
&

rating given to research*

The greater the degzee of interest in the AEA, the /over the

rating given to dissemination of practical techniques and to clearing

house functions, and the higher the rating given to the development

of a philosophy of adult education ani of a profession of adult edu-

cation as priority purposes. Even so, research rated in Most place

except among those "not interested."

When the question was put as to which of the purposes should

have more emphasis than at present, research ranked first in a31 four

groups but among the "very interested" building a profession was in

seconi places In the other three groups dissemination of techniques

occupied its usual second place position. It was quite clear from

this analysis, however, that the greater the interest the greater the

demands made upon the A.

Finally, ideas about priority functions were analyzed according

to the highest degree of involvement a member had attained under four

categories:

Current or past member of Executive Committee
Current or past member of Delegate Assemb3y or a committee
Attendant at one or more conferences and no other involvement
Now of these
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This ana3ysis, especially when taken with the previous ones

gives food for thought« The top priority for members of the Execu-

tive Committee is developing a social philosophy of adult education«

Research is in second place, building a profession in third, dis-

semination of ravactical tzchniquns rates fourth, just above coordi-

nating national agencies. Significantly no ow of these purposes

achieves a rating as high as SO per cent« As the degree of involve-

ment decreases, the concern with research, with the dissemination of

practical techniques, ani to some extent with clearing house functions

increases, the first two sharply« Conyers:0y interest in philosophy,

building a profession and national coordination declines«

As already noted, the .AEA membership approves all eleven pur-

poses listed as very important or important« There can be no criticism'

of the Executive Corarittee if its members wish to develop a philosophy

of adult education as a service to the movement. It is a fair question,

however, especially in "'Usti of the adult education belief that partici-

pants should be offered what conforms to their interests, whether the

Executive Committee and those "very interested" in the AEA have let

their particular interests turn them too fax. from the needs of the

majority and from the services this majority expected« If so, this

may be one reason for the difficulties of the Association. As another

Bureau of Applied Social Research organizational study has pointed out,

there is ablays a danger that those to whom authority is delegated may

develop interests of their own and neglect the initial goals of the

organization as perceived by the membership. When and if this happens

members lose interest, reduce participation and may eventually allow

their membership to lapse.
4111111110011111111111.1ft

Issills, The Volunteers, pp. 20-2l.
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Tahla 87: Three Most Important Purposes of ABA
by level of Involvement in the ABA*

Exec. Dele. Assem. or Conference None of

Purposes, Comae other comm. mem. attendees these

a) Develop social philsopb7 47% 39% 42% 39%

b) Conducts promote nsearch 115 60 58 65

c) Disseminate practical
techniques 37 149 53 64

d) Advance profession 43 32 31 28

e) Serve as a clearing house 27 32 30 31

f) Coordinate local agencies 16 18 13 28

g) Coordinate national
agencies 35 26 21 19

h) Promote social movement 14 3.3. 114 11

i) Bender advisorr service
to locals 16 16 32 $ 5

j) Promote community develop-
ment 4 lo 15 21

k) Develop new local agencies .. 3 4 4

1) Other purposes 14 14 14 3
.3.82r* Mg WV gla

Base of % (49) (230) (325) (3333)

anftwiNONIMIMINOwsunrrersOrm. 41101111W=40111108111111111

*Members are hare classified by the highest degree of involvement they
had at am time.

**Totals exceed 100% because respondents were asked to check three
fUnctions.



One further comment should be madeo It concerns the replies to

the unstructured question with respect to the purposes of a national

adult education agency. It will be recalled that only about one-

fifth of the respondents made comments. The largest single group

asked for more emphasis or service for their particular interest.

A considerable proportion of the replies expressed laudable aims but

of a completely impractical nature in organizational terms, such as

"Know what is needed for the future" and "Develop an awareness of the

world among members so that freedom, peace and the welfaie of all are

personal and group goals." While about 5 per cent of these persons

called for more effective promotion of adult education and almost as

maw for more service on the local level, the majority of the replies

to this unstructured question showed littlo or no awareness of problems

common to all areas of adult education or of the feasible limits of

operation, even with adequate funds, of an organization like the AEA.

Goals for the AEA. The discussion turns now to the judgements of the

interviewees with respect to the role of a national adult education

organization. These persons were asked both to discuss the major

aims of the AEA and to suggest goals. It is evident from a reading

of these interviews that the respondents did not always difbarentiate

between these two, and also that some replied in terms of their own

sector of adult education rather than in terms of the total field.

As would be expected, the interview situation, especially in the dis-

cussion of goals, resulted in a far larger number of suggestions than

came from our open-end item on the questionnaire. It is also clear

that in discussing goals in terms of a long term program, many
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respondents accepted as necessary elements in the present program of

the AEA, These various factors result in a larger degree of agree-

ment betweenwhat many interviewees and respondents gave as the

current purposes of the AEA and their image of eventual goals than

mould perhaps have been the case if these had been more sharp1y

differentiated. This agreements howevers emphasizes the value of

the suggestions from the point of view of determining program,

Two goals stand out among all those listed, each with about

half again as many mentions as the goal seen as ranking third in

importance, and Wee as many or more mentions as fourth or lower

Choices.

The two top priority and equally important goals for the inter-

viewees are:

1, Promote or conduct researdh. This is seen as a "desperate

need" by some. "There is so very much= need to know. There is

little assured factual foundation for much adult educators do,"

2, Give field service to build up regional: state or local

adult education organizations, a matter discussed in more detail

earlier in this report. In this respect they differ in second

choice from those answering the questionnaire, who rated dissemi-

nation of practical techniques almost as high as research. It appears

obvious that the leaders represented by the interviewees were thinking

more in organizational or structural terms, while the respondents

desire help in their jobs.

Field services should be given to regional, state
and local associations. This might include training for
officers to help them build their awn organization. So

maw people are inexperienced in adult education, The
AEA should do something to strengthen the field.
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The AEA should engage in field eervices. It ought

to have enough staff to work with state and local organi-

zations in adult education. This field staff should be

available for speaking but also to sit down and counsel

with leaders. This judgement is based on experience in
fieldwork both for the AEA and especially that of its

predecessor organization.

Working for greater recognition of the field by the gemeral

public stands third on the list of goals, though a considerable

number of tbe respondents classify this as a current activity of

the AEA.

Choices with respect to other desirable goals for a national

generalized organization in adult education fall into two general

categories. The first of these relates to some broad, overall

objectives. The second is concerned with practical, service activi-

ties. Thus many interviewees hope that a national organization can

promote the purposes and overall activities common to all adult edu-

cation agencies, henee permitting each specialized agency to deal

with its particular situation. Again a number of interviewees

believed that a national organization should devote some of its

efforts to developing adult educators into a routinized profession.

Smaller numbers wanted attention paid to constructing a better defi-

nition of the field of adult education than novr exists and to developing

a clearerphilosophy.

In the other category the dissemination and clearing house function

led, along with calls for assistance in leadership training on local and

state levels, and attention to building programs for the aged and foi

community development, Not one of these suggestions was made by as

many as one in six of the interviewees, A dozen other suggestions for

goals were offered by from one to three persons. Among these suggestions
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were tin following: Build up sections of the AEA, lessen sense of

difference between adult educators using formal and informal methods,

improve materials in adult education, establish a consulting service,

secure funds from tax sources, hold a national congress or White House

Conference.

This portrwal of the goals held by the interviewees mg well

close with two more gereral comments, both suggestive of goals rather

than immediate prActical purposes.

I would like to see the AEA a pioneering, experimental
organization in training adult educators through conferenoing,
meetings, publications, etc. It should find areas where our
knowledge of people and of learning are not used and develop
these. It should do research in such areas, as for instance
the effects of social organization.factors on learning or on
the application of knowledge. . . . There needs to be some
ballast for these activities. . . Here the services to
members are important.

The AKA should be the voice of continuing education,
even a missionary approach concerned with human beings and
their potentialities for growth and with the protection of
the basic freedoms on which continuing education rests.

It should give constant attention to the improvement of
the craft, not usual mathods. A deeply insightful approach
is needed, not narrow professionalism I hope we won't have,

In terms of the present membership there is therefore little doubt

as to the three or four top priority items desired by the membership of

the AEA and by the leaders of adult education who were interviewed.

Beyond these few items on which maxim= agreement exists, there is con-

siderable difference as to the priority that should be assigned to the

several proposed activities, but fortunate3y general agreement as to

the importance of most of the items considered. Moreover, the detailed

tables chow the strength and character of the support for various goals.
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Within mailable budgets these data and the high degree *of consensus

on a few items furnish a starting point for building the program and

defining the role of a genaralized national organization in adult

education.

Realistic Possibilities. As a final step the interviewees were asked

to appraise as realistically as possible the probable future of the

AEA. In contrast to their almost unbounded optimism with respect to

the future of adult education, recorded in Chapter II, the interviewees

answered this query conservatively. They were not willing te forecast

that within a few years the AEA would attain the goals just set forth

for a national generalized adult education agency. Four even doubted

if the AEA could survive.

The explanation of the pessimism of the few and the conservatism

of the rest is doubtless in part colored by the situation in which the

AEA fowl itself at the time of this study. For a second time a general

national adult education organization had lost foundation support. The

year had closed with a sizable deficit and the budget was not in balance.

The first and only director the AEA had had since its organization had

resigned. His successor, though appointed, had not yet taken office,

Uncertainties of such a character would. not breed unbounded optimism.

About one in six of the interviewees see the AEA continuing about

as it now is with a growth within two or three years variously estimated

as resulting in 7,000 to 10,000 members. About one in four, withou1 .

forecasting future nembership, would otherwise agree with this diagnosis

except that they look for more concreteness and less diffuseness in the

program. The views of this group are fairly represented by the following.
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composite statement dram front four intervieweess

The ABA will stop sho4ting off in all directions at
once. It will focus on more modest and concrete goals
such as working on problems common to the whole field,
building up state anl local associations and its own
sections, 'which will become more importantin short,
giving practical service to a membership that will in-
evitably become more professional in character.

Almost half of those whose views are embodied in the above

statement believe that the service to and integration with the state

and local adult education organisations Will stsengthen both them and

the AM

Bow of those in the two groups noted above, which together

compels° almost half the interviewees, qualified their opinions as

to the ABMs future by assuming it would *eliminate tbe doubt and

vacillating caused by constant direction finding.*

As ons put itt

If it continues to do what it's been doingtrying
to decift what te doit won't do anything.

Here again the problem of the vaguemss and lack of clarity in

the ARA's objectives and operations emerges. It has been noted ix

other connections in this report. In one sense it is repetitious to

raise the issue again. To the authors, however, it is significant

that the interviewees themselves, all of them persons in positions

of leadership in adult education, mentionad this problem at every

point possible. There is a yearning for conclete, definite program

and action by the AEA on the part of a majority of the interviewees

aul comments on the questionnaires, together with the fact that over

halt the respondents had "mixed feelings, both pro and con," with

respect to the program and activities of the AEA, indicates that this
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attitude is quite general. The concern at this point, coupled with

the conservatism in forecasting the future and the high agreement on

the most important tasks, seems a favorable cmen. Despite all the set-

backs the AEA has suffered: there is sufficient common ground on which

to build.

Moreover, the pessimism noted at the opening of this section,

however, is clearly not shared by the great majority. Indeed, as many

persons as doubted the AEA Is survival stated that if perchance the AEA

as now constituted should fail to survive, another generalized national

agency would have to be created. It is significant also that half the

directors of the agricultural and home economics extension in the state

colleges of agriculture stated that a general, national adult education

organization was desirable and an additional one-fourth believed it to

be essential, the rest cleared it unnecessary. The large favorable

majority is interesting because one in four of this group who were or

had been members woe highly critical of the AEA.

In Conclusion: Thus far this report has dealt with adult education, the

adult educator and the AEA, in terms of its historyo the characteristics

of its members and former members and their relations to the association.

A second part has paid considerable attention to some continuing

problems which have plagued the association over the years. Having in

this chapter attempted to explore the purposes of a national adult edu-

cation agency as seen by its members and by members classified in a

number of different ways, tte discussion turns now in its final chapter

to :he alternatives before the AEA and to the concltniions which seem to

the authors to emerge from the data presented.
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Chapter XIV

ALTERNATIVES FOR THE AEA

This study of the role of a national organization in adult

education, and specifically of the Adult Education Association of

the U. S. A., must now return to the series of questions posed in

the introduction. First, however, it may be useful to recall very

briefly a few of the findings that have emerged.

A Few Findings. Adult education covers a vast range of activities

serviced by an army of persons, most of whom give only a fraction of

their time, and conducted by scores of organizations, both voluntary

and tax-supported. Within the voluntary group are maw whose primary

objective not adult education but which use educational procedures

to further other purposes in such fields, among others, as health,

religion and commerce. Among the latter adult education is frequently,

though not always, more formalized and, especially in public schools,

is apt to occupy a somewhat marginal position.

One result of this wide variety of auspices and offerings is that

adult educators are not agreed as to just what adult education is. A

definition apparantly commanding the agreement of a good majority is

just in proeess of emerging.

Adult educators themselves have frequently entered the field from

some other. They are enthusiastic about what it can do and optimistic

over its future. The membership of the AEA itself is made up of all

types of persons interested in adult education, from volunteers to

persons devoting full time to the administration of extensive programs.

It is an extremely well-educated group, well over 90 per cent being



college graduates, and over half of these haling graduate degrees.

These are assets.

On the other hand, the adult educators who are members of the AEA

are not greatly interested in it as an organization. They are typically

people who receive a magazine, who hese never attended an animal C011.-

ference, and who seldom think of themselves as adult educators. The

satisfactions they get from membership in the AEA they usually define

in terms of practical assistance received or keeping up with a fiell.

In these terma this membership has rather mixed feelings with respect

to the AEA, and a minimum are definitely dissatisfied. There is, however,

a more interested minority who read both publications, attend annual

meetings occasionally or regularly, who receive broader satisfactions

from their AEA membership and who are committhd to supporting the

develoment of adult education as a movement and a profession. Some

leakage from the membership comes because of the dissatisfaction /Med,

the low level of loyalty to the AEA as an organization, and some because

for many the AEA is a secondary connection., the primary one being such

agencies as the National University Extension Association, the America.

Library Association, etc., though this type of competition is not as

serious as sone imagine. Finally, there is some loss because members

have left the field of adult edueation. This membership lose has been

severe and appears to be continuing, though at a graatly reduced rate.

The marginal status of adult education and atteniant insecurities are

one possible explanation for this loss from the field.

What this means, of course, is that the Mg like most voluntary

organizations, has only a very small hard core of dedicated members who

would be willing to give it a considerable amount of help. Appeale for
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every member to get a new umber are unlikely to produce &response from

the vast majority.

The AEA has some serious unsolved problems1Which have contributed

to its present difficulties. It has not fully succeeded in aihieving

as democratic procOures for governing the organization, as the Founding

AsseMbly hoped for. To put it mildly, its loose forma organization

has resulted in lack of coordination among its parts and in some

struggles among groups and cliques for control. The AEA has been

unable to decide whether it was to appeal to volunteer workers or

professionals, and if both, how, if at all, its service should be

differentiated. Despite almost continuous efforts at so-called

"direction finding," it has not succeeded in settling this or several

other issues. Finally, its life as an organization has been compli-

cated by sudden riches through unexpected foundation support amd

sudden mverty through its unexpected withdrawal,

yoluntarz: Organizations Defined. The AEA is a, voluntary association.

SOch organizations in our society may be defined as groups of.indi-

viduals andfor organizations united for specific purposes and held

together by recognised procedures and behaviors. The two most pers.

sistent and pervasive problems of voluntary associations are:

1. Maintaining membership interest and hence support.

2. Preserving the organizational goals01

These broad purposes the AEA pursues, as does any such, body,

through a variety of activities and in an environment in which a

"For a Adler discussion of these points cf. Sills, The Volunteers,

pp. 1847.
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number of specialized adult education agencies already exist. Unlike

certain other embryonic or newer disciplines, the first organization

in the field was not a general one from which the specialized groups

sprang; in adult education the general association is the youngest of

the group, a fact not without significance.

The Role of a Generalized Organization. This fact has led to the idea

that the AEA could be an "umbrella" organization under whose aegis the

various specialized agencies could associate and work together. But.

as one cynic remarked, "the umbrella has no handle." Moreover, a

national organization should offer more than the place where adult

educators can huddle together in a storm. An umbrella is a neutral

or negative symbol. The national organization of a relatively row and

burgeoning movement needs a more dynamic and Imaginative symbol, and

perhaps its choice is a clue to some of the difficulties of the AEA.

If by this figure of speech it is meant that the AEn should promote

the general welfare of adult education, it must be pointed out that

this is a nonoperational goal unless and until this broad objective is

broken dawn into a number of specific subgoals calling for concrete and

describable actions, otherwise there are no unifying elements. Further,

there is evidence from psychological studies that ill-defined goals not

only result in vague and variable individual judgements but permit

prestige or other effective groups to exert overly strong influences

on organizational developrenb.2 A few possible concreft activities

will be suggested later, but the point may be illustrated by the

2MO Sherif, The Psychology of Social Norms, New York: Harper & Brothers,
3936; and F. E.Wtnd O. A. Oeser, Information, Decision and
Action, Melbourne: University of Melbourne r---"7-..ess, l958,-1-----'art 717T.
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possible desirability of clearing American dealings with INESCO over

the forthcoming world adult education conference through a :single

source. But obviously a general organization mast have specific and

agreed upon functions if it is to serve in such a capacity.

In this particular, adult education seems to the present authors

to have suffered from an abundance of eloquent statements and a paudity

of practical policies. To pick a single and purposely unidentified

illustration, when it is proclaimed by a very important adult education

leader that "appropriate programming for adults requires retreading

people in academic life," certain questions are bound to arise, such as:

If the programming has been so inadequate in the past, why are so

matw millions of persons ..ranualy availing themselves of adult education

offerings?

What, operationally speaking, is meant by "reireading"?

How can a generalized agency, whether the AFA, the American Council

of Education or what, accomplish the "retreading" or retraining of the

thousands of persons in universities, colleges or schools who share in

the adult education enterprise?

Until questions like these are answered with soma degree of defini

tiveness, too much blame mast not attach to administrators who receive

with cynicism and sometimes anger suggestions that their staffs need

"retreading." Such loose talk has lost some members in the past.

The Process of participation. Probably no social scientists have

summarized more succinctly and clearly the processes involved in the

survival and success of an organization than March and Simon in the

following statement:3

3James March and Herbert Simon, Organization, New York: John Wiley &
Sow, 1951s.
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1.. An organization is a system of interrelated
social behaviors of a number of persons whom we shall
call the participants in the organization.

2. Bach participant and each group of participants
receives from the organization inducements in return for
which be maces to tin organization contributions.

3 Each participant will continue hie participation
in an organization only so long as the inducements offered
hia are as great or greater (measured in terms of his
values and in terms of the alternatives open to iiiir than
the contributions he is asked to make.

lie The contributions provided by the various groups
of participants are the source from which the organization
manufactures the inducements offered to participants.

5. Hence an organization is "solvent"and will
continue in existence...manly so long as the contributions
an sufficient to provide inducements in large enough
measure to draw forth these contributions.

Any suggestions as to future program activities of the AEA could

well be scrutinized to determine how well they will facilitate the

processes implicit in this quotation.

Questions of Program

The first question put to this study by the AEA was: What should

be the principal objectives and program of a national organization

concerned with adult education in relation to the basic problems,

needs and trends in adult education in the United States?

A previous direction finding effort posed two related questions,

inclnded hen since comments by some interviewees indicate that the

issues stated are still of concern to some.

1. Should ti* program be as integratad and service directed as

possible, or should major attention be given to developing special pro-
jects, the results of which might be generalived for all adult education?

2. Is the primary objective and obligation of the AEA service to

its members, or should it serve as the spearhead of a social movement

or, alternately, for community development?
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The contrasting objectives these questions pow have been real

dilemmas for the AEA at times in its past, and the failure to resolve

them has hurt the organization. It is axiomatic in adult education

that participants should determine program. In most institutions

classes that do not attract a minimum enrollment are dropped. Others

are added if requested. All attendance is voluntary. The saw principle

can be angled to an adult education organization. Whatever may have

been the situation in the past, at the time of this study barely one

AEA member in ten placed the spearheading of either a social movement

or community development among the three most important activities for

the AEA. In fact, in the judgement of the membership these two activities

rated below most others. Moreover, the leaders, as represented by the

interviewees, were not agreed as to what social movement means, as

Chapter X shows. This may be a disappointment to those who place a

high priority on either of these movements. Such individuals are quite

free to form another organization to promote their ideas, or to try to
change the opinion of their fellow members, but not to force activities

they deem desizable upon an association, the great majority of whose

members desire practical and specific service.

As to the other subsidiary question, the issue seems a false one.

There is nothing to prevent any "service directed" agency from seeking

outside support for and, if siccessful in obtaining it, conducting

experiments, researzh or demonstrations which, when completed and

analyzed, will contribute to still more effective service to the members

and to adult education. The paramount question, therefore, is: What

sorb of service do the members of the AEA wish their organization to

perform for them? As to this question the ambers, fortunately, hare
spoken very clearly.
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Members Want Research. In terms of the total sample, more members rate

as "very important" the conduct and promotion of research related to

adult education and adult leadership than they do any other activitp--

81 per cent. Almost as manY, 79 per cent, placed the dissemination

"of practical techniques of adult education ani adult leadership" in

the same category. No other activity enlisted as much support. Indeed,

the third highest, "develop a social philosophy of adult education,"

was 17 percentage points below the second. When asked to select the

three most important out of eleven activities listed, all of which had

received sow attention from the AEA in the past, research and dissemi-.

nation were even more clearly in the lead. When the desires of members

were studied in terms of their adult education duties, their agencies,

geographic location, age and education, the results were the same, with

two or three minor exceptions. Moreover, the activity ranking in fourth

place song those considered most important was closely related to dis-

semination, namely, Nerve as a clearing house for program, activities

and methods for other organizations in allult education." Research and

dissemination are-also most often mentioned by the questionnaire respon-

dents as needing greater emphasis on the part, of the AEA.

With respect to research, it should be pointed out that the ARA

published, after this present study was almost completed, an inventory

of research in adult education dome by tha Bureau of Applied Social

Research, Columbia University, and financed by the Fund for Adult Edu-

cation.4 This inventory makes quite clear the gaps in our knowledge in

every phase of adult education and gives maw suggestions for needed

research projects. If the AEA could sponsor a small cortrerence to

evaluate these suggestions, determine priorities and then attempt to
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secure support for those projects deemed most important, in cooperation

with university departments of adult education, results of great value

should accrue, comparable perhaps to those of the early studies of

adult learning.

If this appears to be an extravagant claim, the authors would

make the following pointL4

1. That a number of interviewees aryl SO= questionnaire respon-

dents spoke of the "desperath need" for more assured knowledge =I
complained that they were "working in the dark."

2. That a considerable number of experiments aul operational pro-

jects attempted in the last decade or so have been based on "hunches"

or the ideas of a small group, without benefit of prior research and

with a resultant fairly high proportion of failures Or partial successes

and an attendant imffective, even wasteful, expenditure:..of funds.

3. That too little effort has been put into an analysis of either

the successes or failures of many of these projects with a view to

reaching generalisations for adult education05 Some excelleni descrip-

tions have appeared but, for instance, several interviewees complained

that little was known of the significance for adult education of the

bast cities project of the Fund for Adult Education in terms of what

was successful for what kinds of people, to mention but one item.

Viewing the whole situation in the light of comments made and the

results of the inventory mentioned above, it appears that the development

5A happy exception is the forthcoming study of the extensive discussion
group program in the Los Angeles area being prepared by Dr. Abbott
Kaplan. Particularly significant in this project, supported by the
Fund for Adult Education, is the fact that the research aspects were
planned along with the experiment, facilitating the recording of
important happenings as they occurred. It would be highly advantageous
in this stage of the development of adult education if research pro-
cesses could similarly be built into all experimental programs.
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of adult education since the end of World War II has been too much

influenced by enthusiasms and slogans and not enough by fundamental

research making basic contributions to knowledge.

The unanimity of the demand for more research cannot be passed by

without two further consents. Adult education is composed of maw

difftrent facets. If those clamoring for research want service clii

action studies dealing with their own specific fields, there may be

a battle of priorities which in the present situation would be mosii

unfortunate. If, however, the desire is for fundamental studies, the

authors or the AEA itself must needs see to it that operational impli-

cations are made crystal clear.6 As to service stulies, these might be

arranged by the AEA or directly, by the use of students working under

the university professors of adult education.

In the secorsi place, the AEA should not rule out the possibility

that some of those demanding research are responding to the general

enthusiasm for research now evident in American society and attestad

by the great increase in the research expenditures of industry. In

other words, the demand may be for research for its olca sake, as a

defense mechanism. While most of those intewiewees who asked for

research had rather definite ideas as to what was needed, there was

enough vagueness among some to suggest that for them and an undeter»

minable number of respondents to the questionnaire the call for research

was used to excuse their insecurity with respect to the field or their

6The authors cannot resist at this point calling attention to a *went
Australian study, Information, Decision ani Action, by F. E. Emery
and 0. A. Cesar of th---7 Uni--3--'ersity of Melbourigirelbourne, 1958). In
terms of both theory and methodology it is one of the most spohisti-
cated and definitive studies to appear anywhere in the field of adult
education, but every major section makes clear-cut application of
both theory and findings to the agricultural extension service, which
apparently sponsored the inquiry.
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marginal status. An adequate research program can help remedy such a

situation at least in the long run, especially if it is recognized.

Dissemination Desired. Tbe desire for help with practical techniques

of adult education, especially when combined with the relatitely high

priority given clearing house functions, is all but overwhelming.

This is clearly a very important inducement that could be offered

adult educators, "measund in terms of his values," which would elicit'.

tbe "contributions" necessary to organize ard maintain such a serfrice.

Noreover, it is something that could be initiated much more quickly

than a research program of even modest proportions.

Adequate dissemination would of course need organization, the

securing' of reporters in each state or local association or council

or major adult education agency, a periodic reminder to them to submit

news with some guidance as to areas of interest to stress. This might

be stimulated by offering prizes for the most significant and useful

experiments judged from the point of vlew of what they could contribute

to adult education in general. Adult leadership could publicize such a

plan. The e, is could be made by a small conmittee or by a voth of

the members on a ballot printed in Adult ,leadership.

Especially significant experiments could perhaps be referred to

university departments of adult education in the hope that they might

be studied intensively by students and written up as term papers or

even as thesis projects. The best of stich might be published in a

pamphlet series or carried as articles.

Dissemination need not be limited to success stories. It is
perhaps even more important. to recognize mistakes and analyze failures.

The results of research studies, stressing the practical applications
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of the findings, would be of value to adult educators and would satisfy

some of tbe demani for research findings.

The AEA meets this need in part by publishing annually a listing

of adult education research with brief annotations in Adult Education.

The editor of this review admittedly employs an exceedingly liberal

definition of what constitutes research:,

Some of the best of such studies could well be sumarired in

effective articles in one or another of the AEAls publications. In

connection with the inventory mentioned above, several were discovered

which not only would merit such treatment but from which the field

would have profited if so treated. The editor of the annual listing

of research and the university professors of adult education could well

be deputized to bring superior studies to the attention of the AEAls

publication committee.

Interestingly, the older members of the AEA aral past and present

members of the Executive Committee, while rating research ard dissemi-

nation of techniques quite high, are less interested in them than are

other groups within the membership. This may be because they are mom

experienced than the rank and file, but this and one or triv other com-

parably sharp differences raise the question as to whether unwittingly

7Curions4, ow of the most prolific sources of sound adult educational
research has been almost completely ignored by Adult leadershi and
largely by Adult Education, namely, studies in 116.70 idiit e ucation
under the auspices of the Division of Field Studies of the U. S.
Depart:lent of Agriculture Extension Service and the cooperating state
colleges of agriculture. The most recent Review of Extension Research:
Janual7 through December 1958 (Washington:=K Department of Agri-
culture Eztezisiorie -trrcular 521, Jay 1959) lists 75 6107
annotated references dealing with supervision, in-service training,
role expectations, community organizations, community class volunteer
leaders, program planning, evaluaticn, teaching techniques and methods,
and mass communication. UM than one-third of the studies were con-
cealed with vocational adult education. Nor is this the only field
neglected. Research in attitude change, industrial training, and
linguistics are illy reported, though more difficult to follow.
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AEA. policy has been dincted more to unet the definition of needs as

seen by those on the Executive Committee than by the members.

,Priority for philosophy. These two groups place a higher priority on

the developnent of a social philosophy of adult education than do

others, though among the questiormaire respondents it is in third place

among the choices of tile three most important activities for a national

organisation in adult education. Moreover, it rates seconi among those

in which the AEA is deemed "most successful" by its members, though

on.ly 20 per cent so voted.

The AEA had for a number of years a committee on social philosophy

which, after much interviewing, conference, correspondence and some

questionnaixe inquiries, produced a document that in oversimplified

fashion may be described as an effort tO be all things to all men.

Since 39 per cent of the members replying to the preeent inquiry placed

the developnent of such a philosophy among the three most important

activities, they presumably are not satisfied with the statenent, at

least as of the present time--assuming they have read it, which newer

members may not have done.

The literature dealing with this topic uses the terms social

philosophy and philosophy, anti defines neither. So far as the state-

ments are efforts to phrase the motivating ideals, broad goals and

objectives which should goirern adult education-in the second half of

the twentieth century, there can be no criticism of attempting such a

task. 1Thether such an effort, when completed, is philosophy may be

left to philosophers to decide. If it raises the morals and enlarges

the vision of adult educators it is useful. The philosophr of adult

education can be deduced from what afiult educators do rather than from



what they say. This has been shown quite conclusively in a number of

fields.8 In the present situation of the AEA further attention to this

area, especially if budgetary items are involved, should probably be

held in abeyance until the aCtivitiee given so much higher priority by

members are better conducted.

It should perhaps be repeated that combining the clearing house

function, Placed by 30 per cent of the resiondents among the top three

desirable activities, with dissemination means that no one of the seven

other activities listed was placed among the top three by as maw as

one-fourth of the respondents, and four of these seven were chosen by

only about half as maw or less.

It would be easy at this point to discuss at length the problems

and needs of -adult education in the United States in the 19601s and

spin out a program related to each. It would also be futile. The AEA

is currently in no position to do more than tackle the highest priority

needs of the field, aid the respondents and interviewees agree on what

these are. Other desirable actions for the AEA will be noted later,

but in terms of the questions which introduced this section one more

topic may be discussed.

Promote Professionalization. Fifth priority for a national adult edu-

cation association as seen by the sample of members is to advance adult

education as a profession. Twenty-two per cent listed this among the

three most important possible activities, as did about toe same pro-

portion of interviewees. About one-third of the interviewees held that

"a top objective should be to increase the visibility of adult education

eple for instance in eduCation, George S. Counts, The American Road to

Culture, New York: John Day Co., 1930; in religion, Wilbur C. Wren-
beck, The Urban Organization of Protestantism, New York: Doubleday,

Doran:VA=
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in our society and promote a 'climate' favorable to it." This can be

related to the proposal to advance adult education as a profession.

As Chapter XI points out in its discussion of this question, the

establielment of professional statue is one way, though only one, for

an occupation to acquire prestige in the society. With the establish-

ment of university chairs and the increasing proportion of members in

the "professional" category, adult education has probably embarked on

the long journey leading to acceptance among the professionso If the

two top priorities for the AEA, discussed earlier in this chapter, are

successfully implemented, it will contribute to this end by helping to

build the body of knowledge and experience which is the sine sie non of

any profession. The "visibility of adult education in our society's can

be increased by propaganda and other mans, but high status must be

earned, not proclaimed. Before this can be done, it is essential that

those who desire a given status believe that they deserve it and dis-

play enough self-confidence to demonstrate their right. In the opinion

of one distinguished adult educator, for all its direction finiing the

AEA has never "really studied how it could systematically improve its

position*" Instead, responsible leaders have acted "like representa-

tives of a depressed class." A steadfast insistence by the AEA on

evidences of sound developments in the field and interpretation of

them when, as and if they occur, is much in order. Nor in a field as

multi-faceted as adult education is this a task that can be perfornmd

solely by an executive secretary. At the least it is a job for the

members of the Executive Committee and the professors of adult education,

who have a large stake in "increasing visibility" for adult education.
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Organisation and Administration

The semnd major question in the charter of this study asked: What

organisational and administrative pattern or patterns appear desirable to

achieve the objectives and purposes (i.e., those emerging from the answers

to question 1)? This question must be considered for the national organi-

sation both internally and in its relations with-other agei.rcies having

varying degrees of interest in adult education.

yeiniaergui . Questions of organization begin with membership categories.

At one tine the AEA optimistically aspired to 50,000 members and hoped to

enlist a large proportion of volunteer workers. This goal is only a. few

thousand below the actual membership of the most successful of socsondav

organizations, namely, the American Association for the Advancement of

Science. Recently AEA membership recruitment has majored on persons

professionally employed in the field; close to ore-fifth ok the inter-

viewees would prefer an association made up only of such persons, students

majoring in adult education, aixl organizations. Three-fifths of the in*

terviewees, however, would vote for a professional membership, broadly

defined, plus "committed" volunteer wo:kers. Several interviewees :34-

gested a membership basis similar to that of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science has two

classes of individual members who pay ths same dues, $8.50, and receive

the periodical Science. The first class are Fellows, a status available

to those actively engaged in advancing science. The general requirenient

is that the Fellow be doing work b.eyond the doctorate. The other class

includes anyone interested eziough in the purposes of the body to pay the

annual dues. Only Feliows can hold ofkice in the association. It might
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be difficult to institute such a plan in the AEA in view of some of the

helings expressed by older members who do not hold graduate degrees in

adult education.

Organizations are also methers of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, as affiliates. Interestingly enough, membership

recruitment is conducted through the affiliated organizations.

The National Conference on Social Welfare, another type of secondary

association, also combines individual and organizational memberships, the

latter at all levels. About 6,000 persons and 1,200 organizations belong,

and aver half the annual budget of $157,000 comes from dues, an illustra-

tion of what uniting the various interests in a field can do. It is
apparent that some of the influence and strength of these bodies stems

from a degree of cooperation which does not seem to have developed as yet

in adult education.

The authors have no suggestions to make with respect to membership

categories for the AEA beyond those now used. They believe the trend

toward declining proportion of lay members is likely to continue, but

they also believe that the AEA has much to offer leaders in maw volun-

tary organizations. Members in such bodies who returred the questionnaire

endorsed the two priorities for desirable activities already mentioned.

The AEA membership turnover is very high, apparently three times as

high as in the Canadian Association for Adult Education, This indicates

the need for a continuous membership campaign in cooperation with state

and local associations and, hopefully, many members.

Specifically, the AEA might consider the areas where it has lost

most heavily over the years, such as religion. Conversely, it might

cultivate fields where the realization that programs are essentially
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adult education is growing. One exempla of this is the agricultural

and home economics extension service of OUT state colleges of agri-

culture. Its leaders have been increasingly Emphasizing that it is

an adult education enterprise, and a majority of the state directors

of extension indicated a !exorable attitude toward the AEA and toward

having at leaat the administrative, supervisory and specialist personnel

join it. It is suggested that, once having rethought and determined upon

its program, the AEA confer with representatives of these two and com-

parable fields to plan how to bring tixt advantages of membership to the

attention of religious and extension service personnel. Each field, of

course, win respond to recruitment only if the AEA can demonstrate its

value in terms of the needs of each specific field for a generalized

organization.

Administrative Patterns. Chapter VIII of this report discusses in some

detail the administrative pattern of the AEA and the problems of achieving

demooraoy within the organization. The Founding Assembly made elaborate

provisions for choosing the Delegate Assembly, which is the governing

body, sell for the Executive Committee. In the opinion csk that interviewees

these have not been wholly successful. Some charged that the AEA was un-

democratic, and a fifth would abolish the .Deiegate Assembly entirely,

transferring its functions to the ftecutive Counittee and an o'pen meeting

at the time of the annual conference. Maw who would not go as far as

this were quite dissatisfied with tho workings of the Delegate Assembly.

The difficulty of finding persons to serve the two-year term, which

ideally involves attendance at the annual conferences, the fact that

maw delegates hire to be appointad and are not responsible to a con-

stituency* the difficulty of maintaining adequate comunication through
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the yearwithmethers of the Delegate AsseMbly, and the unsolved prOblem

of how and when to schedule meetings, have all contributed to the discon-

tent with the present pattern. The prOblem of a recognised constituency

for Delegate Assembly members cannot be satisfactorily solved until the

ABAls relations with regions, states and metropolitan areas home been

determined, an element in the situation considered elsewhere in this

chapter. In consideving this problem and the suggestions givwn later,

the ladk of knowledge maxermembers have about the Delegate AsseMbly

should be recalled.

Before considering possible solutions to this prOblem, it maybe of

interest to note the procedures governing the functioning of the two

generalimmi and secondary organizations already mentioned. The legis-

lative body of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

called the Council, is made up of representatives.of the affiliated

organizations. This Council elects the officers and the Board of

Directors, and conducts all the association!s business. Fellows and

other members have no vote. It is stated that the few attempts to give

themvotes have not attracted support, because the association "stands

for the advaneement.of science, not of scientists."

The main governing body of the National Conferenae on Social Welfais

is the Executive Committee, which consists of 21 elected members plus the

officers. They are elected for threeyear terms, and all except the

officers are elected on a competitive ballot. (About 35 per cent of the

meMbers return the ballots, about the same rate as the AEA's.) Nips of

the Executive Committee members are regionally elected, and the rest are

elected at large.
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There is no body comparable to the Delegate Assembly of the AEA,

and meidmrs have the power only to make suggestions to the Executive

Committee. Almost all power is vested in the Executive Committee.

In addition te the Executive Committee, five other committees con-

tain persons directly elected by a mail vote of the members: nominations,

progress, atx1 a committee for each of the three major sections of the con-

!evince.

It will be seen that neither of these organisations is as "democratic"

as the AEA. On the other hand, the procedures seem to be more successful

in prodUcing au effective governaental pattern. Certainly in neither case

is there any doubt as to where responsibility lies.

Out of the many changes proposed by interviewees and others for

making the Delegate Assembly of the AEA a more efficisnt body, most of

which involve giving the Executive Committee greater responsibility, one

well worth considering is, as noted in Chapter IX, to reduce the sise of

the Delegate Assmdbly to a, maximum of perhaps 100 members, retaining the

following functions:

Nomination of the Executtos Committee members and officers

Fixing the membership dues

Approving changes in the constitution

Setting general policy with regard to the annual conferences and

the expenditure of the wasociationle funds

Making suggestions regarding the pUblications and policies of the AEA.

Efforts might also be made to improve communications with and briefing

of members, and to give, adequate time during the annual conference, at

convenient hours, for a consideration of the business in hand.
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This proposal would endow the Executive Committee with considerably

more power and responsibility than it has had in the past, ani wou,14

requite changes in the constitution. There is, however, a clear desire

that it exert mon leadership. The present difficulties of the ABA

require decision by a body meeting more than annually--ons whom memlbers

are in oboe touch with association affairs. Among such decisions are

those with respect to program and goals. Until these are made and

implemented, recruitment of new members will be difficult.

Finance. A considerable majority of the interviewees are in favor of

financing the basic programs of the AEA entirely through the dues of

members, p2us presumably such revenme sources as the sale of pUblica-

tions and the rental of exhibit space at annual conferences. This would

protect the basic program from the results of variations in foumlation

support.

Such a policy does not, in the opinion of most of these persons,

preclude the AEA from soliciting funds for special projects sudh as

research, demonstration or experimentation, and this is definitely pro-

posed by quite a number. Both these policies have much to commend them.

Three other suggestions maybe made.

1. The AEA should be recompensed for its costs in handling special

funds and grants where such grants do not in themeelves cover the cost of

rent, equipment and services.

2. The AEA should seriously consider anincrease in dues. It has

one of the lowest rates of any comparable national organization. In view

of its preset problems an increase to an amount of between $7.00 and

$8.50 would undoubtedly result in a fUrther decrease in metbers. It is

not possible to estimate the extent of such a loss, but it is a mere
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matter of arithmetic to indicate that even if 1600 members failed to

renew at a rate of $7.50 and all others did, the AEA would be no worse

off and would have slightly lower costs for mailings and printing. Pro-

fessional memberships should be raised to $12.50 or $15.00. Most compar-

able national organizations have higher dues than the AEA; some, as with

the American Sociological Society, as high as $20.00 for Fellows. Very

few organizations have a lower rate than that proposed here, and these

palish far less*

If an increase of dues is decided upon, it might be announced well

in advance with. opportunity for immediate renewal and at the same time

with the announcement of a new and more concentrated program of service.

Advance payments of memberships might give some working capital and would

hold some members who might otherwise be lost, until they had had an op-

portunity to appraise the value of the AEA pregram under the new adminis-

tration.

3. It is suggested that the AEA adopt the practice of a number of

non-profit, service organizations by including a line for contributions

on the membership renewal forms, with or without an attached slip indi-

cating why a contribution is desirable or stating a specific purpose to

which extra contributions would be applied*

Annual Conference. Some interviewees argued that it was impossible to

condlct an annual conference which could consider a topic and also give

adequate consideration to the necessary business of the association.

Their statement that no organization has done this successfully shows

limited knowledge, but it is correct that the AEA has not. The program

for the 1959 meeting appears to meet some of the Objectiona raised to

past procedures.
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The AEA has had various policies vdth respect to having special

interests represented by sections at annual conferences. Some hold that

such sections prevent the discussion of an all-encompassing theme and

make for separation within the organization. On the other hand, a 1956

committee listed fifteen "needs" of public school adult educators pecu-

liar to that field.

Judged by the experience of other organizations, the problem is not

insoluble. The American Association for the Advancement of Science has

a large number of sections. The National Conference on Social Welfare

selects an overall theme which is emphasized on lion:iay, Wednesdey and

Friday of the conference week. Section meetings and "common service"

meetings dealing with such topics as public relations, research, or fi-

nancing are held on Tuesday and Thursday. The average attendant spends

three days at the forua and hence gets a taste of both general and spe-

cialized discussions. All told, about three hurAred meetings are held

during the week. The American Sociological Society also has an overall

theme, accommodates thirty topical sections and conducts the necessary

business of the organization.

While probably no present or future section can help the former mem-

ber who complained because he got no hJlp in teaehiilg elementary algebra

to adults, the device of using sections has two values:

1, In a field as amorphous as adalt stinclattm and with as many

facets, where there are enough Limbers to support a section, this would -

or should - provide something of value to representatives of each special

interest. As to program, any groups meeting the criteria for sections

could be given autonomy.

2. By the device of a common theme it can bring representatives of

many special fields together to consider the problems common to all areas
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of adult education and/or to all adult educators.

Careful study and development of sections at annual conferences

seem warranted to determine whether greater use of this device should be

made than at present.

Sections and the Future. In tire neer future the development of effec-

tive sections along content rather than organizational lines might offer

the possibility for the AEA to comc to hold a position in adult education

similar to that of tin National Conference an Social. Work in the welfare

field, or even of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence. The bare beginnings of some such pmcess mayperhaps already be

appearing, as witness the literacy section which even has its own funds.

If this represents a desirable development, it would be wise to begin to

plan how sections can be nurtured, given sufficient autonomy, and retain

strong ties with the "mother" organization. This is not a task of high-

est priority, but neglect of the question for too long might well eventu-

ate in another bit of administrative confusion. Careful planning for the

type of development suggested might well result in an important new area

of scirvice and opportunity for the AEAn

Make th3 AEA an Annual MeetiaLy...921R, It is also suggested that at each

annual meeting an hour be set aside for an interesting, interpretive re-

port of the AEA's life and work during the preceding year, of a type which

an attendant could use in reporting to a local organization at home, Half

the time should be allowed for questions. A possible pattern for such an

hour would be the new type of stockholders' meetings pioneered by some

large corporations and attended by thousands of people, Such a scheme

might help reduce some of the lack of information about the AEA which the

questionnaires disclosed. It could also be used to build pride in and
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loyalty to the AEA, assuming that the year has been productive. Some

members have felt that the AEA's own affairs at annual conferences were

introduced almost with an apology, which is unlikely to impress members

with the organization's importance.

Fhpers at Annual Conferences. A final suggestion with respect to the

Annual Conference of the AEA and related organizations is that the MA

issue an invitation in the early winter of each year for members to sub-

mit research papers which would be considered for inclusion in the program

of the conference. The best of these could be selected for reading and

discussion, prObably in section meetings. Quite a number of organizations

use this device, some giving preference to younger members. This plan

would have several advantages. It would encourage research, and the mem-

bers desire this. It would be a first step in dissemination of results.

It would evidence the interest of the AEA in what its members were doing.

It would involve more members in the prograu. 'It would increase to some

degree a wider acquaintanceship within the association. The selection of

only the best of the papers submitted for inclusion in the program might

raise the standards of research. While some papers would relate to the

conference theme, those nct so related but of high merit might be pre-

sented at meetings of an appropriate section or a special section on re-

search.

Organized HelatIons With Other Adult Education Agencies

The second part of the question concerned with administration raised

the question of the role of a generalized national adult education organ-

ization in relation to other and more specialized agencies.

Direction-rinding efforts of the AEA in the recent past have made
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two approaches te this prob1em6 The 1957 Comaission on Direction Finding

asked:

What are the total adult education needs of the menbership to be

served?

Which are met by other agencies?

What, remains to be done?

What of this renainder should the AEA provide?

This curiously negative formulation appears to reduce the AEA fraa

the secondary organization it is for about half its meathorstAp to a re-

sidual roles Moreover, such questions cannot be answered until the AEA

has settled the as yet unresolved issues with respect to its aims and

objectives. The present authors would not accept such a residual role

for the AEA as necessarily best either for the good of adult education

or for its cwn sake as an organizations

Another direction finding effort two years earlier stated the issue

in these terms: Should the AEA seek a position of leadership in the

field or should its primary objective be to occupy a facilitating role,

helping *en opportunity offers?

Tha assumptions in this question seem unrealistic. A position of

leadership in any field, no matter how sought, can be achieved only by

earning it. Indeed, even a facilitating role is impossible unless the

ability to "facilitate" or "help" is admitted by those to whom the eery-

ice is offered. In other words, even this role must be earned)

9An outsider cannot help but be impisseed with the frequency with which
AEA direction finding efforts posed questions and issues in essen-
tially unrealistic terms9 in that, the AEA had no power to adopt either
of the proposed alternatives, At best it could have c21 numertnis
occasions selected several of a series cf posei alternatives as
objectives and then planned realistic:any haw to eAdeve theme



The analogy of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science and the National Conferanoe on Social Welfare, urged by several

interviewees, breaks down at this point. The former organisation is

over one hundred years old. Nov specialized science societies grew up,

within it. Thus it has maw affiliated organisational members, including

Ui state or local academies of science. The latter, limier a number of

noes, dates from 18711. It has been called the *mother of national

organisations," It has high prestige, and election to the presidency

of the organisation is the highest honor in the social welfare field.

The AEA is hardly in a comparable position.

Possible Contributions of a National Adult Education prganizatioa.

Nonetheless, a vigorous generalized agency in the field of adult edu-

cation could make a contribution. This "contribution could begin with

the two activities most desired by the ASA/s own wembershipthe conduct

or promotion of fundamental research ard dissemination.

The reason for this is not far to seek. There has been very little

research in the field of adult education, and moat of what has been done

falls into the categow of service research. In preparation for an

inventory of adult education research, an inquiry iNms addressed to

agency members of the CNO asking what research each had done or had

under way.10 The great majority had conducted none at all. Som agencies

an spending large am on activities without showing any curiosity as to

tie effeotiveness of their metheds or the results of their worke

Beyond the two activities already recommerded, several other sug-

gestic= are in order. One has already been noted, the desirability of

10for a discussion of why this is so, rtL. Brunmr et a10, g,. cit.,
pp0
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having an organization like the AEA serve as a clearing hones and

spokesman for American adult education interests at the international

level. Involved here are arranging for &Brim regesentatives at

international conferences devoted to or paying some attention to adult

education, Nanning visits of foreign adult educators so that maximum

benefits way accrue to them and to host institutions, and receiving

ant sifting materials from overseas and interpreting the beet of it

for Americans. In time, especially if cooperation could be arranged

with the Canadian Association for Adult Education, such service might

warrant a full-time officer.

The AEA could call a conference of Uie officers of specialized

adult education agenciessuch as the National University Extension

Association, the Association of University Evening Colleges, the

Agricultural and Rome Economics Extension Services, and the American

Library Associationto inquire hci, if at all, it could serve their

members, and what tYpes of materials woukl make the publications of

the AEA useful to themlland at what levels.22 A conference of this

type might put the missing "handle on the umbrella." For while the

teacher of elementary algebra alzeady alluded to may not believe it,

there aze maw problems common to all areas of adult education. Pro-

fessors of adult education who conduct graduate seminars that include

representatives of a number of adult education fields in the group we

often amused by the surprise some students show when they discover this.

lilt was reported that a conference on the latter topic with a few
agencies was promised bat never held.

12Some interviewees stated that the AEA should be an elite organization
enlisting on4 deans and directors of extension, supervisors, and, in
terms of agricultural and home economics extension, specialists.



An Massmt Service. Certain services would also seem appropriate

for a national generalized adult education agency. It could, for

instance, develop a simple employment service by circulating quarbsrly

mimeographed lists of positions open anci of personnel available. Those

seeking positions could be listed for a nominal charge of $1000. Pro-

fessional and contributing members could receive this material as a

membership privilege, others for a small charge.

In a field both as varied and amorphous as adult education, such

a service might help keep some persons in the field. Conversely, it

might inform administrators of persons with experience in adult educa-

tion when their own knowledge of available personrcl might not be large.

Talent Invenboa. Min to this proposal is the suggestion that the AEA

compile, in cooperation with other agencies and the professors of adult

education, a classified "talent inventory" of persons with competence

in rpecific fields of adult education who might be enlisted to help

local or state adult education associations, councils or other agencies,

enecially those of a volunteer character.33

Relations with Local and State Associations. There are a number of

state and local adult education associations or councils, but their

life cycles indicate an above-average mortality. A nutber of those

have joint memherahip arrangements with the AEA. This plan has been

successful in many organizations but its success requires an immediate

43ks an illustration consider the case of a very competent younger
person in the field of comunity organization with special referenda
to adult education, who has gone to a post two thousand miles from
where he was beginning to be well-known and with responsibilities of
quite a different nature. His service to his new region would be
enhanced if his interest and competence in the area named were known.
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processing of memberships by the two organizations concerned, This has

not always happened in the case of some states and perhaps not in the

national office. It should also be noted that in a number of comparable

organizations the local or state unit, as the collection agency, retains

all sums paid but remits its due share to the national office. In some

organizations, further, if gifts or memberships come directly to the na-

tional offices, an agreed-upon share is remitted to the appropriate state,

It is quite clear from both interviews and questionnaires that the

AEA memberghipwill not permit these state and local associations to be-

come branches of the AEA controlled from its headquarters. Only about

one-fifth af the interviewees and one-tenth of the respondents favored

this, Just over half of those answering questions on AEA state and local

relations preferred that the AEA be not only a resource agenoy but guide

local organizations and lend support where able, and presumably if re-

quested, to specially important programs. The others want assistance from

the AEA wten asked for by the local agency,

The proportions noted are less important than the fact that without

exception the desirability of relations between the AEA and state and lo-

cal associations was accepted and desired. In aedition to other arguments

in favor of such relationehipso good local or state association with an

appreciable measure of interaction among its members and between it and

the AEApappears to build interest in the broadei aspects of adult educa-

tion and to sharpen the self-perceptions of the menbers as adult educat-

OrS

These broader interests and the greater degree of identification

among members with the field of adult education should make it easier

for the AEA to attract new members and hold older onesond should also

facilitate the use of joint membership plans, This is an added reason

for AEA interest in and help to state and local bodies,
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Field Service Desired. Adult education leaders want field service from

the AEA. Only the need for research was mentioned as often by the inter.

viewees. This is sound thinking. The only way for any organization to

build "grass roote support is to serve at the grass roots level.

Currently the AEAls staff is too limited to give much of this desired

field service. It is therefore proposed that an unhurrb3d conference be

held with university professors of adult education to explore the possi-

bility that they might accept responsibility for field service within a

reasonable distance of their institutions, using their graduate students

as staff. Such practical problems as emerged from the field through such

service might be useful in seminar discussions. It is Bugger' .nat such

service be given in the name of the AEA and the university cooperatively;

and that utile obviously any group or person could approach any university

professor directly, the plan, if worked out, should be announced by the

AEA and requests cleared through it. This field service might also help

to increase the sense of identification on the part of the recipients with

adult education ari increase their willingness to considor themselves

adult educators.

The proposed ccnference with university professors could well cover

more topics than the single suggestion made here. Few groups have a

greater stake in the AEA than professors of adult education, Theyare

training personnel for the field the AEA is seeking to enlarge r.4.1 develop.

Serious consideration could well be given as to how this group's full-tilie

service to adult education can be so focused as to be of greater benefit

to the AEA.

Some Generalizations. In the light of the experience of the AEA and of

certain other national organizations several generalizations can be made.



1. Nitionalp state and local bodies must not duplicate functions

but mast render distinctive services to and perform recognized functions

for their members. Suggestions as to differentiation of programs were

made in a previous chapter.

2. The national organization must permit its relations with state

and local units to be flexible, fitting the local situation. For instance,

there should not be an absolute requirement that there can be only one

super-local asuociation per state that would preventosay, California or

Texas from having two regional associations instead of one for the state.

Variations from any generalized scheme should, however, be held to a

minimum and reflect only demonstrated need, .

3. The national organization cannot demand cooperation. If it asks

for any special cooperative service it should meet the costs. "We just

about ruined our council trying to do what Chicago asked," satd one local

president.

4. Until firmly established, state and local associations often

need a concealed subsidy in the form of free office space and/or staff

service from some agency or university. This may-well make the differ-

ence, and in iome cases has, between survival and later effective growth

and the death of the organization, Promotion of state and local units

should stress this point and help in securing such cooperationo

5. Field service must be done by highly competent people. This

self-evident preachment is included since there was considerable criti-

cism by interviewees of persons sent by the AEA in its lush days, It

was charged that after announcing that what was done must meet local con-

ditions,they shoved themselves to be wed to a single idea and quite lost

in Zacing local conditions where this idea was impractical or rejected.
111=11Mw

24
A conspicuous exception to this vas the Mountain-Flains Regional Pro

lent R1wva i d with authusiacqn
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Priorities. Beyond the general indications already given and based on

replies of interviewees and respondents to the questionnaire, the authors

are not venturing to lay down priorities. It is impossible for them to

say if something !...ere called "field service" is or is not more important

than building a profession, Indeed, the former might, as indicated, be

one element in reaching the latter objective, Moreover, it is conceiv-

able that some one activity would be more valuable for adult education

than another but less valuable for the AEA as an organization. As a rel-

atively new organization functioning in an awe still illy defined,the

AEA cannot concentrate, as does the National Conference cn Social Welfare,

largely on holding an annual conference. Nor can it major on building

and promoting the welfare of a profession, so largely a concern of the

National Education Association. It failed to 1,, all things to all mem-

bers in the days of its affluence. This is less possible now than then.

It is incumbent on the leadership to set the objectives for the AEA to

pursue within the range of the practical possibilities of staff and

funds. This means that the AEA must learn to refuse to do good in order

that it may do well those things which are possible. But the next steps

beyond the immediately possible should be decided upon and mapped. As

resources become available each new stop should be taken. The develop-

ment should be planned for and progress repor.:ed. This might well in-

crease the interest of the members in and their loyalty to the AEA because

it would supply the sense of direction so many testify the association

has so long lacked.

Causes of Difficulties and Problems

The final question put by the AEA asked "to what extent" certain

stated conlitions have contributed to the difficulties of the AEA.
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Extent is a word implying precise measurement, which is not possi-

ble in the terms in which the questions are phrased. Rather, extent in

this connection appears to have been used in the loose, popular sense

and in those terms these questions can be anfiered.

Organizational and Administrative Patterns. When one asks the extent

to which the organizational patterns adopted by the AEL are responsible

for its current problems, the answer can be given in =word, "consid-

erableou

The idea of four separate offices endorsed by the Founding Assembly,

with the coordinating office furthest west rather than more centrally lo-

cated, was defensible only on the grounds of the poverty of the organiza-

tion. To permit such an arrangement to continue when the large grants

from the Fund for Adult Education were received was to invite divisive-

ness. The philosophy of extreme permissiveness which even led to an

apology for having a constitution "because necessary for incorporation,"

opened the door for some of the struggles for power among cliques which

most interviewees insist went on. When this permissiveness went to the

extent of allowing separate appeals for funds by what were supposed to

be "suborganizations" one wonders that the AEA survives. When at least

some of these grants reportedly were, and to some extent still are, ad-

ministered by the AEA without a fee to cover management, bcokkeeping and

accounting charges, the outsider may admire its generosity but not its

wisdom.

For some reason or reasons there appears to have been a fear among

those who brought the AEA into being of building an organization with a

firm and operable structure. Considerations of sound organization have

been consistmAa4r pushed into last place at annual conferences. Worse,



they have all but been reported as something evil that had better be re-

pressed.* This attitude has extended to field relations. In the much

praised Mountain-Plains project there was much emphasis on building a

prograr those locally concerned, wanted; none on building ties with tbe

AEA which had secured the funds. Hence when these funds were withdrawn

there was no effective organization to carry on even a modicum of fur-

ther activity, It is to be hoped that the Delegate Assembly or the

Executive Committeesif given powenwill pay explicit attention to the

AEA as an organization and never fail to consider what effect any deci-

sions on program and service will have on the organization in the long

The final chapter of a report of this nature is not the paace to

insert a compaete catalog of what, looking backward, students of organi-

zatton who shared no responsibility for these decisions nos find good

cause to criticize. One perhaps too dour but lifelong friend of adult

education remarked, "If the Executive Committee of the AEA and the Fund

for Adult Education had set out to bring the AEA to its present pass,they

couldn't have planned it much better." The authors do not wholly agree

with but can understand this comment.

Failure to Pursue Attainable Purposea Ari affirmative answer must also

be given to the query as to whether "a possible failure to center on and

persist with attainable objectives and purposes" helps explain the AEA's

present prdblems. It appears to have attempted to do too much, to make

some contribution to almost any need brought to its attention, One evi-

dence of this is the number of committees appointed, especially after the

15
The authors cannot accept the oft repeated assertion that this situa-
tion is a reactive from the tight control exercised in the preceding
American Association of Adult Education as the sole explanation.



Fund for Adult Education grants became available, which either failed to

report or which met and presented a report or prograu never implemented

in terms of staff assignments.

Other evidences, especially with respect to the AEA's vagueness and

uncertaiath have been amply alluded to in previous chapters. They are

one reason why in this report stress has been laid on a relatively few

activities, meeting often-expressed needs, The AEA cannot now, if it

ever could, afford to attempt to be all things to all adult educators.

Problems of a Generalized itganization Another hypothesis presented

by the AEA is that its difficulties may in part be chargeable to the nor-

mal problems of organizing a mcwement or an idea on a national basis.

The authors prefer to state this in terms of the problems of organizing

a generalized national agency which inevitably, for many people in the

field, has to be a secondary organization because of the degree of spe-

cialization which has already come in adult education, This is not a

peculiar problem, The American Country Life Association, launched hope-

fully in tho early 1920's, dwindled to a few hmndred members when founda-

tion support was withdrawn. Meeting annually, it is kept alive largely

by devoted officers serving without compensation; it issues its proceed-

ings but is unable any longer to support its magazine. Even the National

Conference on Social Aelfare, despite its large budget, is meeting some

of the same problems in its field as is the AEA, though with the great

asset that it is older than the specialized agencies in social welfare

and possesses a reservoir of great prestige, something the AEA has not

yet earned.

The withors do not believe that the present stage of development of

adult education in the United States or inadequate public understanding

of it bears much, if any, blame for the dilemmas of the AEA as it faces
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the 19601s. There has been adult education in the United States for well

over a century. It has had tax support in a few localities at least

since the 1840's. Its participants are numbered in the millions but they

think of themselves concretely as taking this course or that, joining an

international affairs discussion group or a Great Books circle, not as

participants in a "movement." The tereadult education" is coming into

increasing use. The tern would be still more common if adult educators

were not uneasy about it or even about calling themselves what they are.

Inadequate public understanding is probably not a serious handicap for

the AEA, unless it should embark on a general money raising campaign.

Evon the term "continuing education," which some prefer, would not be an

asset in a general campaign An, funds.

Conclusion. There is no easy way out of the dilemmas the AEA faces. To

some extent they are of its own creation and some of them will have to

be lived with. It is to be hoped that the development of NAPSAE and

state units affiliated with it will not isolate public school adult edu-

cation from the main currents of a developing adult education in the

United States. The fact that there are as many public school educators in

the AFA membership who are not members of NAFSAE as there are who are would

seem to offer some hope of a rapprochment. Certainly both public school

and general adult education will suffer if there is not continuous inter-

action and cooperation, but the authors hazard no guess as to the extent

to which this may be implemented.

Colleges and universities are more and more accepting responsibility

for educational leadership-in their areas. A number of voluntary organi-

zations are developing sound educational programs, of which the Foreign

Policy Association's experiments in rural Oregon in cooperation with the
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Agricultural and Home Economics Extension Service and the Great Book pre-

gram are two quite different illustrations. Same commercial organiza-

tions, too, have begun to use the vocabulary of adult education, though

their approach often still seems tinctured with hidden persuasion. Par-

ticularly to such the CNO has a contribution to make in organizational

terms, though the full contribution of adult education in terms of re-

search findings, techniques and methods will dcubtless require agency

educational officers to be AEA members, as many are.

The very fact that adult education is as amorphous and as vartml as

it is in content, auspices, techniques and methods seans to the authors

to call for a generalized national organization in the field, capitaliz-

ing on the large amount of cross-fertilization possible, serving all its

facets in some such ways as have been indicated here and building upon

such a foundation as expanding a service as mayP be called for. Most na-

tions in the free world have such associations and fird them essential.

At a group interview the authors held with nearly a score of deans

and directors of university extensionsthere was general agreement and no

dissent from the statement: "If unhappily the AEA should die we would

have to organize another association to take its place." The authors

can only add that in such a contingency, if this were not done, adult

education as a whole would be the poorer. Far better if the Ail lives

and flourishes!
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APPENDIX A

Some Methodological and Technical Matters*

In hopes of improving the readability of the report, the many meth-

odological and technical problems which arose in the course of the re-

search have generally been bypassed in the Maia body of the presentation.

However, a full understanding of the trustworthiness and representative-

ness of the questionnaire and interview replies which have served as the

basis of many of the conclusions requires a full discussion of the meth-

ods of data collection used and their limitations. Therefore, this ap-

pendix will consider in some detail the processes of data collection which

have been used.

The Questionnaire to AEA Members

The Use of Questionnaires. Very early in the design of this study it was

decided that the major research instrument would be a questionnaire mailed

to all meMbers of the AEA. This decision had both its drawbacks and ad-

vantages. Any mailed questionnaire is almost certain to produce biased

results because of the aelf-selecting nature of the sample. Consequently,

it was realized fron the beginning that by choosing to use this type of

research instrument we were foregoing the hope of obtaining a completely

representative picture of the members and their opinions. Various corp..

siderations, however, suggested that this loss of representativeness

might not be too serious. If, as suspected, the more informed and in-

volved members were more likely to respond to the questionnaire, then the

biased sample of questionnaire respondents might be considered a more

This appendix was prepared by William L. Nicholls II.
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accurate reflection of those who will make decisions for the AEA, thane

completely representative sample of all members. Secondly, if a rela-

tively high return rate could be Obtained, there would be less chance of

producing seriously a biased sample, and two considerations suggested

that a reasonably high return rate could be expected. It was known that

in general AEA members had completed many years of formal schooling, and

previous studies had shown that the rate of questionnaire return tended

to increase with education. Furthermore, two previous studies of AEA's

meMbership had used mailed questionnaires with fairly good results in

obtaining raplies. Not only did this latter fact suggest that we could

also anticipste a sizable return. In addition' the use of a mailed

questionnaire also offered the possibilit'y of making comparisons with

these earlier studies on certain items, since it would not be unreasonr

able to assume that bdases which existed in any of the mailed question-

naires were likely to be present in the others.

Another major reason for the selection of a mailed questionnaire as

the major research instrument, however, lay outside the area of research

decisions. The AEA Executive Committee hoped to utilize the data collec-

tion process as an opportunity for all the menbers to think about some of

the prOblems facing the AEA and adult education as a preparation for demo-

cratic decision making. Since it was impossible to interview every mem-

ber, mailed questionnaires provided the only option which could simulta-

neously meet both the research demands and set the stage for the demo-

cratic decision making.

Questionnaire Construction and PrerTest, An initial draft of a ques-

tionnaire applicable for both AEA members and adult educators **were

not members was drawn up during the summer of 1958, and through the
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cooperation a Dr. Coolie Verner of Florida State UniversiV this fomn

was pre-tested on 29 adult educators residing in or near Tallahassee,

Florida. Copies of this same forn mere also examined by the Executive

Director of the AEA, a Committee of Consultants appointed by theAEA's

Executive Committee, Dr. J. R. Kidd of the Canadian Association for Adult

Education, and various consultants at the Bureau of Applied Social Re-

search. On the basis of the pre-test results and the eacellent sugges-

tions provided by the consultants, a final draft of a questionnaire for

AEA members was prepared and separate questionnaires for former ambers

and those adult educators who had never been AEA members were developed.

Mailing and Processing. The questionnaire; was mailed to each paid-up in-

dividual, member as of September 1958 who li.ved in the continental United

States, Alaska, Hawaii, or aterto Rico.
1

Organizational menbers and those

residing in foreign countries were excluded from the study. These 5656

questionnaires were nailed on October 16, 1958. One mcmth later, when

approximately 38% af the questionnaires had been returned, a systethatic

sample of all those who had not yet returned their questionnaire was

drawn by taking every other name from the list of non7returnees.
2

This

sample of 1626 non-returnees was nailed a second identical questionnaire

with a strong request that they complete it as soon as possible. By the

cut-off date of February 3, 1959, a total of 2899 questionnaires had

been returned, or 51.3% of those mailed.

Not all of the returned questionnaires were processed for tabulation

111111INIMMINP *=110,
1
While conducting interviews with certain members it was discovered that

some claimed never to have received a copy of the questionnaire. In al-

most all instances further investigation revealed some confusion about

their membership position in the home office or a delayed payment of dues

which resulted in a temporary removal from the membership roles at the

time of the questionnaire mailing.

2
Because of the time required for mail to travel outside the continental

United States, non-returnees residing in Alaska, Hawaii, and Flierto Rico

were not sampled for a second questionnaire.
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and analysis. Seven contained too little information to make processing

worthwhile, and 14 questionnaires were rejected because it appeared that

they had been filled out by someone other than the person to whom they

were addressed. Of the remaining 2878 usable questionnaires, an even

2000 were selected for processing by systematic random sampaing.
3 This

final selection was necessary because limited time and money available

precluded a processing of all those returned.

Biases in the Membershi2 sEELA

As already indicated, the temptation to generalize from question-

naire respondents to all members must be resisted. It cannot 131 assumed

that those who failed to reply would agree completely with those who did.

Common sense suggests the more involved members would be more prone to

cooperate. Fmtunately, such problems need not be entirely matters af

speculation, for it is possible to exanine empirically the extent of at

least some of the possible bdases.

Variations in Return Rate. One approach to measuring the extent of bias

resulting from incomplete returns is to examine variations in the rate of

return among various groups of members. For example, the type of member-

ship held in the AEA, given in Table 1, may be considered an indicator of

involvement in the organization, and therefore differentia, return rates

according to the type of membership may be taken as evidence as to the

effects of involvement on return. It is clear that the general or five-

dollar members were less likely to return their questionnaires than the

professional or ten-dollar members. The highest return rate of all is

3

11M=aflIMM=10I.

One exception was made to strict systematic random sampling omong the

usable questionnaires for processing. For certain purposes it was im-

portant to obtain as complete information aboat the opinions of the past

and present members of the Executive Committee as possible. Consequently

16 questionnaires returned by Executive Committee members were processed

even though they were not drawn in the systematic sample.



found for the contributing members, whose dues are fifteen dollars a

year. A bias in the same direction, but somewhat greater in magnitude,

was also reported for the 1956 mailed-questionnaire survey conducted by

the AEA.

Table 1: The Percentage of Questionnaires Returned

in Two Surveys by Type of Membership

1958 1956

um of membersta Lumx 21.12u

Contributing 61.7% (60)*
65.8% (1757)

Profesrional 56.5% (1469)

General 48.5% (4113) 51.2% (11307)

A second measure of involvement in the ABA is attendance at the na-

tional conferences. As shown in Table 2, those who attended the 1958

conference had a considerably higher return rate than those who did not,

and this does not appear to be the result solely of announcements made

at the conference about the questionnaire. Even nrior to the start of

the conference those who were to attend bad a higher rate of return

than those who dtd not, This strengthens the belief that attending the

convention is a useful indicator of involvement in the AEA and that it

is involvement which influenced the return rate rather than exhortations

to return the questionnaire given in announcemenis at the conference.

When the return rate is considered jointlyby the tyre of mdmbership

Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of members with a par,-

ticular type of membership and are the bases of the per cents.

1418.
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Table 2: The Percentage of Questionnaires Returned

by Attendance at the 1958 National Conference

Returned

Attendance at the before the

conference conference

Attended
Did not attend 33.9%

Total
returned

7509%
4904%

Base of
S's

(324)

(5332)

and attendance at the 1958 conference, as in Table 3$ it may be seen

that conference attendance is more strongly related to the return rate

than type of membership, although both indicators af involvement appear

to show some relationship to return even when the other is held constant.

Table 3: The Percentage a Questionnnires Returned

by Attendance at the 1958 National Conference

and Typo of Yemborchip

Type of membership

Contributing
Professional
General

attended the
conference

78.6% (14)*
7740% (191)
74.6% (118)

Dim not attend
the conference

56.5% (46)

53.4% (1278)
47.7% (3995)

Although Tables 1, 2 and 3 all indicate that there is some bias in

the sample reaulting from the higher return rates of those involved

enough in AEA to take out one of the higher priced meMberships or to at-

tend the conference, the total result of this bias is not great. Only

5.7% of the members attended the 1958 national conference and only 1.1%

held contributing memberships. Thus the two groups which shaw the most

over-representation are rather small ones. When ane considers the simple

Numbers in parentheses are the bases of the per cents.



distinction between contributing and professional menbers on the one

hand (27.0% of all members) and general members (73.0%) it may be seen

in Table 1 that the differences in return rate are not great. Thus it

would seem that there is evidence that tin) sample is biased by the inclu-

sion of the more Involved members, although not drastically so.

The return rates also have been examined on a state by state basis.

It does not seem to be Us case that those states in the AEA's Joint Mem-

bership Plan have higher return rates than others, but there are some re-

gional differences. As shown in Table 4, those members residing in the

western and north central states have a slightay higher return rate than

those residing in either the northeastern or southern parts of the coun-

try. This holds true even when the type of nianbership is controlled.

Table 14: The Percentage of Questionnaires Returned
by the Region in Which the Members Reside
and Their Type of ilembership

Ptofessional or
Regioe

Western
North Central
Northeastern
Southern

63.3%
!"7.4%

54.8%
53.2%

General
members

51.2%
50.7%

4509%
45.2%

Total

514.14% (981)
52:8% (1925)

48.6% (822)
47.7% (1859)

Western

North Central

rz Wyo., Colo., Utah, N. M.,.Nev., Ariz., Wash., Ore.,
Idaho, Mont., and Calif. .

Northeastern

Southern

Ohio, Ind., Wis., Mich., Ill,, N. D., S. 14,

Iowa, Mo., Kan., and Neb.

Me.,
Pa., Md., 'Del., 1). C., and W. Va.

Vt., N. H.. Conn., Mass., I N. X., N. J.,

Va., Term., Ky., N. C., S. C., Ga., Ala., Miss., La.,
ra.., Tex., Okla., and Ark.



Comparisons of Waves. Another method.of locating biases in the sampae

is to assume that those members who did not return a questionnaire until

they were sent a second copy are more like the unanswering group than

those who returned the first questionnaire. If this assumption is cor-

rect', then it may-be possible to learn something about the non-answering

group by noting the ways in which those responding only after receiving

a second mailing differ fran those who ansmyred the first mailed ques-

tionnaire.

Because this method rests on some unproved assumptions, it is best

to test it first on already known biases. For example, it was just shown

that those attending the national conference in 1958 were more likely to

return their questionnaires than those who did not. This same bias is

also indicated by the second method, for it is found that 9% of those

who returned their questionnaims before the second mailing (who for short

will be called the first wave respondents) attended that conference as

opposed to 5% of those not answering until they received a second copy

of the questionnaire (who will be called the second wave respondents)24

Similarly, it is found that 32% of the first wave responients were pro-

fessional or contributing members, as opposed to 23% of the second wave

respondents, thus once again indicating a bias in the same direction as

that determined by the return rate analysis.

In Table 5 several comparisons are made between the first wave re-

spondents and the second wave respondents. In general the differences

tend to be quite small, but a somewhat consistent pattern does emerge

from the comparisons. The first wave respondents tend in general to be

4
All percentages comparing the first mailing and second wave respondenta
are taken only from the sample of tabulated questionnaires rathor than
the total of all questionnaires returned.



Table 5: Comparisons of First Wave and
Second Wave Respondents

First Second
wave wave Differences

respondents respondents, in %

Ever an officer, delegate, Yes 16% 10%
or committee member No 84 90 -4

Aver attend an annual Yes 30% 26% 44
conference No 70 74

When first joined AEA 1951-1952 31% 23% +8
1953-1956 55 58 .3

1957-1958 314 19 -5

How interested in AEA
as an organization

Favorableness of image
of AEA

Present position in
adult education

Very or
moderately 67% 66% +1

Slightly or
not at all 33 34 -1

Favorable 54% 59%
Neutral 29 30 -1
Unfavorable 17 11 +6

Full-time 27% 22% +5
Some of
fullAime 45 52 .7

Part-time 7 4 +3
Volunteer 14 9 +5
No position 7 13 .6

Mean Information Score 1.04 .80 +.214

more involved and informed than the second mailing returners; they are sore

likely to be or have been officers, delegates, or members of one of1LEA's com-

mittees; they more Iraq? ntly attended at Utast one annual conference; they

more often joined AEA in its early years; and they have a higher mean informa-

tion score than tim second wave respondents.

It is somewhat surprising to learn that their expressed interest in AEA as



an organisation is no greater than the second wave respondents and that

these first wave responlents contain a slightly larger proportion who have

an unfavorable image of AEA. Although this-last relationship is somewhat

difficult to understand, it does at least suggest that the sample is not

composed only of those menbers who are uncritical of the AEA. It also sug-

gests that responding to the questionnaire is more a function of being in-

volved enough and informed enough about the AEA to have opinions than it is

to the content of the opinions.

In general, the comparisons of the first and second wave respondents

appear to be most useful in supporting the previous conclusions of the

return rate analysis that: 1) No biases of such great magnitude exist

which would make the questionnaires useless for understanding the member-

ship, and 2) the major biases which do exist appear to be mainly those re-

sulting from a greater participation of the more interested and informed

Members. Since such individuals undoubtedly are more important than oth-

ers in the actual operation and support of the AEA and are also like.ly to

be disproportionately involved in its decision making, such biases do nab

seem particularly disturbing.

Se.ai 1.SILW2_...and nificance Tests. The reader may wonder whether the fail-

ure to tabulate all the questionnaires returned rather than a sample of

2000 may further reduce the representativeness of the sample appreciably.

The answer to this question is that the sampling can have only a minor and

measurable effect. When percentages in the sample are based on the full

2000 tabulated cases, the variation in a percentage will almost never be

more than 3 percentage points from what would have been found if all 2899

cases had been tabulated.5

This raises a related question. The reader may wonder why tests of

5At least the variation will not be greater than 3% one time out of a hun-
dred and will not be greater than 14% more than one time out of a thousand.

1423.



statistical significance have not been used in this report. The answer

to this is twofold, First it should be noted that in generalstests of

statistical significance are inapplicable to mailed questionnaires because

the sample is self-selected rather than selected at random. Consequently,

even if all the returned questiohnaires had been tabulated, testa of sig-

nUicance would nct be appropriate. Secondly, although tests of signifi-

cance could have been made to see whether differences in percentages could

have arisen from the ramdom selection of the tabulated questionnaires from

the total returned questionnaires, this seemed a waste of time. llat one

ants to know is whether the tabulated sample differs markedly from the

universe of all members, and this cannot be determined byany test of sig-

nificance.

The Questionnaire to Former Members of the AEA

From the complete list of persons who had dropped their membership

in AFA since March 19.55, when the first records of former members were

started, all those who had initially joined the AEA in a February, June or

August were selected. Excluding organizational members and those residing

outside the continental United States, Alaska, Hawaii, and herto Rico,

this sample consisted of 2099 individuals, Of these 25 were eliminated

because their names also appeared on the list of members and were there-

fore presumed to have rejoined. Each of the remaining 2074 former members

was mailed a questionnaire on November 12, 19580

The particular selection of fonner members who had joined in the above

mentioned months was carried out to obtain a sample of about 2000 from the

total number of forner members. A systematic sanple would have been used

had there been sufficient time and money to draw it. However, this was

not possible, and the only other way of selecting among the total nudber

1424.



of former members appeared to be by utilizing one of the few pieces of

information about them appearing on the nameplates contained in AEA's

files. Of this limited information, including name, address, type of

membership, and month joined, the last seemed to be the least biasing

criterton of selection. The Executive Director of the AEA selected

these three particular mgnths so as to pick a light, media and heavy

month in terms of new memberehips and to scatter the months over the year,

A total of 801 questionnaires mas returned, or 38.6% of those mailed.

However, 51 of these mere eliminated before processing. Eleven had to be

rejected because they contained too little information and another tun

were disqualified as having bean filled out by someone other than the

person to mhom they were mailed. Finally, ari additional 31 were not pro-

cessed because those who returned them reported that they were currently

members of the AEA,
6

Thus a remaining 749 questionnaires from former

members were processed for analysis*

The Questionnaire to Adult Educators Who Have Never Been AEA Members

The problem of selecting a sample of adult educators who have never

been members of AEA presented a much more difficult problem than locating

samples of members and former members. Since there is no directory of

all adult educators in the United States or even a rough appriximation

to it$ it was decided to obtain a number of "never members" by cross-check-

ing various lists of adult educators in particular organizations againstIM. SorsINNIIMM!0MINM. arAnia.MNIAM~MAMMAMIONNONS

6
Some of the persons evidently joined the AEA between the time the lists

of former members were prepared and the time when the questionnaires

were returned. In other cases there appeared to be some confusion as

to an individual's membership status arising from changes of address,

delayed payment of dues, or administrative error. Because both the

lists of members and former members were arranged for mailing purposes

by state and city, it was especially difficult to cross-check the mear-

bership status of persons who had moved after dropping their membership

and then rejoined at a new addresso
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the lists of AEA members and former members. The particular lists used

and the method of selecting samples of adult educators from them are

indicated below:

'1, District Agricultural Extension and Home Economics Agents.
From the ......1Coutly.lants.arestoryfor 1958 published by G. L. Masts
Jr. dc Associates of Chicago, the names of all district agents were
selected except those who weve primarily 14-11 Club leaders or spe-
cialists. This particular level of workers in Agricultural Exten-
sion and Home Economics was selected because an earlier question-
naire sent to all state directors of Agricultural Extension re-
vealed that they felt this was the lavel for whom membership in
AEA would be most valuable, This list contained 397 names.

2. National Association of P4blic School Adult Educators.
The membership was obtained through the
AEA in September of 1958. When all organizational members and
those living outside the United States and PUerto Rico were elim-
inated, 1715 names remained.

30 American Library Association. A list of all members of
the Adult ervices Division of the ALA (previously the Adult Edu-
cation Division) was obtained in November 1958. A total of 1325
names were obtained fram this list after all members residing
outside the United States and PUerto Rico were removed.

4. University The 1957.
1958 NUEA Directory of Administrative Personnel, which purports
to be "...a directory of extension administrative personnel in
institutions holding membership in the National University Ex-
tension Association"." was obtained. Two samples were taken
from this directory. The first consisted of all persons who
held any one of the following titles: "Vice-president for ex-
tension; dean; director; associate dean; associate director;

assistant dean; assistant 'director; evening classes director;
academic dean; academic instradtor; university instructor; or
program director or supervisor." This list contributed 178
names. A second systematic random sample of all other persons
listed in the directory, except those holding the titles of
registrar, director of admissions, recorder, bursar, business
manager, or budget director, was drawn for an additional 234
names.

5. RtLat,eandRei._v2Lial.Associa'_Lions.. From the AEA home

office a list or regional and state adult education councils,
committees, and associations was secured consisting of 34 state

organizations and 3 regional ones. Thirteen of the state asso-

ciations were dropped from consideration because they ware in-

volved in the AEA Joint Membership Plan and were therefore thought

unlikely to contribute the names of many persons never members

of the AEA. A letter was vaitten to each of the remaining 24

state and regional associations requesting a list of their mem-

bership. Six state associations and one regional association

426.
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cooperated by furnishing such lists. TJo additional associations

replied that they had no such lists, Repeated attempts to contact
officers of the remaining associations to obtain such lists were

unsuccessful. One of the seven lists sent to us was not used
because it contained only adult educators in the public schools.
The six lists finally used were those from the following organ-

isations: The Mountain Plains Adult Education Association; The
Colorado Council of Adult Education; The Iowa Association for
Adult Education; The NeW Mexico Council on Adult Eduatim; The
Ohio Association for Adult Education; and The Adult Education
Association of Louisiana. (Che list arrived too late for use.)

From these lists 393 names were obtained*

The names and addresses on each of these lists were cross-checked

against the lists of current and former AEA members and against each

other to remove duplications. A few names also had to be eliminated

because the addresses supplied were not complete enough for mailing.

The results of these eliminations are indicated in Table 6. Final3,y,

systematic random sampaes of the remaining names from the NAPSAE and

ALA lists were taken so as to obtain a mailing of approximately 300 per-

sons from each of these lists. A total of 1461 questionnaires viSS

mailed to persons presumed never to have been members of AEA, the mail-

ing occurring on December 12, 1958 for the Agricultural Extension and

Home Sconomics District Agents and on January 5, 1959 for all the others.

A total of 634 of these questionnaires was returned er 43°4% of

those mailed. However, fully 12% of those returned had to be eliminated

because those replying indicated on their questionnaire that they were

or had been members of AEA. Since these lists had been screened to elim-

inate current and former members prior to mailing, this high percentage

of ineligible questionnaires requires a word of explanation* It would

seem that these errors could have crept in in at least three ways.

First, the list of members was obtained in September of 1958 and that

of former members in October of 1958, but the sample of "never members"

was not mailed until January of 1958 and many were not revurned until



Table 61 Information About the Lists
Utilized to Obtain a Sample

of Persons Who Had Never
Been Members of AEA

Eliminations

Size Former Total

of AEA AEA Other never Total

Source of list list members members reasons members mailed

Agricultural Extension
District Agents 397 58 20 5 314 314

NAESAE members 1715 276 56 . 1383 307

ALA Adult Services
Division members 1325 123 37 . 1165 290

NUEA deans, directors,

etc. 178 62 4 112 112

Sample of NUEA other
personnel 234 17 7 4 206 206

State and regional
association members 393 120 16. 21 232 232

Total 4242 656 140 34 3412 1461

March of 1959. Consequently, some of the presumed "never sombers" may have

joined the AEA during the lapsed period. Secondly, the list of former mem-

bers of the AEA goes back only to Marnh 1955, while some of the presumed

ftnever members" may have joined and left the AEA prior to this date. Third

and probably most important, the lists of current and former members were

arranged not alphabetically by list names but by states and cities. Con-

sequently it was difficult to cross-check the names of persons from the

nnever member" lists with these AEA lists if (a) the person resided in a

different town than the one in which he ras employed, (b) had two or more

Excludes those residing outside the Unitel States or PUerto Rico and

organizational meMbers.

**
Other reasons include address inadequate for mailing and duplication on

another list of never members.
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office addresses, or (c) had recently changed either his home or office

address.
?

The final number of tabulated "never member° questionnaires

from each of the various sources, along with information indicating how

eliminations from the tabulated group were carried out, is found in Table

7.

Table ?: Information Concerning the Extent
of Return of the "never member"
Questionnaires and the Elimination
of Some of Them Prior to Tabulation

Not tabulated because

Claimed

Total Claimed former * No.

Total returned: AEA AEA. Other tabu-

Source of list mailed Noo % lsambmtui menjas.gi reasons lated

Agricultural Exten-
sion District
Agents 314 153 49%

NAME members 307 115 38%

ALA Adult Services
Division members 290 102 35%

NUEA deans, direc-
tors, etc. 112 45 40%

NUEA other personnel 206 99 48%

State and regional
association members 232 118 51%

iv*

Total 1461 634 43%

8 4 4 137

11 6 i 97

2 3 ..., 97

8 2 . 35

10 3 3 83

12 6 2 98

51 24 10 549**

7
In only a few cases were the research staff able to locate those claiming

membership in the member list even after such a claim was made on a "never

member" questionnaire. This suggests that perhaps some claiming AEA memr

bership did not in fact hold it. However, in order to obtain as pure a

sample of never members as possible, in all cases of doubt, individuals

claiming membership were removed from the never member sample.

These other reasons generally involve elimination of a questionnaire be-

cause it contained insufficient data to make tabulation worthwhile.

**
These columns do not tctal exactly because two questionnaires were returned

which could not be identified as coming from one of the specific lists as

the respondents had removed all identifying codes from the questionnaire.
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The final tabalated sample of never members is at best a set of speci-

fic sUb-samples of adUlt edicatore who do not Claim ever to have been mem-

bers of AEA0 No claim at all is made that the aggregate of these sub-sam-

plea is representative in any way of all the adult educators who have never

joined the AEA, and tabulations for this aggregate have generally been pre-

sented only Uhen little or no difference occurs among the sub-samples. No

attempt has been made to assess the return rate biases of even the sub-samp.

ples and no claims are made about the extent of bias which may exist in the

sub-samplesa At best, these samples of "never members" provide only lim-

ited aad probably not very reliable information about persons who have never

been members of AE414 and not too much reliance should be placed on conclu-

sions resulting from an examination of these questionnaires()

The Questionnaire to State Directors of A ricultural Extension

On September 27, 1958, a two-page questionnaire was mailed to each

state director of agricultural extension and home economics in the conti-

nental United States and Puerto Rico. All but one of these were returned.

The Interviews

Questionnaires are a useftl means of collecting systematic informa-

tion from large numbers of people, but they have some serious limitations()

By and large questionnaires tend to obscure or neglect the more subtle

opinions and views, do not allow for further probing of the more intereetp.

ing suggestions and opinions, and generally fail to obtain the full views

of those who are most informed and most thoughtful on the topics covereda

For these reasons it was decided to supplement the questionnaire survey

with relatively unstructured personal interviews with a limited number of

persons, especially those most familiar with the AEA and adult educationa

Several different approaches were used in selecting the individuals to be

interviewed('
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Dip Officers and Staff. As one method of obtaining a number of persons who

were especially familiar with the AEA and adult education, it was decided

to interview those who were currently holding, or in the past had held* im-

portant positions in the AEA or related organizations. This sample consist-

ed of the following individuals: the top executive officers of AEA, CNO,

and NAPSAE; all presidents of the AEA including the president elect; the

two most recent presidents of CNO and NAPSAE; and the last fall-time execu-

tive officers of AEA's organizational predecessors, the American Associa.

tion for Adult Education and the NEA's Department of Adult Education. All

but one of these 17 interviews were completed. The interviews ranged from

one to six and a half hours in length and averaged almost two and three-

quarter hours each*

Interviews With Other Prominent Adult Educators. A second list of inter-
011011/MINN umr-inaillUIC=6

viewees was obtained by requesting a panel of eleven judges, who were sug-

gested by the AEA Executive Committee, to supply a list of names of persons

"of prominence.and experience in the field" whom they felt should be inter-

viewed. Nine of these judges prepared such a list, and their nominations

were compared so aa to interview those whom the most judges named. Exclud-

ing persons who were already slated for interviews as top officers or staff

and excluding foundation officials whom it did not seem politic to inter-

view, it was found that 20 individuals were mentioned by at least four of

the judges. One of these was out of the country at the time, but each o:

the remaining 19 was interviewed. These interviews provided such inter-

esting information that it was decided to expand their number. Consequently

an attempt was made to interview in addition those 17 persons who had been

mentioned by three judges. Because this decision was made relatively late

in the interviewing, it was not economically possible to reach all of them.
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However, twelve of these individuals were interviewed and another one had

been interviewed previously in the Delegate Assembly sample described be-

low.
8

Thus a total of 32 interviews was completed with these proninent

adult educators from the total list of 37. These interviews ranged from

one to five hours in length and averaged approximately two hours.

Interviews With Members of the DelegateALmtlx of the AEA. In order to

insure that interviews were conducted with AEA members in most parts of the

country and in order to obtain the views of those persons who wyre at the

same time more informed aboutthe AEA than average and yet closely in touch

with the rank and file of AEA's members, a saaple of 34 members of the 1958

Delegate Assembly was selected. In izeparing this sample, the country was

divided into the 15 regions indicated in Table 8, and a number of delegates

were selected at randan in each region, the number being proportional to

AEA's membership in that region.

Of the 34 intended interviews, 22 were completed with the person ini-

tially sampled, ten were completed with substitutes from the same region,

and two were never completed, in one instance because of failure to find

a mutually convenient time and in the other made financially impossible

because the residence of the delegate was highly inaccessible and neither

he nor his alternates attended the 1958 Conferences as expected. Nine of

the ten substitutions were required for reasons of economy. Initially it

was hoped that those delegates from the most distant regions could be in-

terviewed at the 1958 conference. Many of than, however; were not prasent

at the Conference, and consequently it was necessary, either to interview

their alternate or, in making trips to their region, to select two dele-

gates from the same town or city rather than make a special trip for each

Anwas=0......m..

8
Of the four who were not interviewed, two resided on the West Coast, one
in the deep South, and one in Pennsylvania.



Table 8: The Geographic Regions in
Which ?hose Interviewed Reside

jai..9.R12"

Prominent Delegate

educators Assembly
sam le sam le

I. Maine, New Hampshire: Vermont,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut 1 2%

II. New York 15 31

III. Pennsylvania and New Jersey 1 2

IV. Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware,

Maryland, District of Columbia 9 19

V. Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
Floriia, Puerto Rico 1 2

VI. North Carolina, South Carolina,

Tennessee, Kentucky

VII. Texas and Louisiana

VIII. Indiana and Ohio 3 6

IX, Illinois 5 10

X. Wisconsin and Michigan 3 6

XI, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,

Arkansas 2 4

XII. Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota,

South Dakota

XIII., Utah, Wyoming, California,

New Mexico 2 4

XIV. Nevada, Arizona, California,
Hawaii 5 10

XV. Washington, Oregon, Idaho,

Montana, Alaska
aa

Canada 1 2

Total 48 99%

Total

2 6% 3 4%

4 13 19 24

3 9 4 5

2 6 11 14

2 6 3 14

1 3 1 1

1 3 1. 1

3 9 6 7

2 6 7 9

3 9 6 7

2 6 14 5

2 6 2 3

2 3

4 13 9 11

St/ /1 1

1 3 1 1

32 98% 80 100%

These columns do not total 100% beaause of rounding.

**
The regional divisions used here are the ones utilized by the AEA in

elections for members of the Executive Committee.
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delegate. Uhenever financial considerations permitted, the alternates

were drawn random4. In no instance %as an alternate selected for reasons

of personal acquaintance.

The interviews with the medbers of the Delegate Assadny ranged from

one to two and three-quarters hours in length and lasted an average of

about two hours each.

The Coos.mitis of the Combined Interview Sample

The same basic interview schedule was used for each of the three

above samples, and consequently, the three samples have generally been

combined into one large sample and results reported only about their total

except where a specific sample is mentioned. Therefore, some basic infor-

mation about those who were interviewed may be useful in considering the

statements made an the basis of this sample.

As shown in Table 82 those interviewed resided in many areas of the

country. The Delegate Assembly sample, which was intentionally selected

so as to give wide geographical coverage, is especially well dispersed0

The sample of prominent educators, which consists of both the top officers

and staff sample and the sample of other prominent educators mentioned

above, is much more concentrated in a few areas. More than two-thirds of

these prominent educators reside in New York City, Nashington, D. C., or

Chicago or in their suburbs. Since most of these people are employed by

large private or governmental organizations whose headquarters are typic-

ally found in these three cities, this concentration is understandable0

The organizations in which the interviewees were employed are indi-

cated in Table 9. In the Delegate Assembly sample it maybe seen that

there is a great concentration in the universities and public schools, for

72 % of the sample were employed in one of these two institutions. This is



not a result of the sampling but reflects the situation in the Delegate

Assembly where 68% of the members in 1958 were from one of these two insti

tutions, The prominent educators sample is somewhat more dispersed over

several types of organizations although it also contains many individuals

from the universities and naturally enough shows concentration in adult

education organizations and councils,

Table 9: Organizations in Whicti Those
Interviewed Were Employed

aft.ri.tatt..0 n in tiichemployed

Pablic school
College or university
Adult education organization, council,

or foundation
Baldness and industry
Health ani welfare organi;ation

Librarias
Agricultural Extension or farm organization

Federal Government
Unions
Youth Serving organization
Church
Retired

Prominent Delegate

educators Assembly
sample p_a_mat

N %
Total

4 8% 11 34% 15 19%

1? 35 12 38 29 36

11 23 . . 11 14

4 8 . . 4 5

3 6 2 6 5 6

3 9 3 4
2 14 1 3 3 4
2 4 1 3 3 )4

3 6 . 3 4
2 ; 2 2

1 2 . . 1 1

1 2 . .. . 1 1

48 98%* 32 99%* 80 100%

In general, those interviewed held powerful positions in the field of

adult education, Nine were profesaors of adult education, and most of the

others held such positions as assistant superintendants of large state or

city school systems, deans of large universitiesi, or they were educational

directors of state library systems, large business organizations, or large

AIMINIIIMIEN1=1111111101MINMIIMMIIMINIMINNIN.M.MIIMEMININWIMID.........1WINNO

These columns do not total 100% because of rounding,

435.
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national private organizations. Excluding the professors of education,

approximately half of the sample administered, directed, supervised, or

coordinated the work of fifty or more paid adult educators. Many others

had important positions where they influenced large numbers of volunteer

workers.

Table 10 indicates the demographic composition of the sanple. There

it may be seen that those interviewed are predominantly male, over 40 years

old, and holders of advanced degrees in education. Of those holding ad-

vanced degrees, about a third received their degree in adult education.

The interviewees' contacts with the AEA and its affiliates appear to

be both intensive and af long duration. About 85% had joined the AEA dur-

ing its first eighteen months and approximately 60% had previously belonged

to either the American Association for Adult Educetion or the Department of

Adult Education of the NEA, the two preceding organizatione. Seventeen of

the interviewees were also members of NAME, seven of these had been on

its Executive Committee, and four had served as President of NAESAE. Six-

teen had been organizational xopresentatives to CNO, fourteen of these had

been on CNO's Executive Committee, and five had been Chairman or Pi.esident

of CHO.
9

A total of 34 interviewees, 42%, had been members of AEA's Execu-

tive Committee, and, as noted previously, all presidents of AEA had been

interviewed.
10

9

111.1111MIMOIMIINIILIM.M.

As previously mentioned, the two most recent presidents of NAPSAE and

CNO were purposely selected for interviewing as part of the sample of

top officers and staff. The additional officers of these two organiza-

tions were included as part of the sample of persons mentioned three or

more times as "prominent arri experienced in the field" by the panel of

judges referred to above,

10
The great majority ef those holding the organizational offices mentioned

were those drawn in the top officers and staff or "other prominent adult

educators" sample. Among the Delegate Assembly sample only three had

been members of AEAls Executive ComaAtee, and only three had held im-

portant poaitions in CNO or NAME.



In summary., tho combined intorview sample contains persons from all

parts of the countlry and rany diaoront agencioso Althoush no claim is

Table 10: Th3 Demographic Composition
of Those Interviewed

Prominent Delegate
educators Assembly

EMEIE 221121.9.
Total

Sex:

Male 83% 66% 76%
Female 17 34 24

in ra
Base of % (48) (32) (80)

Age:

Under 40 . 12% 5%

40 to 49 48e, 45 46
50 and over _51._ 44 49

-100 I no "fa
Base of % (48) (32) (30)

Highest academic degree:

Bachelorls 17% 16% 16%

Master's 21 59 36

Doctolos 62 25 118

100%. 10o% rom
Base of % (46) (32) (80)

Subject of advanced degree:

Adult Education 43% 22% 34%
Other educational 32 41 36

Social science 15 11 13

Humanities 8 18

Other or unknown 2 . 8 *
1O1W. 1665 1

Base of % (40) (27) (67)

12

arfa...~msclisu,namerylarOnareaMom*,w,m ImMumoryn,a^mmemearssiam.+ammeasvammosaranieweammr.

These percentsges baimd on i'he number of interviewees who hold

either a master's or doctor's degree.

4370



made that this sample is representative of any specific universe of adult

educators, special attention has been paid to the views expressed by the

interviewees because of their familiarity with the AEA and because of the

prominence of their positions in adult education, the AEA, and its related

organizations. Further, it is the opinion of the authors that the inter-

view sample contains a large proportion of those people whose views and

opinions on adult education and the AEA are most influential in the field

today.

Other Interviews

An additional 20 interviews, of varying lengths, were conducted for

various specific reasons. Twelve of these were with former medbers of the

AEA who were interviaued about their decision to drop their membership.

Seven of these former members wore residents of New York city, and the re-

maining five resided in the following cities: Chattanooga, Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Berkeley, and Washington, D. C011 Two interviews were con-

ducted on organizational prdblems with the axecutive officers of large na-

tional organizations outside the field of adult education; a group inter-

view of the Executive Board of the National University Extension Associa-

tion was completed; and five informal interviews were held with persons

specially qualified to report on specific and strategic occurrences in the

operation of the AEA.

mowwwwlibms ..ro~witariMMIONIcsfrirenravatsmanmorawa-.........e...a.lormws.

11
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Initially it was planned to obtain thirty interviews with former members

of the AEA from a widely dispersed sample. As this was attempted, it was

discovered that in a greet many cases the available addresses of the for-

mer members were no longer correct. Consequently, the cost of locating

the sample proved p-pohibitiva when carried on outside the New York City

area. For this reason the initial plans of obtaining a larger and widely

distributed sample were teminated and only the modest sample described

above was completed.
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APPENDIX B

The DESzapolt Future of AEA Individual Yiemberships!

Extrapolations the projection of past trends into the fdture, is

frequently a frazicious method of forecasting the future since it does not

take into account new factors and conditions which may arise to disrupt

these trends. Nevertheless, the extrapolation procedure often does prove

valuable by contributing new insights into certain processes behind the

trends and by suggesting differing ways in which the trends may be altered.

For these reasons, this Appendix records recent trends in individual AEA

memberships with the aim of examining the possible consequences of these

trends and locating some of the processes which appear to lie behind them.

Figure 1 of Chapter III presents the overall pattern of AEA member-

ships, including both individual and organizational memberships. The data

from which this figure was constructed, however, are of varying degrees of

precision and completeness. Only limited clues may be found about the size

of AEAls membership prior to early 1952, and therefore a dotted line has

been used in Figure 1 of Chapter III to estimate the membership at the

earliest period. From 1952 until the end of 1955 somewhat more systematic

data were apparently kept, but the only systematic record of it available

today appears in the form of various graphs and figures in the annual re-

ports of the AEA0 Since 19564 however, complete and detailed records of

the membership have been compiled and retained, and it is only this last

period which will be considered here.

The Downward Trend. As nearly everyone connected with the AEA knows, the

total membership of the AEA has consistently declined since the beginning

of 1956. This is shown in Figure 1 on the foliowing page. For a month or

*This appendix was prepared by William L. Nicholls II.



Figure 1

Total Number of AEA Individual
Memberships per Month
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two the decline may appear to cease or even turn into an increase, but the

long term trend is definitely downward*

Variations 12:7hol of Meniii0 As a first step in analyzing the problem

of membership decline, it is useful to look separately at the various types

of memberships* The majority of the members are general members, those who

pay a $5000 fee and receive Adult adushki for their membership* The

professional members pay a fee of $10000 and also receive Adult Education.11101

as well as Adult Leadership,* Contributing members pay a fee of el5000 and

receive not only both these publications but additional publications*

Because there are so few contributing members they will be grouped together

with the professional members here* Organizational members and subscribers

to the two publications are not included in this analysis*

In Figure 2 it is found that the trend in membership differs consider .

ably according to the kind of membership* During the past three years there

has been a slight decline in professional and contributing memberships, but

in the last year there appears to be little change from month to month in

the number of professional and contributing members* On the other hand,

there appears to be an almost constant decline in the number of general

memberships luring the last three years, and the trend appears to continue

right up to the latest available data* Therefore, in order to understand

AEAls past and continuing loss of members, it is important to examine the

loss of general memberships in more detail*

Components of the General Membership Loss. Any decline in membership can

be analyzed into two simple components: (1) the dropping out of members who

have already joined; and (2) the extent of recruitment of new members*

(For simplicity, the transfer from one type of membership to another or
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Figure 2

A Comparison of Membership Trent;
by Type of Membership
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from membership to subscriber will be ignored here0) To what extent have

these two components been involved in AEAls loss of general members?

First let us look at the entent of the loss of membership through

resignation of, or the failure to renew general memberships, As Figure 3

shows, the percentage of general members who have failed to continue their

memberships has fluctuated wildly month by month during the past three years,

Undoubtedly the greatest fluctuations, such as those in the early months of

1957, represent the aftermaths of promotion campaigns, On a year by year

basis it is found that daring 1956 some 45% of the general members did not

renew, during 1957 some 57% did not renew, and during 1958 42% did not renewal

Thus even in the best of the three years, the most recent one, better than

two out of five of the general members did not continue their membership,

with such a loss, then, it is small wonder that the total number of general

members has declined.

Of course, this loss night have been equalized by new general members,

but this would seem unlikely unless an intensive campaign were waged for

new memberships. To make up the 1956 loss almost 4000 new memberships would

have been required, In 1957 it would have taken better than 3000 new member-

ships te stem the tide, while 2000 new memberships would have prevented fur-

ther decline in 1958. In actual fact, only 1661 new general members were

obtained in 1956, 1067 in 1957, and 889 in 1958. The month by month new

memberships are recorded in Figure 4* These figures not only show that the

new memberships have nowhere approached the number necessary to hold constant

the number of general memberships, but they also indicate that in each of

the last three years the AEA has recruited progressively fewer new members,

Thus not only has the AEA lost general members at a fairly rapid rate, but

it also appears to be losing its ability or the resources to attract new ones,

41111111111111141111

1By comparison, the percentage of professional and contributing members who

failed to renew for each of these years was 26% for 1956, 41% for 1957, and

31 i for 1958.
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There appears to be some sign of hope in Figure 41 in that during the

first two months of 1959 the AEA did recruit considerably more general

meters than it did 'luring the same two months of 1958. %tile this may very

well be nothing more than a-monthly fluctuation, the most recent data at

least do not appear to indicate a fUrther decline in the AEA's ability to

attract new members*

Extrapolation to the Fhture. On the basis of the 1958 data, wLat can we

guess about the future of AEA's general membership? Suppose that the AEA

continues to lose about 42% of its general members each year as it did in

1958. FUrther suppose that it can attract about 900 new members each year,

which is just slightly better than it did in 19580 Under these assumptions

how many general members will the AEA end up with in the long run? lhe

answer obmiously is that the AEA will end up with just enough members so

that the 42% lost each year will be made up by 900 new members, and this

means that in the long run the AEA will have 2142 general members. If this

is added to the fairly constant number of about 1650 professional and

contributing members, the total membership of the AEA would be estimated

at about 38000 In other words, if the current trends continue (and no one

can tell definitely whether they will or not, although they probably will

not) the AEA will end up with about as many members as it had in late 1952.

Again assuming that theae trends continue, one may wonder haw fast

the AEA would lose its members* A little arithmetic can provide the an-

swers. If the current trends continue, the AEA can expect to lose about

700 general members in1959, about 400 more in 1960, another 200 in 1961,

slightly more than 100 in 1962, and progressively smaller additional num,

bers each of the remaining years until it reaches its equilibrium point of

2142 general members. All this, of course, assumes that the declining



membership does not bring about a loss of services or psychological dialu .

lusionnant which accelerates the decline. If these additional factors take

holdl at all, they would seem most likely to occur during 1959 when the de-

cline would be greatest and most noticeable.

Recent Tests of the projections. Since the foregoing projections mere made

on the tesis of 1958 membership trends and apply in part ti) 1959, it is

possible ta examine the accuracy of the projections at least for the first

part of 2959. This is done in Table 1. There month by month projections

of the size of the general membership as prepared early in 1959 are con-

treated with the actual figures for the first part of the year. Although

the projections and actual figures are generally not too different, it

should be noted that in every instance the projections were on the opti .

mistic side. Thus at least for the first half of 1959, it appears that

the AEA is losing general members faster than projected above. If this

discrepancy between projected and actual membership continues throughant

the rest of 1959, one may suspect that the estimate of the eventual mem-

bership may have to be revised downward.

Some persons connected closely with the AEA have suggested that although

there still is a decline in general memberships, there has been an increase

in professional and contributing memberships during early 1959. If this were

markedly so, the foregoing attempts to estimate the future membership of

the AEA would be seriously in errors since the discussion is based on the

assumption that the number of professional and contributing memberships

would remain constant. The increase in professional and contributing

memberships pointed to, however, is so small that for all practical pur-

poses Lt seems more realistic to view the number of such memberships as

remaining constant. From January to July of 1959, the number of general



members declined 'by 454 for a loss of appro:dmately 12%0 D....eing the same

period there was an increase of 31 professional and contributing members,

or a gain of less than 2%* Such gains are probably viewed more realisbic-

ally as minor fluctuations than significant trends*

Table 1: A Month-By-Month Comparison
of the Projected Number of
General Members With the
Actual Number Reported by
the AEA

Projected

projected Actual . Actual

January 1959 3895 3895 0*

February 3833 3804 +29

March 3772 3723 449

April 3711 3695 +16

May 3650 3612 338

June 3588 3511 377

july 3527 3461 g36

August 3456 ** **

September 3405 *R. **

October 3343 ** **

November 3282 ** **

December 3221 ** **

January 1960 3159 ** 41.*

Implications, for Recruitim and HoldinilMembers0 In addition to providing

forecasts, the previous methods can also be used to see what changes in

holding power or recruiting would be necessary to stem the tide. For ex.

ample, suppose that the AEA obtains approximately 900 new general members

Because the January figures were used as the basis for the projections,

this difference of zero arises by definition and does not imply perfect

prediction*

**
Information not available at time of writing*
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in 1959, as it did ia 1958. Nhat per cent of those who are currently gen-

eral members could it afford to lose and still maintain the same member-

ship? Ihe answer is that it could afford to lose only about 24%, and this

seems highly optimistic. During 1958 the AEA lost 28% of its contrihrb'ing

members and 31% of its professional members; so it seems likely to lose a

higher percentage of general members. Considering the AErs past experi-

ence and the great turnover in the field of adult education, it seems safer

to assume that the actual loss will be much closer to the 42% found in

19580

If this is the case, then one may ask how many new general members

will have to be recruited in order to prevent fhrther decline? Once again,

a little arithmetic provides the answer. It will have to find 1600 ner

general members or about 80% more than it was able to recruit in 1958.

Because 1959 will be drawing to a close before tile release of th:t.s

report and because it appears that the above projections for 1959 will at

least be approximately correct, it may seem more realistic to consider the

recruiting problem in 1960c How many new general members will be required

to stabilize the membership in that year if other conditions rewain the

same? Even in 1960 a major effort would seem necessary because slightly

more than 1300 new general members will be required, and this is still a

figure almost 50% greater than the AEA was able to recruit in 1958.

As the AEA grows smaller the funds and energies available for recruit-

ing may also decline, and consequently a better approach to the membership

problem may lie in attempting to retain each /ear a larger proportion of

the members it has. Undoubtedly both recruiting and increasing the organ-

ization's holding power will be necessary to stabilize the membership, but

so long as more than two out of every five general members terminate their
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membership each years the AEA seems faced either with an almost inevitably

smaller membership in the long run or the necessity of extensive recruit,

ing programs() 1
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Tables Referred to in Text

Table 1: The Frequency of Discussions
of Common Problems in Adult
Education with Those Outside
the Respondenb' a Own Agana
by Level of Responsibility*

Frequency of Top Other Broad gauge Primarily
discussions administrator administrator workers workere

More than
one/week 30 28% 17% 13%

About one/
week 23 17 14 15

One to three
times/month 32 h2 148 WI

Not at ell 10 13 21 28
ZS I= Oin Wel

Base of % (637) (237) (255) (594)

OINIMINN11110111111=1.1MMIIIIIIII

Those who did nab answer the question concerning responsibilities,
those whose responsibilities are unclassifiable by level, and those
with no activities in adult education are excluded from this table0
Those who did not answer the question concerning frequency of dis-
cussions are also excluded.
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Table 2: Other National Orgmisations
Concerned with Adult Education
in Which AEA Mothers Reported
Membership

of those

% of in at least
total one au&

Mat organisation

National Association of Public School

Adult Educators

American Library Association Ii 10

American Society of Training Directora 2 Ii

American Vocational Association 2 4

National Association of County
Agricultural Agents; National Home
Demonstration Agents' Aasociabion 2 Ia

National University Extension
Association or Association of University
Evening Colleges 3 6

National Education Association 2 5

Association for Higher Education;
National Home Study Council; American
Association of Junior Colleges; American
Association of Land Grant Colleges and
Universities; National Council of
Churohes, Department of Adult 'tail
National Catholic Educational Association,
Commission on Adult Education; Society of

Public Health Educators 2 5

CNO affiliated organization, other
than those listed above 13 27

All other organizations 16 35

Organization nob given 5 10

Not a mother of another national

organization 5h
iirr

,
fir

Base of % (2000) (920)

41111101MOMMINIMINIMINSINIINIIMMUMINIIMI.
,=011111.101.

These columns total more than 100 per cent because memberahip in

more than one organizabion could be mentioned.)
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Table 3: Reasons Why the AEA Is
Considered More Valuable
Than Other DiTanisations
in Adult Education*

The AEA is more relevant to respondent's activities
and interests in adult education 13%

The AEA dispenses techniques and methods, or gives
more practical assistance including resource
material:30 6.0.0 000oe 0 20

The AEA provides a more comprehensive scope and
permits understanding of other programs; also,
permits interohenge of ideas, information, and
experiences among perions in different areas of
adult education. 0 0 0 22

The AEAls goals are more interesting or more

important. 0 0 0 4

The AEA is more intellectually stimulating; its
theoretical content or philosophy is more

valuable . 0 . . 0 3

The AEA's publications are better or more valuable
(respondents were classified in this category
only if their responses could not be coded

above). 0 0 0 0 13

Other and ambiguous reasons . . 0 0 0 0 0 10

No answer so 0

Base of % (288)

AIIMMINONNISMIIIIIM.MIIMMINIMIIIIIIIIIMM11111=41111111111111111MmoNIMMenormil.111, 1111/01,

Those who do not belong to another national organisation in adult
education or did not answer the question concerning national
organizations are excluded from this table.

**
Total exceeds 100% because respondents gave more than one reason.
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Table 3 (Continued): Reasons 1Thy the AEA is
Considered Less Valuable
than Other Wanizations
in Adult Education*

The AEA is less relevant to respondent's own 36%

special activities and interests.

The ASA gives less practical assistance in the
form of. methods and techniques. 0 9

The AEA is too comprehensive, too broad; it tries
to include too many diverse activities and
interested...pow . . p 7

The ABA's goals are lees important; or its goals
need definition oloo e weep 3

The ABA is too theoretical or philosophical 3

The AZA's publications are less valuable
(respomients were classified in this
categozy only if their responses could
not-be coded above). # 2

The AEA provides less opportunity for personal
contacts or activities on local, state, or
regional level. . c, 5

Not familiar enough with the AEA to sew; has
spent' zmre time with other organization . . 0 0 0 14

Other and asbiguous reasons. . 0 0 9

Special category: The respondent indicates
some measure of appreciation or understend-
ing of the AEAls position, type of program,
etc., vhich wakee the orgesization less
valuable, ec.g., "a situation which is both
normal. Eed propere "However, AEA gives a
broader viewpoint". . 11.

Base of % (603)

*Those who do not belong to another national organization in adult
education or did not answer the question concerning national organ-
izations are excluded from this table.

**Total exceeds 100% because respondents gave more than one reason.
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Tdble 4: Per Cent Indicating That the Title
of Adult Educator is *Very Appropriate"
by Type of Position in.Adult Education

and Magazines Receiver

Magasine Received

Adult Leadershiy

Str-111...2°IdlIn
Both

All of fUll-time paid 81% (306) 70% (211)

Part of fel-time paid 48% (369) 35% (528)

Part-tire paid 61% (57) 39% (74)

Volunteer or unpaid 28% (69) 21% (200)

NO position 28% (42) 7% (95)

'Wm to read this tdble: Each per cent indicates the per cent
OrgaMMUM-Snabeled combination of type of position
and magazines. !'.._-ceived mho indicated.that the title of adult

educator was "very appropriate." Thus the upper left per cant

reportsthat among members with fal.time positions concerned

exclusively with adult education Who received both magaaines,

es thought that the title of addlt educator was "Very appro.

priate."

Mose who did not answer the question concerning type of position

are excluded from this table.
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Table 5: Proportion Indicating that
Such au Organization Makes
a "Great Deal of Difference"
According to Suszarized Areas
of Interest in Adult Educationw

Stunaarlued areas % "Great deal Base
of interest of difference" of 011#

Broad and comprehensive 52% (654)

Work-related 49% (769)

Education for special roles
and interests 48% (980)

Social and interpersonal
education

Liberal education

47% (1210)

41% (536)

Table 6: Proportion Indicating that
Such an Organization Makes
a "Great Mal of Difference"
According to Type of Position
in Adult Education***

% "Great deal Base
Dz..., position of difference" ell

All of part-time paid 46% (513)

Part of full-time paid 46% (896)

Part-time paid 52% (132)

Volunteer or unpaid 50% (269)

NO position 44% (138)

*Those who did not answer the question concerning either the differ-
once that such Ern organization maim to alult education or areas of
interest are excluded from this table*

"Bases total more than 2000 because respondents indicated more than
one area of interest*

4H1.11
Those itho did not answer the question concerning either the differ-
ence that such En organization Inaba to adult education or type of
position are exclaxied from this table*
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Table 7: Proportion Indicating that
Such an Organization Makes
a "Great Deal of Difference"
According to Involvement in

the AEA*

% "Great deal

InvOlvement of difference"

ftecutive Commattee 58%

Delegate Assembly 60%

Other committees 1111%

Ho position:

Attended conference 1:8%

Never attended conference 145%

INIIMMIMII11111111111IIMM

Those who
that such
from this

14.11m1111 =111111110110MI

Baee
of %

(50)

(158)

(78)

(328)

(1321)

did not answer the question concerning the difference

an organization makes to adult education are excluded

table.
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Tdble 8: Comparisons Between Former AEA
Members and Current AEA Members

Forme Current"
lge.q.migon in adult education members members

FUll.time paid position concerned entirely
with adult education 13% 28%

Full4ime paid position with sone respon-
sibilities in adult education 50 50

Part-time paid position 12 7

Volunteer or unpaid position 25 15
17a IrM

Base of % (513) (1840)

Primary activities in adult education

Top administrator 16% 35%
Other administrator 9 13
Broad gauge worker 18 lh
Primarily worker 52 33

Unclassifiable 5 5
Mer% ZS

REMO of % (513) (1840)

Nembershi in adult education voluntary
offamins othithaiithe

Local or city council of adult education 11% 22%
abate or regional council of adult

education 13 33
National organization concerned with

adult education 29 118

None of these 56 31

No anwger 5 2

nEr** 136' *

Base of % (513) (1840)

ftsmommurmowlwOMONIrw Nairmwamaa.m.aaworrmararwwww

Only fornar members with some present position in adult education are
included in this table,

**
Only current members with some present position in adult education are
included in this tableo

*1*
These colunns total more than 1001:because individuals coald be members
of more thaa one type of organizationo
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Table 8 (Continued): Comparisons Between Former AEA
Members end Current AEA Members

Former Current
4ropateness of the title of "adult members members

ucato

"It is a very appropriate title and I

ofben think of myself as an adult
educatoro" 22% 48%

"It is a title which could appropriately
be applied to mes but I seldom think of
myself in this wayo" 50

27 9"It is not an appropriate title for me.,"

No answer

Base of %

Summarized wean of interest in adult

1 2
TOM

(513) (1u)

Providing broads comprehensive adult
education 19% 34%

Social and interpersonal education and
methods 62 62

Liberal education 21 27

WOrksrelated education 19 31

Remedial education h 7

Education for special roles and interests 63 50
Obher and no answer A* En*

1

Base of (513) (1840)

Moat advanced formal education completed

Doctorate 13 18%
Master's degree or degree'in laws

library sciences or similar degree
other than degrees in divinity or
theology 38 94

Bachelor of divinity or theology or
master's degree in divinity or theology 13

Completed college 22 19
Did not complete college 13 8

No answer 1 15= 1051

Base of % (513) (1840)

*These columns total more than 100% because respondents frequently ex .
pressed an interest in more than one area.
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Table 8 (Continued): Couparisona Between Former AEA
Members and Current AEA Members

Selected Primary agencies in which adult
education functions are carried out

Forger Current
members ambers

Public school 10% 15%

Agricultural or home econonics extension 6 6

University evening or extension division 6 9

Other college or university division 6 9

Church or religious oiganization 27 11

Health or welfare agency u 12

Library 2 5

Business or industry 4 4

Labor union 1 1

Youth serving agency 6 9

Civic or fraternal organization 5 3

Other agencies or organizations 9 10

Unascertainable or none 6
rah al

Base of % (513) (18140)

i

1
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,-

Table 9: The Appropriateness of Six
Descriptions of the AEA as
Viewed by Former and Current
Members of the AEAw

Description

"An organization which successfully harmo-
nizes the divergent views and interests
of its members"

>1`,710.7,1

Former" Current
umbers mothers

Very appropriate 26% 21%
Somewhat appropriate 148 55

1M3 41;
Not appropriate 26

Base of % (176) (3.lih)

"An organization with valuable goals"

Very appropriate 77% 76%
Sorarwhat appropriate 21 22
Not appropriate 2 2

1073 Tra
Base of % (331) (1663)

organization vd.th clear and attainable
goals"

Very appropriate 3396 25%
Somewhat appropriate 55

ran
Not appropriate 12 lii

ioó

Base of % (233) (VA)

"An organization which is making real
progress toward its goals"

Very appropriate 37% 22%
Somewhat appropriate 50 68
Nbt appropriate 13 10

Icin 31,3

01111rwIMMIIIII0111Mia=OW

Base of % (167) (1211)

Only respondents Ito responded to each description are included in the
percentages for that description.

it*
Information is provided only for those former meffl'ers who hold some
kind of position in adult education.
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Table 9 (Continued): The Appropriateness of &ix
Desceptions of the AEA as
Viewed by Fortner and Current
Members of the AEA

Former Current
ambers members

"An organization whose official pronounce
ments and decisions reflect the wishes of
the great majority of its members"

Vmr appropriate 26%
Semewhzt appropriate 56
Not appropilate 18

25%
52

Tra

Base of % (108) (870)

"An organization which has proved effective
in representing its members, views to
important people and organizations outside
it"

Very appropriate 31% 27%

Somewhat appropriate /48 51
Not Eppropriate 21 22

iao 17f63

Base of % (123) (932)
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Table 10: Comparisons Between Adult Educators
lho Have Never Been AEA Members and
Current Members of the AEA

DmisS. position in adult education

A211.time paid position concerned
entirely with adult education

FUll.time paid position with some
responsibilities in adult
education

Part-time paid position
Volunteer or unpaid pceition
None
No answer

Base of %

Primarzmarmisia2 adult education***

TOp administrator
Other administrator
Broad gauge worker
Primarily worker

Sex

Male
Female

Base of %

Current

Never* Total*
Merbers Eagle

27% 26%

Members

Matdhed**

!Eat

51%

1414 116 la
7 14

a lb 3
5 7

1
rail io rdh

(5149) (2000) (307)

51% 38% 63%
7 ih 13
21 15 3.6
21 35 e

roal MN MI
(503) (175%) (296)

60% 60% 57%
iso 140 rgh

IM
Base of % (5W) (2000) (30?)

MENININIMMINI.01.101MINOMMIMMOMI.0.140=01.=dsoliMMOIMI=MMOOM~II~

*Because some of the never members claimed to hold no position in adult

education, carrent members making similar claims are also included in

these comparisons. For this reason, the distribution of current nem-
bers ini the various categories in this table will be found to differ

slightly from those in Table 8 where those claiming no position in

adult education were excluded.

The method by which this matched sample of current members VW coi .
structed is described in the footnote on page of Chapter vno

Respondents Whose activities could not be so classified have been

excluded from this table.
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Table 3.0 (Continued): Comparisons Between Adult Educators
Who Have Never Been AEA Members and
Current Members of the AEA

Mean Me

Baae Of mean

lost advanced fonnal education completed*

Current members

Never Total Matched
members Ewa _aurae

4604 4604 4905

(5149) (2000) (307)

Doctorate 10% 18% 214%

Master' a degree or equivalent (includ-
ing bachelor of diiiinity Or theology) 56 54 63

Completed college 27 19 13
Did not complete college 7 9

10-753 ma gin
Base of % (103) (1993) (307)

riateness of the title of
ucator

"It is a yew appropriate title and
I often think of well* as an adult
educatorlm

"It is a 'title which could appropri-
ately be applied to me, but I sel-
dom think of welf in this way." hl 26

"It is not an appropriate title for
moo" 12 12

144% 45% 69%

No answer 3ra 2 1
fo 10--62; 10.-"-01

Base of % (5119) (2000) (307)

Respondents not siswering the question about their education are ex .
eluded from this table. Some 19 per cent of the never members dirt' not

answer this question, presumably because it appeared on the last part
of the questionnaire vhich many never members failed to notice.
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Table 10 (Continued); Comparisons Between Adult Educators
Who Have Never Been AEA Medbers and
Current Memberé of the AEA

Uemberthiip in adult education
vo
than he AEA

Local or city council of adult
education

State or regional council of
adult education

National organization concerned
'lath adult education

None of these
No answer

Base of %

Ottrrmnt Mimbera

Never Taal hatched

$2°12E! "Rae. Mai

12% 20% 33%

30 31 72

43. 46 73
32 314 9

(549) (2000) (307)

1.!=..bacts with adult
.........4"4"mi:(711EDIMEDIEJJE4EgEal
own agengr

Once *a week or more often 29% 38% he%
One to three times a month 1,2 38 42

Leas than once a month or not
at all 26 21 8

No answer 3 3 3
rag 013 IFS

Base of % (549) (2000) (307)

111.1.

These percentages total more than 100 per cent because respondents
could belong to more than one type of organization.
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Tdble 10 (Continued): Comparisons Between Adult Educators
Who Have Never Been AEA Members and
Current Members of the AEA

Summarised areas of interest in adult
uaFar.

Providing broad, comprehensive adult

Current_aelams

Never Total Matched
members LtWes panels

education 142% 34% 50
Social and interpersonal education

and methods 51 63 56

Liberal education 35 28 314

Work.related education 1,5 to 39
Remedial education 12 7 6

Education for special roles and
interests Ai 24* 26*

Base of % (502) (l9514) (302)

11=111111111111111111MunIMININIIIMINIMIIMIIIIIMIMIN

Respondents indicating other areas of interest or indicating no area

of interest are excluded from this table. Approximately 9 per ceut of

the never members did not answer or indicated an interest ohly in rural

and agricultural adult education, an interest which has not been. class.

sified in the above six categories. Such never mothers were typically

regional directors of Agricultural Extension.

**
The columns total more than 100 per cent because respondenta could

report interests in more than one area:

_
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Table 11: The Appropriateness of Six
Descriptions of the AEA as
Viewed by Those Who Have
Never Been AEA Members and
Current Members*

Description,

0An organization which successfully
harmonizes the divergent views and
interesbs of its members"

Never Total Matched**
members smile sawle,

Very appropriate 17% 21% 12%

Somewhat appropriate 146 55 60
Not appropriate 1kil 2h 28

Iff%

Base of % (96) (111h) (21i2)

"An organization with valuable goals"

Vary appropriate 63% 76% 67%

Somewhat appropriate 33 22 33.

Not a propriabe 2 2
idoS io-71)

Base of % (153) (1663) (282)

"An organization with clear and
attainable goals."

Very appropriate 25% 25% 18%

Somewhat appropriabe 514 61 63

Not appropriate 21 111
100S

Base of % (127) (11421) (251)

Only respondents who responded to each description are included in the
percentages for that description.

The matched sample of current members utilized here is the same as
that found in the previous table.
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Table n. (Conbinued): The Appropriateness of Six
Descriptions of the AEA as
Viewed by Those llho Have
Never Been AEA Members and
Current Members

"An organization which is making real
progress toward its goalsp"

Vegr appropriate
Somewhat appropriate
Not apprcpriatr

Current members

Never Taal Notched
members sample 11,41

2/1% 22%
53 68
23 10

19%
67
111

Trol ZS MI
Base of % (1111) (1211) (236)

"An organization :those official prow
nouncements and decisions reflect
the mid= of the great majority of
its membeles."

Very appropriate 22% 25% 17%
Soo,- at appropriate 50 52 57
Not appropriate 28 23 26

TM oral 1-&-1

Base of %

"An organization which has proved ef-
fective in representing ibs :swims°
views to important people and organ-
izations outside ito"

(710 (870) (205)

Very appropride 23% 27% 22%
Somewhat appropriate 1.8 51 57
Not appropriate 22 21

1013

Base of % (97) (932) (219)
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Table 12: The Need For a Generalized
Organization in Adult Education
as Seen by Six samples of Adult
Educators iiho Rad Never Been
AEA Members

w epnet o te nvr mro usinar a eoe h dn.tfig cd rm te qetonir nih ta sd t eemn n wih
sml hy hd be rw, osqety, te ttl clm otis to
mr aes ta h u f te s zhsmls

1101....."..........1.111111.011e.paiwiras.ne INIIIINIMONINIM.110.110111111.11M. arra

Fbr a description of the sanyles involvedl see Appendix Ao

NINIM.110.110111111.11M. arra

Fbr a description of the sanyles involvedl see Appendix Ao

Two respondents to the never merbor questionnaire had removed the iden..
tifying code from the queutionnai.ra .nhich tlaS used to determine in which
sample they had been drawn,. Consequently:, the total column contains two
more caseis than the sum of the sr sz)h-samples.
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Table 13: Concern For Social Action According
to Emphasis on a Strong, Centrally
Directed National Organization, the
Importance of AEA to Adult Education,
and Interest in the AEA. as an
Organization

he best hope for the
velopment of the

ield of adult educa-
ion lies in a strong,
ntral directed Agree

anization. stronl !igree

ree, or agree strongly 56% 37%

't know or no answer 21 30
Disagree, or disagree strongly 23 33

ra ioo

Social action on behalf of social_stams is the
basic reason for Ws existence of a modern adult
education movement.

Base of % (235) (778)

The difference it would
make to adult education
if there were no AEA

Great deal of difference
Some difference
Little or no difference

Base of %*

Interest in the AEA
as an organization

Very interested
Moderately interested
Slightly interested
Not interested

Base of %*

64% 50%

35 47
1

37570 3.0070

(229) (770)

Don't know
or no answer

27%
34
39

(448)

43%
51
6

107,t

(437)

33% 23% 17%

144 149 44
20 25 32

3 7

10M 3730

(232) (773) (441)

Eisjme

22%
25

105.4

(476)

40%
55

lOO

(466)

20%

32

10-sa

(473)

Disagree
strongly

12%

64

(63)

32%

31t

(63)

11%
48
27
314

-001

(63)

Those who did not answer the question are excluded from the bases for per cents.


